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I. INTKODUCTION

'

This book was intended to carry on from Chaucer the Maker, the

supposition being that one would wish to inquire whether

Chaucer was, as might seem improbable, alone as an English

poet and, if he was not, what the English poetry contemporary
with his was like. It is evident from his poetry itself that he had

French and Italian predecessors and contemporaries and that in

some ways they formed the community of poets to which he be/

longed and knew himselfto belong. But it does not appear to have

been so much a matter for his conscious consideration that there

was a contemporary poetry in English.

There was, however, an English poetry other than the Chaucer/

ian; a portion ofit has survived. What is surprising is the extent to

which it is not like Chaucer's. But this non/Chaucerian poetry is

not simply to be defined as exhibiting an absence ofthe Chaucer/

ian qualities. It has positive qualities of its own; it constitutes a

positive achievement comparable to, though different from,

Chaucer's.

In order to form an idea ofthe nature and the value ofthis poetry

the familiar the too familiar contrast between Pirn Plowman

and the Canterbury Tales needs to be extended into a larger, de/

tailed comparison between the non/Chaucerian poetry as a whole

and Chaucer. A knowledge ofthe one will sharpen one's sense of

the other. Such a comparison can, however, be no simple one, if

only because the non/Chaucerian poetry turns out to be not all of

a piece but to be a diversity of individualities. Generalization so

often falsifying in its effect when brought to bear on literature,

as on Hfe can be peculiarly unsafe and uncritical in relation to
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Introduction

poems so different from one another. The task of defining the

characteristics of the non/Chaucerian poetry as a whole can only
be begun when a number of these poems are examined together.

The present book can attempt only to be such a beginning and can

offer in the end only a partial account. What has to be attempted
is the relevant kind of beginning; and for medieval poetry, just as

much as for the poetry ofany other time, that can only be by way
of some detailed criticism of individual poems.

If the greater part of the English poetry contemporary, or near/

contemporary, with Chaucer proves to be non/Chaucerian that

does not mean that there are no affinities and no connexions be/

tween the two. One ofthe things to discover is what these relations

are and what, if any, are the relations of the non/Chaucerian

poetry with Chaucer's great successors, not the fifteenth/century

Chaucerians, but Shakespeare and the later masters of English.
Chaucer's poetry, though as English as the non/Chaucerian,
stands out from it as in some ways belonging more with the con/

temporary European French and Italian poetry. Even when
Chaucer's poetry is most English, as in the Canterbury Tales, when
it has developed its maximum freedom from the French and
Italian poetry, it is still different in important respects from the

English poetry that preceded or was contemporary with it. It is

different from both the Continental poetry and the other English

poetry; in some ways it goes far beyond either.

The comparison between the non/Chaucerian poetry and
Chaucer brings out the uniqueness of both, the remarkable

originality of Chaucer and the distinctive features of the non^
Chaucerian tradition. The two are in some ways complementary,
and a knowledge of both is needed for any true sense of the total

variety and range of medieval English poetry. Even ifwe subtract

Chaucer there was still an English tradition non/Chaucerian
which achieved some great things. It was, perhaps, as important a

development towards the Shakespearian achievement and con^

sequently towards later literature in English as was Chaucer's

poetry.

14



Introduction

The titles ofpoems are the chapter headings ofthis book because

the poems themselves are the subject, the facts with which criti/

cism is concerned. The study of literature has its appropriate dis^

cipline, that of literary criticism, which is therefore also the

discipline appropriate to the study of medieval English poetry. It

is essential to get it recognized and established as such, because

'medieval studies' have, as a consequence ofits not being, suffered

from a critical vagueness and slackness. They have too rarely been

studies of poetry as such but nearly always ofsomething else. The
word 'medievalist* has acquired, not without some reason, a

limiting suggestion as indicating one who is not widely read and,

partly as a consequence, one whose judgement in literature would

be likely to be naive and unreliable, one who would not be able to

know which are the best poems, and one who is remote from

modern literature and from life. To overcome these limitations

the student of medieval literature would have to be essentially

interested in literature itself and be widely read in literature other

than medieval. No one is in a position tojudge a work ofliterature

who has not read (fully to have read means in such a case to have

profoundly experienced) Lear or Macbeth. These things aie our

standards ofgreatness in literature. No one is in a position to judge

a novel who has not read, for example, Anna Karenina. He could

not otherwise know what a great novel is, what a novel is capable

of. Anna Karenina is our standard, or one of our standards, of

greatness in the novel. The judgement of one who has never ex/

perienced these and other greatest things in literature could not be

trusted among medieval works either. Abstract standards, prin/

ciples or criteria ofjudgement, however philosophically worked

out, are ofno practical utility in the realm ofliterary judgement; in

relation to the actual experiencing ofliterature they are illusory. In

such a realm Lear is our standard, Anna Karenina is our standard.

One work ofliterature finds its place in relation to other works. It

is a commonplace of criticism that when a new, a truly original

work ofliterature appears it alters the whole standard, the standard



Introduction

established by all the works ofliterature ofthe past. For that reason

our standards can only be ours and not those of another
century.

No one who has not responded to modern literature, who has not

found his bearings in the present, can be trusted therefore to find

his way about with any certainty in medieval or any other litera^

ture ofthe past; it is correspondingly true that no one who has not

responded to the best literature of the past, a wide range of that

literature, can find his way with any certainty in modern literature.

The best in medieval literature is an important part ofthe literature

of the past, and we cannot therefore afford to be unacquainted
with it, iffor no other reason than that it is relevant to our sense of

the present. The best contemporary standards and no others, not

those of any other century, can be active and actual in the present
are those formed by what the best contemporary readers have

experienced of the accumulated literature of many centuries past
and present.

The breaking/up of 'English studies* into a heterogeneity of

specialisms therefore positively imperils the best standards. To try

to take as wide and inclusive a view as is humanly possible when

considering any one author or the authors of any one century
should, on the contrary, be the ideal The tendency, for example,
to set as research in English some minor authors ofa single decade
or some matter of'background', and to confine the reading to that,

is bad for the researcher, if not stultifying also in its effect on his

research, and bad for the whole study of English because it

actually prevents the student from reading as widely as he might
otherwise have done and from consorting to the extent he could
otherwise have done with the best authors; at the end ofhis time he
is as a consequence actually less well read than he could otherwise

have been, and his experience ofgreat literature less profound. The
medievalist appears to be peculiarly prone to shutting himself in
and cutting himself off from the main currents of literature as a

whole, and medieval
literary studies have undoubtedly suffered as

a result of this kind of exclusiveness. Medievalists at present are,

judging from the evidence, still too anxious and preoccupied to

keep their studies safe from the
literary critic. I cannot think that

they do either themselves or their studies any real good by doing
16



Introduction

so. To insist that the scholar should be a critic, and the critic a

scholar, seems rather what is needed. This book was therefore

partly,
or at least incidentally, conceived as a deliberate attempt

(perhaps quixotic) to lift medieval English poetry out from the

professional 'Middle English' specialism. Only by working on

the assumption that there is still, potentially at least, an appeal

open to a critical reading public interested in literature can any/

thing be done to assist humane culture. Medieval literature cannot

actually matter, cannot be made operative at the present time

except with the aid of literary criticism to a critical reading

public, a public for literature, however small; it could no longer

be a reality if such a public should be extinct.

3

The phrase 'non/Chaucerian tradition* is here intended to in/

dicate a body ofpoetry songs, plays, alliterative poems, romances

that was flourishing in the England of Chaucer. Every poet,

of course, works in a tradition, Chaucer not least. If we are to

describe this non/Chaucerian poetry as 'traditional' in that more

limited sense in which the word is sometimes associated with

'anonymous' and 'oral', it should be recalled that the Homeric

poems, as well as folk/songs and ballads, are also traditional in

this same sense; it was not by any means simply a folk poetry. The

whole of this poetry and also Chaucer's came at the end of long

traditions of verse/making and storytelling in various languages,

Northern and Mediterranean, and was the outcome ofa collabora/

tion between the poets, their predecessors and their audiences. The

anonymous makers were also, in their way, artists even when

engaged in no more than reshaping the poems the songs, plays

and romances of their predecessors.

There is a sense in which the non/Chaucerian poetry may be

set over against the Chaucerian as being at that time already an

old/fashioned type of poetry. Though a Chaucer had appeared

whose poetry, English and European, is a remarkable individual

development, the age of minstrelsy was not yet entirely over.

There was still a poetry intended for recital, for chanting

B 17



Introduction

or singing or semi/dramatic performance on festal or social

occasions.
1

Though Chaucer's poems, too, appear to have been designed

to be listened to in a company, they are quite evidently written

poetry, not simply written down, and the work of a lettered poet

whose reading of poetry was in French, Italian and Latin. It is

poetry designed to be read, whether or not read aloud. A further,

perhaps consequent, difference is that a more personal note has

entered; we are listening to a personal voice. The poet occasionally

even presents himself, as a character, in his own poetry. Though
Chaucer and a great part of the non/Chaucerian poetry have in

common an energy ofdramatic and objective presentation, we are

aware also, in Chaucer's poetry, ofthe poet's presence as a subtly

comic observer of the people and society he presents. It is one of

the respects in which Chaucer strikes one as being already, in

medieval English, a new, a more 'modern* type of author,

although there had been, in this same respect, such poets before in

earlier European civilization. Chaucer, for this reason, sometimes

appears closer to the Latin Augustan and later poets, to Petrarch

and Boccaccio, and to some ofhis French contemporaries than to

the greater part of the English poetry contemporary with himself.

He has in common with the English poetry, on the other hand,
all that is implied in the fact that he is an English poet.

The error ofendeavouring to regard the author ofthe Canterbury
Tales as a member ofa narrow, exclusive courtly circle with a rigid

code, instead of as in the fullest sense an English poet, should not

need correction. There could certainly be nothing exclusive about

the author ofthat most comprehensive poem. IfChaucer belonged
to such a circle he has transcended its exclusiveness. He had

already done so (ifindeed he ever needed to) in Troilus and Criseyde.
1
Poetry of an eailier phase may exist contemporaneously with that of a later or

new phase, as civilizations belonging to earlier and later phases may exist side by
side. There have been social and cultural conditions in various places at various

times when not only short poems but poems ofepic length, and even longer, could
be composed, carried in the memory and recited by professional minstrels (many of
whom must have been makers as well as reciters) without the aid of writing. Pnv
fessor Chadwick, in a note *On the Heroic Poetry ofthe Slavonic Peoples' in The
Heroic A#9 describes such conditions as sail existing in the Balkans in the early

years of the present century.

18
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For, although Criseyde and Pandarus, as well as Troilus, are ceiv

tainly members of the courtly society, the poet penetrates to the

living woman and the living man. But there is no evidence in

Chaucer's poetry to lead us to suppose that his contemporary

courtly society was itself narrowly exclusive. Certainly Chaucer's

Canterbury pilgrims, though men and women of diverse social

classes and professions, easily form a company 'a felawshipe'
united not simply in a transient common purpose but in an easy

intimacy as they ride together talking, quarrelling and sharing one

another's tales. This breadth and depth of humanity that shows

itselfin Chaucer's poetry as it develops into the Canterbury Tales is

clearly related to the poet's increasingly full use of the resources of

the spoken English of his time.

The greatest ofthe English poems contemporary with Chaucer's

is, ifnot Piers Plowman, certainly Sir Gawayne and the Grene Knight.

It is unmistakably a complete work ofart, as Piers Plowman hardly
is. It may not unreasonably be regarded as a poem of much the

same traditional kind in English as the Homeric poems are in

Greek. There must, one feels, have been an individual artist of

genius, a single mind at work to have re-created his traditional

material into so complete a masterpiece. But it is equally apparent
that he has worked in a tradition that had been, at least until not

long before his time, of the oral kind in which inherited material

was shaped and reshaped for successive recitals. The same may be

said of the nature of most of the alliterative poetry which we may
associate with this poem.

It is hard to see why a French romance (or group ofromances)
need be assumed to have existed in order to provide a French

original for this particular English poem, or why effort should

have to be expended on constructing a conjectural pedigree for it

instead of concentrating on the poem we do have. There are of

course very many French words in the vocabulary, as there were

by that time in the spoken English, at least of the gentlefolk. But

though some of the words may seem to have been taken directly

from French poetry and are evidence that French romances were

familiar, an argument from vocabulary need not by itself be con^

elusive. From the vocabulary of the poem, which is also full of

19
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Norse words, we might equally well argue for an Old Norse

original, possibly alliterative, as for a French original. The Norse

words may well have also belonged to the spoken dialect of the

region, where there had been Norse settlements. Some at least of

the words may, on the other hand, have been carried down in the

alliterative tradition itselffrom the earlier heroic poetry. The poem
may have had French, Norse and Celtic ancestors.

The poet has, of course, had his sources. He has had, as the

poem seems to me to show, a body of myth and ritual, tales and
ceremonies that still meant something, was still an active feature of
the life of his English community, in addition to his specifically

English tradition of alliterative verse^making with its Old Norse
as well as Anglo/Saxon connexions. This is not to deny that,

being clearly a poet belonging to the 'noble' order, he could and
did draw on the chivalric and courtly tradition embodied in the

French romances and in the life of the noble order itself. Finally,
it is not to deny that his whole poem has been modified by
medieval Christianity, its theology, its feeling, morality, vision

and symbolism. But he has used his sources as Shakespeare used

his, as a great original artist. The poem does not look as though it

was composed by a poet who sat down with an MS of a French
romance in front ofhim which he then proceeded to translate, in

writing, into English alliterative verse. He has obviously handled
his various sources and materials with the largest freedom, with

Shakespearian creativeness. 1

1
Incidentally, some lines near the beginning of the poem appear explicitly to

refer to oral tradition and to live recital.

I scbal tdk bit astit* as 1 in torn berde, with
tongt,

As bit is stad and stoken

In stori stifand stronge,

With Id lettens lokenj
In londe so batz ben

longe,
*

straightway. f linked
(i.e. alliterated).

1 shall recite ft, as I heard it', he says, not 'as I read it'. On looking up Tolkien
and Gordon's glossary, I note that

c

stad' is explained as 'put down (in writing)*and stoken as 'set down (in writing)'. It is true that m writing' is bracketed. But
I can see no reason for the implication. All that the phrase 'stad and stoken' may be
taken to mean is *as it has been put together or composed'. Nor would the lettered
oftwo hnes later

necessarily mean written or visible letters rather than audible letters
in an alliterative poetry that 'has long been the custum in the land*.

20
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Nevertheless, the alliterative poet, comparable though he is to

the Homeric or heroic poet of a noble order, differs (like the

humble balladist) from the more modern kind of poet in that he

worked in a highly conventionalized medium in which so many
elements, both subject-matter and formal or stylistic elements,

were 'given
9

, were there before him, formulated, ready to hand.

Yet the hand ofthe master when it shows, as it does pre-eminently

in the finished achievement of Sir Gawayne and the Grene Knight,

is instantly distinguishable from merely competent workmanship,
Professor E. W. Tristram, in his English Wall'Painting of the

Fourteenth Century* brings this out clearly in describing the tradi

tional painting which he spent a lifetime in examining (if the

analogy between the two arts of poetry and painting of the same

period may be allowed). "So uniform are the resulting formulae

that through observation of large numbers of examples and con

stant practice in copying them, one may have the experience of

"completing" a half-visible fragment, in the imagination, and

then, on further search ofthe wall-surface and removal ofobliterat

ing lime-wash, of finding the remainder in the expected position,

Conventions such as those we have just been discussing, when

they were used by a painter who was merely competent, were help

ful to him in practice; but the brush of a master informed them

with a degree of life and expression that lies beyond the compass

of all formulae in themselves.' 1

Most of the English rhymed or stanzaic romances, though on

the whole inferior to the alliterative poems, may also be described

as art ofthis kind to be distinguished, however, from traditional

folk art, the art of the folk-ballads the greater part of it little

better than competent re-handlings of traditional material

apparently for recital rather than for private reading. About half

ofthe extant English medieval songs and lyrics, notably the carols,

may also be described as traditional art in this sense, though only

a very few can possibly be regarded as folk-songs. Most of them,

including many of those that are specifically Christian, are in a

humane perhaps what may even be called a 'humanist*

tradition that in its modes ofexpression descends from some ofthe

1
English Wall'Pamting of the Fourteenth Century, I, p. 9.
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early medieval Latin lyrics (such as the Cambridge Songs, which
have been dated as early as the tenth century, and the Carmina

Burana) and from the troubadour and early French lyrics of the

twelfth century. In that respect they are closer to Chaucer's poetry
than is the rest ofthe non/Chaucerian poetry. Finally, the Mystery

Cycle is a huge collaborative work ofseveral generations. But this

is not to deny that in the Cycle, too, the work of an individual

may stand out from that of his collaborators. The Wakefield

Master, like the poet of Sir Gawayne and the Grene Knight, though
anonymous and working in a more conventionalized medium
than Chaucer, is none the less an innovator, remarkably original
in his way and a master of colloquial English in intricate verse.

4

The non^Chaucerian poetry is rich in material that not only
could interest, but has interested anthropologists. The anthropolox

gists as such are not critics ofliterature. But it does not follow that

their findings might not prove of use to a literary critic, provided
he uses these findings not as an anthropologist but as a critic.

What concerns the critic is what the poets have made of the

traditional subject/matter which they did not invent but inherited

from the past,

The question at issue, then, is whether a critic can properly and

profitably make use ofthe results or tentative results of anthro/

pological researches without turning himselfinto something other
than a critic, without becoming an amateur anthropologist. How
far is the anthropological evidence, in regard to the medieval

romances, relevant to the reading ofthem as poems? The romances
or rather the traditional material embodied or embedded in

them have evidently been found to be a suitable subject for

anthropological studies, as Chaucer and more modern literature

have not been; and, though the
anthropologists are not (as I said)

critics of
poetry, they have in the romances abundantly found the

kind of evidence that concerns them as anthropologists. It may
therefore seem that what has been extracted from the poetry, no

22
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matter by whom, may be restored to it by the critic and may thus

help to promote a more conscious, more complete reading of the

poetry.

The test, for the critic, is not to what extent these things that

concern the anthropologist were there in the life ofthe time that,

as a critic of poetry, he cannot judge but whether or not these

things are there in a particular poem. Nor is he limited to what

may have been the conscious intention ofthe poet what the poet

would have said he supposed himselfto be doing ifwe could have

asked him nor to what may have been in the conscious mind of

the audiences, what they would have said they supposed them/

selves to be listening to. The critic is concerned with nothing less

than the totality ofthe poem.
A remarkable number of anthropological Tacts

9

, assembled by
different workers in different fields but having a bearing on the

subject-matter of this traditional poetry, do seem to an outside

observer to fit together so impressively that the obvious con/

elusion might well be that they confirm one another. Different

anthropological scholars have constructed different theories to try

to account for the Tacts
5

. The critic, however, in making use of

these Tacts* is not called upon to propound any theory of his own

to account for them. To do so would be to write quite a different

book from his own, an anthropological book and not a book of

literary criticism. The critic is not called upon to prove or dis/

prove, defend or find support for, accept or reject, on the evidence

ofthe poems, any theory, anthropological or other. The facts with

which he is concerned are (as I have said) the poems. The anthro/

pologist may legitimately use the poems, as he may use any other

piece of evidence, to assist him in establishing his facts or to con/

firm or invalidate a theory. The critic must not do so.

But it still remains a possibility that the critic might make use of

the anthropological facts or even the surmises and guesses of

anthropologists in relation to bis facts, the poems. Ifthese anthro/

pological facts, or even guesses, have the effect of making the

critic the reader ofthe poems alert to things in the poems which

he might not otherwise have noticed and which he, nevertheless,

now sees to be actually there, in the poems, this is surely a positive

23
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gain for the reading of them. If, on the other hand, these things
cannot be discovered to be actually in the poems, no theories or

guesses could put them there. For the critic the words are always
the test, the final check the words in their context, and that is

neither more nor less than the whole text. His object, the poem, is

the structure of meaning which these particular words, arranged
as they are arranged, compose.

There are, of course, risks. If the critic is safely to take account
of the views of anthropological scholars in his reading of the

poetry and he may be in danger ofmissing things in the poems if

he does not do so he would probably be wise to treat these views
as if they were guesses rather than the wellxauthenticated conclux

sions, based upon impressive accumulations of evidence, that

some ofthem appear to be. But there is a positive use for 'guessing*,
or imagination, in the process of

critically apprehending poetry. If

one guesses that there might be something in a certain place and
then, to one's critical satisfaction, actually finds it there, the guess is

justified. It has served a useful purpose; it has led one to look for

some particular thing where it was to be found. On the other

hand, one cannot find what is not there; one only has to avoid

fancying it to be so, reading something into the poem that is not
there. The critic's task is to arrive at the fullest possible reading
which is at the same time an accurate reading. But in reading
'early* poetry, such as medieval poetry is, the modern reader must
(I think) deliberately allow for a much wider margin of doubt
than in reading more modern literature. It is important for him to
indicate

clearly the meanings that are possible or probable but not
certain. There is not only a place, in the criticism ofthis traditional

poetry, for words such as 'perhaps' and
'possibly', but a positive

obligation occasionally not to avoid them. It has also to be kept in
mind that some possibilities may be more possible than others.
When reading, then, the critical reader is not applying a theory,

anthropological or other, or even a body of knowledge to the

poem. He is applying his
sensibility to it and, together with his

sensibility, his
intelligence, everything he fr, in short. His judgex

moits and the quality of his judgements of literature, as of life,
will ideally be those arrived at by the whole of himself and his

24
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whole experience both of literature and of life. Nothing less is

committed and engaged in the critical reading of any work of

literature.

This book is therefore not intended to be an argument, but

rather to avoid argument because it has something else to do to

try to promote appreciation of the poetry. The intention is not

to try out any imaginary 'anthropological approach', but to try to

get the poems read and more fully apprehended. There is only one

'approach
5

to poetry, and that is to begin to read it in the fullest

sense of 'read
9

.

One ofthe first things we apprehend about any poem, as about

any other work of art, is that it has a pattern or structure. Unless

we believe in 'pure art' which I take to mean believing that this

pattern may somehow exist in and by itself for admiration we
shall believe that it is a pattern or structure ^/something; that it is a

structure of meanings the unique structure of specifically those

meanings and no others; and that, ifit is not so, it has no meaning
and there can be no reason to occupy oneselfwith it. Beliefs, ofone

kind or another, are an important part of what gives meaning to

life, and consequently to art. But beliefs are of various kinds and

are not necessarily confined to those of which one is most con"

scious or which one might formulate to oneself. There are in/

herited beliefs and there are beliefs which (as one imagines) one

'arrives at' for oneselfby rational or other processes. We cannot, of

course, know what the maker of Sir Gawajnt and the Grene Knight

would have said he believed in, if asked. But such a poem could

not have arisen except out of the fundamental beliefs, as well as

experience, of the author. Some of a poet's deepest beliefs may be

those traditional beliefs which he, in his own more sophisticated

way, shares not uncritically with his people. A sophisticated mind

may consciously accord the personae of traditional belief the

Green Knight or Gawain the kind of belief that the vividly

imagined symbols of a deeply and freshly apprehended truth

appear to demand. There is, as it happens, evidence enough for

those who need to have evidence external to the poem, that

ceremonies and fragments ofdramatic ritual such as those to which

the story of the contest between the Green Knight and the
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Gawain of the poem unmistakably relates were by no means

things of the past in the poet's own time; that they were, on the

contrary, still being practised among the people, both high and

low, for whatever conscious reason; and that, therefore, such a

poet could count on his audience's familiarity with these things.

To deny that this was so is as much as to deny that there was ever

such a thing as the Maypole or Christmas mummeries. Even

Chaucer's poems have their references to the May rites.
1

It is inadequate to think ofthe poet of Sir Gawayne and the Grene

Knight as simply a storyteller, at least in the ordinary limited sense,

as inadequate as to think ofa great novelist as such. The coherent

whole of what Tolstoy, for example, thought, felt and believed

about life life very completely responded to and presented went
into the creative process which gave us Anna Karenina and War and

Peace and is responsible for their structures. The art of 'telling a

story* involves in the Gawain poet's case, as in Tolstoy's, much
more than is generally allowed. W. P. Ker's conclusions, in Epic
and Romance, about the Dutch Gawain romance Walewein are

worth looking at in this connexion. 2 He finds that the author 'has

all the mechanical business of romance
9

, and more: *In Walewein

there appears quite plainly what is lost in Gaelic and the German
stories, the character of the strange land in which the quests are

carried out.* Nevertheless Ker finds the romance a failure: *But if

this may be supposed to belong to an older form of the story not

evident in the popular version, a story ofadventure in the Land of
the Dead, on the other hand the romance has no conception of
the meaning ofthese passages, and gets no poetical result from the

chances here offered it/ It is worth pondering the implications of

'meaning' here leaning* in its relation to 'poetical result*.

Mr. M. J. C. Hodgart in an essay wittily entitled 'In the Shade

1 Remnants of these or suclvlike ritual practices were still there as late as the
seventeenth century when an enlightened Church and State took certain ofthem so

seriously
as^not

to shrink from destroying hundreds of village women as witches.
Hawthorne's imaginative sense ofhow this element was present still in the life of
Poritan New Engknd is an important part of his sense ofthe past, as shown in his
tales, The May-Pole ofMerry Mount, Young Goodman Brown and My Kinsman, MajorJ

2
Epic md Romance, V, p. 341.
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of the Golden Bough'
1 has said apropos of my criticism of Sir

Gawayne and the Grene Knight: 'This is not the place to show why
Mr. Speirs's theories cannot be accepted by Arthurian scholars,

but it is worth noting his basic critical assumption, since it is

shared by other "mythological" critics. Ifa poem can be shown to

be based consciously on primitive myth and ritual (or even un/

consciously) is it thereby a better poem than one which is not so

based? Mr. Speirs seems to answer with an unqualified yes/

Theories are, as I have explained, exactly what I have tried not to

put forward in my criticism. But, even supposing I had done so, I

cannot well discuss the reasons why theories attributed to me can'

not be accepted by unspecified Arthurian scholars since I have

not been shown, in this or any other place, what these reasons are.

Where I might meet the Arthurian scholars, in agreement or dis^

agreement, might be in some detailed critical discussion of the

poems themselves, which is what I am offering. But I am here

told by Mr. Hodgart that my 'basic critical assumption*, which I

share with other 'mythological critics*,
2

is that a poem 'based on

primitive myth and ritual* is thereby *a better poem than one which

is not*. It is a pity if I am supposed to have suggested that it is

necessarily thereby a better poem. What I do suggest is that it is

certainly a different poem. As to value, there may be poems based

on myth and ritual (why does Mr. Hodgart say 'primitive*?) that

have little value and others that have great value. Of the poems

discussed in this book, for example, some are of less value than

others, as I hope will appear. But in each case the nature, and

therefore the value, of the poem will surely have been affected in

one way or another, for better or for worse, if it has a myth/and'

ritual element. It is what has been made of the mytlvand/ritual

element that is, of course, decisive in each case.

1 The Twentieth Century. Cambridge Member, February 1955^
2 What Is a 'mythological critic'; Literary criticism is literary criticism. It cannot

be something else.
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5

One has to avoid turning a book intended to be literary criti'

cism into an anthropological argument. One has also to avoid

turning it into a metaphysical or ethical argument by questioning,
at the point where literary criticism itselfshould begin, the assump^
tions on which the activity of literary criticism is based. Every

activity of the mind is necessarily based on some assumptions or

beliefs. It may be that the question whether or not these assump/
tions were justified can only be settled by judging the fruits of the

activity that was based on them. There is no limit to scepticism;
and scepticism, too, has its place and uses. But to set out to try to

justify beforehand an activity such as literary criticism would be

like trying to justify art beforehand. Doubtless it would be worth

trying to do so. But it would leave little time for the exercise of

literary criticism itself. The result might be a book ofmetaphysics,
ethics, psychology or social philosophy; it would not be literary

criticism. One has to occupy one's time either with the one thing
or the other. It has been suggested to me, for example, that I ought
to justify my 'apparent assumption' an assumption on which a

great deal of literary criticism seems to be based that the 'richest

reading ofa poem is the right one*. But even ifthe richest reading
is not the right one and it would be harder to prove that an inv

poverished reading is it would surely still be a service done to

point to as many as possible ofthe various meanings or effects in a

poem. It would be a beginning. The total structure, which is the

poetn, is the structure or hierarchy of all its various meanings and
elements of meaning, some more important than others, some
subordinate. The whole cannot be fully apprehended apart from a
detailed apprehension of all these, its constituent parts.
The critic as such is, then, not called upon to enter into an

argument outside
literary criticism. He is called upon wholly to

use what
sensibility and judgement he has in the practice of

criticism itself and to try to decide which are the best poems. In
the process he will quote his quotations are his evidences and
will

necessarily have to make up his mind which passages and
28
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episodes In a poem are more significant than others. This process

of selecting things that are most significant in a poem, as of

selecting the most significant poems, is again part ofthis activity in

which sensibility and intelligence are inseparable. The reader as

critic seizes on (or selects) whatever he feels to be most significant

in the poem he is discussing, in the hope that the 'common reader*

ifthere is a twentieth/century 'common reader* will concur.

The purpose of any criticism of the non/Chaucerian poetry

should be to assist to get it read and apprehended. But we may
well ask why we should wish to bring it into circulation. Why
devote time to medieval English poetry apart from Chaucer's,

time that might perhaps more profitably be devoted to other

literature? Is it not, perhaps, better that this particular body of

poetry should remain neglected? It is true that a great deal of the

literature of the past is nowadays being kept somewhat artificially

alive in the universities, and that some of it might indeed be

better forgotten, at least for the time being. The literature that

matters is that which really does matter to the reader personally in

the present, which bears some felt significant relation to his life,

and such literature appears always to have differed somewhat

from one generation to another. We cannot, therefore, afford

to allow even the good critics of a generation previous to our

own to settle for us which authors really matter to us, though we

may benefit from carefully reconsidering their reasons for their

judgements.
The body ofpoetry with which the present book is concerned,

more especially the alliterative poetry, seems to me the most inv

portant part, the core, of English medieval poetry other than

Chaucer's and, for that reason, an important element in the tradi/

don that the whole ofthe literature in English, in its chronological

order, constitutes. The poets, mostly anonymous, who composed

this non/Chaucerian poetry arc as recognizably, in the way they

use the English language, the predecessors of Shakespeare, Ben
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Jonson and Donne, as is Chaucer. 1 The characteristics that show

themselves in their work do so again and again throughout the

whole of English literature. The characteristics of the alliterative

poetry, for example, crop up in the later poetry though English

poetry is never again formally alliterative. They reappear in the

dramatic verse of the later and greater plays of Shakespeare, in

that of Ben Jonson at its most vigorously English and in the

gnarled and knotted and incredibly subtle verse of Donne. They

reappear in unexpected places even within the formal couplet
verse of Dryden and Pope, Johnson and Crabbe. They reappear
even in the nineteenth/century poetry, in Keats (for example, in

the Ode to Autumn) and in Hopkins, notably in his last sonnets in

which tragic inner conflict is expressed in poetry that has charac^

teristics corresponding to those of the soliloquies of the Shake/

spearian tragedies. They reappear in Yeats's later, as distinct from

his early, poetry; and, while Eliot's verse has a conversational

quality from the beginning, in Gerontion his verse, too, first

assumes a comparable dramatic strength.

The alliterative poetry of the fourteenth century along with

Chaucer's poetry to which it is in some respects complementary

already develops these dramatic characteristics of English. At its

best it conveys sensations of bodily action and movement through
effects of rhythm and types of imagery not confined to the purely
visual or auditory. It thus helps to prepare the language foi the

Shakespearian dramatic representation of inner perplexities and

conflicts, the bodying forth ofcomplex states ofsoul. In rendering
external action, it is already (at its best) using 'the body of the

language* in a way that could later be used to render the move/
ments and turnings of the mind.

At the same time as it prepares the language for the later tragic

poetry, it does the same for the later comic and satiric literature. It

already shows a tendency, by way ofa kind of drastically selective

and vigorously exaggerative process, to caricature and to the
1 A nestable poem Intermediate between Chaucer and Donne and late Eliza^

betfaan dramatic verse is Gavin Douglas's Aencid. Although this poem is in

rhymed couplets, its heavy, clogged, charged movement, suggestive of huge and
powerful struggle, is quite different from the limpid flow and ease of Chaucer and
is more like trie movement ofthe alliterative poetry.
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grotesque that re-emerges in Jonsonian comedy, in the satiric

poetry even of the 'polite' Augustan line that was often anything
but polite, and in the novelists from Fielding to Dickens.

Finally, the massive effects and build/up of the alliterative

poems remind us as do Troilus and Criseyde and the Canterbury
Tales in their different, delicate and subtle ways ofthe potential!/

ties of the large/scale poem, the dramatic poem, or the novel.

These large-scale poems are created, as Shakespeare creates, out of

a staple ofspoken, often homely colloquial English in which both

the occasional survivors ofAnglo-Saxon or Norse 'heroic diction'

and the new French words have been assimilated and play their

parts. They do not exhibit a fabricated, artificially elevated 'grand

style*. In that respect they are achievements not of the artificial

but of the natural use of language. But they are art. They have

mistakenly been regarded as naive and crude, and as rhythmically

rugged and harsh, for much the same reasons as Donne once was.

The same large claim cannot be made for the greater part of the

rhymed or stanzaic romances or of the Mystery Cycle; but the

alliterative poems on the whole and the plays of the Wakefield

Master turn out, when examined, to be accomplished art, as many
of the carols and other lyrics should more immediately be recog
nized as being.

It is therefore possible for modern readers to feel that more

modern English literature has intimate connexions with the

medieval. At the same time, the comparison between the two may

help to bring out what have been the modern losses as well as the

gains. It reveals more sharply the limitations as well as the positive

achivements both ofthe earlier and ofthe later literature, and helps

the reader to form a more adequate idea of the literature in the

English language.

The paradox about such of the literature of the past as really

matters to us is its likeness and unlikeness, its similarity to and

difference from our own experience, our own ways of feeling and

thinking. The authors of the past who matter to us establish an

understanding, a communication as immediate as ifthey were our

own contemporaries speaking. But they communicate the differ

ences between themselves and us, together with the similarities; the
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differences are part ofwhat is communicated. The value for us is

as much in our perception of these differences as of the ways in

which we recognize that they are like ourselves. Here in medieval

English poetry is a civilization in many respects very different from

our own, though it is a civilization from which our own has

evolved; and the value, for us, is partly in the shock of this

recognized difference.

The value of such literature as really matters is in its relation to

our own lives. Poetry entirely dissociated from living if such

could be imagined would be poetry that could not matter; both

life and art, though never to be confused with one another, suffer

impoverishment as soon as the connexions between them become

tenuous. Such part of medieval poetry as can matter will do so

because it may, in the present, have some bearing on our lives.

But, further, for the very reason that it is different, in certain

respects, from more modern literature it can help to break down
our modern limitations, prejudices and assumptions, release

locked/up energies of mind and spirit. A more complete conx

sciousness of medieval English poetry can mean a more complete
consciousness of English literature as a whole and, therefore, of

what we ourselves are.

7

I said that we could not know what greatness is in drama or in

the novel if we did not know, let us say, Lear or Anna Karenina.

We would not know what literature is capable of. Here, too, is

the importance or one important aspect of the importance of
the living literature ofthe past in relation to the present and to the

prospects of contemporary literature. It establishes not models for

mere imitation but standards. A modern poet (or novelist) would
be quite unlike, for example, any medieval poet. But the living
literature ofthe past can perpetually remind us ofthe potentialities
ofliterature, the powers which may have been neglected, may have
lain dormant for a time and may be recovered and released again
in quite new and different creation. In some such way it is possible
that English medieval literature can have relevance not only for
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readers but for literature at the present time. It may be worth

indicating here two of the ways in which it might have such

relevance.

(i) There is a great deal that is ofthe nature ofdrama in English

medieval poetry. This dramatic element is more developed in the

alliterative poetry and in Chaucer than in the Cycle Plays them/

selves. One or two of these latter notably the Towneley Shep/

herds' Plays do stand out, as already dramatic poems, from the

Mystery Cycle in which they have their setting. But these little

plays ought not to be dissociated from the alliterative poetry and

from Chaucer which point forward together to the Shakespearian

dramatic poetry. This whole body of English medieval verse, in

which we hear not only the poets themselves but characters talking,

is much more dramatic in nature than most nineteentlvcentury

verse is and most twentieth/century verse also, ifwe except some

ofthe early poems ofEliot and some ofthe later poems of Yeats in

which poetry seems to come closer again, momentarily, to drama

and to the novel.

Perhaps, indeed, it is another way ofsaying the same thing ifwe

say that the medieval verse/makers have more of the qualities of

the novelist than have the English poets ofthe nineteenth century,

when the strength ofEnglish literature seemed to pass out ofpoetry

into the novel. (Middkmarch is surely greater literature than Tenny/

son's poetry, exquisite though some of that is.) English medieval

poetry, both the alliterative poetry and Chaucer's, transcends the

division between prose and verse. Prose fiction never developed in

English medieval literature. It might be said that it did not need

to. Some of the kind of interest that was later developed in the

novel as well as the drama was already provided for, to varying

extents, in the verse. Medieval poetry can therefore be a reminder

ofthese particular possibilities
in poetry. It can help to break down

limiting conceptions of poetry.

(2) There is a considerable element of the comic and satiric in

English medieval poetry. To put it at its simplest, it could be jolly.

Ifwe accept the view that the comic and satiric cannot be poetic,

then we must not only deny (as Arnold did) that Pope is a poet,

we must assert that Chaucer is less ofa poet in the Canterbury Tales
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as a whole than he is in his earlier and lesser poems and we must

deny that a considerable part of English medieval verse is poetry.
It seems wiser to accept the view that the comic and satiric may
be poetry, that there can be not simply satire but satiric poetry, not

simply comedy but comic poetry. For, in comic or satiric poetry
there is no such thing as the comedy or the satire apart from the

poetry and apart from the language out of which the poetry is

made, the copiousnessand fertility of surprising phrase and image.
The comedy and satire are inherent in the whole imaginative,
creative process and the result is comic or satiric creation. Chaucer
remains in this as in other respects the supreme master ofmedieval

English. The nearest to him in his own time and immediately
after, as masters ofmedieval English are not the so-called Chaucerx
ians (I do not include the Scots masters, Henryson and Dunbar,
among these) but the alliterative poets, the makers of some of the
carols and the Wakefield Master.

8

One ofthe ways in which the traditional literature that was conx

temporary with Chaucer may be felt to be different, different more

especially from modern literature since Chaucer and Shakespeare,
is that it is closer to social activities and pastimes, closer to 'holv

days' in the old sense, to ritual and dance and song; and that it is

designed for minstrel recital, for dramatic and nearxdramatic perx

fprmance
on festive and other occasions. It must at the present

time, however, be appreciated mostly through private and silent

reading, as we are accustomed to appreciate literature. Yet its parx
ticular powers are such that the modern reader can to some extent
share even in private reading, in the theatre ofthe mind, the effect

of its public performance. As it is a poetry shaped directly out of
the spoken language, the effect of most of the poems is that of
English being spoken with the difference that it is heightened
rhythmically to accord with the actions it represents and the kind
ofdramatic recital on great occasions for which it was designed.
Although the alliterative poetry, the romances, the carols and
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the plays ofthe Wakefield Master are themselves rational and con/

scious art, they do take rather more account than Chaucer does of

the irrational borderland ofexperience, the supernatural and what

we should call 'the unconscious*. This may be one ofthe reasons

why the medieval romances, as well as the fblk'ballads, interested

some members of the 'romantic* generation in their dissatisfaction

with the limitations of eighteenth/century rationalism. The

modem interest in these things cannot but be affected by anthxo/

pology and psycho-analysis. There is the more reason to insist that

literary criticism has its part to play, that the reader's responses to

these poems should be controlled critically.

Many ofthese poems (Piers Plowman, Sir Gawayne and the Grme

Knight, Pearl and the carols, in particular) presuppose audiences

accustomed to symbolism and its interpretation.
1 The paintings

1 The combination of realism and symbolism characteristic of much medieval

poetry may be illustrated akeady from the Prologue to Piers Plowman. It may, lor

example, be guessed that it is more than a physical weariness which, akeady in the

opening lines, afflicts the wanderer. The refreshing stream that lulls him asleep

preludes the spiritual
refreshment which his dream, as if magically, provides.

Ac on a May momynge on Malvcmc Mies

Me hyfel aferty of/airy m thoughts;

I was weryforwandred and went me to rests

Under a Irode banke M a fames side,

And as I lay and lewd and loked in the wateres,

I slombred in a slepyng it sweyvtd so merye.

Thanne gm I to meten a merveikuse swevene,

That I was in & wildernesse wist I never where . . .

While there is certainly a relation between the wilderness in which he feds hinv

selfand that in which, in the romances, the knights journey and meet with wonders

and magical events, it is unambiguously in this religious allegory a wilderness ofthe

spirit. The Taire felde ful offolke' between the tower on the hill and the 'dongeon*

in the deep dale is almost certainly not simply Take* in the sense oflovely but a fak'

ground (cf. Chaucer's *al nis but a fayre This world, that passeth sane as flouies

fayre'). The crowd ofall sorts and conditions ofpeople is ofcourse mankind in the

world, suspended between Heaven and Hel, as on the stage of the Mkacle Pkys.

At the end of the Prologue it becomes momentarily the poet's contemporary Lon/

don crowd; the street cries ofhis London are heard. It is no 'Unreal City
8

('Under

the brown fog of a winter dawn'). It is real and substantial, though seen sit specie

aeternitatts, with judgement suspended over it. Haukyn the Wafcnnan (Passus XIII

and XIV) is one of those who might have been met in that city,
a familiar figure

of the London streets, selling his wafers. But he is also a figure charged with

symbolical significances.
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and sculptures In the churches were In fact mostly symbolical and,

in conjunction with the sermons and church ritual, must have

played a large part in accustoming the audiences of the poetry to

look for more than the literal meaning, to expect a tale not to be

'simply a tale'. The modern reader is not so likely to be deceiving

himself, therefore, when he thinks he perceives symbolical mean^

ings in some ofthe poetry in addition to the literal ones. It is indeed

surprising that symbolism, at least ofthe overt kind, is very much
less evident in Chaucet's poetry than in the alliterative poems and

the carols. It is perhaps another sign ofhis comparative modernity.

Yet it happens that the contemporary reader is perhaps more

sympathetic and alert to symbolism of one kind or another than

eighteenth/ and nineteenths-century readers. There have been Yeats

and Eliot, the French poets since Baudelaire, and Rilke. The
element of symbolism in medieval literature should therefore not

only be a reminder of one of the ways in which it is different but

should present less initial difficulty than it did. 1

We should not, of course, necessarily or always identify this

element ofsymbolism in medieval literature with the irrational or

even the mystical. The rational mind may be very much conx

cerned with symbolism and may express itself through certain

types of symbolism. The moral symbolism of medieval literature,

as of medieval art, has obviously been worked out often in the

greatest and most complicated detail by the rationalizing mind.

The Middle Ages, at least one side ofthem, have almost as much

right to be called an Age of Reason as the eighteenth century.

The great mistake, it seems, would be to regard this poem as if it were an argu/
ment, to suppose that it is enough to try to extract by paraphrase its 'sense*, to

rationalize it in one's elucidation, to seek for a logical progression ofideas in it, to

treat it as though it were philosophical prose, to ignore the fact that it is, at least at

its best, a use of knguage that is essentially poetic an exploratory/creative use of

language, not formulation of preconceived meanings but new formations.
1 Of course, to read simply as realism Anna Karenina, La Chartreuse de Panne,

MiMemanh, A Portrait of a Lady, Nostromo, Women in Love, Hard Times, The

Europeans, St. Mamr, Heart of Darkness, The Shadow JJne (to name a few of the

greater longer and shorter novels almost at random) would be to miss nearly as

much as Bradley misses in Shakespeare. Such things are complex poems, as

F. R. Leavis shows in The Great Tradition and D. H. Lawrence: Novelist. The
extent of the 'symbolism* in Dickens, in Bleak House, Little Donit, etc. is made
clear by Edmund Wilson in his essay in Tfa Wound and the Bow.
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Paradoxically it is the pre-eminently reasonable and humane
Chaucer who is freest from this type of rationalizing. It is an

instance of his ultimate freedom or final disengagement from

moral, allegorical, social or other schemata, such as the medieval

mind was apt and accustomed to impose on experience, that the

characters in the great Prologue are deliberately it must have

been deliberate not arranged in any single order, not arranged

according to any single one of the schemata into which they could

(and might have been expected to) have been fitted. In this way
the poet achieves not only a truer impression ofthe rich disorder of

human life but ofits multiplicity ofaspects. It is true that Chaucer's

earlier poems make considerable use of allegory and that he never

quite abandoned this resource even when he became more

directly and largely an observer ofman and society. In this respect

Chaucer's earlier poems are his most medieval, those that most

closely associate him with the literature of his age.

9

The poems which form the subject ofthis book are necessarily a

selection. But the selection is itself intended to be an act of critik

cism and to indicate a body ofEnglish medieval poetry that seems

to me the most important"other than Chaucer's and other than

Piers Plowman and Pearl Pearl is here reluctantly omitted because

it seems to me that this fine poem, being more personal or private,

does not quite belong with the traditional poetry and that it there/

fore requires separate treatment. 1 Piers Plowman, on the other hand,

1 A parallel between Eliot's lovely poem Marina and Pearl was once suggested to

me the image ofthe daughter lost and found (but hardly restored), the longing for

the farther shore (tendebantque manus ripae ulterioris amore), the sense ofa movement or

progression (in Marina a voyage in a home/made, leaky boat) towards a reality

beyond appearance. The differences are, of course, equally striking. Eliot's poem
seems to work more by means of half^foraiecl suggestions, delicate hints and iiv

tuitions, whereas Pearl, without discarding the reticence ofallegory and symbolism,

is much more elaborated. The theology, too, ofthe dialogue in Pearl between father

and child in which the now heavenly child instructs her earthly father is quite

explicit. The elaborate art of the Pearl poem is, perhaps, itself a part of the dis/

ciplining of the rebellious will towards its ultimate acceptance of the divine wiE

(once again, E*n la sua volontade e nostra pace).
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belongs more to the present context. But to have treated it in detail

proportionate to that ofthe poems in this book would have needed

another book, a book devoted entirely to that immense work.

It is impossible to consider in a useful degree ofdetail more than

relatively few poems in any one book, especially ifthe reader canx

not be presumed to be already familiar with some of them. Since

the useful thing in criticism seems to be to consider a few poems in

detail rather than a great many generally, the usefulness ofa book

ofcriticism would seem partly to depend on the number ofpoems
it manages to leave out. One's initial task, therefore, is a task of

rather drastic selection. If it appears presumptuous to make one's

choice on the grounds ofpersonal interest (or taste), it may appear

even more presumptuous to try to interest other readers in what has

not (in the first instance) interested oneself. Critical discussion can

only begin from what has interested someone at least. It may be that

criticism is the endeavour to erect one's personal impressions into

law; but the process must begin from personal impressions even if

it must not end there. It is as true to say that, in the reading of

poetry, understanding follows from enjoyment as it is to say that

enjoyment follows from understanding. The enjoyment is the

indication that something has been experienced, that something is

already there to be understood. The poems selected for discussion

in this book are therefore those which have particularly interested

me as poems. There was no intention to select poems that might
be used as evidence to prove or disprove any theory, anthropo^

logical or other, or to conduct any argument.
Once the poems had been selected they had to be arranged.

Since the poems are what the book is about, the arrangement ofthe

book is that ofthe poems which are discussed in it. In the case of

an individual poet, dramatist or novelist the most satisfactory

critical arrangement of his works is the chronological. Such an

arrangement will inevitably exhibit the progression or develop'
ment of the author's mind and art, a recognition of which is

necessary for the fuller understanding and appreciation ofhis work.

The same is true for the whole succession of works which con^

stitutes a literature. But one of the peculiarities of the particular

body of poetry with which the present book is concerned
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traditional poetry is that few ofthe poems constituting it can be

dated exactly or with any certainty. The chronology of the

romances, the carols or the Cycle plays is as difficult to determine

as is that ofthe folk/ballads. The nearest fairly exact date that we
can associate with many of these pieces is that of the earliest MS
on which the extant copy is found; and that date when the

extant version was written down may be very misleading ifwe
are trying to determine when the poem itself was originally com'

posed. The 'original* may indeed have been composed in quite a

different place as well as time from that in which the extant version

was copied; even its language or at least dialect may have been

changed.
It was therefore not practicable to allow the poems with which

this book is concerned to arrange themselves chronologically, and

so to arrange the book. In the end the arrangement, like the choice,

has had to be a personal (but responsible) one, an arrangement

according to felt affinities, to how individual poems seem to go

together or make critically interesting contrasts, an arrangement
such as seemed on the whole to be the least unsatisfying to a critical

viewing.

The selection of such a number of the romances as could be

described in detail within a reasonable amount of space in this

book has had to be an absolutely minimal one. 1
It has again seemed

more useful, a better way ofconveying some particular idea ofthe

nature ofthe English romances, to give a detailed account ofa few

of them rather than merely to express general opinions about a

great number of them with most of which most readers are un/

likely to be familiar. It is here in the book that I am most conscious

1 Among the romances omitted with most reluctance are three Kentish romances

of about the end of the thirteenth century, Arthur and Merlin, King Alismnder and

Richard Coer de Uon, which are possibly the work of a single author. Sections of

these romances are introduced by delightful, gay lyrical passages that might well

find their place in an anthology of medieval English lyrics for example:

In tyme ofbcrvest mery it Is ynougb;

Peres and apples bongetb on lougb.

The bayward Uowetb mery bis borne;

In everycbefelde ripe is come;

The grapes bongen on the vyw:
Swete is trewe love andjyne. (King AHsaunder.)
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of having departed, to some extent, from a criterion of value,

from the 'best poems', or at least from those which I have judged
to be such. On the whole, even here I have chosen to discuss what

seem to me the best, or among the best, examples. But the much
battered and garbled versions of Gawain romances in the Percy
Folio MS of r. 1650 cannot be claimed as fine specimens ofEngx
lish medieval poetry. They have been included not only as specie

mens ofthe tradition ofthe English romances in its final stage but

as re'handlings of the ancient Gawain material that help towards

a less incomplete view of a tradition that has great gaps in it, a

tradition that includes Sir Gawayne and the Grene Knight, The

Awntyrs ofArtbure, Sir Pemvelle ofGdks.
In presenting the individual romances of my small selection I

have had (or it seems to me that I have had) to employ a rather

elementary method. My descriptions have had to include a good
deal that is preliminary to literary criticism, a necessary first stage

in the process. It could not be assumed, as it could in discussing

more modern works of literature, that the reader who might be

interested is already familiar with them. It has therefore seemed

necessary to follow through the 'story', together with substantial

quotations, if some initial idea of each of these romances is to be

conveyed. But the method differs (I hope) from that ofsimply *re/

telling the story* in that it is intended at the same time to suggest
and bring out the particular significances ofeach and so to initiate

a critical discussion ofthem. Ifmy concern had been to present an

argument or theory, anthropological or other, instead ofthe poems,
I should have extracted evidence from here and there in this, that

or the other romance as suited such a purpose. Instead, my con/

cern has been to convey some initial impression of particular

romances, each as one whole. I have, for example, ventured to

describe at some length Sir Percevelk of Galles, one of the longer
and finer of the English romances, in order to trace the convolu/

tions ofits intricate pattern. Similar episodes and themes recur not

only in this romance but throughout the romances. To follow

through in detail the 'story

9

ofa few ofthe romances is, therefore, a

way of illustrating the whole body of them. Since the romances
themselves are repetitive, as patterns are, a certain amount of
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repetition can scarcely be avoided in using such a method of

describing them. The method at least serves the purpose of reflect^

ing these patterns. Repetition is not necessarily or in every romance

an artistic fault; the repetition offigures or motifs is itselfwhat con"

stitutes a pattern, and the recognition of the pattern may at the

same time be a recognition of significance.
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In his introduction to Secular Lyrics' of the XIV and XV Centuries

R. H. Robbins refers to a 'metrical analysis* of 1,211 lyrics ofthe

fifteenth century. Miss Geary, who made the analysis, found 527

lyrics
ofwhat she calls 'the polite Chaucer type' (ballades, roundels,

lyrics
in rhyme royal, and similar forms) ; but 641 lyrics ofwhat she

calls 'the indigenous song verse type' (carols and similar songs).

She concludes: 'Now this, considering that the formal verse, being

ofgreater acknowledged importance at the time ofits being written,

would have better chances of survival in manuscript, points con-'

clusively to a strong body ofindigenous song verse, stronger even

than the polite Chaucer type which is generally taken as represen/

tative ofthe period/ In this chapter I propose to consider chiefly the

'indigenous song verse' carols and similar traditional song^lyrics

that are not so far removed from their origins in dance or ritual

games as are the more 'literary' lyrics. But even ifthe more literary

lyrics are excluded, there are still a considerable number of the

other kind. Not many English lyrics ofany kind have chanced to

survive from the thirteenth century; but a good many have sur/

vived from the fourteenth and many more from the fifteenth.

Yet all that has been preserved may be regarded as a fragment of

all there must have been. We owe most ofthe finest lyrics that we

do have to a few windfalls, about half a dozen outstanding MSS
collections. The losses in the 'indigenous song verse* must cer/

tainly have been the heaviest. The more elaborate lyrics composed

by men of letters from Chaucer onwards for reading privately or
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to a select company would be more esteemed than the traditional

songs by the kind of persons who could read and write. They
would have been written when composed, and once written
would be the more likely to be copied. The traditional songs, be/

sides being more lightly regarded by lettered persons, would in any
case be more easily remembered and would therefore be less

likely
to be written down. What was being sung by many people and
had long been sung might also be more

easily taken for granted.
The more traditional of the songs and lyrics that have happily
been preserved may therefore be regarded more

especially as
stray

survivors.

Among the lyrics that have been preserved there is a numerical

preponderance of Christian religious lyrics. This may not mean
that among the medieval communities as a whole there was such a

preponderance of Christian religious singing and
meditating.

But, as has often been remarked, a large proportion of medieval

lyrics owe their preservation to having been copied and kept in

religious houses. The ecclesiastical authorities, upon whom preser/
vation in MSS must largely have depended up to the end of the
fourteenth century, would not have been

particularly concerned to

preserve profane songs unless these had been first sanctified,
transformed into Christian songs. That may be the reason why so

many Christian religious lyrics have been preserved. There is little

doubt that the medieval communities as a whole were more pagan
than appears from the written evidence. There are, indeed, a
sufficient number of records of ecclesiastical denunciations and
prohibitions which indicate active opposition on the part of the
Church to profane song and dance. It is clear from these records
alone that profane song was associated with old Paganism, its

rites and dances. On the other hand, we may regard it as certain
that we owe the preservation of so many of the traditional Chrisx
tian carols to the fact that they were traditional carols that had
been made Christian. Their structure is still based on that ofthe
traditional dance^song which accompanied the carole (ringxdance
or processional dance), as R. L. Greene has shown in his valuable
introduction to his Early English Carols^ (Greene, as well as

1
Introduction, II, The Carol as Dance/Song
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Chambers and Robbins, has also indicated the part that the

Franciscans may well have played in this whole movement of

transforming profane songs into Christian.)
1

This distinction between Religious' and 'secular' lyrics is apt,

however, only to get in the way of criticism. The main question

for the critic is whether or not the poem is & goodpoem. In imagery,

metrical patterns and other essential characteristics, the religious

and secular songs will be found to have, as English medieval

songs, virtually everything in common. The distinction between

them would appear to be a surface one, a difference in the intended

application ofthe thing rather than in the thing itself.

If, therefore, the critic will seek his good poems impartially from

both the secular and religious lyrics that have survived he will still

be confronted with a great many to choose from. Though it may
seem almost outrageous to say so, not everything that has been pre/

served from the Middle Ages has been equally worth preserving.

We may believe that there are a number of quite unusually fine

poems among the English medieval lyrics. But it is necessary to

distinguish which they are. In other words, we ought to try to see

which ofthem still work, are still effective. We ought to ask our/

selves whether anything happens when we read them and, if so,

what. If nothing happens, there is nothing there to discuss; we

cannot begin to discuss what is not there, as something ex/

perienced. But if a medieval lyric is there, as something ex/

perienced, it has become contemporary with the reader; it now

exists in the present. In this sense the poems of past ages may be

contemporary with one another, i.e. contemporary with the reader.

A considerable proportion of the best Early English lyrics are

conveniently to be found in Chambers and Sidgwick's admirable

little selection, first published in 1907. It should, ofcourse, be sup/

plemented by R. L. Greene's Early English Carols, R. H. Rob/

bins's Secular Lyrics of the XIV and XV Centuries and Carleton

Brown's collections.
2 The cultivated 'general reader' is not likely,

1
Introduction, V, 2, The Franciscans and the Carol, cf. E. K. Chambers,

*Some Aspects ofMediaeval Lyric* in Early English Lyrics, p. 288, and R. H. Rob<

bins, Secular Lyrics, Introduction, i.

2
English Lyrics of the Thirteenth Century, Religious Lyrics of the Fourteenth Century,

Religious Lyrics of the Fifteenth Century.
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however, to be interested in the medieval lyrics as edited by Carle/

ton Brown or his successors in the modern academic school of

editing. The ideal of editing of Middle English texts established

in the universities since the nineteenth century appears to be that

an editor should do no editing. He should simply exert himself to

see that the spelling ofthe fourteenth/ or fifteenth/century copyist

as ifthat particular spelling, which is not even the author's spelling,

were sacrosanct should be transferred exactly as it is on the MS
to the printed page (with the interpolation, rather inconsequently,

oftwentieth/century punctuation). But to risk some editing should

not mean that the editing would necessarily be badly done, that

the poem itself would be injured. It is surely not too much to

expect that editing should be done intelligently, sensitively and

tactfully; that an editor ofpoetry should be a critic.

Equally discouraging is the idea it may have derived from the

idea that lay behind the not very successful historical fiction ofthe

nineteenth century that before the modern reader can properly

appreciate a medieval poem he must first have somehow put him/

self back into the fifteenth or fourteenth century; he must recon/

struct what the poem meant to its first audience. Thus a shift occurs

from the idea of discovering what the poem means to that of dis/

covering what it once meant. The reader, before he is aware,

becomes concerned less with reading and responding to a poem
than with reading and researching outside it with a view to

arriving ultimately at some conclusion as to how some audience

in the past might have responded to it.

The English medieval songs and lyrics were once responded to

some ofthem sung, some ofthem read in the fifteenth century

and earlier; they are now read, if at all, in the twentieth century

not by fifteenth/century but twentieth/century people. The modern

reader should not suppose that he is a better reader than those for

whom the medieval songs and lyrics were originally composed;
but he is necessarily a different kind ofperson with a very different

viewpoint. For one thing, he may be well read in the literature

composed since the fifteenth century; his mind and sensibility will

have been shaped at least as much by the literature that has come
into being since that century 35 by the literature there was before.
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He must now In his turn respond to the medieval songs and lyrics

in his own way, which will necessarily be different from the way
the medieval people who made them may be supposed or fancied

to have done.

The songs and lyrics must, of course, have been composed in

particular places at particular times and for particular companies
and occasions. These circumstances may be considered to account

for the songs and lyrics being the kinds of things they are; It may
therefore be useful to know something ofthese circumstances. On
the other hand, it is not the role ofthe reader as critic to account for

the poetry, even supposing that to be entirely possible, but to rex

spond to it and value it truly, as what In fact It is. The medieval

communities no longer exist. Yet the songs and lyrics or at least

some ofthem still exist, as poems that may be responded to. The

poems are therefore Independent of the vanished communities In

which they originated; In that sense, they transcend time.

But if we concern ourselves with discovering which of the

medieval songs and lyrics still mean, or do, something significant

we shall find ourselves, It may be argued, left with only a few

poems; that these will be quite exceptional poems; and that there/

fore there will result a misleading impression of the characteristics

and quality of the English medieval lyrics as a whole. The best Is

of course exceptional in comparison with the ordinary. Yet to be

concerned with the best" makes it unnecessary to go on frequently

re/reading the ordinary. One re/reads what one has judged to be

ordinary merely to make sure that It really is only ordinary. The

best is felt to have done (or much more nearly) what the ordinary

has failed to do or has not even attempted. Furthermore, the best

of the songs and lyrics are not less characteristic not less charac"

teristically English medieval songs and lyrics than are the

ordinary ones. They have gathered up into themselves all that is In

the ordinary ones and have also in one respect or another reached

beyond them.
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The earliest surviving English songs and lyrics are of the thir/

teenth century. The best of them imply a craft of song/making
that must have been long practised before it could have attained

that degree of accomplishment. 'Lenten is come with love to

toune* and 'Bytuene Mersh ant AveriF (in the Harley 2253 MS
of the early fourteenth century, and therefore probably thirteenth/

century lyrics) are at the opposite end of the scale from rudimen/

tary or primitive art, from first awkward beginnings. Their

simplicity and spontaneity of effect are those of a complex and

sure art.

To what extent and in what ways that art may have been

brought across by bilingual or trilingual makers in English from
the medieval songs and lyrics they were familiar with in French,
Latin or Provencal is a question which it might be wiser not to

attempt to answer; it is improbable that it could ever be answered.

Both the resemblances and the differences between the songs in the

different languages will immediately strike any reader. It is fairly
clear that the resemblances arise from something deeper than con/

scious imitation; that there was a European community in which
the diverse local communities belonged. R. L. Greene suggests

1

that the forms ofthe Latin medieval lyrics were originally derived

from the vernacular carols and not vice versa, although the influence
of Latin and vernacular songs and lyrics was certainly mutual
over several centuries. H. J. Chaytor, in England and the Troubadours,
isolates one or two ofthe connexions between the England ofthe

early thirteenth century and Languedoc, and seeks thus to account
for the resemblances which he perceives between certain of the

early English lyrics (in the Harley 2253) and those of the trouba/
dours. But there must have been a complexity ofother connexions
at a time when Europe had a common life and common forms of
art. There was certainly a perpetual cultural and artistic inter/

change between one country and another as well as, within one

country, between one small local community and another. Songs,
1

Early En$sb Carols, Introduction, III, The Latin Background ofthe Carol.
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because of their very nature being words that go with tunes

must have travelled particularly light; they would shift across

easily from dialect to dialect and even, in an age ofwidespread

bilingualism and trilingualism, from language to language.
Translation was probably seldom the highly conscious deliberate

activity it now has to be.

But the differences between the lyrics in the different languages
are just as striking as the resemblances; and are at least as funda/

mental since they arise from the differences between the languages

themselves, each language having its individual genius and

characteristics and having been shaped in expressing a particular

people's sensibility and experience. Ifmedieval Europe as a whole

was indeed one community, it was a community oflesser (many of

them quite small) local communities each in itself individual.

Every single English song and lyric that has come down to us

from before the fifteenth century has done so in a dialect and has

therefore, as an essential characteristic, the speech flavour of the

folk of some particular locality in England. Yet these so English

lyrics have, at the same time, such resemblances to the lyrics ofthe

rest of medieval Europe as to suggest that all medieval lyrics are,

in greater or less degree, akin. Thus it may be appropriate to

describe the English medieval songs and lyrics as both English

and European, local and (in this sense) universal.

But there is another line ofconsideration which suggests the way
in which the songs and lyrics of medieval Europe may have com/

mon roots. The structures ofthe carols indicate (as R. L. Greene

and others have remarked)
1 that they have evolved from the dance/

song that accompanied the unit which was danced in medieval

Europe by both village and courtly folk. The English medieval

carols may indeed be described as in their essential nature dance/

songs, whether or not those that have survived were still being

danced to or were simply being sung at the time when they were

written down. The age/old association between poetry, music and

dance ritual dance and game is still ponderably present,

especially in the more traditional songs and lyrics. The impulse of

1
Early English Carols, Introduction, II, c E. K. Chambers, *Some Aspects of

Mediaeval Lyric* in Early English Lyrics.
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the dance animating them may be felt in their movement. A sub/

stantial number of the more traditional songs and lyrics evidently

belonged with the seasonal festivals, the rites, dances and dramatic

games of spring and midsummer and Yule or Christmas.

Most of the more traditional of the English medieval shorter

lyrics (not only the comparatively few cases in which the music

has luckily been preserved in the MSS along with the words) are

unmistakably intended to be sung. Word/structures and music/

structures must have evolved in conjunction with each other,

originally perhaps out ofthe movement and pattern of the dance.

By the fifteenth century, in England, this old association between

song and dance, between words and music, appears to have been

beginning to be less inevitable. The new class of professional

musicians was developing music as a separate art; and the new
men ofletters from Chaucer onwards were composing lyric poems
separate from music. Nevertheless the land was still full of songs
and ofsinging. R. L. Greene, speaking ofthe carols in his collec/

tion a large number of them from the fifteenth/century MSS
can say with justice: 'The probability is that most of the pieces
here collected were meant to be sung, at the time they were written

down, much as they would be today, not in a dancing ring, but

in a company gathered for conviviality or for religious praise.

They preserve, however, and it is the secret of much of their

charm, the atmosphere of general participation which the round
dance engenders. The companionship of the dance remained
associated with the form ofverse which had the dance/song for its

pattern, evenwhen the singers no longer stepped "hand by hand**/
1

Music, chiefly vocal but also instrumental, was, we know, a

widespread accomplishment in the island ofBritain as on the Con/
tinent before the thirteenth century. The now famous thirteenth/

century English Cuckoo Song, 'Sumer is icumen in*, the music
for which has been preserved together with the words, is a Rota or

Round for six voices. Both as a musical, as well as verbal, coin/

position it is sophisticated art and, as Wilfrid Mellers has re/

marked, is 'certainly not an isolated miracle but merely one
recorded example of a style in secular music which must have

1

Early Engtisb Cards, Introduction, II, p. 59.
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been common*. 1
It is not itself a carol or dance^song but is a

spring'welcoming part/song, and as soch arises from the same

impulse as the caroles danced in the spring.

3

The longer and more complex lyrics must, in their turn, have

been developed from the shorter songs. Thus 'Lenten is come with

love to toune* and 'Bytuene Mersh ant Averif have clearly taken

their origin from the songs and dances celebrating the annual

spring/return or triumph of summer over winter. They are in the

earliest rich windfall of English songs and lyrics, those in the

Harley 2253 MS, a miscellany of Latin, French and English

poems collected or copied by monks, it would seem, of Leomin^

ster in Herefordshire early in the fourteenth century; they are there'

fore probably lyrics of the thirteenth century. R. H. Robbins

notes2
that, even if copied by monks, the collection may be

associated with the friar miscellanies because of its Continental or

international character as a whole. The English lyrics in the col'

lection are none the less as English as can be and are mostly in the

dialect of the region Herefordshire and neighbouring shires

where they were collected or copied; it is probable, however, that

at least some ofthem originated in other parts ofEngland and had

shifted across from one dialect to another.

The movement of 'Lenten is come with love to toune*

especially the opening movement announcing spring's return is

one of joyous dance, expressive of the sudden wonder of the

spring^return.

Lenten is come with love to tome,

With blosmen and with briddes fount,

That al tins btisse bryngeth*

Dayes^eyes in this dales,

Notes suete of nybtegales;

Ucbfoul song singetb.

1 Music and Society, II, 'From Monody to Polyphony*, p. 38.
2
Secular Lyrics, Introduction, i, The Friar Miscellanies.
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The threstelcoc him threteth oo;
1

Away is huere
2
wynter woo,

When woderove* springeth.

Thisfoules singeth ferly fele*

Ant wlyteth
5 on huere wynter wele*

That al the wode ryngeth.

The rose rayleth hire rode;
7

The leves on the lyhte wode

Waxen al with mile.

The mone mandeth hire bleo;
8

The lilie is lossom to seo9

Thefenyl ant thefile.
9

Wotves thise wilde drakes;

Miles murgeth
11 huere makes.

Ase strem that striketh
1 *

stills.

Mody
1 * meneth9 so doht mo.

Ichot ycham on of tho

For love that likes ille.

The mone mandetb hire lyht;

So doth the semly sonne bryht.

When briddes singeth breme.1 *

Deawes donketh the dounes,

Deores15 with huere dernelB rounes,

Domes forte deme.17

I chides over and over. 2
their.

3 woodruff! 4
wondrously many.

5
whisde, pipe? (look').

6 The emendation *wynne wele* has been suggested. Ifwe accept the MS reading

"wynter wele* we must suppose it to be irony, and to mean the opposite ofwhat it

says. The birds are joyful at having escaped their winter condition ofpoverty.
7
rosy face or hue. 8 sends out her radiance (or shows her shining face).

9 wild thyme or cherviL
10

! 'wild creatures* (from Welsh 'mil') has been suggested.
II make merry.

12
flows. 13 the passionate man.

14
exuberantly, gloriously.

15 wild animals (or sweethearts?)
16

secret.
17 Le. to decide their fates. C for the alliteration, 'Ha beoth se wise that ha witen

aUe godes reades. his runes ant his domes the derne beoth. ant deopre then eni sea

dingle* (Swles Wwite, c. 1200).
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Wormes woweth under doude;

Wywmen waxeth wounder proude,

So wel bit wol hem seme.

Yef me sM wonte mile of on,

This wunne1 weole I woleforgon,

Ant wyU in wode befame*

Spring and love are almost at the point of becoming visible as

dancers, partners in a triumphal dance. With blossom and bird-'

song, they have come back to the world; specifically, to our own

immediate and familiar corner of the world our *toune* (or

homestead). For, as spring works a magical change in plants and

birds in the meadows and woods, so it brings love also into the

dwellings of the human folk and changes men and women.

But this poem is not simply a communal dance/song welcoming

the spring. The movement ofjoy at the spring/return, though it is

the initial and dominant movement, is crossed by a contrary move/

ment ofpersonal lover's pain. Thus the poem as a whole expresses

a common joy, a personal pain. The individual lover feels that,

unless he has his will with 'one', he must forsake all this wealth of

universal joy shared with the birds and blossoms, and must for/

sake his own community of the human folk (his *toune*) to be/

come a fugitive creature, a wild man ofthe woods.

This is not a medieval poem of courtly love/service, however

much we may see a relationship in other respects between it and

the lyrics of the troubadours. Here, love is not associated with a

castle or court culture but directly with Nature creative, genera/

tive nature, the mating birds, the life-giving and fertilizing dews

of spring. In spring all living creatures from the highest to the

humblest are subject to love for they are subject to Nature.

Wormes wowetb under doude;

Wymmen waxetb wounder proude.

The two lines are not, as they may seem, casually juxtaposed. The

common earth/worm,
3 the humblest of earth/creatures, is both

1 wealth of delight.
2
fugitive.

3
1 cannot accept the interpretation 'snakes' for *wormes* here, nor (instead of

"clods') 'cloud* or 'rock* for 'cloude' Interpretations
which seem to me to make

virtually nonsense in this context.
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associated and contrasted with the young women who in the conv

mon mating'season
fi

waxeth wounder proude'.
1

'Lenten is come with love to toune' dates almost a century

earlier than 'Whan that Aprille with his shoures sote . . /, the

opening movement of the Prologue to the Canterbury Tales. Yet

the resemblances between the two are sufficient to imply essentially

the same kind of English sensibility and the same kind ofcom/

munity, which must therefore have already been there a century

before Chaucer. The same may be felt of another lyric in the

Harley 2253, 'Bytuene Mersh ant Averil*. Even if we allow that

the Julian Calendar had fallen about a fortnight behind and that

therefore 'between March and April
5

corresponds to mid'April,
the note in these English poems is ofthe first breaking of spring.

Bytuene Mersh ant Averil,

When spray biginnetb to springe.

The lutelfoul hath hire wyl
On hyre lud* to synge.

Ich libbe in love*>longinge

For semlokest ofalle tbinge;

He* may me blisse bringe;

Icham in hire baundoun*

An bendy hap ichabbe yhent;
5

Ichotfrom hevene it is me sent;

From alle wymmen mi love is lent
6

Ant lyht on Alysoun.

On heu hire her
7

isfayr ynoh,

Hire broive broune, hire eye blake;

With lossum chere he* on me lob,
8

With middel smal ant wel ymake.
Bote he* me wolle to hire take,

1
1 do not fee! that die association of the worm with mortality is relevant here

or present as a warning corrective to the pride of the young women like Proud
Maisie in the spring of the year and of their lives. For one thing, the reference to

the worms comes before the reference to the women. The poem is singularly un^
touched by the ecclesiastical or moralistic side ofthe Middle Ages.s in their own language.

3
she. 4

dominion, power.
5
I have had luck.

6
turned aside, 7

hair. *
laughed
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Forte buen hire owen make,

Longe to lyven icbulle forsake,

Antfeye
1

fallen adoun,

Nibtes when I wende ant wake,

Fortbi tnyn wonges
2 waxeth won.

Levedi, alfor thine sake

Longinge is ylent me on?

In world nis non so wytennonf
That al hire botmte telle con.

Hire swyre
5

is wUttore then the swan

Antfeyrest may in tome,

Icbamfor wowing alforwake,

Wery so water in wore.

Lest eny reve me my make,

Ichabbe yyerned yore.

Betere is tbolien wbyle soref

Then mournen evermore.

Geynest under gore?

Herkne to my roun.

An bendy hap icbabbe yhent;

Icbot front bevene it is me sent;

From alle wymtnen mi love is lent

Ant lyht on Alysoun.

In this poem the communal spring^welcoming song while not

losing its connexion with its origin as such has been developed

still more completely into a personal love poem. The young

woman, the object of the young man's passion, is a bodily

presence, not an abstract ideal. One feels about all the Alysouns of

the medieval English poems this Alysoun, the Wife of Bath

(when young) and the carpenter's wife in the Millers Tale

that they are much more closely akin to one another than they are

to the Bele Aeliz ofthe French lyrics. The English ofthis poem
almost a century earlier than Chaucer is already essentially the

1 doomed to die.
2 cheeks.

3 come upon me. 4 wise man.
5 neck. 6 weir? troubled pools

7
gown, i.e. most graceful ofwomen.
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same kind ofspoken English as that out ofwhich Chaucer made

his poetry. (I do not mean that it is in the same dialect.)
f

Wery so

water in wore* is a simile of essentially the same order as *She was

as digne as water in a ditch* (descriptive of Simkin the miller's

wife in the Keves Tale). The images have unmistakably been

taken into the poetry direct from the speech of country folk. The

lyric again like Chaucer's poetry has a dramatic character; it is

not a disembodied musical complaint or utterance of devotion to

an ideal of remote womanhood. Rather, it is a direct wooing/
encounter between a young man and woman such as, at some

earlier stage, might have been enacted in a wooingxdance. At

specific moments in the poem he addresses her directly as in a

dialogue, pleadingly.

Ceynest under gon,

Herkne to my roun.

There are other seasons than spring, however; and in the same

Harley 2253 there is a contrast, a lyric which expresses griefevoked

by the onset ofwinter.

Wynter wakeneth al my care;

Nou this leves waxeth bare;

Ofte I sike
1 and mourne sare,

When it cometh in my thoght

Of this worUes ioie} hou hit geth al to noht.

Nou hit isj and nou hit nys,

Also hit ner nere ywys.
That moni man seith, soth hit is,

Algoth bote Codes wille.

Allt we shule deye, thah us like
ylle.

Al thatgren me graveth grene*
Now hitfaleueth al by dene*

1
all that grain (seed) men buried (Le. that was sowed) green (i.e. vital). C

John xis, 24, 25: Nisi granum frumenti cadens in terram mortuum fuerit, ipsum
solum manet; si autem mortuum fuerit, multum fructum eiert. Cf. also Pearl 1, 30:

For uch gresse mot grow ofgraynes dede.
8
fades in due course.
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Jesu, help that hit be stm,

Ant shild usfrom helle,

For I not whider I shal, ne hou Imgt her duelle!

As a tree bared of leaves by the winter wind is exposed, so in this

poem the individual is exposed to the tragic recognition of the

common lot of man that he too shares; there is no stability in

earthly joy.

Nou hit is} and nou hit nys}

Also hit ner nere ywys.

(The phrasing is interestingly close to that of Criseyde's reflection

on the nature of earthly love in Chaucer's poem almost a century
later: 'That erst was no/thing, in/to nought it torneth.*)

There is no stability in the whole earthly condition; there is

stability only in God's will so, at least, many people say, sind it

is true what they say. The vital grain that was buried in the earth

and sprang up loses its green now and fades. (Such seems to me
to be the best interpretation of the difficult opening of the last

stanza.) The recognition of mortality' at the moment of the

victory of winter over summer, and the death of the year evokes

finally the desperate cry of appeal: *Jesu . . . shild us from helle.*

This poem, too, becomes a personal cry; involved in the common
lot is the individual fate. The desperate situation of being man,
the uncertainty of it, is felt personally.

For I not winder I sbal, nc hou longe her duelle.

4

Written on a narrow strip ofvellum bound up, as ifby accident,

with the alien miscellaneous matter of the fourteenthsceniury

RawHnson D 913 MS are a few songs or fragments of songs not

all of which are completely decipherable. One or two of these

(notably Icb am of Irlaunde^ Maiden in the mor and the Hawthorn Tree

song) are songs of a different order from those quoted from the

Harley 2253 they have an impersonal or extra/rational quality. It

is a fair guess that they are fragments broken offfrom actual ritual
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performances, ritual dance^songs or words for dramatic ritual'

games. There can be no doubt that they are songs to be sung and to

be danced to, though the music has not been preserved. The in/

cantatory note of these poems the effect largely of their woven

repetitions makes it seem likely that they actually belonged with

the sacred dances of the ancient Nature religion which were still

being kept up (whether or not the reasons for doing so were con/-

sciously realized) as the May and Midsummer rites ofthe medieval

folk.

Id) am of Irlaunde,

ant of the holy londe

ofirlande.

Code sire, pray ich the,

for of saynte charite,

come ant daunce wyt me

in irlaunde.

The dancer (and the dance) is instantly a vivid presence to the

imagination even of a twentieth/century reader, such is the

rhythmical and incantatory power of the song. The dancer (the

singer) presents and announces herself1 as if a dramatis persona as

she might in fact have been in some dramatic ritual dance and

invites someone to dance with her. This dancer has come from

across the sea, from 'the holy londe ofirlande*. Ireland, the Isle of

the Saints because earlier it had been the Isle of the Gods, is here

sacred still perhaps in a pagan as well as a Christian sense. The
dancer from across the sea from a sacred or magical other country

is still perhaps essentially a faery or otherworld visitant (or a

human impersonator ofsuch a. character in the performed dance).

Essentially, or symbolically, the dancer will steal away or abduct

her partner.

Come ant daunce wyt me

in irlaunde.

1 1 am assuming that it is a she and that the last four lines are uttered by the same

person as the first three. Such an interpretation seems to fit rather better. But the

possibility cannot be excluded that the song is a fragment of dialogue. Greene

regards it as a carol. The words may well have been those ofa song for a ringxdance,

inviting an outsider to join in.
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Caught up Into the dance such a dancer (the human impeiv

senator) becomes an other person, assumes a different, more power
ful personality or, in other words, her own personality is

absorbed into the 'impersonality* of the dance itself (as Yeats

apprehends the Identity ofthe dancer and the dance:

O body swayed to music, O brightening glance,

How cm we know the dancerfrom the dance? 1

)

The dancer thus becomes, almost in a literal sense, enchanted and

enchanting.
2 This particular song, chiefly by means of its rhythm

and repetitions
of sound, suggests to the reader a trance/like or

rapt condition In the dancer whose song it Is; consequently, a

supernaturally compelling or appealing power seems to emanate

from the dancer.

The Hawthorn Tree song is another fragment which looks as

though It may have been a song for carollers or sacred dancers on

some festival occasion, and may therefore be quite literally

associated with magic or the faery.

Ofeverykune tre

of everykune tre

tbe bawetborn blowet suotes

of everykune ire.

My lemmon sse ssal boe

my lemmon sse ssal boe

the fairest oferthkinne,

my lemmon sse ssal boe.

This song, to judge from the repeated lines, was a song for

several voices and the singers were dancers round a hawthorn tree

1
Among School Children.

2 We may recall how In Robert Mannyng of Branne's version of the traditional

tale of the Dancers of Colbek the carollers who go on dancing the year round

because they are under the priest's curse, and cannot stop feel neither snow nor hail

nor rain.

Frost ne snogb, bayle ne reyne

Qf colds m botetfelte they no peync.

Essentially, they are in a state of enchantment.
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(or its human impersonator, wreathed in hawthorn, perhaps in a

May dance). The song may have belonged with the worship or

wooing ofthe hawthorn tree or its spirit or its human impersonator
the fairest of earth creatures. Even ifwe regard the lemmon' of

the last four lines as not identical with the hawthorn tree of the

first four, it would still be hard to escape the impression that this

more human type of wooing/song had evolved from the earlier

type and that it still shares the quality of the earlier type.

Another song belonging to this little group in the Rawlinson
D 913 MS for they do form a group, the one shedding light on
the other is 'Maiden in the mor'.

Maiden in the mor lay

in the mor lay

sevenyst
1
fulle, sevenistfulle,

Maiden in the mor lay

in the mor lay

sevenistes fulle ant a day.

Welle was hire mete.

Wat was hire mete?

The primerole ant the

the primerole ant the

Welle was hire mete.

Wat was hire mete?

The primerole ant the violet.

Welle was hire
dryng.

Wat was hire dryng?

The chelde water of the

the chelde water of the

Welle was hire
dryng.

Wat was hire dryng?

The chelde water of the
welk'spring.

Welle was hire hour.

Wat was hire hour?

1 seven nights,
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The rede rose an te

the rede rose an te

Welle was hire hour.

Wat was hire hour?

The rede rose an te liliejlour.

Again we may guess this to be a dance-song and considering the

repeated phrases and the question-and-answer formula that it is

a song for several voices, several dancers. The poem almost sings

itselfand the impulse of the dance is immediate in its movement;

the dance-pattern and the song/pattern are one.

Who is this 'maiden* who has spent a seven-nights* vigil on the

moor beside a well? It is unlikely that we can ever know exactly,

and there is perhaps no need that, as readers of what to us is a

poem, we should. She is sufficiently defined in the poem for the

purposes ofour response to the poetry a child of nature, whether

human or faery, her meat the primrose and the violet, her drink

the chilled water of the well-spring.

The reference to a well-spring suggests the possibility that the

song may originally have had some connexion with the 'well-

wakes* the worship ofwells which, there is abundant evidence,

went on all through the Middle Ages. These well-wakes were

particularly associated with St. John's Eve and so with the rites,

ceremonies and practices of the great Midsummer festival as a

whole.

We may guess from what is said in the song that the maiden, if

she is human, has been undergoing some rite ofinitiation or puri

fication. If she is a faery being or the human impersonator of

such in a dramatic dance she may be the spirit of the well-spring.

We know that the word 'maiden* was often used in a special

sense as the title ofa witch, the leader ofa coven, one ofthe nuns of

Diana, as it were.

This song also is evocative of a tranced mood. It has a kind of

solemn gaiety, solemn like the gaiety of a child absorbed in what

to it is a serious game. This quality would further suggest that this

poem may in fact have been connected with rites and dances

designed to promote fertility
or in some other respect to influence
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the course of nature magically in the spring or summer, as the

flowers suggest. When we speak, as we well may, of this song's

enchanting innocence or magical lightness we may be nearer than

we perhaps think to the literal truth.

There are six English lines in a Latin Christian context in

another MS (Magdalen College, Oxford, MS 60, of the end of

the fourteenth century) which are about another maid beside a

well.

At a sprynge wel under a thorn

Ther was bate of bale* a lytel here d'forn;

Ther bysyde stant a mayde,

fulle of love ybounde.

Ho'$o wol seche trwe love

yn hyr hyt schd befounde.

In this case the maid judging by *bote of bale* and 'trwe love'

is Mary. She has, however, an unmistakable affinity with the

maiden by the well-spring, 'the spirit ofthe fountain*. The lines,

though they have lost the movement of the dance and are rhytlv

mically uncertain and even flat, illustrate how the imagery of the

songs of the earlier religion was being adapted to Christian

meanings.

5

Some of the outstanding poems among the specifically Chris

tian songs are in the Sloane MS of the early fifteenth century
another ofthe rich windfalls ofEnglish medieval songs a century
later than the Harley 2253. As the songs in this collection must
have been composed at some time before they were collected and
written down, they may have been contemporary with Chaucer.

They include several of the finest English medieval carols for the

great Christmas festival. Whether or not the Sloane 2953 was the

song/book ofa minstrel (as has been conjectured
2
), this collection

is not so international as the Harley 2253; all the songs are In

English except three which are in Latin.

1 cure for grief, remedy for sorrow.
2 R. H. Robbins, Secular Lyrics, Introduction, 7: The Minstrel Collections.
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How individual in character the best ofthe songs in the Sloane

2593 collection can be may be judged from *Adam lay ibounden'.

Adam lay ibounden,

Bounden in a bond;

Four thousand winter

Thogkt he not too long;

And all wasfor an appil,

An appil that be tok,

As derkesjinden

Wreten in here book.

Ne hadde the appil take ben,

The appil taken ben,

Ne hadde never our lady

A ben het/ene
qttene.

Blessed be the time

That appil take was.

Therefore we moun singen
6

Deo gracias*.

Adam, in bonds for four thousand winters, captures one's

imagination as a huge mythological character a Promethean

figure, a bound giant, enchanted or frozen throughout four

thousand winters.

And all was for an appil.

There is astonishment, incredulity in the voice. An apple, such as

a boy might steal from an orchard, seems such a little thing to have

produced such overwhelming consequences. Yet so it must be

because clerks say so; it is in 'their book* (probably meaning the

Vulgate itself).

But the final and dominant note of the song is one of gladness.
Had it not been for the apple we should not have Our Lady. The

apple produced the Fall which necessitated the Redemption
which gave us Our Lady; thus the divine destiny or love is ful/

filled. The singer, therefore, blesses the apple.

Blessed be the time

That appil take was.

God is good after all.
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The doctrine of the song is perfectly orthodox the doctrine of

O fdix culpa
l but here it is expressed very individually and

humanly. The movement of the song reproduces very surely the

movements ofan individual human mind.

'Adam lay ibounden' thus turns out to be, in its individual

way, a song of gratitude for Mary and so takes its place with the

other songs to Mary among the Christmas Nativity songs in the

Sloane 2593. These have, ofcourse, their place in the whole body
of the medieval lyrics to Mary. Many of these in Latin and the

different vernaculars are in essence courtly love lyrics, the difference

being that the courtly lady ofthe troubadours and the trouveres is

Mary, Queen of the Court of Heaven. The knight expresses his

devotion to his lady but in this case the lady whom he serves is

Mary. There can be no doubt that the influence was mutual, that

the hymns to Mary influenced the poetry of courtly love and vice

versa. The rose ofLe Roman de la Rose and the Rose Mary could

not but have influenced one another in the medieval mind

(though we need not conclude that their significances were con/

fused).

But in the more traditional of the English songs (including
those in the Sloane 2593 MS) Mary has something of an older

significance, something still of the treex or flower/goddess or again
the spring goddess. In several of the loveliest English carols,

evidently for the Christmas festival, she is not simply herself the

Rose but the tree out of which the rose/blossom, who is Christ,

springs. In those carols also as in the medieval lyrics as a whole

we are frequently reminded that Mary has the two aspects of

mother and maid; she is both the mother goddess and (like Diana)
the virgin goddess. In the carols particularly the human and the

divine are mutually associated; the natural human tenderness

about a mother and child is sanctified when this human child is,

miraculously, none other than God. These carols to Mary and

her child who is both God and Man are so good as poetry

partly because out of the traditional imagery inherited from old

Pagan myth and ritual is being made the new Christian syin/

1 A subject recently explored by Herbert Weisinger in Tragedy and the Paradox of
the Forttmate FdL
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bolism; it most largely account for their strength as well as appeal'

ing loveliness. The Christian medieval lyrics generally but

particularly
the Christian carols are just as much as the 'secular'

ones rooted in Pagan myth and ritual, in the dances and rites of

the seasonal Nature festivals , many of which were still contem/

porary, still being performed, often alongside and even as part of

the Christian feasts and ceremonies.

Before considering one or two ofthe Christian carols and songs

found, together with 'Adam lay ibounden*, in the Sloane 2593

MS and in a few other collections, it may be well first to recall

for comparison a stanza from a fairly conventional type of early

vernacular hymn modelled rather closely on the Latin, with Latin

lines skilfully interpolated. 'Ofon that is so fayr and bright* (found

in the Egerton 613 MS together with one or two other lyrics ofthe

early fourteenth or late thirteenth century) is one such hymn.

Leveiifjlour of die thing,

Rosa sine spina,

Tbu berejhesu, het/ene king,

Gratia divina;

Of die thu berst the pris,

Levedi, quene of Parays

Electa,

Mayde milck, moder es

EfFecta.

The lovely conventional phrases touch gracefully on several ofthe

principal aspects ofMary. These and other aspects are much more

fully developed in the traditional English carols and songs of the

Sloane 2593, the Audelay collection, and the one or two other

collections which we may associate with these two famous ones.

In the Sloane 2593 MS there is found what is surely the love/

liest of all the English medieval songs to Mary; I doubt ifthere is

anything else in English more tenderly lovely.

I sing of a maiden

That is makelcSj

King of dl hinges

To her sone sche cbes.
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He cam also stille

There his moder was.

As dew in Aprille

Thatfalleth on the grass.

He cam also stille

To his moderes hour,

As dew in Aprille

Thatfalleth on thefour.

He cam also stille

There his moder
lay,

As dew in Aprille

Thatfalleth on the spray.

Moder and maiden

Was never non but sche;

Well may swich a lady

Codes moder be.

It is in essence a spring song, but sacred in the new way. The dew
in April is the magical life/giving dew associated with that month

the time ofthe first breaking ofthe buds, before the exuberance
ofhigh summer. The Christian mystery ofthe Incarnation is here

associated with the fall ofthe dew and thus imaged still in the old

way as a marriage ofSky and Earth. Mary, who is both mother and

maiden, is still in essence the spring goddess and also the earth/

mother. The song expresses with tenderness and reverence the

wonder of conception and of natural growth, the gentle silent

beginnings of life and growings that are both natural and magical
or miraculous.

The song seems to be for one voice, and it has a kind ofsingle/
ness ofquality. It is composed ofsimple statements and repetitions

as though the truth it states is such that it needs only to be stated

to be acknowledged and yet is so wonderful that it needs to be

repeated many times for the wonder of it to be contemplated. The
subject of the song has become completely an object which the

singer presents with entire directness.

The simplicity of the song is, however, of the kind that is in
itself complex. 'Makeles/ as of a bird without a mate, expresses
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Mary's companionless, maiden or virginal state. The meaning of

the other word
6

without a flaw or blemish, immaculate* is

surely also present. (We may compare the play on 'maskelies*

('spotless')
and 'makeles* in Pearl, XIII, culminating in the final

line (780) *A makeles may and maskelles*.) It means also, as the

poem unfolds, that Mary is without an equal; it indicates her

queenly, indeed divine status and uniqueness. *Sche dies* implies

her full, conscious, willing acceptance of the divine will, her

entire identification with it; she chooses, as one might choose a

lover. As, being 'makeles', she might choose a knight to be her

'make*, she chooses the 'king of all kinges* to be her son. God is

both her lover and her son; we may compare Dante's paradox

fglia del tuofylio. Yet, although he is 'king of all Jdnges*, he comes

with no pomp and circumstance, no noise.

He cam also stilte

as silently

As dew in Aprille^

the magical, heavenly dew that gives life to plant and tree. We
may consciously note, as we must inevitably feel, the upward
movement or progression responsive to the dew that falls from

Heaven the grass, the flower, the branch. The song is a beautiful

ordered structure; and its order and clarity are not simply those of

conscious, anxious ordering. From Mary's singleness and flaw/

lessness we pass gradually to a full recognition of her uniqueness.

She rises, too, in status. The maiden becomes *moder and maiden*

and a lady* who is the mother of no less than God. 1

1 One ofthe most original treatments in medieval English poetry of the Incarna^

tion is the passage in Passes I ofPiers Plowman (B/text) which seems to have grown
out ofthe image of Love as

c

the pknte of pees* (all there is as yet in the A-tcxt).

. . . the plante ofpees moste precious ofnertais.

For btvme mygbte nougbte bolden It it mas so bevy ofbym'self,

Tyl it baMe of the ertbe yeten bisfylle.

And wban it band of tbisfoltle flessbe
& takenf

Was nevere Icefupon lynde lighter thereafter,

And portatyfml persant as the psynt of a nedle,

That mygbte mn armure it lette ne none heigh walks,

In the suggestion of the branch heavy kden the melancholy heaviness of the
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Another very lovely English song to Mary, in the same Sloane

2593 MS, is a carol the refrain ofwhich begins 'Ofa rose, a lovely

rose*.

Of a rose, a lovely rose,

Of a rose is all mine song.

Lestenetb, lordinges, bothe eUe and yinge,

How this rose began to springe;

Swich a rose to mine likinge

In all this world ne knowe I none.

The aungil cam fro hevene tour,

To grete Mary with gret honour,

And seide sche schuld here thefour',

That schulde breke thefendes bond.

Thefour sprong in heye Bedlem,

That is bothe bright and schene.

The rose is Mary, hevene quene;

Out of her bosum the blosme strong.

Theferste bramche isfull of might,

That sprong on Cirstemesse night;

The sterre schon over Bedlem bright,

That is bothe brod and long.

The secunde braunche sprong to helle,

The fendes power down tofelle;

divine Love in pity for the lot offallen man bending to the earth we see the con^

opt ofthe Incarnation, the Word made Flesh, emerging or discovering itselfin the

imagery. In the Otext, indeed, we find that the phrase *goten hynvselve* has made
its appearance in place of *yeten his

fylle*. Lightened ofits burden in the birth of
God as man Love is now so light and yet so penetrating that, being supernatural,
no material force can withstand it. In this poetry thought and image are one, as body
and soul; it is in the particular images that the thought takes particular shape or

definition in images that grow significant or symbolic. The poet is, of course,

working within the frame of medieval Christian belief, which he has grown up
with and been instructed in. But in his poetry he is growing into this knowledge in

which he has hitherto been merely instructed growing up into it from his own
root; he is rediscovering, by means of his poetry, the Way or Christ as the Plowx
man.
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Therein might none sowk dwelle.

Blessed be the time the rose sprong!

The thredde braunche is good and swote,

It sprang to hei/ene crop and rote,

Therein to dwellen and ken our bote;

Every day it scbewetb in prestes bond.

Prey we to her with gret honour,

Sche that bare the blessedflour,

Sche be our helpe and our socour

And schild us fro the fender bond!

The opening of the song, 'Lesteneth, lordinges*, implies a single

vocalist (possibly a minstrel) singing ofthe glad tidings to a conv

pany who may have joined in the refrain perhaps in the great

hall, or perhaps in some humbler place, at Christmas. He sings of

the Annunciation, the Nativity, the Harrowing of Hell and the

Ascension; he sings, indeed, of events which he has probably

witnessed with his own eyes as Miracle Plays in the great annual

cycle, as well as represented in sculpture and wood'carvings in

churches, paintings, MS illuminations and stained glass. Thus, as

in the Play ofthe Annunciation,

The aungil cam fro bevene tour.

In this carol Mary is the rose-bush or tree which bears the rose'

blossom (Christ).

Out of her boswn the blosme sprmg.

The alliteration and assonance intimately bring together *bosum*

and 'blosme*. There is no rose comparable to it in the world and

also none so much 'to mine likinge* is ever found in the world

again. It sprang in Bedlem which is so bright and shining (like

the Elfin Castle of the romances and ballads) because of the

unusual star that signified the newborn sol vtrus. This rose is able

to overcome the fiend's power. Though a flower, it is stronger

than any material weapon that Tells* such as a giant's club; it has
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magical power over the hostile otherworld (like the Golden

Bough), power over the fiend, power to harrow Hell.

Two other (inferior) versions ofthis carol suggest that the three

branches spoken of in our version may originally or at least

occasionally have been five and that they may have signified the

Five Joys ofMary. In our version the first branch, that sprang on

Christmas night, evidently signifies the Nativity; the second, that

sprang to Hell and Yelled' the fiend's power, signifies the Harrow

ing of Hell; the third branch, that sprang to Heaven *crop and

rote therein to dwellen*, signifies the Ascension. This third branch

is
c

our bote', the most potent ofhealing herbs; it is identified with

the bread ofthe Mass.

Every day it scheweth in prestes bond.

Some ofthe finest ofthe English carols for Christmas other than

those in the Sloane 2593 collection (made, it has been supposed,
in Warwickshire or somewhere in that region) are to be found in

the collection made by John Audelay (or Awdlay) in Shrop'

shire, also in the early fifteenth century, 'Sing these caroles in

Cristemas* is written on the manuscript (now the Bodleian MS
Douce 302), and the carols follow.

Among them is a carol to Mary which offers some parallels to

the one just quoted from the Sloane 2593 MS; its refrain begins
'There is a floure sprung of a tree*.

There is afloure sprung of a tree,

The rote thereof is calledJesse;

A floure ofprice>

There is none seche in Paradise.

Thisflour isfaire andfresche ofheue;

Hitfades never, hot ever is mm;
The blissful branch thisflour on gnw
Was Mary mild that barejesu.

Aflour ofgrace.

Ayains all sorow hit is solas.
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The sede hereof was Codes sond,
1

That God him selve sew with his bond

In Bedlem in that holy londe;

Amedis here herbere there he hirfond.

This blissfulfoure

Sprang never hot in Mary's boure.

Two more stanzas describe the Annunciation and the Nativity;

the concluding stanzas follow:

Angeles there cam out of here toure

To loke apon thisfreschelefouref

Houefaire he was in his coloure

And hou sole in his savoure,

And to behold

How seche ajlour might spring in golie.

Of lilly, of rose of rise,

Ofprimrol, and offour^de4yse,

Of all thefours at my devise^

Thatfoure ofJesse yet bers the prisf

As most ofhele

To slake oure sorows every dele.

I pray yo'uefours of this cuntref

Where even ye go, where ever ye be,

Hold hap thefour ofgoodJesse

Fore yourfrescheness and youre beute,

As fairest of all

And ever was, and ever scball

This carol, like the one quoted from the Sloane 2953, again

celebrates events which the singer may have witnessed as Miracle

Plays the Annunciation (often associated in medieval art with a

vase oflilies or other flowers) andthe Nativity; again, as in the Plays,

Angeles there cam out of here toure.

The imagery and symbolism are again largely horticultural. The
1
sending.
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branch is Mary and the flower is Christ. God is the husbandman

who sowed the seed. The infant Christ of the Nativity is 'this

freschele floure*. The image 'spring in golde* (if we accept the

reading 'golde* instead of 'mold', the reading in a later MS)
might possibly have been directly inspired by medieval paintings

or MS illuminations in which there is so much gold. Such is the

healing'virtue of the Christ'flower, it is the most potent of

medicinal or magical herbs. The 'flours ofthis cuntre* in the con^

eluding stanza correspond (we may surely feel) to Chaucer*s *O

yonge fresshe folkes . . .*; a young human life, too, is a flower.

These traditional Christian carols occasionally reach through
their symbolism to moments ofwhat might be called metaphysical
vision that remind one that they belong to the age of Dante.

For in tUs rose conteined was

Hevene and erthe in litel space,

Res miranda.

The rose is again the rose that bore Jesus. The stanza comes from

another lovely carol of the Nativity, 'There is no rose of swich

vertu', found among a group of thirteen carols in a fifteenth'

century MS in Trinity College.

6

Among the carols ofthe Nativity, the Shepherds* carols form a

distinct group and have a close relation to the Shepherds* Plays.
The shepherds are recognizably the same characters as the realistic

shepherds of the Plays. One or two of these carols appear to be

songs that (ffehave been sung as an intrinsic feature ofthe Plays;
one or two did come in the Plays, as the Salutation of the Shep/
herds came at the end ofthe Towneley Shepherds* Plays. Stanzas

from a version ofthe carol which has the refrain

Terly terlow, terly terlow,

So merily the sbepardes Itgan to blow

appear in the text of one of the Coventry Corpus Christi Plays
that has survived,
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Versions of this carol, one of the most attractive of the'Shep/
herds* carols, are found in two famous collections of the late

fifteenth century and the early sixteenth; these are, respectively, a

song/book in a Bodleian MS (Eng. Poet, e.l.) and the miscellany

(BalHol MS 354) of a certain Richard Hill who belonged to the

household ofa London alderman. In this latter collection there is

one ofthe best ofthe Shepherds* carols, 'The shepard upon a hill

he salt*.

The sbepard upon a bill be satt;

He bad on him bis tabard
1' and Us bat,

His tarbox, his pipe^ and MsjJagat;
z

His name was calledJoly Joly Wat,

For be was a gud berdes boy.

Vt hoy!

For in bis pipe he made so much joy.

This is the first often stanzas which tell the story ofa shepherd on

the night of the Nativity. In this carol there is less of the wonder

and reverence which, in the Shepherds* carols and Shepherds*

Plays, to some extent restrain the boisterous farcical element; but

it expresses, as the Plays do, the jollity of the folk on a festive

occasion and it has also their homely realistic character. There are

such realistic touches as

He swetj be bad gone faster than a pace

and occasional exaggerated gestures, as ofan actor on a stage,

He put bis bond under bis bode,

He saw a star as rede as bl&de.

Such effects are emphasized by the rhymes throughout. He says

goodxbye to each of his sheep individually to him they are his

fellowcreatures before descending to Bedlem to salute the new
born one.

Now farewell, Mallf and also Will!

For my Ion go ye all still

Unto I cum again you till,

And evermore, Will ring well thy bell*

1 short coat, cape.
2
flagon.
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Vt hoy!

For in his pipe he made so much joy.

As in the Plays, the shepherd presents the Infant Jesus with homely

gifts, bits and pieces of his personal belongings.

(

Jesu, I offer to thee here my pipe,

My skirt, my tar^box, and my scripe
1

. . !

The familiarity of this shepherd towards the Holy Family is even

less uninhibited than usual

'Now farewell, mine owne herdes man Wat!'
f

Yea, for God, lady, even so I hat;
2

Lull welljesu in thy lape,

Andfarewelljoseph, with thy round cape!'

Vt hoy!

For in his pipe he made so much joy.

7

A contrast to the carols of the Nativity are the lyrics on the

tragic theme of Christ's death. In Richard Hill's miscellany (the

Balliol 354 MS on which are the two Shepherds* carols just

quoted from) is found the Corpus Christi Carol, surely the most

original and poignant English rendering ofthe theme ofthe crucv

fied Christ. The sense of irreparable loss is struck as the opening

note, the catastrophe ofthe Taucon* the fiend or death perhaps

snatching up and carrying offone's mate.

Lully, Mley, lutty, lulley,

Tbefaucon bath borne my make away.

He bare him up, he bare him down,

He bare him into an orchard brown.

In that orchard there was an balle,

That was banged with purpill and pall.

1 waHet (for holding food).
2 am called.
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And in that hall there was a bede,

It was hanged with gold so rede.

And in that bed there lithe a knight,

His wounies bleding day and night

By that bede side kneleth a may,

And she wepeth both night and day.

And by that bede side there stondeth a stone,

Corpus Christ! wreten there on,

The inspiration is unmistakably the Grail Myth. This Corpus
Christi Carol strangely recovers the original significance of the

mortally wounded knight (of the Grail romances) as the slain

god. The sense ofbeing introduced to a mystery depends partly on

the reticence that delays until the very end the recognition that the

bleeding knight is Christ and, consequently, that the maiden who

weeps both day and night for the slain knight is Mary, his mother.

The wounds, we then realize, are those of the crucified body of

Christ.
1

The place is an orchard a familiar and homely place, and yet

it was an apple that brought about the Fall. In the romances and

ballads, faery or magical events are apt to happen in an orchard,

but in the spring; this is, however, an autumnal or withered

orchard *an orchard brown*. The hall in the orchard hung with

purple and pall and, within the hall, the bed hung with gold,

suggests some mystery or ceremonial ritual about to take place.

The formula ofpoems ofrites such as the Corpus Christi Carol

must surely be retains in its structure a sense ofbeing initiated by

stages, which accounts for their strangely exciting quality. One is

led by steps as through a maze until one reaches the centre of the

maze, the heart of the mystery. At the end of the Corpus Christi

Carol the bed becomes a tomb, as in a dream, for there is a stone

beside it 'Corpus Christi wreten there on* and we recognize

with a shock that the wounded knight is Christ. (We may then

1 The association of this carol with the Mass that has been made by some com/

mentators may be a relevant one.
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note that the lullaby phrases of the first line already suggest a

mother and child.)

Yet the whole mysterious poem is apparently so simple, based

on the simplest human situation a maiden weeping for her new/

slain knight, as in a ballad tragedy.

This Corpus Christi Carol was written down at the end ofthe

fifteenth century or the beginning ofthe sixteenth. Yet it must have

continued in oral tradition, continued to be sung, as late as the

nineteenth century because what is unmistakably a folk-song ver/

sion of it, 'All bells in Paradise*, was written down in North

Staffordshire in 1862.

Over yonder $ a park, which is newly begun,

All bells in Paradise I heard them a/ring;

Which is diver on the outside, and gold within,

And I love sweet Jesus above all things.

And in that park there stands a hall,

Which is covered all over with purple and palL

And in that hall there stands a bed,

Which is hung all round with silk curtains so red.

And in that bed there lies a knight,

Whose wounds they do bleed by day and by night

At that bed side there lies a stone,

Which is our blessed Virgin Mary then kneeling on.

At that bed'sfoot there lies a bound,

Which is licking the blood as it daily runs down.

At that bed's head there grows a thorn,

Which was never so blossomed since Christ was born.

This version is remarkably close to the medieval poem, except that

it introduces the Glastonbury Thorn. (But medieval tradition

identified Glastonbury with Avalon, *the isle ofapples'*) Another
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version, very similar to
*

All bells in Paradise*, was written down
in Derbyshire also in the nineteenth century. Early in the nine"

teenth century a version more like a Scottish folk/ballad, and with

no reference to the wounded knight being Christ, was written

down in Scotland by James Hogg.

The heronJlew east, the heronJlew west,

The heronfew to the fairforest . . .

My attention has been drawn to the rhyme ofa children's game
1

which is a striking parallel to the medieval Corpus Chrisd Carol

This is the Key of the Kingdom:
In that Kingdom is a

city;

In that
city

is a town;

In that town there is a street;

In that street there winds a lane;

In that lane there is a yard;

In that yard there is a house;

In that bouse there waits a room;

In that room an empty bed;

And on that bed a basket

A Basket of Sweet Flowers:

Of Flowers, of Flowers;

A Basket of Sweet Flowers.

Flowers in a basket;

Basket on the bed;

Bed in the chamber;

Chamber in the bouse;

House in the weedy yard;

Yard in the winding lane;

Lane in the broad street;

Street in the high town;

Town in the city;

City in the Kingdom

This is the Key of the Kingdom.

Of the Kingdom this is the Key.
1

It will be found in Walter dc k Mare's Come Hl&er.
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The antiquity of this rhyme is shown by its retention of 'town'

with something of the original sense of a walled homestead; the

'weedy yard* may similarly have been the brown orchard of the

Corpus Christi Carol, possibly the Garden of Eden overgrown
with weeds after the Fall. The Basket ofFlowers is either a symbol
for Christ the Easter Christ ofthe Resurrection in which case

it is a symbol which has replaced Christ just as He did the

wounded King of the Grail/cult original; or else the Basket of

Flowers is simply a substitute for the centre of the cult that better

suited a children's game. The significant point is that this rhyme
was actually played and danced; it associates the medieval poem
with ritual action the Corpus Christi Carol may well have been

originally a ritual dance or its descendant a game/song that was

made into a Christian carol. Once again, in the children's rhyme
one is led on by steps as though through a maze1 until one reaches

the centre *In that house there waits a room' where one is pre/
sented with the Key ofthe Kingdom, and then the dance unwinds
itselfagain, leading back into the world.

The theme ofthe crucified Christ enters again into the arresting

opening stanzas of 'In a valey ofthis restles minde', this version of

which is found in a Lambeth MS 853 of the early fifteenth cen/

tury.

In a valey of this restles minde

I sougbte in mounteine and in mede.

Trusting a trewe lovefor tofnde.

Upon an bill than I took bede;

A voice I berde, and neer I yede*
In huge dolour complaininge tho,

'See, dere souk, bow my sides bide,

Quia amore langueo.'

Upon tbis bill Ifond a tree,

Under tbe tree a man sittinge;

1 The actual stonernazes used in dances no doubt of this kind ever since pre/
historic rimes survive in the British Isles and all over Northern Europe. In the

Middle Ages they were called Troys. See Mr. Jackson Knight's Cumaean Gates,

notably Chap. VII, p. 106 et seq. Also pp. 142, 171.
2
went.
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From heed to foot wounded was he;

His herte blood I segh bledinge;

A semely man to ben a king,

A graciouse face to loken unto.

I askede why he had peininge.

He seide 'Quia amore langueo.

'I am true love thatfals was nevere;

My sister, mannes soule, I loved her thus;

Because we wolde in no wise discevere,

I
lefte my kingdom glorious.

I purveidefor her a paleis precious;

Schefeith, Ifolowe, I soughte her so;

I suffrede this peine ptteuous,

Quia amore langueo . . /

There, again, is the figure of the wounded knight or king whom
we recognize to be Christ. This poem also has associations with

the romances; the wounded knight who is True Love (or Christ)

is the knightly wooer of man's soul.

The opening line indicates that the landscape is an allegorical

or symbolical one an interior landscape of the mind. *This

restles minde* is imaged as a mountainous land; *in a valey*

suggests a mood ofdespondency (as in the allegory ofthe Pilgrim's

Progress) ofone who has sought hitherto in vain. The hill and the

tree where he does at last find what he seeks are, most likely,

Calvary and the Cross.

The man's soul is evidently engaged on a quest trusting to

find a true love. As in a romance or ballad, he comes eventually

upon a man sitting under a tree, a wounded knight or king, who
utters *a complaint*. He is True Love (he is that which the man*s

soul was seeking) and he is the wooer ofMan's soul. The reticence

of allegory leaves it to us to recognize who this wounded knight

really is. He is also the Heavenly Huntsman who has been pur/

suing, through this mountainous wilderness, the shy Soul After

this very striking opening, the rest of the poem (spoken by True

Love) is rather inferior.
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8

Side by side with the sacred carols and songs, grave and gay,
there are profane songs expressive of the jollity of the folk

Breugel's dancing villagers at Christmas and other festival

occasions. Among the carols in the Sloane 2593, and therefore a

song that might be contemporary with Chaucer, there is one that

differs from the others in being a profane carol of Yule, in the

tradition of the songs of the clerici vagantes; there is an element of

goliardic parody ofthe Mass in it.

Kyrie, so kyrie,

Jankin singetb merie,

With eleyson.
1

As I went on Yole day
In oure prosession,

Knew Ijoly Jankin,
Be bis merie tone.

Jankin began tbe
offis

On tbe Yole day;

Andyit me tbinketh it dos me good,

So merie gan be say

Kyrieleyson.

Jankin red the pistil

Fullfaire andfull well,

Andyit me tbinketb it dos me good,
As ever have I sel*

Jankin at tbe Sanctus

Craketb* a merie note,

Andyit me tbinketb it dos me good,
I payedfor Us cote.

1 C the following lines from a trope ofthe Kyrie;

Kyrie, RexpkjDa wUs bofa,

Vm&sMunus etgmM Eleison.
2

bliss. *^
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Jankin craketh notes

An bunderid on a knot,

And jit be hakketb bem smallere

Than wortes1
to the pot

Kyrieleyson.

Jankin at the Agnus
Bereth the Paxbrede;*

He twinkeled, but said nought,

And on minefote be trede.

Benedicamus Domino,
Cristfrom scbame me scbilde!

Deo gracias thereto.

Alas, 1 go with cbilde.

Kyrieleyson.

The Christmas service in church is turned privately into a profane

occasion by the young clerk and young woman ofthis carol. The

name of the clerk, who thus improves the sacred occasion in a

profane sense, is appropriately Jankin, the name of the Wife of

Bath's fifth husband (the young clerk whose legs she admired

walking in the funeral procession of her fourth). The young

woman, too, seems to be a namesake ofthe Wife ofBath, Alison;

the solemn phrase ofthe Mass as sung by clerk Jankin Kyridcy
son which becomes a refrain in the carol, almost certainly

sounds like her own name to Alison and is probably intended by

Jankin to do so to sound like a wooing/song or lover*s call. It is

a very human episode, and it has a very natural consequence. The

climax ofthe carol, which Alison herselfsings as a dramatispersona,

is the discovery:

Alasy Iff with cbilde.

We should be careful, however, not to confuse such a profane

or goliardic song with the songs welcoming Yule or King Christ/

mas and the songs and carols for the boar/feast or ale/feast as

1
vegetables.

1 dish ofsilver or gilt with a handle and a sacred symbol, used in giving the kiss

rfpeace to the congregation. Its introduction is attributed to the Franciscans.
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Christmas still largely was. These latter songs are rooted in the old

Pagan religion and are, therefore, not really profane songs. The
old Yule feast, all/important for restoring the Life and

fertility of

the year, had simply been given a new and richer significance as

the birtlvfeast of Christ. But it still had a great deal ofthe character

ofthe old Pagan boar/feast and ale^feast, in which the strength of

the boar and the life ofthe ale entered into the company that par/

took ofthem and bound it together.

One of the earliest extant versions of the Boar's Head Carol

(still sung as part ofthe Boar's Head custom at Queen's College,

Oxford) appears to be the version in Richard Hill's miscellany

(Balliol 354 MS). It was probably sung as the boar's head was

borne ceremoniously into the hall, gaily decked like a god

having been indeed originally a divinity for the sacred feast.

The bores hede in bondes I bringe,

With garlondes gay and birdes singinge.

I pray you all, helpe me to singe,

Qui estis in convivio. . . .

Attempts were evidently made to Christianize even this feature of

the Yule feast. Thus one version reads:

The borys hede that we hryng here

Betokeneth a Prince withowte pere

Ys born this day to bye us dere . . ..

Another distinct group of traditional songs associated with the

ceremonies and dramatic games that clustered round the Christ'

mas feast are the Holly and Ivy Carols. A number of these are

found in the fifteentlvcentury song/book in the Bodleian MS
Eng. Poet. e.l. already referred to. In his introduction, R. L.

Greene has much of interest to say about the folk/customs con'

nected with the holly and the ivy; he concludes: 'From such a

rich background of folk/custom the hollyivy carol emerges.'
1

It

was the custom, for example, until recent times in England and

France for two effigies known as the Holly/Boy (carried by the

girls) and the IvyGirl (carried by the boys) to be burnt at Shrove/

1
Early English Carols, Introduction, IV, The Carol as Popular Song, p. 102.
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tide. There can be no doubt that the various holly
1 and ivy cus^

toms had an ancestry in ancient fertility rites.

The Holly and the Ivy Carols are clearly songs for the Holly and

Ivy debate or flyting-match a contention between the men (idea/
tified with the holly) and the women (identified with the ivy).

They contend for the 'maistrie', the one side praising its own tree

and mocking the other. This ceremonial contention it may have

taken the form of a dance or game most probably had its origin

in the rites of the old Nature religions. The pattern is seen in its

elementary form in the song *Holver and Heivy made a grete

party* (Eng. Poet. e.L); here the contention ends in reconciliation

between the men and the women, essential if life is to go on. A
carol in praise of ivy, Ivy chefe of treis it is*, and one in praise of

holly, 'Here commes holly', are found together in this same MS.
It seems that in this contention the women were sometimes ex/

eluded from the hall. Thus another fifteenth/century carol begins:

Holy stand in the Ml, fayre to behold;

Ivy stond without the dore; she isful sore

Holy and hys mery men, they dawnsyn and they syng;

Ivy and bur maydenys, they wepyn and they wryng.

One of the jolliest of these holly/ivy carols is found in Richard

Hill's miscellany (Balliol MS 354). Holly is praised, Ivy mocked.

Holly's merry men can dance, for example, whereas Ivy's gentle

women have not that accomplishment; the song ends with a

striking image of the latter's clumsiness.

Nay, nay, Ivy!

It may not be, iwis,

For Holly must have the mastry

As the manner is.

Holly bereth beries,

Beris rede ynow;
1 The fact that there are both male and female kinds of holly may have been

recognized at an early time, in addition to the obvious symbolic value of the fact

that it is evergreen.
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The thristilcok, the popingay

Daunce in every bough.

Welaway, sory Ivy!

Whatfowles hast thou,

But the sory howlet

That singeth 'How bow'?

Ivy bereth beris

As blak as any sloe.

There comtneth the woode colver,
1

Andfedeth her oftho;

She lifteth up her taill

And she cakkes or she go;

She wold notfor an hundred pound
Serve Holly so.

Holly with his mery men

They can daunce in hall;

Ivy and herjentell women

Can not daunce at all,

But like a meine* ofbullokes

In a waterfall,

Or on a hot somers day

Whan they be mad all.

Other carols which express the jollity ofthe English people on

festive occasions are the carols for the ale/feast and no doubt any
convivial gathering might become such. In Richard Hill's mis'

cellany there is a carol in which the butler is called with mock

impatience and increasingly desperate urgency, a carol to be acted

as well as sung.

Jentill butler, bellamy*

Fill the boll by the eye,

That we may drink by and by,

With
f

How, butler, how!

Bevis a tout!4

Fill the boll, butler,

And let the cup rout!'
5

1
pigeon.

2
company.

3 bel ami. 4 beuvez a tons.
5
go round.
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Here is metefor us all,

Both for grete andfor small

I trow we must the butler call,

With 'How, butler, how!
3

I am so dry I cannot speke;

I am nigh choked with my mete;

I trow the butler be askpe.

With
(

How, butler, how!'

Butler, butler,fill the boll,

Or elks I besbrewe thy noil.
1

I trow we must the bell toll,

With 'How, butler, bow!'

In the fifteenth/century song/book, Eng. poet. e.L, there are vav

slons of'Bring us in good ale
9

and *Doll thy ale, doll*.

Bring us in good ale, and bring us in good ale;

For our blessed Lady sake bring us in good ale!

Bring us in no browne bred, for that is made ofbrane,

Nor bring us in no white bred, for therein is no gane,

But bring us in good ale!

Bring us in no befe,for there is many bones,

But bring us in good ale, for thatgotb downe at ones,

And bring us in good ale!

Bring us in no bacon, for that is passing fat,

But bring us in good ak, andgife us enough of that;

And bring us in good ak!

Bring us in no mutton, for that is often kne,

Nor bring us in no tripes, for they be dene,

But bring us in good ale!

Bring us in no egges,for there arc many scbelles,

But bring us in good ak, andgifc m tilts;

And bring us in good ak!

Bring us in no butter, for are hem,

Nor bring us in no piggesflescb,for that will make us born,

But bring us in good ale!

1 noddk.
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Bring us in no podinges, for therein is all Codes good.

Nor bring us in no venesen,for that is notfor our blod;

But bring us in good ale!

Bring us in no caponsflesch, for that is often dere,

Nor bring us in no dokesflesch, for they slober in the mere,

But bring us in good ale!

Flesh and fowl though rejected in favour ofale with an emphasis
as of heavy dancing feet thumping the ground are nevertheless

abundantly present as images, together with their farmyard, village

common and countryside associations, giving the song its charac'

ter.

*Doll thy ale, doll' makes a solemn pretence of warning folk

against the awful risks ofdrinking ale, rising to the climax of 'ale

make many a man to hang upon the galows*. R. L. Greene

actually takes the song seriously; he has the following unbelievable

note,
1

apparently having missed the kind of humour the song

expresses: 'The vigorous disapproval expressed in this carol ofthe

nearly universal English beverage is surprising, especially in view

of the convivial associations of carolxsinging. It marks the piece
as certainly the work ofa moralizing religious, probably, to judge
from its realistic observation of drunkenness in humble life, a

friar/ The rollicking rhythm alone should have saved Greene.

Doll thy ale, doll, doll they ale, doll!

Ale make many a man to have a doty poll
Ale make many a man to stik at a brere;

Ale make many a man to ly in the miere;

And ale make many a man to slepe by the jiere.

With doll!

Ale make many a man to stombel at a stone;

Ale make many a man to go dronken home,

And ale make many a man to breke his tone.

With doll!

Ale make many a man to draw his knife;

Ale make many a man to make grete strife;

1
Early EngUsh Cards, Notes, 423, p. 438.
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And ale make many a man to bete bis wife.

With doll!

Ale make many a man to wet Us cbekes;

Ale make many a man to ly in the stretes;

And ale make many a man to wet bis sbetes.

With doll!

Ale make many a man to stombell at tbe blokkes;

Ale make many a man to make bis bed have knokkes;

And ale make many a man to sit in the stokkes.

With doll!

Ale make many a man to tin over tbefalows;
Ale make many a man to swere by God and Allbalows;

And ale make many a man to bang upon tbe gatows.

With doll!

9

The melancholy reflections and morallzings ofthe Middle Ages
are sufficient in number, even in song. One ofthe most impressive

longer lyrics of this nature is found in the MS Digby 86 (one of

the Friar miscellanies) which contain poems in French, Latin and

English, and was made probably by Dominicans in the Priory of

Worcester in the late thirteenth century (a little before the Harley

2253). It begins as a rendering of the Ubi sunt, the mutability

theme.

Were betb they biforen us weren,

Houndes laddrn and tmuekes beren,

And baddenfeld and wodi,

Tbe ricbe tevedies in boere boury

That wereden gold in boere tressour,
1

With boere brigbtte rode?^

Eten and drounken and maden hem glad;

Hoere lif was al with gamen Had;

Men keneleden hem biforen;

They beren hem wel switbe beye;

1
head-dress* caul or tresses?.

2
face,

n ie. voy haughtily.
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And in a twinding of'an eye

Hoere souks weren forloren.

Were is that lading and that song,

That trailing
1 and that proude yong?

Tho hauekes and tho houndes?

Al that joye is went away,

That wele is comen to welaway

To manie harde stoundes*

Hoere paradis they nomen* here,

And nou they lien in belle ifere;
5

Thefuir hit brennes bevere.

Long is ay and long is ho,

Long is wy and long is wo;

Thennes ne cometh they nevere.

The pride and transience of life are vividly and poignantly
sented in these opening stanzas, though touched by a breath ofthe

moralist's scorn for frail humankind: 'They bore themselves high
and in the twinkling ofan eye they lost their souls; they had their

Paradise here on earth/ There is, as the poem goes on to represent,

the alternative of Christian salvation. The exhortation, in the

succeeding stanzas, to take up the Cross as a staffand the shield of

True Belief, like Christian in the Pilgrims Progress, reminds us

that here as early as the thirteenth century is Bunyan's tradition.

The poem ends with an appeal to Mary to shield us from the

Fiend. But as a whole this poem is less personal than 'Wynter
wakeneth al my care*. There is something of the preacher in it;

one feels that the poet has an illusion ofhis own relative security as

belonging perhaps to a religious order, and can afford to exhort

others; he has confidence that he knows.

There is, however, an Anglo/Irish cradle^song 'Lollai, lollai,

litil child! Whi wepistou so sore?' which we may more properly
associate with 'Wynter wakeneth al my care' because of its inx

dividual rhythm and essential bleakness. The song must be

1
trailing (dresses).

t
going, walk

3
pains.

4 took. 6
together.
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nearly contemporary with
*

Wynter wakeneth' since it is also found

in an MS of the early fourteenth century (Harley MS 913), a

miscellany of Latin, French and English poems written down

apparently
in a Franciscan house in Kildare. It differs from the

numerous Lullaby Carols that have been preserved in that the

infant is not Jesus but a purely human infant. There could be no

greater
contrast to the joyous Nativity Carols. It is a sad lullaby to

sing to a little child, even though not old enough to understand.

The child is born into this world to suffer the lot of man since

Adam's fall; it is told, even in its cradle, not to trust the world full

ofgriefand vicissitude.

Ne tristou to this world;

Hit is tbifulfo.

The rich he makitb pouer,

The pore rich also.

Hit turneth wo to wel,

And eke wel to wo.

Ne trist no man to this world,

Whil hit turnith so.

Lollai, lolld, Ml child!

Thejote is in the wbele,

Thou nost wboder turn

To wo other wele,

Man is born to die; it is a gloomy way of associating birth and

death.

Detb ml com with a blast

Ute of a wel dim bom.

10

Comedy makes its appearance among the extant English lyrics

as early as those in the Harley 2253 MS of the beginning of the

fourteenth century. Together with 'Lenten is come with love to

toune*, 'Bytuene Mersh ant Avail*, 'Wynter wakeneth* and the

other lyrics
in this, the Leominsterf collection there is a poem in
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which the Man in the Moon figures as a character, an English

countryman gossiped about as if he were a neighbour and, at

intervals, addressed and shouted to directly by another country/
man. The poem is the dramatic monologue of this latter country/

man, who is himself a 'character'; for it is his speaking voice, the

very accents and movement ofa slow countryman's speech that we
hear reproduced in the masterly verse. Almost a century before

Chaucer, the poem is a small/scale masterpiece of dramatic

comedy. It should be sufficient in itselfto make us revise our con/

ventional notions about the development ofEnglish poetry before

Chaucer.

Men in the mom stond ant strit,
1

On is
2
bot'forke* is

2
burthen he bereth;

Hit is muche wonder that he nadoun slytf

For doute
5

leste he vallt, he shoddreth ant sberetb*

When the forst freseth, muche chele he byd;

The thornes beth kene, is hattren
7

fo'tereth.

Nis no wyht in the world that wot wen he syt,

Ne, bote hit bue the \)tggt, whet wedes he weretb.

Whider trowe this mon ha the wey take?

He bath set is ofot is other tO'foren;

For non hibte that he hath8 ne syht me* hym ner shake

He is the sloweste mon that euer wes yboren.

Wber be were o the feld pycchynde stake,
11

For hope ofys thornes to dutten is doren,
12

He mot myd is twybyl
1 *

other trous make,

Other1 *
al is dayes werk tber were yloren.

This ilke mon upon heh when er be were,

Wber be were y the mone boren ant yfed,

He lenetb on isforke ase agreyfrere.

This crokede caynard
15

sore be is adred.

1
strides.

2 hk 3
forked stick.

4 does not slide down. 5
fear.

6
turns.

7
his clothes.

8
effort that he makes. 9 no one saw. 10 move.

11
driving in stakes. 12

? to stop op his gaps.
13

two-edged axe.
14 either hedge"cumngs make. Or eke ... 15 idle fellow.
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Hit is mony day go that he was here.

Ichot of is ernde he nath nout ysped,

He hath hewe sumwber a burthen ofbrere;

Tharefore sum hayward hath taken ys wed. 1

'

Yef thy wed ytake, bring bom the trous,

Sete forth thyn other fat, stryd ouer sty.
2

We shule preye the haywart horn to vr hous

Ant maken hym at heyse for the maystry,

Drynke to hym deorly offol goi bous>

Ant oure Dame Douse shal sitten hym by.

When that he is dronke ase a dreynt mous,

Thenne we schuk borewe the wed ate bayly!*

This mon hereth me nout thah icb to bym crye;

Icbot the cherl is def, the Del bym to'drawd*

Thab icb yeye
5

t/pon beh nulle nout bye

The lostlase ladde con nout o lawef

7

'Hupe* forth Hubert, bosede pye!

Ichot thart amarsded in'to the mawef1

Thab me teone11 with hym that myn tetb nye,
m

The cherl nul nout adoun er the day dame,

There is a blend offantasy and realism die realism having direct

reference to the condition and distresses of the peasantry in the

humour and comedy of the poem: for example, the Man in the

Moon 'stands and strides*, because he is a kind ofpicture ofa man

striding; he is apparently hard put to it to keep his balance, to pre^

vent himselffrom falling down; because ofthe bundle ofthorns he

carries, he seems *to wear the hedge*; he has set one foot before the

other, yet he has not been seen to move. He is in trouble with the

1 his pledge i.e. security for the payment ofa fine.
s
path.

3 redeem the pledge from the bailiff.
4 rend.

5 caEf shout.

6 he will not hurry.
7

J the lazy fellow knows nothing about die law.

8
hop.

s
i.e. magpie that looks as if it had hose on.

10 This line has never been satisfactorily explained. Gould it mean, 1 believe you

have settled into your own belly* (Le. within the circle ofthe moon)?
11
may be angry.

12 teeth gnash.
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hayward for having cut for his own use a bundle of briars where

he should not have done. That is perhaps why, afraid to come

home, he has to endure in the moon the winter cold. The

countryman who speaks the poem is ready at this point he

addresses the Man in the Moon directly to make common cause

with his unfortunate neighbour now in exile: *We shall invite the

hayward to our house, fill him up with good booze and so get

back the "pledge".* But Hubert in the moon appears to be deaf

and will not come down.

Several of the most vigorous pieces among the English lyrics

have a close relation to the alliterative poetry. A satiric poem
(Harley 2253 MS) alliterative and rhymed in stanzas on the

follies of fashion has much the same texture as a passage on the

same subject in the Towneley Play of the Last Judgement

(fifteentlvcentury Towneley MS). Perhaps the most notable

alliterative piece among the lyrics is an onomatopoeic flyting

against blacksmiths and the din they make.

Stvarte smekyd
1
smethes, smateryd* wyth smoke,

dryue me to detb wytb den of here dyntes!

Swech noys on nygbtes ne herd men neuer:

What knavene* cry,
and clateryng ofknockes!

The cammed^ kongons
5

cryen after 'col, coir

and blowen here bellewys that al here brayn brestes.

'buf, puf!' seytb that on.
f

baf, paf!' that other.

Tbei spyttyn and spraulyn and spellyn many spelles,

tbeignauen and gnacchenf tbeigronys togydere,

and boldyn hem hote wytb here hard hamers.

Of a bole hyde ben here barm'fellys,
7

here schankes ben schakeledfor thefewflvnderys;*

bevy bamerys tbd ban that bard ben bandied,

stark strokes tbei stryken on a stelyd* stokke.

*Lus, bus! las, das!' routtyn be rowelQ

swecbe dolful a dreme11 the devyl it todryve;

1 smoked. 2
smutted. 3 ofknaves. 4 snub/nosed? crooked*

5
changelings, misshapen creatures. 8

grind and gnash (their teeth).
7
leathcr-aprons.

8
fiery sparks.

9
steel.

10
I^at, crash in turn. n noise.
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the mayster longith a
lityl and lascbetb a lessef

twyneth hem tweyn, and tomhitb a treble.
1

*Tik, tak! hie, had tiket, taket! tyk takl

lus, bus! lusy das!
3

swych lyftbei ledyn!

Alle clotbemerys* cryst hem gyve sorwe^

may no man for brenwaterys on nygbt ban bys rest!

There is humorous exasperation, but also a strong current of enx

joyment and zest in reproducing the sounds and the physical
sense ofthe huge exertions ofthe smiths. The noisy, rowdy activity

and the power exerted by the smiths rouse antagonism and yet

release a corresponding life^energy in their disturbed and provoked

neighbour.
Sufficient of the lyric poetry has survived and is there to testify

by itself, even if nothing else had survived, to the variety and

humanity of English medieval literature. To the more traditional

songs and lyrics we should have to add the best ofthe Chaucerian

and post/Chaucerian lyrics, the lyrics of William Dunbar and

the songs and lyrics that lead up to those of Wyatt not only

Wyatt's smoother musician's songs but also his more dramatic

and introspective lyrics which point forward to Donne and the

seventeenth/century poets.

NOTE. Those to whom this suggested connexion between

Chaucer, Wyatt and Donne, as masters of colloquial English in

verse, may seem entirely fanciful, might find it worth while to

compare the following passage from Troilus and Criseyde (Book
III, stanzas 208-10) with the opening stanza of Donne's The

Sunne Rising.

O cruel day, accusour o/tbejoye

That night and love ban stole andfaste ywryen,
Accursed be thy coming in^to Troye,

1 Sisam suggests as a possible interpretation; *The master smith lengthens a little

piece (Le. ofhot iron), and hammers a smaller piece, twines the two together, and

strikes (with his hammer) a treble note.*

2 marexclothers (Le. smiths because they clothe horses in armour).
3 water^bumers (Lc. smiths because they plunge hot iron in water).
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For every bore bath oon of thy bright yen!

Envyotts day, what list thee so to spyen?

What hastow lost, why sekestow this place,

Tbergod thy lyght so quencbe,for his grace?

Alias! what han thise loveres thee agilt,

Dispitous day? thyn be the pyne of belle!

For many a lovere bastotv shent, and wilt;

Thy pouring in wol wwber lete hem dwelle.

What proferestow thy light
herefor to selle?

Go selle it hem that smale seles graven,

We wol thee nought, us nedeth no day bavenf

And eek the sonne Tytan gan he chyde,

And seyde, 'Ofool, wel may men thee dispyse,

That hast the Dawing al night by thy syde,

And suffrest hir so sone up fro thee ryse,

For to disesen loveres in this wyse.

What! hold your bed ther, thou, and eek thy Morwe!

I bidde god, so yeve yow bothe sorwe!'
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III. R.OMANCES

A NOTE ON THE ENGLISH ROMANCES

The fifty or sixty medieval English romances (like the folk'ballads

that were written down in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries)

are not merely an accidental collection ofisolated pieces acdden/-

tal because survival was not, in the conditions ofMS copying and

preservation, a necessary consequence of outstanding merit. Each

separate piece loses by being read apart from the others. However

nearly it approaches completeness in itself, it seems to find its place
in a larger whole, a single body ofpoetry. To regard the medieval

romances as composing one larger poem is, then, perhaps the most

satisfying way ofregarding them; each romance makes more dis^

tinct the others by which it is in its turn made more distinct. What
seem to be fragments of a single pattern begin to emerge *the

figure in the carpet* a pattern that begins to be more distinct

when seen as common to more than one romance.

It is not simply that the romances share a common art, a com'

mon attitude to their subject-matter or method of treating it such

as by itselfwould justify their being regarded as a single genre. The
diversities among the English romances alone are such as to iiv

dicate different schools of makers (and reciters) in different parts

ofEngland throughout two or three centuries ofchange. There are

the one or two surviving versions which are alliterative poetry or

which, even ifrhymed or stanzaic, are under the shaping influence

ofthe alliterative poetry; and these mostly NortlvWest Midland or

Northern poems have characteristics which are distinct from the

versions that appear to be fairly closely modelled on the French,
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What makes it difficult to see clearly the things which the English
romances by themselves have in common (they have, of course,
the English language in common) is that the versions imply
different cultural and social levels as well as different degrees ofpoetic
skill in their makers or adapters. Particularly we have to allow for

the injury which many ofthe versions have evidently suffered in oral

transmission or at the hands ofcopyists. We have to remember that

such of the English romances as have survived have done so

mostly as Versions' like the folk/ballads in varying states of

completeness. A number (and these, including the Gawain
romances preserved in the Percy Folio MS ofabout 1650, are not

always the least interesting) have survived in a very broken-down
and fragmentary condition. Generally, therefore, we have to think
ofeach romance that has survived rather as a Version' than as the

one and only, the unique original. The English romances preserve
on the whole an anonymity the names of their makers have sel-

dom been recorded almost as complete as that ofthe folk-ballads.

They require to be regarded rather as we regard the versions ofthe
ballads than as we regard the literary compositions of personal
men-of-letters.

One might therefore be tempted to conclude that what the

romances do have in common is not an art but a subject-matter,
and that the pattern which begins to emerge from the extant

romances is in that, a pattern pre-existent in the subject-matter. But
it is not possible to separate subject-matter from artistic form. The
traditional material out of which the medieval romances were
made must already have had some form no doubt forms that

were constantly changing otherwise it could not have existed,
could not have been recited to audiences and transmitted from one

generation and place to another. This traditional material must
have existed in the forms in which it did exist previously to

the romances which were made out of it, and independently of
them.

The medieval romancers are artists, ofvarying degrees of skill;
and as artists they shape and re-shape, select and rearrange their

traditional material. They did not themselves invent this material
on which they worked; to them it was something given in some
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form. It must have had Its own themes, and these come out again
In the medieval romances, modified and rearranged but still

identifiable.

This traditional material consisted, of course, of traditional

tales, tales that were told and had been told over long periods of
time and in different places. Though continually reshaped in the

process oftransmission, such a tale has often persisted as in essen/

dais the same tale. Even when written down, and thus given a

literary and less unstable existence, It was liable to be used again
for recital to audiences and thence caught back Into the stream of
oral transmission. Since the medieval makers did not invent the

tales they made Into romances, we should have to seek for the

origin of these tales elsewhere and In an earlier, perhaps ancient,

age. But, from an examination ofthe tales which have been trans/

formed into romances, we can say something about their nature.

For the most part, they certainly appear to be the kind of tales

that have originated as myths stories ofwhat happened or what
was done In ritual ceremonies.

The tale Is greater than the teller; the typical medieval maker
feels this and has a respect for the tale that may seem to modern
readers at times excessive. We may In this way (allowing also for

mere inertia) account for the preservation in later versions of
details from earlier versions, even when these details appear no

longer to have been understood or to have any Intelligible function

In the changed tale. Missing details are likelytohave been accidentally

lost. Thus we find in the romances fragments of mythological
material untransmuted, apparently no longer understood but still

reproduced. The tale appears generally to have been accorded the

kind of status we accord to that reconstruction of bits and pieces
out of past events which we call history, Indeed to have been re/

garded as a kind of history not as fiction but as objective truth,

having Its own rights and Its claim to be respected. Only a

few makers were daring or original enough to re/shape a tale

entirely.

The romances thus come at the end of a long evolution. Tale/

telling had long been a developed professional skill and was a

principal entertainment of the medieval communities as of the
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earlier communities from which the medieval had evolved. 1 But

'entertainment* may not be quite the right word as applied even to

the medieval romances, their makers and audiences. Even as a

medieval romance, the traditional tale appears often to have an

aura of 'sacredness* about it, perhaps flowing without a break

from a sacred or ritual origin. In such matters we can only judge

by 'appearances'; there is nothing else there for us to judge by.

What, then, could have been the role ofthe more original maker

working in the tradition of medieval romancexmaking? At his

best above all as the truly great poet of Sir Gawayne and the Grene

Knight who handles his traditional material with Shakespearian
freedom -he divines the potentialities, the germ ofpossibilities, in

the tale itself; and he shapes the tale in such a way as to bring these

out and develop them into new and complex significance. The
tale does not, of course, return to what it may have been when it

originally came into being, a myth; in the new medieval time, in

the hands of a master poet, it becomes again something new, the

poem.

As we compare the extant romances, we recognize that in one

variation or other a number of motifs or themes recur in them.

The impression grows on the reader that these themes are, many of

them, interrelated

. . . workings of the one mini, the features

Of the same face, blossoms upon one tree

and that they are fragments of what were originally myths.

Anthropologists, and other workers in the field of the origins of

literature, have assembled a great deal ofevidence that would seem

to confirm this impression even though there remains uncerx

tainty as to what exactly was the mythology (or mythologies) that

may have been the principal source even of these traditional tales

1 Fdrc ben tales in Compmgnye

Mery in cbircbe is mlodye . . .

(King Alisaunder, c. 1300.)
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that were made Into the Arthurian romances. J. L. Weston in

From Ritual to Romance and her other books, R. S. Loomis In

Celtic Myth and Arthurian Romance and C. B. Lewis in Classical

Mythology and Arthurian Romance (the titles indicate the arguments
ofthe books) at least agree that the medieval romances come at the

end ofa process of evolution from myth (or ritual). The evidence

and arguments of these and other investigators are, cumulatively,

impressive; the different pieces fit into place. To avoid taking

advantage oftheir investigations and guesses or Intuitions Is to risk

condemning oneselfto an Impoverished reading ofthe romances.

Their books are not literary criticism; nevertheless, after reading

them, one certainly notices things in the romances that one might,

or would, have missed and that are (one can now see) redly there.

The precise significance ofsome details ofthe traditional material

In the romances may be forgotten may already have been forx

gotten even by the romancers themselves, though it was always

liable to be divined or intuitively re/discovered and may be dis-"

puted; but the main sense of Its significance often remains and is

still an effective force In the poetry.

Once the Arthurian romances, and the other romances that

may be associated with them, are recognized as being rooted in

myths they begin to show themselves more full ofmeaning and thus

more Interesting as poetry. The narrow 'aesthetic* attitude to the

romances tends to exclude so much that Is actually (on a more

alert and sensitive reading) there. The transmutation oftraditional

tales and hence of mythical and ritual elements In these tales

Into medieval romances Is Indeed often far from complete, and it

cannot be said that the poetry always suffers as a consequence. The

best episodes poetically are often those in which the original

mythical elements are most alive. In the same way those nursery
tales which are In origin folktales are frequently found more deeply

satisfying both by children and by adults than are the nursery
talcs specially fabricated for children In the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries. The genuine fblk'ballad also however

fragmentary and broken/down the version In which it has

survived is generally felt to be more satisfying than, with one or

two notable exceptions, the literary* ballad*
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The theory that the traditional tales out ofwhich the medieval

romances were made originated as myths the stories of things

done, acts performed in rituals seems borne out if one simply
observes those romances themselves and compares a number of

them. As romances, ofcourse, they are no longer myths; we must

not confuse the myth with the poem. But even as romances the

tales aie still noticeably rooted in myths; they have not, in many
cases, been so severed from these roots that they do not continue to

draw, as poetry, some sustenance therefrom. The romance which
has developed (or even maintained) some ofthat mythical signifi/

cance is often, to that extent, more fully a poem. It continues to be

recognizably more significant than, as we say when we see

no significance in a tale, just a tale*. New life has in such a case

budded out from the old.

The general tendency even ofthe English romancers, especially

those who follow most closely the courtly and literary French

models, is ofcourse to rationalize, humanize and Christianize the

traditional tales. Yet the less rationalized, humanized and Chris'

tianized a romance is (for example, the English Sir Percevelle), the

more interesting a poem it often is. The gods ofancient mythology
have become the medieval knights ofthe romances; but they have

also become the monstrous or otherworld antagonists of the

knights, as such retaining their unhuman or otherworld charac/

ter. The goddesses spring, flower, earth or moon goddesses, or

fountain, tree, lake or sea spirits have become courtly ladies,

queens or kings* daughters in the romances; but they also have

often retained their otherworld character as faery beings. The

Yaery mistress*, for instance, of many of the romances remains

essentially different from the courtly lady of the trouveres; she is

frequently the wooer, very forward in contrast to the lady of

courtly love poetry, who is so difficult to woo, and sometimes she

has magical power over her human lover.

Why the romances even such as have chanced to survive

seem to compose a single body of poetry may be, therefore, not

only because to some extent they share the same principles and

conventions of poetic art and reflect the same phase of European
civilization and idealism; it may be also because they have evolved
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from traditional tales and tale/telling and are at much the same

stage in such an evolution and have common toots in myth and

ritual. Most deeply ingrained in the romances certainly appear to

be those traditional motifs or themes that run right through them.

However deep we dig in the romances through the rationaliza/

tion, humanization and Christianization we cannot dig deeper

than these themes. Nor can they be ignored in any attempt to

appreciate and understand the poems. Not only may separate

romances be frequently recognized as different versions ofwhat is

essentially one and the same traditional tale; but also different

traditional tales are frequently found inextricably interrelated and

interwoven in the same romance. Partly, our critical task is to

piece together the romances (as we might the versions ofa ballad)

to see more clearly the whole poem they compose and at the same

time to see more clearly each individual piece in relation to the

whole. The romances may be regarded as new variations on the old

themes of the traditional tales or new developments from them.

These themes include those that Shakespeare in his time inherited

and made profound use of, especially in his later plays.

3

Merj hit h in balk to here the barpe

Tbeo mynstral syngitb, tbcojogolour cargitb.

(King Alisaunder)

The extant English romances belong to the period oftransition

the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries from oral

poetry to written composition, from poetry for recital (or for being

read aloud to a company) to poetry for private reading. They

belong to the period of the decline of minstrelsy in England and

the emergence (once again in history) of the personal man^oC"

letters, the literary artist. The causes of the decay of minstrelsy are

no doubt to be sought in the whole complex ofchanges in civiliza/

tion, and are therefore not primarily the business of the literary

critic as such. There appears to have beco increasing copying of
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secular poems by clerks; the secular scrivener also (Chaucer's
Adam Scrivener, perhaps) makes his appearance. MSS grew in

number till finally, in the fifteenth century, printing began to

multiply mechanically the copies ofbooks and aided the extension

ofprivate reading simply by increasing the opportunities for it. At
about the same time the withdrawal ofthe lord and lady to private

apartments
1 in the manor/houses ofthe fifteenth century must have

meant that the audience in the great hall was often no longer there

for minstrel recitals; it must have meant that there could no longer

so easily be assembled an audience ofvarious degrees ofcultivation

corresponding to that ofthe Elizabethan theatres a little later or to

that ofthe Icelandic homesteads in the heyday ofthe sagas. These

circumstances among many others would tend to alter the nature

of the romances. But even after the minstrels had ceased to be

patronized by the nobles, after the homogeneous audience of

diverse social ranks and levels of cultivation in the great hall had

dissolved or could no longer be assembled there, and even after

what had once been a proud and honoured profession had been

reduced virtually to beggary, minstrels must still have been able to

collect a fluctuating 'popular* audience to listen to their lays in

alehouse or marketplace or on the village/green an audience

corresponding more or less, perhaps, to that ofthe balladists. The
versions of Gawain romances preserved in the Percy Folio MS of

about 1650 appear to imply just such an audience.

The extant English romances accordingly not only reflect in

themselves various social and cultural levels; in reflecting the

transition from oral to written poetry they also reflect various

degrees of literacy. We must not, however, assume that literacy

necessarily implies a higher cultural level or a higher level of art

than illiteracy. The acquirements of reading and writing do not

by themselves bring greater skill in the art of poetry, either in the

1 Cf. in Piers Pkumm already (Rtext, Passus X).

Elyng is Ac balk ucbe $sye in the wyke,
There the l&rfa ne At lafy UkeA mm^ts to

sytte.

Nw bt& ncbe rich a rmle to eten U bym<>$dve
In s pryve parlwre for pore memes sake,

Or ma cbmbre with a cbymntye and leve the chief balle,

That mm madefor meks men t$ eten imte.
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art of its composition or in the art of its appreciation. Those

English romances which reflect a greater degree ofliteracy in poet

and audience are not always those which show greater art. Cer^

tainly, the direct and intimate collaboration of poet and audience

in the art of oral poetry is no longer possible when the poet com/

poses in his study and his readers are more or less unknown to

him. The advance of literacy did not promote, in the case of the

English romances at least, a finer poetic art. The earlier versions

(such as King Horn and Sir Orfeo) and the fourteenth'century

versions from the North and West Midlands seem to be those that

are closest to still flourishing traditions of oral composition and

recital; on the whole they are also as poetic art the surest and

finest English romances if we except Chaucer's Knight's Tde

and such others ofChaucer's tales as may be regarded as romances.

The broken-down state of the interesting Gawain romances in

the Percy Folio MS may more probably be accounted for by a

deterioration in the oral tradition than by faulty copying. They

appear to be late versions that yet belong as much to oral tradition

as do the folk'ballads (perhaps because they belong to a part ofthe

country remote from London). But, as they are found on the

Percy Folio MS, they may be regarded as fragments of a poetry

that has become in its last stages purely 'popular*. Since the min/

strels were themselves in the early Middle Ages the means of

transmission ofthe lays that formed their repertoire, the decline of

that professional class in the later Middle Ages must have meant a

decline in the means of transmission. There was no longer a pro/

fessional class of poetic entertainers, of a generally high level of

skill and ofa high standing in the community, to work creatively

on the romances. The minstrels at their best had been so

good at transmission (we may reasonably conjecture) because

they had done more than simply transmit; they had continually

renovated and refashioned the lays for successive recitals; they had

been some ofthem at least must have been not only reciters but

makers whose work had been continual re/creation. But, as the

profession gradually decayed, we must suppose that the traditional

skill of the minstrels declined also; they failed to keep up the

artistic level of the lays; the whole art died. The preservation of
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versions must finally have depended on whoever was interested

enough to write them down, on copyists ofMSS and on the first

printers.

4

Ideally, of course, all the romances of medieval Europe in

French, German, English and other languages and all the tales,

Celtic, Norse, Oriental, Greek and Roman, which were made
into medieval romances should be examined together com/

paratively, as well as each analytically. The English romances

form a group (itself breaking up under examination into a drrav

sity of lesser groups) within the larger group of all the medieval

romances of Europe. Several of the English romances have been

recognized to be renderings from earlier French romances; others

have been guessed to be so; and the tendency has been to assume

that almost all are. Yet several of the English romances notably

those of the Gawain cycle are in some respects very different in

character from the French romances. Even those English romances

which may be regarded as partially continuous, as renderings,

from earlier French romances are yet made distinct from the French

by their English language with its marked differences oftradition

and character. Again, the fact that most ofthe English romances

are anonymous that no romancers in English comparable to

Chretien de Troyes, Benoit de Ste Maure or Marie de France

are known by name (one cannot think of Chaucer as primarily a

romancer) points to some differences in the conditions and,

therefore, the nature ofEnglish romance/making. Are the majority
of the English romances simply derivative from those of the

twelfth-century French masters? The French romances themselves

circulated, we know, also in England and many of them were

actually composed here; Marie de France, for example, lived in

England. Were the English versions intended for less sophistic

cated audiences? Such appears to be the common account. Yet

several of the English romances themselves suggest that this

account needs to be qualified.

All the medieval romancers, French as well as German and
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English, were working on traditional material that was, In Itself,

mostly not French. But this material did very largely pass through
a French phase before It reached the English romancers. The

French romancers (notably Chretien, Benolt and Marie) appear
to have been the pioneers In turning traditional tales Into medieval

romances. What was irrational, unhuman and Pagan In these

often primitive tales tended to be rationalized, humanized and

Christianized as they were turned by the French romancers into a

new kind of courtly and sophisticated art. But qualities were per^

haps lost In this softening, refining process that are not lost, or not

to the same extent, In some at least ofthe best English romances a

deeper sense, for Instance, of the extra-rational and non^human

element In life and occasionally a deeper moral seriousness. The

best English romances also are not less works of art though their

art Is ofa rather different kind from the standard French kind.

In surveying the English romances, as In surveying the ballads,

it is useful to keep in mind the distinction between poems which

are written compositions and those which, though they have been

preserved by having been written down, are none the less oral

poetry. In the case of the romances this distinction cannot always

be simply made. But many of the versions, If not themselves the

products of oral composition and recital, are at least the products

of a tradition that had fairly recently been still an oral one. Even

those versions which we may judge to be written compositions

If not for private reading, then for reading aloud to an Intimate

circle come at the end of the phase of minstrelsy and cannot be

drastically dissociated from the earlier lays intended for minstrel

recital. Here seems to be one of the broad differences between the

English and the French romances. Whereas the finer French

romances are already literary poems, the finer English romances

(apart from Chaucer's) are mostly poems that are, at least to a

much greater degree, of the nature of the older oral poetry.

Romances that In French are literary poems already In the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries generally assume in English (if we may

judge from the extant versions ofthe thirteenth and early fourteenth

centuries) the nature of oral poetry. In being translated fro mone

language to another they have been changed back from a tradition
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that had become more literary into one that was still largely oral.

One or two of the outstanding English romances that are extant

from the end of the fourteenth century are alliterative poems in a

tradition that must have extended back without a break to the

older Northern heroic poetry. But many of the English rhyming
romances are also like the alliterative ones explicitly minstrels*

lays for recital

5

The tales which have been made into the medieval romances

appear to have had many and diverse sources in the East and in

the lands bordering the Mediterranean as well as in the north and
west ofEurope. There are few ofthem perhaps none which it

is possible to track down, much less trace to any single or ultimate

source, with any confidence. There must have been a great ming'

ling of the tales that flowed together to form the repertoire of the

tale/tellers, who were often themselves wanderers. This diversity of

origin of the tales circulating in medieval Europe is itself one

aspect ofthe deep/rooted international character ofthe literature

a literature that is both local in character and at the same time

international. We should not underestimate the distance that

could, apparently, be traversed by particular tales in medieval

Europe and the obstacles that could be overcome in their rapid
dissemination from one sea/board of Christendom to another.

French romances turn up in Norway and are changed into Norse.

They turn up in Wales itself often regarded as one of the lands

of origin of the tales that were made into Arthurian romances

and are changed, it seems, into one or two of the Welsh tales

found in the Mabinogion alongside the more primitive mythical
tales that have not apparently passed through a Trench* stage. The
minstrels and poets appear to have been themselves the principal
media ofthis kind ofcommunication, agents oftransmission and

dissemination, translators, often remarkably faMravelled men and
often equally at home in two or more languages.
The channels through which so many and diverse tales flowed

into the literature of medieval Europe must also have been many
no
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and diverse. By focusing attention on some particular one ofthese

channels, to the exclusion of possible others, scholars may have

suggested too simple a picture.

R. S. Loomis in his chapter on 'Celtic Story Channels and

Story Ways*
1 indicates one channel by which Celtic tales could

have passed into French romances and so into German and Engx

Ikh namely, the Breton raconteurs. As Bretons they would have

inherited the tales of their own Celtic race that had their origin

(Loomis supposes) in Ancient Celtic myth and ritual. But outside

Britanny they would have told their Breton tales in French, the

language that would be understood by their audiences. These bi/

lingual Breton raconteurs would thus have been uniquely placed

and equipped (if Loomis is right) to unlock the stores of Celtic

tales for the audiences and poets of Europe. Loomis seems to

think that the principal or original locus of the ritual and myth
from which the Celtic tales evolved may have been in Ireland,

although the whole ofthe Celtic West probably had at one time

a religion and culture more or less in common and kept up inter"

communications. It may well have been in some such ways as

Loomis conjectures that the Celtic tales (if they are Celtic) bex

came accessible to Chretien de Troyes to be made into his French

romances, and to Marie de France to be made into her Breton Ids.

In being made into Frenph romances the Celtic tales were in"

evitably much 'civilized*, modified particularly by the concepts

and conventions of chivalry and courtly love.

C. B. Lewis, for his part, shows in his very logical and well

documented Classical Mythology and Arthurian Romance* how

Greek myths from the regions that had been the Eastern pnv
vinces ofthe Roman empire, and were later the Byzantine empire,

could have become accessible in some form to the French

romancers ofthe twelfth and thirteenth centuries. He considers in

some detail, for example, what would have been the effect of the

wonders of Constantinople, Asia Minor and Crete on the

Crusaders and the pilgrims to the Holy Land and on the minstrels

and other professional entertainers who accompanied the Crusa^

ders and later returned to all parts of the Western world. In this

1 Celtic Myth tod Artlmnan Romame, III.
2
!fc, VIII.
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way the romancers of the West could have been provided with
fresh wonders ancient and yet freshly discovered.

It is evident that in Chretien's own century Classical and later

literary sources were drawn upon by Benoit de Ste Maure in his

Roman de Troie and by the authors of the Roman d'Eneas and the

Roman de Thebes. Ovid was, of course, one of the great sources,

perhaps the great souice, of the knowledge of Greek myth. But

C. B. Lewis makes out a good case for supposing that there was

also a continuous oral tiadition in tale/telling from GraecoRoman/
times and that it is by no means impossible that the Ancient Greek

myths went on being tales that were told in one form or another

circulating throughout the whole ofEurope; and that they turned

up in later times as Norse or Celtic tales, changed almost beyond

recognition, the names of their characters and their place/names
localized as Norse or Celtic names. C. B. Lewis goes so far as to

suggest that the tales which were made into the Arthurian

romances may have been only superficially Celtic and that their

great original source is the ritual (and myth) ofthe Ancient Greek

world.1 He examines Chretien's Ivain in some detail in relation to

the possible ultimate sources of its central episodes. Thus the

episode ofthe storm/raising fountain, which in Ivain is placed in

the forest of BroceUande in Brittany, is related back by Lewis to

rain/making rites at the shrines of Zeus in the sacred grove at

Dodona and in Crete. The gong used in the ancient thunder/

making rites (ifwe follow Lewis's theory) persists in Ivain, though
with an altered function. Beside the fountain there is a basin

which, when filled with water and emptied on an emerald stone,

does in the medieval romance as in the ancient rain/making
rites produce a thunder^and/rain storm. There is also a tree full

ofsinging birds beside the fountain, and Lewis traces these back

very plausibly to the sacred tree and the sacred birds in the groves
ofZeus at Dodona and in Crete and to the gilded tree behind the

1 *There is good reason to believe that, throughout the sixth, seventh, and

eighth centuries, a knowledge of Greek, as well as a considerable familiarity with

Latin classics, survived among the Irish.* Bertrand Russell, History of Western

PUksopfy Chapter VIII, p. 421. See R R. Bolgar, The Classical Heritage,

Chapter HI.
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Emperor's throne at Byzantium with its mechanical golden birds

(the tree that figures in Yeats's Sotting to Byzantium and Byzantium).

As for the Monster Herdsman who appears in Ivain and in other

medieval romances, Lewis identifies him as originally an animal

god or king wearing an animal mask in particular, according to

Lewis's argument, the Minotaur. We may feel when we read

Lewis's book that he has on the whole established his case in

relation to Ivain, and yet we may also feel that to have done so in

relation to one romance is not enough. As it happens, one of the

best of the English romances, Ywain and Gamin, is a version of

Chretien's Yvoin, made in the north of England in the fourteenth

century, and is as much illuminated by Lewis's discussion as is

Chretien's poem itself.
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'TWAIN AND GAWAIN'
FIKST EPISODE

Ywain and Gawain is a mid/fourteenth/century Northern Eng/
lish version expressly intended for recital of Chretien de

Troyes* Yvain, ou Le Chevalier au Lion. The poem begins by pro/

viding a setting for the adventures which are to be its subject.

Arthur has celebrated the feast ofWhitsun 'at Kerdyf, that es in

Wales'. After the feast, as the knights Gawayn, Kay, Ywaine,

Colgrevance and others keep the door ofthe King and Queen's

chamber, the Queen herself comes and sits down among them.

Provoked by Sir Kay, who in this as in other romances is 'of his

tong a skalde* and prone to brag, Sir Colgrevance passes the time

by telling a tale ofan adventure that befell him.

He tells how he was riding alone in a wood when he picked up
a path

ful thik and hard

With thornes, breres, and moni a
qttyn,

1

Journeying on, he comes finally to a plain and in the plain atower.

And on the drawing saw i stand

A knight withfawkon on his hand.

He is the keeper of the hold and conducts Sir Colgrevance into

the hall. In the hall hangs a board and beside it a hammer with

which to strike it. This is the board which C. B. Lewis conjee/

tures may be a reminiscence in medieval romance of the thunder/

producing gongs ofDodona or Crete.

I saw no man ofmoder born.

Bot a burde* hang us tifom,

Was nowther ofyren ne oftre,

Ne i ne wist whareofit might be;

And by that bord hang a mall?

The knyght smate on thar with all

Thrise . . .

1 whin. 2
board.

3 hammer.
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In this version, however, it is simply the signal for a company of

courteous people to enter, some ofwhom lead Sir Colgrevance's

steed to stable. Among them there is a lovely lady who attends to

the guest, unlaces his armour, leads him into a chamber, clothes

him in purple and ermine, leads him back into the hall and

attends him at supper. It is all very ceremonious and rather

mysterious as it customarily is in these castles where the knight is

received as a guest, and which are somehow connected with the

'adventure* that is about to befall him; it suggests some pre^

arranged ceremony or ritual rather than an accidental series of

events.

In the morning Sir Colgrevance, having taken leave ofhis host,

enters a forest which is full of beasts. There he encounters the

keeper ofthe beasts, the Monster Herdsman (a figure who appears

in several romances). This uncouth fellow carries a great mace,

which may possibly correspond to the Green Knight's Danish

axe or to Thor's hammer. The description in the poetry is cer/

tainly such as might well suggest that his original in tradition was

an animal god or an impersonator of such, a king wearing an

animal mask.

His bwyd, me tbogbt, was als gntt
Als of a rowmy

1 or a nete:
z

Unto bis bd( bang his bare . . .

Hisface wasful brade andfat;

His nest was cutted als a cat;
3

His brou/es war like litel busfas*

And Ms tdbe like bar^'tuskes;

Afulgnte bulge opon bis bak;

Tbare was nogbt made withowten lac;

His chin mas fast until bis brest;

On bis mace be gin Mm rest

Also it was a wonder wede

Tbat the cbtrle yn ytJe;

Nowtber ofwol ne of line
7

Was tbe wcde that be went yn.

1 horse ft ox.
3

slit like a cat*s.
4
boshes,

5 boar.
f

defect.
7
linen.
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Since he is clad neither in wool nor in linen, are we perhaps to

understand that he is clad in an animal's skin? His behaviour, as

well as his appearance, suggests rather some kind of beast than a

man.

. . . ah a beste than stode he still

The knight asks him: 'What ertow?* He answers that he is a man
an answer that would be necessary enough ifhe really is a man

in an animal disguise.

He said ogam,
e

l am a man!

1 sail,
f

Swilk saw i never nane!

'What trtowf alsone said be.

I said, 'Stvilk als thou here may se!

The knight's answer signifies that he is what he appears to be; he

is not disguised.

The function in this poem ofthe Monster Herdsman who has

such power over the wild beasts of the forest that none dares dis/

obey him appears to be simply to direct the knight to what he

seeks, to an adventure or marvel. Frequently in traditional tales of

this pattern and therefore possibly in an earlier version of this

tale such a character is none other than the antagonist himselfin

one of his diverse shapes or disguises who directs his challenger to

the place where the contest is to be. Although in the poem as we
have it nothing of the kind is made explicit, it is possible that

audiences accustomed to such a pattern would have guessed that

the Herdsman had at least some connexion with the antagonist

himself.

At the place to which the knight is directed there is a well. This

well proves to be no ordinary one; it turns out, later, to be indeed

a storm/raising fountain. Overhanging it there is a tree, and near'

by there is *a chapel* the place is evidently a sacred place and

beside the well there is a basin. This basin, when used to pour
water on the stone, certainly produces rain; it produces indeed a

dreadful thunderstorm. The mysterious Herdsman first describes

to the knight what will happen.
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The well es under the fairest ire

That ever was in tins cuntre;

By that well binges a bacyne

That es ofgoldgude andfyne . . .

Thare es a chapel nere tbarby,

That nobil es andfull lufcly.

By the well standes a stane;

Tak the bacyn sone onane,

And cast on water with thi hand;

And sone tbou sal se new tithand.

A storme sal rise, and a tempest,

Al obout, by est and west;

Thou sal here mam thonor^blast

Al oboute the blawandfast;

And thare sal cum slik skte and rayne,

That unnesse1
sal thou stand ogayne.

Is this episode a pure creation ofthe fancy? The conjecture that

what we have here is an episode that, in origin, was an account of

a rain/making rite whether or not it can be traced back to the

particular rites at the shrines of Zeus at Dodona and in Crete

has only to be stated in relation to the particular passage of the

poetry to appear much more convincing. But what difference, it

may be asked, does that make to the poetry? It means that the

episode is really more serious than simply a sport offancy and not

less mysterious if it has its origin in an actual 'mystery* a sacred

rite even though we may no longer suppose ourselves to take

sympathetic magic seriously. It means that we might have to

correct our way of taking these episodes as if they belonged to

something of the order of a boy's adventure story taking them,

that is, too easily. It may be argued, however, that neither Chrc/

ticn nor the poet responsible for our English version knew the

origins ofthe episode they had inherited in a tale which they coo/

ceived themselves as rebelling. Even ifthey did not know ofthese

origins, they surely inherited with such episodes something ofthe

traditional attitude of reverence towards them, a sense of their

mystery, a sense too of the mystery of all life. Even if not under/

1
scarcely.
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stood, these episodes are recounted in detail, and they preserve a

suggestion ofa hidden power. Only the very few greater poets are

able to give a new significance to the old episodes. These adven/

tures, if no longer recognized as accounts of initiation and other

rites and ceremonies, may be probably were felt as some kind

ofparable of life. It may be ventured that this is the way also for

the modern reader to respond to them. The truest reading, surely,

is the one which releases the maximum of the significance that is

actually there, as it is organized in the poem. Works ofimagination

require to be responded to by the imagination and the imagina/
tion is the seeing what is there in the order in which it is there.

The Monster Herdsman concludes his account of what is to

happen, and what the knight must do, by saying that if having
raised the storm the knight comes away unharmed he will be

luckier than any of his predecessors. He will in fact have (un/

knowingly) challenged the keeper ofthe well originally, the old

rain^maker priest or king (human impersonator ofa god); he will,

reverting to the ritual conception that underlies the episode, have

challenged the old rainmaker by proving that he himselfcan pro/

duce rain.

It all happens to Sir Colgrevance exactly as the Monster Herds'

man has foretold as if in fact it were some prescribed and pre/

arranged rite. The tree is discovered to be an evergreen thorn; the

stone on which the water is poured from the basin is an emerald

based on four rubies that light up the land.

I toke the bacyn sone onane

And hit water opon the stane.

The weder wex than wonder blak,

And the thonorfast gan crak;

Thare come slike stormes ofhayl and rayn,

Uhnethes i might stand thareogayn;

The store
1 windes blewfid lowd:

So kene come never are of clowd;

I was dreuyn with snaw and slete:

Unnethes i might stand on my fete;

In myface the levening* smate.

1
fierce.

2
lightning.
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When fair weather returns the most wonderful things are the sing/

ing birds on the tree. (Birds do, ofcourse, sing when the SUE shines

again after rain; but, if Lewis's whole theory is right, the ancestors

of these birds that alight so thickly upon that tree and sing so

wonderfully were it may account for the feeling ofwonderthe
sacred birds in the sacred grove at Dodona or, later, the golden
birds on the gilded tree behind the Emperor's throne at Byzan/
um"^ Than saw i sone a mery sygbt:

Of at thefowles that er in/yght

Lighted so thik opon that tre

That bogb m left none might i se;

So merily than gon thai zing

That al the mde Mgan to ring . . .

Tbare herd never man none swilk.

The rain in fact does seem to have done good, to have been a

blessing. But then, preceded by a noise as of many horsemen,

comes the keeper of the well, whose function as rain/maker has

been usurped, to answer the challenge. But in this medieval

romance he is of course a knight, and he gives other reasons for his

annoyance. ReM^ . sM td ym tffc

Wbi i did him swilk
despite.

With weders wakend him of test,

And lone Urn wrang in his forest.

In the combat Sir Colgrevance is overthrown, but is received

again as a guest at the castle. Thereafter (as in other romances, for

example, Eger and Crime1

)
another knight, in this case Ywain,

undertakes die adventure.

1 Evra In the ktc and broken-down version preserved in die Percy Folio MS and

in a chap-book printed in Aberdeen In 1711 Egir ml Grime h another Interesting

romance in which a knight penetrates Into a forbidden country, an 'uncouth* land,

and by so doing challenges the keeper of the land. The latter Is a Red Knight
called Graysteele, one ofthose figures who, as they are described In the poetry, have

something about them of the sun. In Gray&teele's country there Is also a 'perilous

princess*, one ofthose whom one must risk one's life to win, the Lady Ixjosepaine,

whom he keeps in the typical otherworld castle. As her name suggests, she Is a

healer, one of those faery women who have the magical power not only to heal

wounds but even to bring the dead to life. The adventure, iinclertaJcm first by Egcr,

then by Grime, has again something ofthe character ofan initiation,
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All happens as before as Colgrevance has described. But this

time the keeper ofthe well is defeated and pursued into the
'city*.

This city has certain features which suggest a labyrinth or maze.

For example, the pursuing Ywain is trapped within the mechanism
of the entrance gate; a door opens behind him and a damsel

appears. Although this damsel, Lunet, is not the lady ofthe castle

or city, her role is that of the damsel who aids the hero, like

Ariadne and the other helpful maidens ofthe myths and now of

the medieval romances. Lunet informs Ywain that his antagonist
is dead and is mourned for by his widow, and that the people of

the city or castle seek Ywain to slay him and avenge their lord.

Lunet lends Ywain one of those magical rings which render the

wearer invisible and invulnerable; she gives him food and drink

and in other ways assists him. The people go in procession to bury
the dead man with a 'doleful din* and a lady, white as milk, fbl'

lows the bier, wringing her hands and weeping. Ywain longs to

have sight ofthis mourning lady. When Lunet reveals the sight to

him, he immediately falls in love with this lady whom he himself

has widowed. This may be all against reason but is exactly in

accordance (ifnot with human nature) with the ancient myth and

ritual pattern in which the victor marries the queen (or

goddess) of the slain king (or god). On the other hand, the

sophistications and delicacies of the French romance arising

from the recognition that the widow of a knight would shrink

from marrying the slayer of her husband are reproduced in the

English version. The primitive tale has been given a contemporary

setting, and the people have contemporary manners and ways of

feeling. With the contemporary setting have been introduced the

complications of a new civilization and morality. The repugx
nance ofthe lady, who may be supposed rather to nourish thoughts

of revenge, has to be overcome. This is Chretien's theme. The

handling ofthis theme makes the romance at this point something
like a sketch or embryo of parts of the wooing of Criseyde in

Troths and Criseyde, although there is nothing here ofthe subtle

Chaucerian creative life and genius. The damsel who assists the

hero through his perils is in this case other than the damsel whom
he is to wed. Her role here is not unlike that of Pandarus. She

seeks to promote Ywain's marriage with her mistress. With this
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object she counsels her mistress. Who will now defend the

widowed lady and her land? It will be remembered that similar

considerations of prudence are suggested to Criseyde. The lady

understands what her maid is hinting at and, angry, sends her

away; but afterwards she sits (not unlike Criseyde) in a reverie,

pondering her maid's counsel The maid reappears and (again

not unlike a faint pre/shadow of Pandarus) calls her a child for

mourning.
. . . Trowes than tbefowrc of Aevalry

Sold al with tin lord dy,

And with Mm he put in molded

Godforbede that it is so sclde!

Als gude als be and better fane?

When the widowed lady asks where is such another man as was

her husband, Lunet puts the riddle:

f

. . . Yftwa knyghtes be in tbcfcldc

On twa $tedesf with spere and slxlde,

And the lane the totfar may sla,

Whether es the better oftba?'

Her mistress has to answer that the living victor is better than the

dead man, but again orders Lunet out of her sight. Nevertheless

she ponders all through the hours of darkness on the fact that she

has now no knight to protect her. When her maid comes again in

the morning there is a reconciliation. Ywain, bathed and clad in

scarlet and gold and precious stones, is led by Lunet into the

presence of die widowed lady of the castle. He kneels and asks

forgiveness for having slain her lord. She forgives him, he con/

fesses his love. Her barons counsel her to take a husband and lord,

and Ywain is thereupon presented to them as her new husband.

Thus Ywain is wedded to the lady Alundyne. The whole episode

culminates in a feast in the castle at which Arthur is the honoured

guest the weddingxfeast ofthe victor.

And dmysels danceandfal mle

With trompes, fifes, and with fristek,
1

The castel and tbe cell rang

With mynstmlsi and nobil sang.

1
flute.
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'SIK PEKCEVELLE OF GALLES'

Sir Percevdle ofGalles, a version ofthe Perceval story in Northern

English of the latter half of the fourteenth century, is one of the

more fascinating ofthe English romances, partly because its mytho^
logical substance is less overlaid by the conventions ofthe French
medieval courtly romances. In its character it has more in conv
mon with the English Gawain romances and though less of a

complete work of art with Sir Gawayne and the Grene Knight
itself than with the French romances. Expressly intended for

recital to a company it is evidently a minstrel's lay. Unlike the

French version of Chretien de Troyes and his successors, and
unlike the German Parzival of Wolfram von Eschenbach, this

English Pemvelle is not specifically a Grail romance, though there

is a cup in it which Brown describes as 'an undeveloped Grail*

and Loomis as a 'faded Grail*.

One of the first things that the English maker or minstrel says
will interest his hearers in the tale of Perceval is that

He wasfosterde in thefelle,

He dranke water of the welle.

It has been suggested that in earlier or more primitive versions of

the tale Perceval's mother may have been a water^spirit. Certainly
the life ofmother and child beside a well is enlarged upon in this

version, and indeed the mother persists in living beside the well

throughout the period ofthe tale, as if it were her natural habitat.

But one ofthe main tasks which in this version Perceval has to

perform when he grows to manhood is to avenge the death ofhis

father (old Perceval). The tale is therefore partly one ofthose tales

of a son under an obligation or destiny to avenge his father. 1At

young Perceval's births-feast old Perceval was challenged and
slain by an intruder called (because ofhis colour) the Red Knight,

evidently an other/than/human antagonist like the Green Knight
of Sir Gawayne and the Grene Knight

After his father's death the child Perceval is brought up in the

woods by his mother.

1
Gilbert Murray's Hamlet ml Orestes essay illuminates also Perceval.
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Sail be no tbyng see

Bot the leves of the tree

And the grei/es
1
groyc,

Scball he nowtber take tent
2

To justes ne to tournament,

Bot in the tvilde mdde went,

With bestes to flayt.

In these circumstances it is not surprising that Perceval grows up
as a *wild man*, a Tole in the filde*, a naive child of nature, a holy

innocent. It is a fascinating theme, and full ofsoggestiveness for a

reading of some of Wordsworth's poetry or of Blake*s Songs of

Innocence. We again come across the old theme with a new signi/

ficance in Dostoyevsky's The Idiot, as Ernest Rhys recognized in

an introductory note to the novel *The tale-writer was reapplying

an ancient formula and a motive known in Oriental and Celtic

folk/tale, that of the Fool of Nature, the Peredur or Percival, or

the Gaelic Great Fool, who acts as the agent of Heaven and the

master-spirit in certain trying episodes that prove his rarer faculty

and unfooHsh mind/

His mother takes with her into the woods a *tryppe of gayte
9

,

and Perceval acts as a goatherd and himself wears a goat/skin in

this pastoral world that recalls that of the primitive wood-gods
and goat-gods. He hunts in the woods with *a lyttfll

Scottes

spere*, *a darte* (according to French and Hale/ a talistnanic

weapon which is to be the means of accomplishing the death of

the Red Knight.)

Thus be in the lande,

With bys in bis bmde;

Under the wilde tvodde'ivandc

He wexe and wek tbrafe.

He scbote with Ms spm
Bestes and othergm,
As als be bere;

He was agule knave!

1
groves.

*
Le. know. * En$& Rmsm.
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Smalle birdes wolde he slo,

Hertys, hyndes also;

Broghte his moder of thoo.

The child is clearly a kind of untutored prodigy of nature and

something of an infant god as yet unrecognized.

Fyftene wynter and mare

He duellede in those holtes hare;

Nowther nurture ne lare

Scho wolde hym none lere.

His naive questions lend the poetry its peculiar quality ofcom/
bined wonder and humour. Thus, one day his mother bids him

acknowledge God by praying to God's son. He questions her

with the innocence of a young pagan who has never heard of

Christ.

'Swete moder? sayde he,

'Whatkyns agodd may that be

That ye nowe bydd mee

That i schall to pray?'

Then byspakke the lady even:
e

lt es thegrete Godd ofheven . . !

'And i may mete with that man . . /

So he leaves his mother and his goats to seek the great God.

There he levede in a tayte
1

Bothe his modir and his gayte*

Thegrete Goddfor to layte*

Fynde hym when he may.

Instead ofthe great God he meets, as he walks in the 'holds hare*,

three knights of Arthur Ywain, Gawain and Kay, 'clothede all

in grene'. They, for their part, are confronted on the forest path
with a 'childe*, wearing nothing but a goat/skin, who asks which
of them is the great God of whom his mother has told him.

Gawain answers that such they are not. Again there is the peculiar
blend ofwonder and humour which is characteristic ofthis poem.

1
left eagerly.

2
goats.

3
seek.
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There is the unexpectedness, the incongruity of the meeting, the

mutual surprise of the civilized or experienced knights and the

child of nature or holy innocent (who is potentially dangerous),
their enormous ignorance of each other, the apparently preposx
terous self/assurance of the enfant terrible, and in general the clash

between nature and nurture, innocence and experience.

Than saide thefok one thefide,
1

Was comen cute of the mddes wilde,

To Cawayne that was meke and mylde

And softe of'ansmre,
(

l sail si yow all three

Bot ye smertly now telle mee

Whatkyns tbynges that ye bee,

Sen ye no goddes are!

Sir Kay (whose habitually brusque, sarcastic or bragging tone is a

foil in the romances to the unfailing courtesy of Gawain) asks the

boy his name in such a manner as to rouse his anger.

'Who solde we than say

That hale slayne us to-day

In this holtis bare?'

At Kayes wordes wexe he tene

Bot a grete bukke bad bene

Ne badd be st&nde tbam bytwene/-

He bade bym slayne tbare.

The great stag that thus opportunely, as if from nowhere, inters

poses itself between Perceval and Kay seems to be essentially

magical. Gawain, ever in contrast with Kay, speaks gently to the

boy and tells him that they are knights ofArthur's court. The boy
asks ifArthur will make him a knight, and Gawain counsels him

to go himselfto Arthur and ask.

Alone in the woods again, the boy sea a stud ofwild colts and

mares and recognizes the 'things' the knights rode upon though he

does not know their name.

1 fool in the field.
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Swilke tbynges as an yone

Rade the knygbtes apone;

Knewe i tbaire name . . .

He outruns the biggest wild mare and rides homeward bareback

upon it, having thus won his horse.

And saide, 'Thou sail here me

To'morne to the Kynge.*

When his amazed mother catches sight ofher child riding on the

mare, she acknowledges that knightly 'nature* will out.

Scho saw hym horse hame brynge;

Scho wiste wele, by that thynge,

That the kynde wolde oute sprynge.

When she utters the word 'mare* he learns for the first time the

name of the 'thing* he rides on. But henceforth he supposes that

all horses are fares'. He tells his mother that he will go to the

King 'ttymorne*.

Bot'if the Kyng make me knygbte,

Tosmorne i sail hym sloo!

Such is the astonishing confidence of this enfant terrible, whether

arising from consciousness ofsuperhuman powers or from simple

ignorance. His mother pleads with him against his perilous

undertaking, and in her pleadings there is further interplay be^

tween 'nature' and nurture. *Lyttill thou can of nurtoure/ She

tells him to try to be well-mannered, having hitherto entirely

neglected his education in that as in other respects.

f

There thou meteste with a knyghte,

Do thi bode
off,

i highte,

And haylse hym in by!

She shows him knightly clothing so that he should know a knight
when he sees him, for, as he says, he has never yet seen a man.

(This, which flatly contradicts his meeting with the three knights,

French and Hale conjecture to be a survival from an earlier ver/

sion ofthe tale in which Perceval's otherworld mother inhabited a
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land ofwomen to which men did not have access and where she

brought up her son.)

In the morning, which
(it seems) is *fbrthirmaste Yole/day',

Perceval sets out on his adventure, mounted on his mare, with a

bridle improvised out of a withy or willowshoot,
1

carrying his

talismanic spear and wearing a ring
3
given him by his mother.

This ring, he exchanges, for some reason unexplained in our ver/

sion, with a ring on the finger ofa sleeping lady in the first episode

ofhis adventures. This episode is one which, in different variations,

frequently recurs in the romances, particularly in those of the

Grail cycle. The adventurer comes to a hall or castle. He rides

straight in without hindrance and, though there is apparently no

one there, he finds a banquet spread and provision for a horse.

He went in mtbowtten kit;

Hefande a brade horde sett,

A brygbtejire, wdt bett*

Brynnande tberby.

He helps himselfto halfofthe bread and wine and gives his mare

half of the corn provided, because he remembers that his mother

had bade him be of *mesure*. It may be that Perceval is being

tested, though the idea of testing is not made explicit in this veiv

sion. Perceval certainly appears to be doing something that he

must do, and do correctly. (In the Grail romances the mysterious

banquet is regularly associated with the Grail itself as life-giving

vessel.) Perceval then penetrates farther into the house and finds a

lady, richly clad, asleep on a bed. Without awakening her he

makes the mysterious exchange ofthe rings.

Tber be kysfe that swete tbynge;

Ofbirfynger be tuh a rynge;

His awenn modir takynnyngf

He lefa with thatfie.

1 C the Knight without a Bridle of other romances,
2 French and Hale note that *Brown conjectures that in the original form ofthe

story the mother advises Perceval to exchange rings with a damsel, because the

mother, a fairy, knows that she can so direct him that he will secure a ring making
him invulnerable*.

3 well kindled.
4 mother's token.
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Wearing this ring and carrying his spear, Perceval proceeds on
his destined journey and rides into Arthur's hall where the first

course has just been served. Arthur asks the Taire childe* whence
he comes and what is his will.

Than saide thefole of thefide,
(

I ame myn awnn modirs childe,

Comenfro the woddes wylde . . !

He then declares that unless the King will make him a knight he

will slay him. All wonder that the King should allow such rude/

ness. But the King sees in the boy the resemblance to old Perceval,

who married his sister, and he knows that only old PercevaFs son

can slay old Perceval's slayer, the Red Knight, who is also

Arthur's enemy. Gradually Arthur arrives at the virtual recogni/
don that the boy is indeed old Perceval's son, brought up in the

woods in a kind of Garden/of/Eden state ofinnocence outside the

knowledge of good and evil.

The childe hadde tvonnede in the wodde:

He knewe nother evyll ne gude;

The Kynge hymselfe understode

He was a wilde man.

The boy sits down to the banquet but, before he has begun to eat,

the Red Knight himself, mounted on a red steed, rides into the

hall.

So commes the Rede Knyghte in

Emanges tham
righte than,

Prekande one a rede stede;

Blode^rede was his wede.

He made tbam gammen full gnede*
With craftes that he can.

The Red Knight is clearly an otherworld visitant whose 'craftes*

are magical. Everyone seems to be powerless against him except

young Perceval whose role it is to slay him who is (though the boy
himself does not know it) his father's slayer. But young Perceval

1
sorry sport.
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has another, perhaps more significant, task besides that ofrevenge,
and this is now provided for him.

The Red Knight, having first in the manner of all his land
taunted the company as cowards, seizes the cop ofred gold, full of
wine, that is set before Arthur. He drinks the wine and," to the
sorrow of Arthur, rides off with the cup. We may agree with
Brown and Loomis that the cup is no ordinary cup and that, until

it is recovered, Arthur's realm will decline. In this respect, as a

life/giving vessel or source of vigour, it has undoubtedly a' con/
nexion with some ofthe significance ofthe Grail 1 When next in
our poem we hear how Arthur has fared in the absence ofthe cup,
we learn that he has taken to 'cabbed' and is in much the same

plight as the sick king of the Grail myth. The cup must be
covered ifthe King and the kingdom are to be restored. 2

Young Perceval's task, then, is not only to slay the Red Knight
but, perhaps more

essentially, to recover the cup. For this two/
fold purpose he has been equipped with, as it seems, the protective

ring and the talismanic spear. (Ifsuch tales had their ultimate source
in myth and ritual, the three objects the cup, the ring and the

spear may have been associated symbols with some such cere/

monial uses and significances as Miss Weston conjectured. Even if

the original precise significance ofthese objects had been lost for the

maker of this version and his audiences, the sense that they were

significant must have continued to be an essential part ofthe poetic
effect for people for whom ceremony and ritual were still im/

mensely important.) Perceval, mounted on his mare and clad

1
It may be noted here that according to one recent and very original theory

(Flavia Anderson's in Tix Ancient Secret) the Grail was, variously, a metal mirror,
a crystal ball, a gkss sphere or vessel filled with water, and thus a burning-glass for

focusing the sun's rays and kindling fire. According to this theory, the sword
(c.g.

the hand Excalibur) was the king's torch freshly lighted each
year, Ic seems to me

that this theory, ifit is right, does not, however, at all preclude the Griil from having
had some ofthe various other significances that have been attributed to it,

2
It seems that the Red Knight has been a regular visitant, every five years in fact,

and has regularly absconded with such a cupthree in the fifteen years since old
Perceval's death,

Fjffe feres bas be thus gate.

And my coupesfa me

But all dbt cups appear to be each the one essential cup.
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only in a goat/skin *a fble als he were' goes in pursuit ofthe Red

Knight and, overtaking him, demands back the cup. The Red

Knight puts up his visor and addresses the strange boy in the well*

knownJ7y/W manner ofHerod, the Turkish Knight, and all the

others ofhis kind.

He sayde, 'Come i to the, appertfole,

I sail caste the in the pole,

For all the beghe days of Yole,

Als ane olde sakkef

The unorthodox combat and slaying are half/humorously des/

cribed. Thus, when the Red Knight falls dead from the saddle,

the child does not know that he is dead* On his mare he first

pursues the riderless steed ofhis late antagonist.

The stede was swifter than the mere,

For he bade no tbynge to here

Bot his sadill and bis gere . . .

The mere was bagged withfole;

And birselfe
a grete bole.

The child thereupon takes to his own feet, and he is once again so

superhumanly swift that he outruns the steed and restores him to

the corpse. There is here that strange buffoonery in the presence of

death which is characteristic of traditional or popular life, litera/

ture and customs. The child addresses the dead man and bids him
mount his steed.

The knyghte lay still in the stede:

What sulde be say, when be was dede?

The child knows no better way ofobtaining the Red Knight's
armour than by burning him out of it. He is kindling a fire of

birch and oak when Gawain rides up, anxious about the child,

and unlaces the Red Knight. Young Perceval, arrayed in the red

armour, admires himself; he may now indeed pass for a knight.

The body ofthe Red Knight is cast upon the fire an act that is a

relic, it has been suggested, ofthe funeral custom ofa previous age;

but the point here may be that burning was regarded as the appro/
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priate
or only effective means ofdisposing of an enchanter as of a

witch.

Young Perceval's next adventure is, in fact, a meeting with an

old witch, the Red Knight's mother. She mistakes the knight in

red armour for her son and tells him that if he had been dead she

would have brought him to life again. Evidently it is a long/

standing practice of hers, a way she has had ofcollaborating with

her son. Perceval casts her on the same fire. Before riding on and

meeting the witch, Perceval had given Gawain the recovered cup.

So it is Gawain who bears back the cup to Arthur.

But the Red Knight proves not to be one but many in the

sense that there are many who are much ofhis kind. A brood of

uncouth or other^than/human characters provide a succession of

antagonists whom the young hero has each in turn to overcome.

There is (i) a Sowdan, Golrotherame, and his army of Saracens

from whom the Lady Lufamour has to be rescued. When he is

slain there is (2) his brother, a giant eager to avenge his death.

Finally there is (3) a Black Knight who has become involved in

the affair ofthe exchange ofrings.

First, however, after the encounter with the old witch, the

comedy of mistaken identity continues. Perceval, in the red

armour, comes upon an old knight and his nine sons who fly for

their lives before him, mistaking him for the Red Knight. He
overtakes them, puts up his visor and is revealed as the slayer of

him who he had himself seemed to be. Fifteen years ago the old

knight's brother was slain by the Red Knight. (Is it a coincidence

that the old knight's brother was slain by the Red Knight in the

same year as Perceval's father, or were they one and the same?)

Throughout these fifteen years the Red Knight has sought to sky

the nine sons, fearing that one ofthem would grow up to sky him.

The old knight and his sons entertain their deliverer to a banquet

in their hall. In the midst ofthe banquet a messenger arrives from

the Maydenknde
1 and reveals that the Lady Lufamour of that

land is besieged in her city by a Sowdan (Golrotherame) who,

having slain her father, uncle and brothers, wants to take ha as

1 The name has been taken to indicate a land ofwomen, Here k mightwd be a

fairy country and the Lady Lufamour a fairy queen.
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his wife. Thus is introduced PercevaFs second principal task, the

deliverance of the besieged lady and his winning of her essen/

tially perhaps one of those besieged (or abducted) women (or

goddesses) oftradition, like Helen ofTroy as his bride.

The messenger continues on his journey to Arthur's court to

ask for his help. Arthur's sickness, which in earlier versions would

almost certainly have been ascribed to the loss of the cup, seems

here rather to be ascribed to his grief at the absence of Perceval.

At any rate the messenger's mention of Perceval seems to dispel

Arthur's sickness, and Arthur, too, sets out for the Maydenlande
to save Perceval

Meanwhile Perceval rides on alone in the traditional role ofthe

'unknown knight' (a role played again by Edgar in King Lear

when he appears against his brother after the trumpet, so sugges/

tive ofthe Judgement, has sounded).

Ah be were sprongen of a stane,

Thare w man hym kende,

For he walde none sold hym ken.

Forthe rydes he iben,

Amanges uncouthe men

His maystres to make.

Perceval crosses what appears essentially to be the mountain

barrier to the Otherworld, a waste of moor and mountain.

Over more and mountayne,

To the Maydenlande.

When he approaches the city he fights his way through the Sara/

cens, the lopping of the Saracens' heads being rendered in that

spirit of caricature humour characteristic ofthis tradition.

Made the Sarazenes hede^bones

Hoppe als does hayle^stones

Abowtte one the gres*

Tired after such exertions, his steed standing beside him, he sits

down under the walls of the besieged city which, like Troy, has

its Helen. At dawn she comes upon the walk, the Lady Lufa-*
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mour, and looks down. She sees the heads and helmets strewn on
the grass. She wonders who could have done such a deed, and the

'unknown knight* Is discovered,

Tbay luked undir tbair banie,

Sawe a tnekill horse stanle,

A blody knygbte liggandt

By a rede stede.

It is thus, as a Red Knight and apparently a wounded knight in

need of succour, that her deliverer first appears to the Lady
Lufamour. She speculates as to whether he is dead, asleep or a

prisoner.

'Qwtlnt es yonc man slant,

Or he skpis bym allanc,

Or be in batelle es tane,

For blody are his mle?

She promises him herself and the kingdom ifhe slays her oppress
sor, and entertains the young champion splendidly as her guest.

In a chayere of^olde,

Elfin tlxfayrest, to byboldc.

As if to put him to the test, the alarm bell rings. She arms him,
and in full view he scatters the Saracens a second time from before

the walls.

Then Perceval rides against four unknown knights whom he
sees approaching the city. They are Arthur, Ywain, Gawain and

Kay, who cast lots as to which ofthem shall fight the unknown

knight. The lot falls to Gawain. The tragic issue, sister*s son

slain by sister's son, which might in this case have resulted from

non/recognition, is averted by Gawain recognizing in time his

unknown opponent.

By the wordis so

At thefob me tbtfcUe,

Ht wistt tuck it m$ the cbilde.

At the feast that follows yet another in the succession of

Homeric feasts in this, as In other romances the Lady Lufamour
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wonders at Perceval who does not know how to dine politely, he

'couthe so litrill of nurtour*. Arthur explains

Fully feftene yere

To play bym with the wilde dere:

Littitt wonder it were

Wilde if be ware.

Next morning the combat between Perceval and Golrotherame

to decide who shall have the 'maystry* takes place under the walls.

The combat is again ofthe unorthodox kind but ends by Perceval

cutting offthe Saracen's head and winning the lady and the land*

The episode concludes with the wedding of Perceval and Lu&
amour.

After spending a twelvemonth with Lufamour, however,
Perceval remembers his mother by the well and is filled with long'

ing to see her. The song/like quality ofthe stanzas ofthis romance

(including the effect ofthe echoing ofthe last line ofa stanza in the

first of the succeeding one) may be well illustrated by the poetry
here which expresses how Perceval forgets and then remembers

his mother.

Thus be wonnes in that wone

Till that the twelmontbe was gone,

With Lufamour bis lemman:

He thogbte on no tbyng,

Nor on his moder that was,

How scbo levyde with the grts,

With more drynke and lesse,

In welles, there tbay spryng;

Drynkes ofwelles, tber tbay spryng,

And gresse etys, witb&wt lesyng!

Scbo
liffede

with none othir tbyng

In the boltes hare;

Till it byfelle appon a day,

Als k in Ms bedd
lay,

Till bymselfe gun be say,

Sygbandefull sare,
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The laste Yok'day that was,

Wilde wayes i chese:

My modir all manles1

Leved i than!

Than rigbte sone sdk be,
f

Elythe sail i never be

Or i may my modir see,

And wete bow scbofaref

The life ofthe mother beside the well as here described resembles,

perhaps not accidentally, that of the maiden who spends seven

nights on the moor, whose drink is water of the well and whose
food is the primrose and the violet in the song 'Mayden in the mor

lay*.

Against the wishes of Lufamour indeed as if breaking the

spell of her who tries to hold him Perceval departs to seek his

mother.

Fain scbo prayed bym even than,

Lufamouf, Us lemman,

Till the begbe dayes of Yok were gam.
With Mrfor to bee;

Bet it served bir of no tbyng.

It is as though Lufamour wore the faery mistress of many tradi/

tional tales and medieval romances, and as though she has dc/

tained Perceval with her under a spell, causing him temporarily to

forget everything, including his mother. After Perceval's depar/
ture from her there is no further mention of Lufamour in the

poem. A twelve months* sojourn with the Lady Lufamour in

Maydenlande seems to be all that his 'marriage* with her amounts

to.

Before Perceval can recover his mother it seems necessary that he

should recover the ring she gave him. This involves him in an

adventure. There is considerable involvement in the tale outside

the understanding ofthe characters concerned, if not ofthe reader

but it might be dangerous for the modern reader to conclude

that there is no overall design (as in some involved tapestry pat/

1 Le without a man to protect her.
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tern), artistic as well as fateful. As Perceval rides alone through a

wood, he knows not where, he hears a woman cry.

As he come tburgb the wode,

Aferly hefande,

A Urde, brigbteste ofble,

Stodefaste bonden till a tre.

He asks who has bound her to the tree. She answers, 'Sir, the

Blake Knyghte*. We may have suspected her from the first of

being a fay. It turns out that she is none other than the sleeping

lady in the mysterious castle with whom Perceval exchanged the

rings
c

appon the laste Yok'Day*. The Black Knight, her lord,

has bound her to the tree because ofher Tault' in losing the ring.

The ring is (as she now reveals) a magical ring with protective

powers. Perceval recognizes that he himself has brought the lady
into this 'bale*. He unbinds her, an act which almost seems to

have the effect ofcausing the Black Knight to materialize as the

plucking of a branch, fruit or nut in various traditional tales and

ballads sets the faery powers in action, has the effect ofa challenge.

Scarcely has Perceval, suddenly weary, laid his head upon the

lady's knee after her release from her bondage than she bids him
flee.

'For yonder comes the Blake Knyghte;
Dede mon ye be!

3

But Perceval (he still wears the protective ring, perhaps) overx

throws the Black Knight, and the latter is only saved by the lady

coming between them like the stag of a previous episode. Perx

ceval explains about the rings, reconciling the lady and the knight,
and offers to change back the rings. But his mother's ring

necessary perhaps to the recovery ofhis mother has been given by
the Black Knight to a giant, the lord of that land, who is the

brother of Golrotherame.

Perceval now has the task ofrecovering the ring from the giant.

The geant stode in bis holde . . .

f

l sc a bolde man yare

On my lande fjje!
1

1 come trespassing.
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He has a brother to avenge 1 had no brothir bot hym ane'. He

goes forth against Perceval (who Is still wearing the protective

ring) with an enormous iron club, a weapon ofthe same uncouth

character as the Green Knight's axe or Thor's hammer, perhaps

originally a thunder^making instrument. The antagonists meet on

a brown moor. The sound of the tremendous blows they rain on

each other does indeed, as rendered in the poetry, suggest thunder.

The daks dynned tbaym bytwene

For
dynttis that thay gaffe bydene.

Perceval leaves the giant headless on the ground and rides into the

giant's hold. The Porter, who In this as In other episodes In the

romances, is no ordinary personage as befits one who no doubt

is In origin the Porter of the Otherworld1

guides PerceYal

through the castle to the giant's treasure chest. Perceval empties It,

and the ring rolls out. The Porter tells him that his lord had

offered It to a lady dwelling near-by whom he loved. This lady

recognized the ring as one she had given to her son and, supposing
her son to have been slain, has run mad In the woods; she Is none

other than Perceval's mother. The Porter concludes his melaiv

choly tale

Now cs the lady wode^ . , .

Bot alsone ah scbo sees me,

Paste awaye d&se scbojlee.

She has become a shy creature ofthe woods who flees from anyone
who comes near her.

On foot, clad once again in a goatskin, Perceval goes to seek

his mother In the same wood where a twelvemonth earlier he left

her. He seeks for a *seven^night* and on the ninth day comes to the

well and drinks of It. As If a consequence of this act, he becomes

aware of his mother.

Than was he wane, hym besyde^

Of the lady sofre.

She tries to hide, not recognizing her son, though she perceives the

1 Vide Loomis's chapter on *The Pona of the Other World*, Celtif ml
Arthurian Rmancf, Chap. II.

2 mad,
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resemblance 'Siche a sone hade i*. Calling her 'mother* (in a

way that may remind the modern reader ofthe line in Ash Wednes'

day, 'Blessed sister, holy mother, spirit ofthe fountain . . /) he gets
so near her that she can no longer flee. She leaps upon him, but

his strength is the greater; he holds her firm, overpowers her and
carries her into the castle. The elusiveness of Perceval's mother is

not unlike that of Proteus, the Old Man of the Sea; she here re/

tains something of the quality of her origin, perhaps, as a water

spirit as, in fact, water, the elusive element.

In the castle Perceval and the Porter clothe her and give her,

from a spring, a drink which the giant is said to have made. It

evidently has medicinal or magical potencies it puts her to sleep
for three nights and three days. When she awakes she is restored to

her right mind and has recovered her lost son. Thus, in the great

Shakespearian scene, Lear, awaking from sleep, is restored to his

right mind indeed knows himself for the first time, is virtually

new/made, re/born and simultaneously recognizes his lost and
recovered daughter. 'Sleep', as induced by a magical potion or as

the condition ofsuspended being while such a potion is doing its

magical work, seems in such episodes in the romances to have

dimly the kind ofvalue it more profoundly has in Shakespeare. In

Shakespeare, 'sleep* is 'natural* (in the full Shakespearian sense);
it works in with 'great creative Nature'; it restores, renews, rex

creates, so that the sleeper is re/born in sleep almost magically (as

in the traditional tales and romances). In the episode in our

romance 'a riche bathe* is made for Perceval's mother, to com/

plete the restorative process ofher magically induced sleep.

A riche bathe for to ma

And made the lady in to ga
In graye and in grene.

(We learn that green, the colour of vegetation and the faery, was

recognized in medieval medicine, as we also recognize it, as a

colour possessing a soothing and restoring power; grey is associated

with green in the romances as conventionally the colour of wild

vegetation 'holtes hore*.) Thus mother and son as in King Lear,

A Winters Tale and Pericles, father and daughter are at the end of

our poem restored to one another.
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FOUR. BKETON LAYS
IN ENGLISH

Within the whole body of the English romances we can

tingoish certain lesser groups. Apart from the Gawain romances

(which hardly form a very homogeneous group as they now exist)

the most interesting single group is perhaps the one which is made

up of the so-called 'Breton lays' in English. Three of these Sir

Qrfeo, Sir Degarc, Le Freinc are extant in the Auchinleck MS of

the early fourteenth century and are apparently the earliest survivors

ofthis group. Ofthese, only the lay Le Frtini is a translation from

the French ofan extant lay by Marie de France. But they appear to

be the poems in English nearest to the Breton lays ofMarie and are

(like hers) in rhymed octosyllabic couplets. We may associate

with these lays in the Auchinleck MS two later lays Sir Launfd

and Emare extant on a fifieentlvcentury MS. Sir Launfal may be

regarded as an English successor of Marie^s Lanval; but it is not a

direct translation of her poem and may be an elaboration (by a

poet whose name is given, Thomas ofChester) ofan earlier* more

direct English version. These later, more elaborated, lays are in

stanzas, though they appear to be still intended for minstiel recital.

'SIR ORFEO*

In the lay of Sir Orfe the legend of Orpheus and Eurydice,

known throughout the Middle Ages from Ovid and other

sources, having been caught into the stream ofmedieval tale/telling,

has emerged as a tale of a changed nature. How far afield and

across what stretches oftime the streams of tale/telling could carry
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a tale is proved by the fact that fragments of a ballad version of

King Orfeo were collected in the Shetlands late in the nineteenth

century. (The written and oral traditions were not isolated from
one another; they continually filched tales from one another as

the ballads also prove.) More particularly, Sir Orfeo is proof that

the tradition in which the 'Breton lays' belong might adopt a tale

from another tradition and might shape it by association with

them into a cale so similar in character that it has become a typical

'Breton lay'. Its association with these apparently Celtic tales

could have been neither accidental nor incongruous. Whatever

connexions in their ritual origins or at later stages there may
have been between the different mythologies, Mediterranean,

Norse, Celtic, fromwhich numberless tales circulating in medieval

Europe appear to have evolved, the similarities ofpattern between

them have frequently been remarked on. The tale-tellers and poets

who wove afresh the legend of Orpheus and Eurydice according
to the patterns ofthose Celtic tales, by which their own minds and

imaginations were fashioned, could do so the more readily because

in that legend itself, in its imagery and symbolism, were felt

affinities, intimate resemblances as well as differences between it

and their own tales.

In being changed into a Celtic fairy/tale, the legend of Orpheus
and Eurydice could retain not only part of the detail but a large

part ofthe main outline of its original pattern and yet be changed
in its nature. As the lay of Sir Orfeo, it is one of those tales of a

mortal queen who is abducted from a spring meadow or, in this

instance, orchard by the King ofthe Otherworld and ultimately,

after many privations and distresses suffered by her husband in

quest ofher, won back from the Otherworld. A radical change is

that the Greek kingdom of the dead, the shadowy abode of the

shades, has become the Celtic Otherworld or fairyland, a shining
realm that suggests rather the abode ofthe sun/god than that ofthe

king ofthe shades. (Schofield notes1 that it is in accord with this

medieval conception that in Chaucer's Merchant's Tale Pluto is

spoken of as 'king ofthe fayerye* and in Dunbar's Golden Targe as

'the elrich incubus in cloak of green*.) Another radical alteration

1
English literaturefrom the Norman Conquest to Chaucer, V, p. 185.
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is that the tragic and beautiful close ofthe Greek legend Eurydice
but halfeegained, lost again irrevocably at the moment ofrestora/

tion, of emergence into the light has been replaced by the more
common complete restoration ofthe lost one.

A device of the medieval minstrel, as of any tale/teller en/

deavouring to bring home his aventure to his audience, is to say
that it happened in their town or country. Accordingly, in the

English Sir Orfeo the tale is localized in England, Orfeo is King
ofEngland and, like Horn and Tristram (and presumably the

minstrel reciter ofthe tale) a harper. Some lines added to the poem
on an MS copy of a date later than that in the Auchinleck MS
(early fourteenth century) emphasize 'perhaps out of concern for

die prestige ofthe profession ofminstrelsy fallen on evil days that

Orfeo was a king and also himselfa harper, and that he delighted
to honour harpers.

When May the month ofthe triumph ofspring is come and

the fields are filled with flowers, Orfeo's queen, Herodis, goes

a/maying with two ofher maidens.

Bifd so in the comessing of May,
When miri and hot is the day.

And oway betb winter'scbours,

And everifeld isful offours,

And* blosmc bremc1 on even bough

Overal wcxttb miri anougb,

This icb
z
Quot, Dame HeroJis,

Tok to maidens ofpriis

And went in an undnntideg

To play bi an orcbardsHe,

To se thefcures sprede and spring

And to here tbefouks sing*

Like Proserpina and all the other young women who gather

flowers in spring meadows and are abducted by othoworld

wooers, Herodis is clearly in the line ofdescent from the flower or

spring or earth goddesses. She falls asleep in the orchard under a

1
glorious.

2 same, s two,
4
originally 'imd/motning* but came to mean 'about
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tree always a dangerous thing to do if one would avoid falling

under the power ofthe fairy. Something does in fact happen in her

sleep. She wakes crying out, as if possessed. What makes her

outcry the more mysterious and terrifying to others is that she

either cannot or will not explain its cause.

In this stricken condition she is brought back to the palace.

There she looks upon her husband as if he were a stranger or

worse, she 'loketh so man doth on his fo*. At last she breaks the

news to him that a power which cannot be resisted is drawing her

away from him. Orfeo answers in words which will remind the

modern reader ofthose ofRuth in the Authorized Version (and

that the makers of the English medieval romances and of the

Authorized Version have a language in common).

Whider thou gostt ichil with the,

And whider y go, thou schalt with me.

Herodis then tells him what happened to her under the tree.

As ich lay this undertide

And slepe under our orchardside,

Ther come to me to fair knightes

Wele yarmed al to rightes

And bad me comen an heiying
1

And speke with ther lord the King.

When these otherworld messengers had failed to move her, the

King ofthe Otherworld himselfhad come with more than a hun-

dred knights and a hundred damsels riding on snow-white steeds

typically, the fairy cavalcade.

The King hadde a croun on hed;

It nas of silver no ofgold red,

Ac it was of a precious ston:

As bright as the some it schon.

The precious stone that (as it is described in this quartet which

read by itselfmight be from a ballad) shines as bright as the sun is

a regular feature of the Otherworld King of the romances and

1 in haste.
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ballads. If (as Loomis and others have conjectured) the original of

the Otherworld King was the sun^god, his stone would originally
have been the sun itself or its symbol; he is still in Sir Orfeo

resplendent and ofsuperhuman power. Herodis tells how he rode

away with her.

And schewed me castels ml tours,

Rivers, forestes, frith
1 withfours,

And his riche stedes ichon.

Having shown her his otherworld country, as ifintending that its

superior charms should woo her away from the world ofmen, he

had brought her back to the tree, but on the understanding that he

would come to fetch her away finally on the following day at the

same hour from under the same tree. The experience is partially
rationalized in that it has happened in sleep and might be a dream,

yet it is reality. The following day in the orchard -the appoint/
ment, it seems, must be kept Orfeo surrounds his queen with a

solid phalanx of armed men. But right from the midst of the

armed men Herodis is snatched away.

Ac yete amiddes hemful right

The Qum was oway ytwibtf
Withfdin3 forth ynome^
Men wist never wher schi was Mcome.

A power which no human strength, no material weapons can

withstand and which compels her away is a power like that of

death (as it is in the original Greek legend) but is explicitly, in

the medieval poem, 'magic'.

Did this shift from the conception of death to that of magic
arise simply from the natural tendency of the human fancy to

soften the edge of the fact of death? Thus in De la Mare's poem
The Ghost the fact is softened, hal&hidden away by the gentle
associations of fairyland; the grave becomes 'the root of the dark

thorn*. But in the medieval romances Fairyland the Other/

world is itself much more actual than in nineteenth/century
romantic dream poetry, and

c

magic* is still conceived as something

1 woodland. 2
snatdied. a

magic.
4
taken.
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ofa practical science or as one ofthose powers which such science

manipulates, powers destructive or creative.

Bereft of his queen, Orfeo forsakes his kingdom and goes into
the wilderness taking only his harp which, it would appear, has

magic powers, even over the Otherworld. Orfeo's ten years* sojourn
in the wilderness is, as it turns out, not purposeless; it is a kind of

quest. To find again what is lost, to bring back the dead to life

seems still, in our poem, to be felt obscurely as having some con/
nexion with nature. This relation between the waste land and the

lost one is not made explicit. But there seems to be an emotional

logic at work in the poem. It is perhaps not simply the pathetic

fallacy that, immediately supervening on the loss ofHerodis, there

should be in the poem a recrudescence of the waste land or, at

least, a wilderness.

Now on bard hethe he litb,

With leves andgresse he him writh1
. . .

Now, thei it contend to snewe andfrese,

This King mote make his bed in mese2
. . .

Now may he al day digge and wrote*

Er hefnde Irisfile of rote.

In somer he liveth bi wildfrut

And berien bot gode lite;
4'

In winter may he nothingfinde

Bot rote, grazes, and the rinde.

Under these deprivations *al his bodi was oway duine'; he grows
withered, shaggy and uncouth.

His here of his berd, blac and rowe*

To his girdel'stede* was growe.

Then the note of the poetry begins to change towards a renewal
of joy responding to that same inner emotional logic in a

succession ofepisodes that lead up to the first fleeting reappearance
ofHerodis. When the weather turns clear and bright, Orfeo takes

out his harp from the hollow ofa tree and makes music a harping

1
covers.

2 moss. 3
root in the earth. 4 of little worth. 5

rough.
6
waist.
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that magically charms the wild beasts and birds (this feature ofthe

original Greek myth has persisted).

That alk the wilde bestes that ther kth,

For ioie abouten him thay teth.
1

And alk the Joules that ther were

Come and sett on ich a breref

To here his harping afine,-

So miche melody was therin.

From now on Orfeo catches occasional glimpses of the faery

riding by (as they do in the romances and in ballads). At one

time he sees the faery hunt all about him; at another time, a

warrior host; at another time, knights and ladies dancing to music

the rhythm changes to suggest, together with the repetition of

'queynt*,
their dance movement.

Oft in hot undertides,

The King o fairy with his rout

Com to bunt him al about

With dim3
crij and bloweing.

And houndes also with him berking.

Ac no best thai no nome,

No never he nist whider thai bicome.

And otherwhile he might him se

As a gret ost bi him it*

Wele atourned5 ten hundred knightes,

Icb yarmed to Us rigbtes

Of cuntenaunce stout andfers,

With mam desplaid baners,

And ich bis swerd ydrawe bold,

Ac never he nist whider thai wold.

And otherwbile he seiye other thing:

Knightes and levedis com imnceing

In queynt atire, gisely,
7

Queynt pas and softly;

Tabours and trunpes yede hem bi

And al maner menstrad.

1 draw near.
2
to the end. s fainL 4 WCQL

5
equipped.

a as he should be.
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Finally the glorious climax of these visions he sees a company
of sixty ladies ride hawking by a river where there is great plenty
ofwildfowl. There is no man among them (a recurrent feature in

the romances that might be a memory of the huntress Diana and
her company, the land of the Amazons, or the Celtic land of

women).
And on a day he seiye him biside

Sexti levedis on hors ride,

Gentil and iolifas brid on ris*

Nought o man amonges hem ther nis.

And ich afaucoun on hond here

And riden on haukin hi o rivere;

Ofgame thaifounde wel gode haunt:

Maulardes, hayroun, and cormeraunt.

Thefoules of the water ariseth,

Thefaucouns hem wele deviseth:*

Ichfaucoun his pray slough.

Orfeo had often taken part in this sport ofkings, and he laughs for

joy a sign indeed of a reviving interest in life and makes as if

to join in. Then, among this company ofwomen, he sees his lost

queen. There seems, however, to be some sort of invisible barrier

between them that prevents or forbids speech; they move each in a

separate world. But there is a moment of mutual recognition, and

she weeps which would indicate that she loves him still and

longs to return. But the other women compel her away with them.

Orfeo follows after the women riders possibly we are to under'

stand that his magic, the magic of his harp, gave him the power
to do so with such speed and to enter the Otherworld. When they

ride in at a rock through the rock barrier between this and the

Otherworld, or into a cave which is, in the romances as in tradi"

tional beliefgenerally, the entrance to the Otherworld Orfeo still

follows. In the rock he discovers a green and shining country, as

bright as the sun on a summer's day, in the midst of which is a

shining castle all ofprecious stones and with a hundred towers.

The conjecture that such a castle so frequently met with in the

1
bough.

2
descry.
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romances was in the original myths the abode ofthe son/god, or

the sun itself, seems a plausible one; this association is still active

in the poetry, for this otherworld castle is what gives light to that

country.

Al that lond was ever
light,

For when it schuld be therk1 and night,

The riche stone* light gome,
As bright as doth at none the sonne.

Orfeo (like Thomas of Ercildoune on a similar occasion) mis/

takes this castle for Paradise.

Bi al thing, him think that it is

The proude court ofparadis.

The implication is that it is not, that it is an elfin castle.

Orfeo must gain entrance to this castle, which the ladies have

entered. He knocks at the gate which is opened by a porter the

Porter of the Otherworld and introduces himselfwith his harp

as a wandering minstrel (as Horn and others do in similar circum/

stances). In die courtyard Orfeo is confronted by a kind of

Madame Tussaud's or Bluebeard's Chamber of Horrors. In

initiation rites, at a certain stage in the tests, the aspirant is suddenly

confronted with just such horrors of physical death. Certainly, if

the medieval tale were following the original Greek legend of

Orpheus and Eurydice here, this should be the house ofthe dead

into which Orpheus has descended through the cave from the

upper world. But in the medieval tale the idea of enchantment

has replaced, though not quite entirely, the idea ofdeath. Some of

the distorted and mutilated figures in the courtyard could not

indeed appear to be more dead headless, strangled, drowned, or

burnt. Yet they are 'thought dede and nare nought*. Each figure is

fixed, as iffrozen, in the attitude and appearance ofthe moment of

apparent death, abduction or even madness.

And sdyt liggeand within the mat

Offolk that were

And thought dede and nan nought:
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Sum stole withouten bade,
1

And sum non armes nade,

And sum thurch the bodi hadde wounde,

And sum lay wode} ybounde,

And sum armed on hors sett,

And sum astrangled as tbai ete,

And sum were in water adreynt*

And sum withfre alforschreynt;*

Wives ther lay on child'bedde,

Sum dedj and sum awedde;*

And wonderfelt ther lay bisidesj

Right as thai slepe her undertides;

Eche was thus in this warld ynome,

Withfairi thider ycome.

The idea ofdeath since each was brought thither by magichas
clearly been absorbed, partially at least, into the idea of enchant/

ment. Ifthe dead are not dead but enchanted, they are capable of

being disenchanted or brought to life again. Among these figures

Orfeo sees his own wife, Dame Herodis, asleep under the orchard

tree in her aspect when abducted.

The tale differs from many others of the kind in that Herodis,

though abducted by the King of the Otherworld, has not

apparently become his mistress or bride. When Orfeo with, or by
means of, his harp enters the King's hall he sees before him the

King and Queen of the Otherworld (who is not Herodis) all

shining.

Her crounes, her clothes schine so bright.

That unnethe bihold he hem might.

The shining quality of the Otherworld Queen, characteristic of

the faery, would certainly be more appropriate to a bride of the

sun than to a queen ofthe dead.

The Otherworld King asks Orfeo what manner of man he is

who dares make his way into that hall.

(Y no fond never sofolehardi man.

That hider to ous durst wende . . !

1 head. 2 drowned. 3
shrivelled.

4 crazed.
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Orfeo answers:
'Y nam hot a fouer mensttel,

And, sir, it is the matter of om
To seche mani a lories hous;

Tim we nought weleom no be,

Yete we mot pro/en forth ourglc*

Orfeo's harping, as it had charmed the wild beasts and birds, now
charms the King of the Otherworid himself so that he promises
Orfeo whatever he may ask the rash promise of the traditional

tales. When Orfeo asks for

That ich leveii, bright on ttc,

That skpeth under the ympe'tre

the Otherworid King appears to be shocked at the idea ofsuch an

illxmatched couple.

'For thou art lene, rowe* and ttac,

And sche is lovesum witbouten Uc!^

The irony is that they are husband and wife (though it may be we
are to understand that Herodis throughout her sojourn in the

Otherworid has retained her youth while Orfeo has grown old).

The promise must, however, be kept. Thus, in the lay of Sir

Orfeo, Herodis is recovered and brought back completely.
Orfeo returns to his kingdom with Herodis and, disguised as a

beggarman, to his palace again (as in King Horn) in accord with

the ancient pattern ofwhich Odysseus's return is the classic type.

His shaggy appearance, like a withered tree, is again remarked on.

'Lo,' thai seyd,

f

smith a mm!
How long the here bongctb him opan!

Lo, bow bis hrd to his knel

He is yclongen* also a tre!*

As in those tales of kings and gods who wander in disguise

among men, finding out who is truly generous and loyal, Orfeo

too must test his people before revealing himself. The steward

1
rough.

2
flaw.

3 withered,
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(who has had charge of the kingdom during the ten years ofthe

king's absence) proves true.

'Enrich gofa harpour is welcom me to

For mi lories love, Sir Orfeof

Orfeo takes his place, as a beggar minstrel, among the harpers in

the hall His harp excels all others in its music. The steward

recognizes the harp, and complete recognition follows. The tale

ends with the restoration ofthe King and Queen to their kingdom.

Tbd brought the Quen into the torn,

With al maner mentracL

It would seem that in this tale two magics act counter to one
another. For Orfeo, too, has his magic the magic of his harp
with which he virtually compels the Other world to yield up his

Queen.

3

'SIR DEGARE'

Degare, whose name signifies 'the almost'lost one*, is one ofthe

who, having been exposed in infancy, is brought up by
festcr/parents in ignorance ofhis true parentage. The tasks of the

in the English version, are to find his mother and, having
her, his father. In the course of his quest for the latter, an

task is imposed on him: to win by releasing her from
an 0ppras0r-~-0ne who appears to be

essentially a faery mistress or
othcrworld bride.

per is a version of the tale of one who was born of a
a mortal and an otherworld being. This strange

the tale's sequence ofevents. A king's daughter and
two lose themselves in a forest 'in the west'.

Tk wok was rwgb and tMkke, iuAs,

And thm the wai amys.

Ik two maidens fall asleep at noon under a chestnut
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tree. The princess strays from her sleeping companions, gathering

flowers, and so loses herself still more,

She wente aboute andgaiettfajloMes,

And berknede song of wildeJoules,

Sofer in the kunde she gobt, iwis,

That she ne wot ncvere six is . . .

e

Alias!' hi
1
sdfa, 'that i was boren!

Nou ich wot ich amfortoren!

Wilde bestis mi willes tognnde,

Or aw man me sscbuHeftuk!
9

At this moment of distraction there suddenly appears to ha a

marvellous stranger, a faery knight.

A robe of scarlet he

His visage wasjeir, his boOi ecb weics;*

Of countenaunce right curtcis;

Weljarendf kggts.fot, and

Tber nas non in al the Kynges

More apert
4* ms he.

Damaisclef welcome tbou be;

Be of

Icb am here afdri . . /

Though, in this case, there is no abduction, the union is a

one. There is, in our version, what a curious dis"

crepancy between the faery knight's reassuring to the for^

lorn maiden and his violent act, Ms
c

courtesy
9

and

his rude conduct. This may be explained if we have a

primitive tale to which the touches of ^courtesy*

by the medieval romancers. The otherworld wooer, be/

come a medieval knight, has to speak like a courtly

lover, though he must still act as in the talc, ifthe tale

is not to be altered in its His appearance and

equally abrupt departure 'Have god dai: i mot gon henne* are

characteristic ofthe faery. He has, moreover, the foreknowledge of

his kind. Before he departs, he foretells that the child she is

1
$he.

a k wary way,
a
wdk!iapdL

4
seemly.
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lined to bear him will be a son, and he gives her a gift for her son,

a brokenxpointed sword. When the child has grown to manhood

and seeks his father, the broken^pointed sword an object that

plays a part in many traditional tales and medieval romances will

prove essential to his recognition by his father, just in time, in our

version, to avert the tragedy of the son slaying the father or vice

versa (the Oedipus situation).

The second episode concerns the child who is born, the hero of

the poem who is -typical ofthe traditional hero supernatural or

semi/divine in origin. The birth is (also typical) a concealed birth,

in this case because the King must not know what has befallen his

daughter (whom he is guarding with very peculiar care from pos^

sible husbands). The newborn infant is taken right away by one

of the princess's maidens. But first the mother provides the infant

with gits such as are always found beside the exposed infant of

tradition. These include gold and silver and a letter tied with a

silken thread. This letter, explaining that the child is of noble

birth and that the treasure is to pay for his upbringing, is clearly a

laic addition in a tale of this kind. But the most interesting and

essential gift,
in our version ofthe tale, is a pair ofgloves.

And she tok a pain $ovt
Tb*t btre kmman here sent* offain londe,

Tbat on no manne bonde,

Nc on child m @n womman she nolde,

But on Mre selvt wel she wolde . . .

Ami him, wbarwcrc be go,

Hl be m lows no womtnan in londe

But ibbglwcs mllkn on b'm bonii;

For on ndk thai nere
1

Bt m Ms tbat Urn ifre.

The found beside the exposed infant in traditional tales are

not to pay for his upbringing (that may be a later

but to provide for his ultimate recognition as in

or royal. In this case, the fairy gloves that fit only the

arc for the recognition ofdie son by the mother
1
they never (ft any hand except his mocha's).
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just In time to avert the wedding of mother and son (again the

Oedipus situation).

The infant is left after a winter/night's journey by the princess's

maiden outside a 'hermitage*, the habitation of a
c

holi man*, a

cave in a rock. In our version this holy man is a Christian hermit

who will have the infant he finds at his door brought up as a

Christian.

When the child, whom he has christened Degare, has grown to

manhood the holy man reveals to him that his origin is a mystery.

Armed with an oak sapling (like young Perceval) the youth sets

out to seek his mother with the gloves as his clue. After an initial

testing adventure, in which he slays a dragon with his oak sapling,

and after many women have tried on the gloves in vain, Degare
chances to hear of a king who has the peculiar custom though
not uncommon in traditional tales of challenging every one of

his daughter's suitors to fight with him. Whoever overthrows the

king is to win his only daughter and the kingdom, but the king
has so far slain all comers. He evidently wants to prevent his

daughter from marrying anyone and to keep himself king. Iftime

in traditional tales and medieval romances bore any relation to

time by the clock or sun, this king's daughter would have been

young no longer. We were told at the beginning ofour poem that

the king whose daughter encountered the faery knight in the forest

had such a custom. It is therefore not difficult to guess that the

king's daughter of whom Degare hears will turn out to be his

mother. Degare fights and overthrows the king; he is about to wed
the latter's daughter when she recognizes her son by means of the

gloves that fit her alone. She reveals to him the mystery of his

father and provides him with his father's gift,
the broken sword.

Thus armed, Degare sets out to find his father; his quest takes

him through the same forest in the West where he was begotten.

Towards nightfall he comes to a castle.

be scy a clcr,

And a river,

A fair &Jlim ml
Other was tbcr
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What happens there Is typical ofthe Otherworld Castle. It is wide

open, as IfDegare were an expected guest; he rides straight in but

finds apparently no one there, though there is plenty ofoats and hay
in die courtyard for his horse. He passes into the great hall and still

Ends no one, though In the middle a fire burns. He argues, with

admirable sense, that whoever has kindled the fire will come home
to it, and meanwhile he makes himselfat home.

'Parfai,' be saide,

e

icb am al sure

He that ktte tbatfure

Wil comen bom yit to'idgbt;

AUien icb will a litel wigbt?

He sat adorn upon tbe ids,

And warmel him wel ecbe wais.

Then four women enter, In appearance huntresses. They remain

mysteriously silent.

Four dammaiseleSj gent andfre;

Ecb was to tbe kne.

Tbe two bowen an areuten here,

Tbe other two icbarged were

With vemsmn, rich and god.

And Debate upstod

Andjrret bem mlfair apligbt,
1

Ac tbm ansu/erede no wight,

But yede into cktumbre anon

AMI tbe dore after son.

Hicy dq>art as mysteriously as they came. A dwarf enters and,

silent, lights torches and prepares a banquet.

Tter cm a dwerw into tbe balk.

Fmrfet o/kngtbe m$ in Mm;
Hit was stout and grim;

Ms fad and bisfax^

crisp m as wax;
Crete

1
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be;

and

As the man

Apart from this dwarf the uncouth, richly ckd

daot of the women this castle to be only by
women. When the banquet has set out the

lady ofthe castle, attended by tea women. She, too, at first

tains a mysterious silence,

A
In tbc

In a she

hire

in scarlet, in

Gent ofbodi,

And fan
Ac hi ne no

But yede to tbe

We may guess already (ifwe that she

and her women arc under or from

which Degare is destined to them. At the he

falls onder the lovely lady's spell in the common of the

word, ifin no other.

At the soper litel nl
1

be,

But Ae

sey a

Als be an,

That al M$ and Ms

Hire t& Iwt mas

Clearly this kdy ofthe is the or elfin

queen of the romances and

After the banquet Degare to her playing on a harp in her

chamber. Harps in and on

occasions lull their Although*
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like Gawaln, *couthe of corteisie* Degare falls asleep in spite of
himself.

The levedi on here bed set,

And a maide at berefet,

And Impede notes gode andfne;
Another brougbte spices'

and wine.

Upon the bedde he set adoun

To here of the harpe soun.

For murthe of notes so sscbille*

Hefel adoun on slepe stitle;

So be slep d that night.

in the morning the lady makes game ofhim for having slept, and
he is ashamed of his discourtesy.

'For lodes love, forgif bit me!

Certes the murie barpe hit made , . /

At length he asks her the questions essential to unravelling the

mystery ofthe castle.

f

, . . Who is louerd of this lond?

And who this castel hath in bond?

Wetbir thou b wilue or
utif,

Or
jit of dene lift

And whi her be sofele
1 wimman

Alkm, witbwten mi man?'

Ifthe lady has something ofthe quality ofthe faery mistress under
whose spell Degare has temporarily fallen, her role is here more

that of the abducted or oppressed lady of myth and

poetry whom it is the task of the hero to release from
She reveals that she is oppressed by a grim knight who

has slaia all her own knights and would compel her to marry him.
has she obtained Degait's promise to champion her than

her
approaches. Under the walls ofthe castle Degare slaysAc in combat. The lady begs the victor to dwell with

her and him herselfand her land. It is all (as in Sir Percevclle

0/ according to the ancient pattern. But Degare cannot
1

many.
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immediately reply. He must continue his for his father,

though he promises to return to her in a twelvemonth.

During the twelvemonth he does indeed find his father. As he

rides through a forest in the West doubtless again the same forest

in which he was begotten he an unknown knight who

challenges him as an intruder.

'

Velaun, ml dost

In miforest to mi ifrrf?
1

But the father for the unknown knight is none other recognizes,

just in time, the sword with the broken point. The mutual recog'

nition of father and son averts the tragedy. (Here the romance

breaks off; there are some leaves missing from the MS at this

point.)

4

'EMARE*

Smart is a partially rationalized, Christianized and much over/

laid version ofthe primitive traditional tile which seems to be the

original also ofthe tale ofConstance (which Chaucer and Gower
found already transformed into the likeness ofa saint's legend and

moral fable in an Anglo/French chronicle). Emare, in our ver/

sion, similarly suffers persecution and calumny* first as a daughter
and thereafter as a wife. She too is set floating across the sea in a

on two occasions, on the second of with her newborn

child. She too a cycle of separation ending in

restoration to her father and to her husband.

We can still apprehend in our version the feeling or suggestion

Emarc is a supernatural or othaworld being, a faery.

Probably in the original tale one parent at least was a faery, and

the more likely conjecture is it was the mother. Emarc*$

is in our version said to be dead. That may well be a

the children of the if they arc brought

up among mortals arc up by foster-parents (as

Emarc is). Then, in oer version, very much is made of a richly
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embroidered and bejewelled cloth sent by the King ofSicily to the

Emperor who is Emare's father. The cloth and the love/motifs

embroidered on it are described throughout seven stanzas. In the

original tale this may have been a magic gift bestowed on the child

by the faery. The suggestion persists
in our version for the Env

peror says of it

'Series, tbys ys afayry,

Or dlys a vanyti!*

There is no such cloth in Christendom; it was made in Heathen/

dom. This could mean simply that it came from the East (asso/

csated with magic and sorcery), but in the romances Heathendom

undoubtedly often stands for the Otherworld. The cloth has been

sewn winters in the making, as was the embroidery for Gawain

wfem he sets out on his quest in Sir Gawayne and the Grene Knight.

'There's magic in a web ofit*, as in Desdemona's handkerchief. If

indeed it acts as a love/charm, like the magic potion in the

Tristram romances, this cloth could explain (though, in our ver/

sion, this explanation is not invoked explicitly) the Emperor's
incestuous passion for his daughter, Emare. He has a robe made

for hex out ofthe cloth.

And byt was dn hr upon,

She nan ertbely wwnmon

That marked1 was ofmolit.

no earthly woman perhaps because in the original tale

she iw no earthly woman.

When she her father's persecution he is so angered that he

sett her aEoat, wrapped in her gold mantle, on a boat which is

clearly the magical boat that recurs in the romances because,

without anchor or oar, without food or drink, it conveys
her the sea to a far/distant country.

The landfall is in itselfa recurrent marvel in traditional tales and

die of a boat that ioats a precious burden

an ocherworld being to the shore ofa sea or river. These

in romance and in myth and ritual may all be connected

(the of Astolat loating into Westminster and the effigy of
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Adonis floating ashore Alexandria in the ancient rite

cribed by Miss Weston 1

)* and have

from one another. In our lay the bolt's burden is a lovely

lady in a glistening mantle. A is *p!aying* by the

when the boat comes to land Sir Kadore, a of 'that

country* (Galys), who lives in a by the shore. (In the

tale Emarc may have returned to her mother*s country, the

castle by the shore being the Otherworld pay

haps, it was Emarc herselfwho the visitant*)

A hot lj the

And a

The *glystcryog thyng* is the mantle of wrapped round the

kdy and, in the context ofthe romances, it

and a faery being. She her is Egaxcf apparently the

same as the name ofthe hero in Sir Defftrc9 the lost one or

the outcast. Sir Kadore carries the lady of the sec* into his

where, when she has

She bcm to ml
All

Offer werjull jaynt.

Her unusual skill in (perhaps be

another hint or vestige of faery origin. In the

(The Wooing of Enter) the women at court

from Emcr.

Sir Kadore a for the King of Galys* and at this

the King Emarc in her

The her so

she mas *fy$t,

Sbi non

Almost certainly, she was no in the talc. The

IOFC which the King of Galys feels for her

could be so in the

talc as the of the The King detov

to wed her and her his

1 & IV, 44.
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But the Old Queen, his mother, has to be reckoned with. When
she sees her son's bride

Sbe was bryght as someres day,

The clothe on her shon so bryght

the Old Queen has no doubt that she is not human (and she may
be right).

7 sawe never wommon

Halvendell so gay!
3

She tells her son that his bride is a fiend, and forbids the wed"

ding. But the King weds Egare, and the Old Queen goes home

angry.

The tale now modulates into that ofthe malign motherxiivlaw

and the calumniated wife. In the absence of the King at the wars

Emare gives birth to a son (born with a double Hng^mark, which
would appear to signify that both his parents are royal). But the

Old Queen makes mischief. By the device of the exchange of

letters she causes the King to receive the false news that his queen
has given birth to a fiend and by the device of yet another ex^

change of letters causes the mother and child (Hke Constance
and her child) to be cast adrift in a boat.

The My and the
lytyll cbylde

Fittedfortb m the water wyUe.

There are great waves; the child weeps. But magically (though in

our version it is not said that it is magic) the boat is carried after

to Rome. Thus the episode of the magical boat is

doubled in this romance, and also the finding of a boat at the

with a precious cargo on this occasion by a mer/
ofthe city.

The on ber sbon so bryght
He m$ of that

syjjbt,

For
glysteryng ofibat wede;

And yn lys be
rygbt

That sbf m&s none
utygbt.

She says chat hex name is Egare. He takes her and her child
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to his and acts as the till the boy Is

old, at which age he Is by

He wax M
lyfe.

The romance ends with the recognition of his son and wife by the

King of Galys, and ofhis by the Emperor. the lost

Is to her the lost wife to her and
the lost son to his father.

is

C

SIR LAUNFAL'

Thomas Chestrc's Sir the of
the lays by announcing In Its final the of Its

maker. Composed In some time after 1 350, It like an
and of some

tloe contemporary with the lays in the MS
of Marie de France's LonvaL

The principal of the lay arc the of Launfal

by Gwenncre, Arthur's Queen, and, on the other the love
for him of an othcrworld who Is also a kind of

or Fairy Godmother, the source ofthe miraculous pros/
for a, time he enjoys. The favour of his faery

(Dame Tryamourc) Is dependent, however, as is In such
on his not a taboo.

IE the part is an exile

the Court of Arthur of Gwennere's In this,
as in romances, she is not a very character. (There
is that she too is a and for

that not cry she may have in the

faery from she comes. She his been from
Ac sea, it 1$ said In Sir from by

only two to the
ofwhich Is, in this r OTtanct, a comic

When he that Is out of favour at he
for not him op, but lets him have a
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dumber beside Ms orchard. There Launfal falls into such poverty
that even his two knights are compelled to leave him. At the

lowest ebb ofhis fortune possibly, in the original tale, because of

some magical malign influence or hostility emanating from Gwen/
nere his faery wooer intervenes.

It happens exactly as such an event always does in the
lays.

Launfal rides towards the West (having borrowed saddle and

bridle from the Mayor's good daughter) and rests in the hot
<

undemtyde* under a tree. Two maidens appear out ofthe wood,

faery messengers, richly attired, one bearing a gold basin, the other

a towel (apparently ritual objects, at least in their original signifix

caace).

He sawt come out ofboltes bore

Gentyll maydenes two;

Har kerielcs were of Inde'sandal
1

Ilased small*,* iolyf,
and well:

Tber mygbt noon gayere go.

Han mmteles were ofgrene felwet,

Jlordured with grid, rygbt well petit,

Ifelurel witbgrys andgro*
Hm Miys were dygbt well witbdle:

Etwycb oon a iolyf coronall

With syxty gemmys and mo.

Harefaces wtrt wbyt as snow on downe;

Har rode was red, hre eyn were browne:

I same mvir non swycbe!
That @ \Not ofgold a basyn,

Tbat a towaylt, wbyt andfyn,

Of silk Ant was gmd and rycbe.

They bid him come and speak with their lady, Dame Tryamoure,
He goes with them courteously, and they lead him into the wood
to a pavilion surmounted by an eagle of burnished gold
whose eyes are carbuncles shining like the moon. (Lady Try

s
kdt%fiL trimmed wMi gity/amiwyte squirrel's fur.
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amourc may In ha like Diana, a

goddess of the woods and of the moon,) Within the he

a lady so pretenuturally that she Is clearly a

He fond yn the

The

that

Herefadyr ms . . .

Scbe was as as yn
Or that yn fay . . .

Tk rede scbe ys

here rode nes

With the forwardness of the she Is the

wooer and promises Launfal rich and gifts

hex sweetheart. These a of silk and per/

replenished (the that In

magical preservation ofher In and and,

for his own use, her a of the

which the hero of She a

banquet before him. The whole be an eye/

report of one of *faery* and which Dr.

Murray* and hiYt still

by the of some pre-Christian celt IE and

In Europe. Finally, Tryamourc
LaunfaTs but, as usual, Is a on

the mortal lover. In this case It Is that he of

her.

From that hour Is by the and a

The Ms now
Launfal is rich, and to Launfal a

of bounty to and the poor. In ofarms he

the of his

he Is to Arthur's Court at St. John's

1 Le. by
8

II Hf Tte p, 42 <t iff,
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And Syr Launfal also

Wente to daunce upon the grene,

Unther the toure tber lay the Quene,

With syxty kdyes and mo.

The Queen sees him go In the dance, and she and her ladles join
In the mazes ofthe midsummer dancing.

To daunce they wente allt yn same:

To se hem playj byt wasfayr game,
A My and a knygbt.

Tbty badde menstrahs of mod) honours

FydfkrSj sytolyrs,
1 and frompours . . .

There they playdf, for sotbe to say,

After mete the somerys day.

The Queen Is overpowered by love for Launfal. In the evening
she declares to Launfal that she has loved him for seven years (the

seven years la which he has loved Tryamoure). He refuses her

love. Angry, she taunts him:

'That tbou lynest, byt ys pyte;

Tbou lovyst no woman, ne no woman tbe!
3

Stung to retort, Launfal rashly boasts and so breaks the taboo.

f

l loved @f@yfyr woman

Than tbm em kydest tbyn ey upon,

Thys yere anl more!*

The angry Queen withdraws Into her tower and plots revenge.
When the King returns from hunting she plays the part of Potix

phar's wife and turns the King against Launfal.

From the moment that he rashly boasted of his faery mistress a

has come over Launfai. With the loss of his

favour his prosperity withers away deprived of its

source, her magic; his splendour fades as the year Itself does.

1 on Ac cadlc,
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thai was

Hyt

His purse is empty, and he is Torlorn*.

Laonfal must now his is a of

traditional of one or of the Gawain

cycle). He is given a and a in which to

produce his 'lemnun . . . that he of yelpynge*. This,

it would seem, is Tryamoure's to Gwciv
ncre. The latter has further into the of her by

invoking a hypothetical herself in the

tales* always a to do.

f

Yf fjf

Put out my ffoyl*

The appointed day the of the triumph
of Tryamourc. Ten ofwhom be

a queen; ten. The
of Tryamoure arc

j ijif My o/"

tfiil ^f

Finally Tryamoure the on a

palfrey.

Gfntyll, on

In all

Tff jn
Tbt My was AT

^roy^

fllpr

171 ifff

Tlf fcff fcfrr Afdf

^4^ /to
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Scbt badde a crwnnc upon bere molde1

Ofrycbe stones and ofgoldc,

That lofsom kmede lygbt.

The My was clad yn purpure palle,

With gentyll body and myddyl small,

Tbat semdy was ofsy$t.

Her mantyll was furrytl with wbyt ermyn,

IrwcrsyP Myfmdfyn;
N& rycbire

be nc

Her sadell was stmyly sit:

Th smbus were grenefelvct,

Ipaynted witb ymgirye;
The bor&re was ofbdles

Of rycbe gold, and mtbyng elks,

ttat my man myibte aspye.

In & arswns,* before and bebynde,

Were twey stoms of Ynde,

Gay for th maystrye;

TbtfcytnUf of ber palfraye

Was an erldome stottte and gay,

best yn l^mbarlye.

A 5At bar on here bond;

A softe pas bm pal/ray fond,

That mm here bebalde.

Kffrljm rood that lady;

Tmy r&nne byre by;

Hmr colers mere ofgoldc.

dcKxipdon is that ofa principal figure in a ritual or pageant.

Cooipaiecl Tryamoare, the Queen is said to be as the moon
to the sun in daytime. Hie is, however, not content with

ova ha rival, She takes a terrible revenge on her; she

1
top bead * ttinmKxi 8

adcO^/cloths.
4 fi
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blows on Gwenncrc such a breath that the latter is blinded for

ever. It is indeed dangerous to fall fool of the faery. After her

terrible act of vengeance Tryamoure rides disdainfully away.

Tbt My kp an pal/my
And bad alk lay.

Launfal on his steed follows her

Fere yn to a iolyfile,

Olyroun that

It seems that, in our version, he is reconciled to her and dwells

with her in the Otherworld.

Every ymy a toy,

Me my9
l

Anl si with

1
neigh.
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A BALLAD'KOMANCE:
'THOMAS OF EKCILDOUNE AND
THE QUENE OF ELF^LAND'

The ballad-romance of Thomas ofErdldoune and the Quene ofElf'

Land, in spite of its fragmentary and disordered condition as it has

survived on three fifteendvcentury MSS, is an extraordinarily fine

rendering, as poetry, of those traditional subjects: the union of a

mortal man with an otherworld being and his journey to the

Otherworld.

What gives the poetry its more than usual imaginative depth
and its poignancy is the interplay of Pagan and Christian feeling

and symbolism. Two mythologies are ovpresent and to some

extent in conflict in the demands they make, the obligations they

impose on the individual curious of experience. The old themes

are rendered particularly complex by the new knowledge of the

jwland the consequent concern for the soul. The mortal man now
adventures into the faery realm at the risk not only of the destruc'

tion ofhis body but ofhis soul. There is more than a suggestion of

the Faust theme ofbreaking into the circle offorbidden knowledge
and risking damnation. Man has his own proper place in the

scheme of things, and to presume to step outside it may be disas^

trous for his soul as well as his body. There is also something here

of the Promethean myth of risking divine retribution in order to

wrest from inaccessible or forbidden places, for the benefit ofmanx

kind, some hidden or secret knowledge; thus prophetic knowledge
is brought back from the otherworld, won from the faery by
Thomas. But deeply present in the poem is the sense that every-'

thing, every experience, must be paid for. One who dares make

any choke, who dares take any step into the unknown, must be

to pay the penalty by setting in motion a train of on/

uncontrollable consequences.
la all ifteciithxcxntury MSS the poem opens in the first
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Thomas ofErdUoum Quern ofElf'Land

person,
then shifts into the third person to speak ofThomas. This

narrator In the first person and the Thomas thereafter spoken of

appear to be one and the same. There may be a conjunction of

more than one earlier version In the poem we have; yet It is appro/

priate that a vision vouchsafed to a solitary person should be re/

ported by himself in the first person, and the introductory section

of the poem Is virtually such a vision. The circumstances arc the

customary, perhaps necessary or prescribed ones, and are remix

nlscent not only of the Visions* of the romances but of the more

massive alliterative vision/poems (Wynnerc mi Wastourc, Tfc

Parlement ofthe Tbre Ages). The man to whom the vision or faery

pageant appears wanders alone on a May morning through woods

full of birds, and rests under a tree.

In a of

By Huntk my

1 the jaye, and the tbrostette,

The ofbir

The als a

That die th me

AlUne in thus ak I bye,

Undn a fref

Saw I a
jiijyf*

Came over c Iff.

The gay lady, It will be noted s is all she Is richly be/

Jewelled and she Is a (Hke Diana).

Hit was a

&m I He

Als dose the on

bir

Her sctte It mm
Full mas thst t& sec!

s out.
*
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Rjommccs

Stefy sett with precyous stone,

And compaste all with crapote.
1

Stones of Qryente grete plente;

Hir bare alowte Mr bede it bange;

Scbo wit over that Unge lee}

A mbylle scbo blewe, a nother scbo sange.

Hit gartbis* ofmbyll sylke tbay were;

Tbe bukjlls were ofberelle stone;

Hir steraps were of crystalk clere,

Anl all with fertile over by gone?

Hir payttrtttt* was of iralle^ fyne;
Hir cropoure was oforfare;

And ah dmgolii bir tryJill it scbone;

One ajtbir syde Imnge bellys three.

Scb0 lei three greboundis in a leesbe;

And seven racbes1 by birfete rone;

Scbo bare a borne @b&wt bir balse;

And unlit bir kite full many ajtone

After this presentment of her, the shift from the first person ofthe

narrator to the third person takes place; it is now said that it was
Thomas who saw this sight under a tree. Thomas mistakes the

lady for Mary, Queen ofHeaven. This mistake in identifying the

lady (it occurs frequently in medieval literature and occurs again
in the folk/ballad versions ofour poem three hundred years later)
fist indicate the 'point of intersection", as it were, of the Pagan
and Christian symbolism between which there continues to be an

interplay at poignant moments throughout the poem. Thomas
he must speak to her, but to do so (as if this first sight ofher

wore simply a ieetieg vision) it seems he has certain obstacles to

*!HT for to at Eldoae tree*. He has to cross a mountain
the between the human world and the Others

1
toad a

girths.
* cowml f

horse's
*

*
* 7

I/O
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world. 1
There, a branch of that tree sacred,

ever, according to Christianity he to

the lady and, her as Queen of Heaven* for ho:

'Pity'.

And styd, lufiy one mee.

The phrase is in itself for it is as in

the profane lovc/poctry as in the of the

Ages. The lady corrects his error, that she is of

Heaven or anyone of such she is of con/

tree*. Thus, it would scon, the

as a higher power-

Having learned the is not Thomas for her

love. In this it is the woos or he

(for it was she who first him, not

accidentally). Bet not only is the in this not

the wooer an unusual but she fiat of

all warm the that her, she

*that synne*, will 'fbivdoo* all her But he pay
in

8

now, on

to dwell her for 'wethir thu will in or helle*. la

he is to his to as

Faustus a he, a *man of

molde'9 her.

rib wf// me

It is this a and to the

She of his she is Queen of

Heavea, and she has act he

Yet he her in

she the ('and it thu the

wore*). She Ms *undjx that

spraye*.

The upon the a is a

1
Ii chat the

or the hilL
* The line % the as as

ofa or carfin tbe
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change in her appearance. Her beauty and brightness have faded;
the colour and the light in her have drained away.

Hit ban it bange all over for bede,

Hir egbne semede owte, that are mere graye.

Anl all the ricbc clotbynge was a waye,

That be by/on sawe in that sttde;

Hir a schmkc Hake, for other graye,

And all for body lyke the lede.

Than sayd Thomas, alias! alias!

In faythe this es a dollfutt syghte;

How arte tbufadyde thus in the face,

That scbune byfore als the some so bryght!

A similar transformation happens to Lucifer in the Miracle Play
of the Fall of Lucifer. The episode is the reverse of that of the

withered hag who is disenchanted or metamorphosed back into

the lovely lady she originally was by the embrace of a courteous

knight, as in The WMng of Sir Gamin and Dame Ragndl,
Chaucer's Wift of Bath's Tale and Gower's tale of the Knight
Flormi The faery withered or blighted by the embrace ofa mortal
is more tragic, if not more imaginative.

There are consequences for Thomas, too, a penalty to be paid.
He is compelled to go with her to the Otherworld. His soul and

body are (like Faustus's) no longer his own; thay have passed into

the keeping of another. She bids him take leave of the sun and
and of the leaf that grows on the tree. He shall not see

nuddle<arth for a twelvemonth
(it turns out to be seven years,

again because of an imperfect conjunction of differing
ofthe poem). Thomas kneels and prays to 'Mary mylde*

to have mercy OE him, using again the phrase that he had used in a

'Lady, but thou rewe on mee*; and he entrusts his
soul to fMy sauEe, Jim, byteche I the*) wherever it may

thai his body shall go. He thus prepares himself for his

recognizing that his soul as well as body is

in

I my ic&s mtt me care.
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Thomas ml the Queue ofElfLand

Thomas may indeed be *lost* In a more significant sense titan is

usual in the traditional talcs. Two supernatural powers or systems
of necessities. Pagan and Christian, to some extent acting counter

to one another, are bearing upon the human mortal in his now
critical predicament.

Such mythical journeys to the Otherworld may have cow
sponded originally to the progression ofrites and tests in some grave
initiation ceremony, Soch a hypothesis setms to work, in that it

seems to make the poetry here more understandable and yet

certainly not less significant and profound. The entrance to the

Otherworld is, as is customary, a cave or shadowy hollow.

Scbo in at EUonc

Undir a ki;

it was lerk ds

And ever tbe till Ms

There is, as is also customary* the necessity of crossing a water

(like the Styx). For three days

He bot of tbtjlodc.

Among perils and tests there is one that is reminiscent of

the ofTantalus. She who has become his Otherworld guide
him into a garden full of fruits which he is forbidden to eat

though he is famished with hunger.

Scbo fafe in tilt afdrt
wes ffowytig yet plcntu:

Pert ml type tb&y

Tbe ml ds tbe

Tbcjygg, ml ds s0 tbe

Tbt on

no mte.

Hipmsei to with Ms

Als that mas ncreftynt.
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Scbo sayd, Thomas, tbu late tham stande,

Or ells tbefmde the will atteynt.

Iftbu it plokkj sotbcly to say,

Tbisaulegose to tbefyre of belle;

It comes never owte or Domesdaye,
Rot tber in payne ayfor to duelle.

The garden and the forbidden fruit suggest Inevitably the Garden
ofEden; bet the interplay ofPagan and Christian symbolism and

significances reaches a momentary climax In the poetry when she
warns him that the Fiend will have him, his soul go to Hell, ifhe

plucks the fruit. The Christian concern foi the soul has given a
new significance and depth to the Pagan notion (so frequent In
traditional tales) ofa taboo the breaking ofwhich must entail the
most dreadful consequences.
The ElfxQueen has become, for love of Thomas, not only his

guide but (Hke Medea or Ariadne when they assist the hero) his

guardian spirit through the perils of his journey, a protective and
not destructive power, Thus she prevents him from plucking the
fruit by making him lay his head on her knee and showing him a
Christian vision a vision ofHeaven and Hell and Purgatory.

Sees* Au nowe ymefdre waye,
That

lyg^is oner yom %k montayne*
Yme es the w@ye to bet/en for aye,

sawks him hryd tber payne.

Sees* An yme other waye,
That km by netbe yom rysse?

1

Yom es the
rnaye, th to saye,

Unto ofparalyse.

AM yitt yme Arid waye,
Tbd yme grene playnet

ts Ae waye, toe and traye*

$jims tbare payrn.
1

sorow, ocaibii.
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Thomas ofErdUoune and the Quene ofElfLand

Bot seese tbu nowt yonefourt waye,

That lyggts over yonc depe idle?

Tone cs the ways, tbt sotbe to saye,

Unto the brenmndefyre ofML

There Is, however, yet another possible destination the Elfin or

Otherworld castle. It Is Thomas's destination, as It Is Gawain's

and that of other knights who journey on quests. In the GraH

romances it Is the Grail Castle,

Seese tbu yitt yonefdre ctstelle,

That standes uponi yone begbe bill?

Of tome and town it hris the belle;

In mydul ertbe is non lyk

It is the castle ofthe King ofthat other country. The kdy now says

that the King must not know that she (who is evidently the

Queen) Is Thomas's mistress. This Is the reason, at least, that she

gives for imposing on her mortal lover another taboo the taboo

ofsilence. He must speak to no one even when addressed. She will

say she took away his speech *by yonde the see*.

As she approaches the magical castle a second change coma
over the lady she recovers or reassumes her original beauty and

brightness; like many ofthe faery and ofthe divinities ofmythology
she Is subject to transformations, a shapc^shlfier.

Scbo come agayne ahfaire

And al so rycbe me Urpalfmye.

fat

Hir by my/aye;

Scbo tiewe Mr md
Un to the castellt scbo ink the

In our version It had not been remarked that the blood ofher greyx

hounds had been drained away, that they had become shadows,

bloodless and without substance, when she herself and all her

finery faded; but we may now assume that to have happened.

1
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Now they are filled again mysteriously with precious (

c

dere
f

)

Hood.

There are many marvels in the castle, but the greatest is said to

be that there are fifty harts the spoils, it seems, of some hunt

being prepared for a banquet, and that dogs are lapping their

blood. It seems more than probable that the blood ofthe harts may
be associated with the *dere* blood which marvellously restored

the greyhounds ofthe Elf/Queen. If so, the life-blood ofthe harts

is no ordinary blood; it has a life-giving or life/restoring effect like

the blood of the sacrificed one of ancient cults and, in relation

to the life ofthe soul, the wine ofthe Christian sacrament. The hart,

we know, became a symbol of Christ in medieval tradition and

the hart's blood the blood of Christ. There is certainly an under/

lying, though not overt, connexion between the harts* blood in

this castle and the Grail. It is hardly necessary to remark that the

Grail itselfis a symbol in which Christian and Pagan significances

are involved : it has healing or life-giving powers; it has the effect

ofa horn or cauldron ofplenty, promoting abundance offood and

drink; and it has taken on a Christian mystical significance as the

vessel that holds the blood of Christ. In the castle ofour poem, as

in the Grail Castle, the banquet for which the
fifty harts are pre

pared
Cokes come with dryssynge knyfe

appears to have the character of a sacramental or sacred feast.

There is music and dancing as in some festival.

Harpe and/etbill both thayfande,

Gettcrnc and als so the sawtrye;

Lvtte mi rykybf
1 bo&c gangande,

And all of mynstralsye , . .

by three and three,

Tb&rf mss rewlle, jpmen, and playe,

Ulyisfmn mTfne,
Tlwf mtte mi one rich araye.

1
1 rekck.
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Thomas ofErdUoum and the Quene ofElf'Land

When Thomas has dwelt *in that solace* for seven years

(although he imagines he has there for only three days) his

time is up in two possible senses, either that the seven years ofhis

destined sojourn in the Otherworld are ended or that after the seven

years* cycle of his specially favoured condition he is liable to be/-

come a human sacrifice. His faery mistress warns him that he

must go because the time has again come round evidently a

seven-year cycle when *the fende of hclle* (like the Minotaur in

the Cretan myth or ritual) will seek his Tee*.

To of belle tbefoulle

will bisfa;
And tbu arte and

I trowefull mde he the.

(The reminiscence or reference to some rite ofhuman sacrifice is

preserved also in the fblk'balkd version and in the ballad of Tarn

Lin

But ay at end of year

They pay a to bdl)

The El&Queen fears that, because he is so handsome, Thomas will

be chosen. Once again the otherworld being proves the guardian
ofher mortal lover. She brings him back to the Eldone tree*

The essential poem is now ended. The succession of prophecies
answers of the faery lady to Thomas's questions as she turns to

go and he to detain her are by way of something added,

though they amount to two moicjits. Their relation to the $Igni/
cajice of the poem is that they arc wisdom which Thomas has

brought back from the Otherworld (originally perhaps from his

initiation), in the that he has obtained them from his faery

mistress,

3
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'MATTER. OF ENGLAND'

'KING HORN'

King Horn, as found on an MS of the end of the thirteenth cen/

tury and on two MSS ofthe beginning ofthe fourteenth, appears

to be a Southern English version ofabout 1250 or earlier, and it is

generally regarded as the earliest version of an English medieval

romance that has chanced to survive. There is a twelfth/ or early

thirteenth/century Anglo-Norman version, Horn et RJmenhili But

there appears to be no direct connexion between it and the English

Km/ H0r, and the tale itselfout ofwhich these French and Eng/
lish medieval romances have been made must be older still. The
nature ofthe talc has suggested a possible origin in a Norse saga,

But it may have passed tkough a French medieval stage before

becoming the English lay we now have. On the other hand, it

remains
sufficiently independent of the Breton lays and the

Arthurian romances and has been classified with Hwelok the

Dmtt, another English romance which has Scandinavian associa/

tions, as the two earliest EngKsh survivors among the romances

thai deal with the so/called "Matter ofEngland*.
The Hm is expressly a song to listen to

A
staii

ibc scbal you singe

a kf to be recited or sung to an audience, probably to

the accompaniment of the harp, as Horn himself, in one of the

is described as doing. The metrical lines are shorter than

the of the French romances and of the

in rhyming couplets and, as in the half/line of

the veo f there arc normally in reading two stressed

in line. These stresses, rather than the number of

arc the movement and the meaning in

racitaL
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The lay ofJC? is distinguished medieval romances,

particularly the more literary specimens, by its and

directness, its comparative freedom from elaborations, accretions

and digressions. The telling ofthe talc itself is the

preoccupation that has burnt away irrelevances. On the

hand, there is occasionally that economy of using the same

phrase or image as, for example,

Tbe se

Anl Horn to

which is characteristic of traditional poetry from the Homeric

poems to the ballads. Further* is a doubling or of

whole episodes. This latter may, of course, be as the

result, in this collaborative art, of so

by an episode that they or were to

it, or something not quite the but it, twice over. Bet

an explanation does not do Justice to the way in which the

paralleling or doubling, with variation, to

play a part in the formation of a and

pattern. The critical modern reader well conclude this

doubling of certain in is done by de^

sign, not merely as but as patterning,
2

The talc ofHorn is one ofthe ofthe and wanderings

ofa king's son, unrecognized as such, and how he wins his bride

and then, having also his slain and proved his

hood, returns aod wins his kingdom. The in which

the is in the as a child

rain on flower, fairer the sun as as

as a flower, rosc/red are conventionally used in

the ofheroes and in the romances.

They to a descriptive convention that certainly to

be appropriate to a divinity (a or a spring**

to a human child, a king's SOIL Hom*s

(Old Horn) is ofa in the West in the

1 ie. it was
1 A is the db of and Ms and of

and his sons In JGwj Lftff. See *Tbe

in Uut4G^ *d JEW.
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poem Suddene (Identified by Schofield1 and others as, in this

particular poem, the Isle of Man); he is slain by giant Saracen

invaders from the sea while Horn is still a child. They usurp the

kingdom. Thus the tasks which young Horn will be under an

obligation to perform when he arrives at manhood will be (like

Hamlet and Orestes) to avenge his slain father and win back his

kingdom.
The 'Saracens* will be recognized by the

historically schooled

modern reader not only as the Moslem enemies ofChristendom of

the period ofthe Crusades but also as here possibly a reminiscence

of the pagan Viking marauders of the period of the Norse in/

vasions of the British Isles. But more essentially (or universally)

they are simply the other,J9 the antagonists of the hero, like the

Turkish Knight of the Mummers* Play.

The Saracens in Kin% H&m foresee that *in seven years* time*

young Horn, having assumed manhood, will avenge his father's

death. It is of the essence of custom or ceremony (as of tragedy)
thai everything is in this way prearranged or foredoomed. Thus a

poetic quality the sense of fate in this poem may be rooted in

something extra/poetic Like the King Herod of the Miracle

Plays, therefore, the Saracens set about putting out ofthe way the

child born to be king. With his twelve companions Horn is cast

adrift in a boat without rudder or sail,

Thus King H&m becomes at this point one of the group of
traditional in which a child is cast adrift in an open boat

the las conveys him to the country where, in fulfilment

of his destiny, he is to be brought up by foster-parents until he
to his own people. In other tales it is a woman or a
with her child who undergoes this cycle of events. The

boat in King Horn is no ordinary boat; it has something of the

mil ofa magical boat which, of its own volition, conveys
die hero whore his destiny lies; as if it were alive, it is sent

% a for the Queen, Horn's mother, who
has in a cave. The whole episode is, however, to

rariooaEzcd ia the poem. Horn is committed to the

as a convenient way ofgetting rid ofhim while
1 ie t Ckmcer, V, 262.
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avoiding the guilt of shedding his and it that the

rowers use ofsome current or which the rudder/

less boat with mathematical to the shore. 1

Tbe se

Horn to

The boat a landfall it OE the of an un/

known country which in its as it is might-
like the green that at the end ofthe Play be

any country in which the day or the has

or winter.

Til bit

Til $m on the

jwi in the

'Fcrcn,'
2 lx

Ik telk ym
Ibc

tbrt him

This country is Westcrncsse by and

to be probably WirraJ or in the of Eng/

land). In a ofalmost answer, the

King ofWesterncsse Horn he has from and who
he is, and he finally adopts the unknown as his

s

fuEdling*,

Apart from acquiring the accomplishments, Horn

becomes, like Sir Oifeo (who is a Sir Tristram, a

harper.

The King ofWesterncsse has a Rymenhild. She is the

kifig*s daughter who, in accordance in love

with the lunges son is to be his queen.

1 The and the of are that In the

The in the a a

to the the as die

the a (cw

the the and the In

Is boat GhaT0n*$

Noal/s Ark, Wade's Ac the Anhur tfac

to Avalon a pfying between
1
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Unlike the lady of troubadour poetry, but like the forward faery

mistress ofmany ofthe romances or like some ofthe bold women
of the Old Norse and Germanic literatures, Rymenhild is the

wooer and asks him to take her as his wife. But the young man
answers that he is a thrall and a foundling whereas she is a king's

daughter. Accordingly, Rymenhild sends a cup and a ring to the

Steward who thereupon persuades the King to knight Horn. She

gives Horn a gold ring the magic ring (or sometimes girdle) of

traditional tales and medieval romances which has the power to

protect the wearer. Horn rides out singing, does battle with a

Saracen (conveniently landed from a ship), cuts offthe Saracen's

head and bears it, Hke the boar's head or the Turk's head, to the

King's hall as a trophy. He has proved his manhood,

Then, one morning, while the King has ridden forth hunting,
Horn finds Rymenhild in her bower distracted. She has had a

dream that she cast her net into the sea and caught a great fish

which broke the net. The dream is used in a later episode by Horn
to faring about his recognition by Rymenhild. Meanwhile, it por/
tends trouble. Among Horn's twelve companions there is a Judas/
Hke traitor, FykenMd. Envious and false, he tells the King that

Horn plans to kill him, wed his daughter and so, presumably,
himselfking. Thus calumniated, Horn is banished and for

a second time must cross the sea to 'uncuthe londe* this time to

Ireland.

For the second time a king's daughter this time the King of

Ireland's falls in love with the unknown stranger from the sea.

The between the names ofthe rival women, Reynild

Rymmhid, is not accidental, ifwe mayjudge from the usage
ia romances; in Tristram, indeed, both have the same name.

Such a 'doubling* of an episode may be a feature of a deliberate

as is a Shakespearian sub/plot. On this occasion the hero

to his previous love, and does. The situation

a new kind oftesting for Mm. Horn goes under the

of Ciitbeard* during his probationary seven years* exile in

The on this occasion would gladly have approved
die and the young hero his successor in the king/

fee, as *Cutbeajrcf Horn has a second rime proved his man/
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hood. At Christmas there enters the King's hall (as in many
traditional tales and medieval romances and as in a Yuletide

ritual play or Christmas *game
9

) a giant* He brings news that

many other pagans like himselfhave landed from the sea, and he

presents a challenge which Cutbeard accepts. At daybreak* look/

ing upon the ring, Horn vanquishes the champions of the

giants single/handed. In so doing he avenges his father; it is di$/

covered that he has in fact slain his father's slayers. (This idea may
have been introdoced at this point in order to in the

whole Irish episode seem more relevant to the main theme. Horn
f
s

revenge is only complete at the end ofthe poem when he returns to

his own kingdom and scatters his enemies. Meanwhile, in Ireland,

Horn has proved himself like Gawain or Thor a for the

giants.) The long/established traditional is not, however*

on this occasion followed in this particular poem. The victor

not accept the bride and the kingdom he has WOE. It be

that there has to be this variation simply Horn is

pledged to Rymenhild and has to be loyal to her who is indeed

ultimately to be his bride and queen. But this also be

regarded as a test of his loyalty. He need not loyal*

the tale might have been a different talc. Surprisingly also the

King ofIreland and his good daughter are not

tinue to entertain the young hero generously.

It is in a forest ofIreland while hunting the when the

seven years have passed Horn is confronted by a

has come from Rymenhild across the sea. She is to be

married against her will to a king from the North. On his

back from Ireland to herald Horn^s return, the Is

drowned. Rymenhild finds Ms up on the

She concludes that her messenger has never Horn,

while Horn, having obtained the King of Ireland's to

depart, is on his way.
The return of Horn across the sea just in time to the

wedding, his presence in at the wedding and Ms

recognition form the climax ofthe poem a climax that Is

with variations to form a double climax. It Is not for notWng that

this episode lingered longest In the memory ofthe folk, Ifwe
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judge from the ballad versions, Hynd Horn, written down in

Scotland in the beginning of the nineteenth century. In these the

episode has been virtually dramatized and at the same time

evidently been intended to be sung or chanted. The resemblances

between this repeated episode in King Horn and the return of

Odysseus will not fail to be noticed by the modern reader and to

arouse speculation as to whether there could possibly have been

any connexion. All the chances seem to be against there having
been even a remote connexion. Yet it is clear that the essentials of

the episode related perhaps to the myth of a returning god in

disguise or before his recognition wandered about for centuries

in the tale/telling of the West. Among the English medieval

romances we have already come across it or elements of it in

the return of Orfeo to his kingdom in Sir Orfeo.

The episode, as we find it doubled in King Horn, is well worth

considering in detail There is first the voyage back from Ireland

and the landfall (for the second time in the poem) in Westernesse.

The wind Mm gan to Uowe

In a litel tbrowe.

The se Ugan to posse

Right into Westemesse.

Hi strike sal and maste

And mkere gunm caste.

Horn, newly landed and having left his companions 'under wude

side*, on alone and meets a palmer from whom he learns news

ofthe wedding
r

l comefram o bntdale*

rand ofhow the bride 'wepeth sore*. Against all good custom,

the has been shut OBI from the wedding feast. Horn
clothes with him and further disguises himself by
his face.

Horn tek and scrippe*

Ms lippe.

He Mm nJW
4

cbere,

d Ms swtn.*

*twi*edL 4 iml. & bkckened. S 6cc.
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Horn's blackened face Is, of course, part of the elementary or

conventional disguise. But ifin the original pattern ofthe tale (in

the myth before it became the tale) Horn was the returning god

before his recognition, the blackened face may here have

further significance or associations. The modern reader may be

assisted towards these associations ifhe in his turn Horn*s

blackened face (as surely he may) with the blackened of

figures that belong to the rites and popular ofcenturies later

than the thirteenth the God ofthe Witches, the Dancers,

and the Chimneysweep (about whom there were superstitions).

Horn reveals something of his concealed strength in his hand/

ling ofthe rude porter at the gate.

Horn Mm oner the

Having thus gained entry, he takes his place unobtrusively

the beggars in the hall

He xttf Mm wd lowe,

In

He Mm
Ms

He sey
sitte

Ase beo were ofwitte,*

S0re ml

Meanwhile Horn's loyal companion, Athulf, whom he had lefi

with Rymenhild he had to the sea to Ireland*

is in the watchtower out for H0rn
f

s ship*
in

vain.

was in the

Ms

Yefscbup Mm
He sq tbe

The bride, as was the the hall

and ale for the the

a is if Ac were out of her
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Rymenhild ros ofbencbe,

Wynfor to scbencbt: 1

After mete in sale*

Botbf wyn and ale.

On horn fa bar anbonde,

So lawc was in hnde.

Horn, sitting among the beggars, becomes impatient and calls out

that tlie beggars are thirsty.

Horn sat upon the gmnit;
Him tbugbte be was ibunde.

4

He sedi, *Qum so bade*

To meward tbu wcnde;

Tbu yefm with thcfurste:*

The icggfrcs beotb oftburste.'

She sets down the white horn from which the gentlefolk are given
to drink, and fills the brown bowl for the greedy beggarman who
has so rudely called out to her.

Hurt bom beo leitk adun,

AndfuUe Mm of a brun>

Hislolk ofagalun,
For beo wmdf be mere a glotoun.

But Horn will not drink from the brown bowl like the other beg/
gars. He demands the horn from which the gentlefolk drink. This
is not simply assertion of personal pride on Horn's part. It is the

beginning ofa scries ofriddles which he puts to Rymenhild, lead/

ing op to her recognition of him. Such riddling passages are a

featiire^of
traditional poems and talcs that may have had their

origin in rite. Thus Horn goes on to allude to ha dream ofthe

fishing/net untfl she begins to take up his thread ofmeaning.

Tbtf i leo a
beggcrc,

And ik am ajisscre^

Welfe&r U mste

at
tbifesti;

3^. 4 Lc ovcmowered
S
sovcttsam0i^ilicim.

7
die suppled.
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Mi net litb btr hi boniet

Bi a mlfair stroiuk.

Hit bath ildi there

Fulk sen yerc.

Ik am to lake

Efenifss bit toke.

Ik am tojisse:

Drynke null y oflysfb:

Drink t& H0m of borne.

Though she does not yet recognize him she willingly drinks to

Horn, understanding the allusion. Wondering what the seeming

beggarman knows of Horn, she asks him

Iftht em isiye

Horn Uye.

He drops the ring, which she had once given him, Into the horn;

when she returns to her bower she finds it *a ring igraven of

golde* at the bottom ofthe horn. She recognizes It and summons

the beggar to her bower. Horn first tests her, telling her ofhis doth.

The effect Is as he would wish; she attempts to Mil hmeE He rubs

the black offhis face. The recognition takes place.

The three significant symbols In the episode, and Indeed In the

whole poem, are clearly the horn, the fish In the net, and the ring.

The riddling play with the horn, the ring dropped Into It and the

allusion recalling the dream ofthe sh caught In die net are devices

to lead Rymenhlld towards the eventual recognition. The

connexion the ofthe hero and the drinking/horn is

explicitly In what Is perhaps the most significant line In the

*drink to Horn of home*. As a drinking-horn, It Is cer^

related to the horn of plenty of the mythologies, as Is the

Christianized symbol, the Grail The h0m/o%lmty mean/

Ing not* ofcourse, exclude other meanings* It will be recalled

thai in the early part of the poem, when the King of

the newly landed on his shore9 the
1

Horn Is at once by the King with a horn that is

Mown; cvtn so, It Is no ordinary horn.
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'Horn, thu go wd schulle
1

Bi ides and hi bulk;

Horn, thu hide sune*

Bi daks and U dune;

So schal tbi name springe

Fram kynge to kynge,

And tbifairnesse

Mutt Westernesse,

The strength of thine honde

Into wrtcb londe . , /

Further, it cannot be accidental that In Rymenhild's dream, which
Horn recalls in leading her towards his recognition, he is a fish

caught in a net (the net being Rymenhild herself); the fish is, of

course, an ancient
fertility symbol (piscii) that came to be a symbol

of Christ himself, the Heavenly King. When, In his riddling,
Horn speaks ofhimselfnot only as a fish but a fisher *and ihc am
a fissere* his connexion with the Fisher King of the Grail myth
becomes almost explicit. The Implication In the poem is that the

apparent beggarman Is really ofroyal (therefore divine) origin and
status. Finally, the ring of course figures In many traditional tales

and medieval romances as a talisman or as a means ofrecognition.
In this poem, it is both. Besides being a pledge oflove, it magically

protects Horn In battle and ultimately It Is a means ofhis recogni'
tion.

After the recognition and Horn's rescue ofRymenhild there Is,

however, a postponement ofthe final denouement. Before Horn weds

Rymenhild and make her Ms queen he must win back his Hag"
dom of Suddene,

Horn gm to draw*

Ms Ywscjclawcs . . .

That to crude*

Tbc Mm Urn lude.

at and find a knight, a Christian, on the

blows his horn, and his people after so

It as Horn's horn and rally to him.
1 8

(imper.).
3 make way,
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Horn @n his born to blowe;

Hisfolk hitman iknou/e.

In a great battle before dawn Horn vanquishes the Saracens,

finally avenges his father and wins back his kingdom. He seeks

his mother in the cave where she had withdrawn after his father's

death, and provides corn 'corn he let serie* for a feast.

Meanwhile Rymenhild has been abducted (or virtually so). As,
in so many traditional tales and medieval romances, Proserpine,

Guinevere, Dame Herodis and many another maiden, queen or

goddess are abducted by the King of the Otherworld or of the

Shades, so Rymenhild is shut up by Fikenhild in his gloomy
castle by the sea.

Strong castd be let sette,

Mid see bint biflette^

Tbcr ne

Biitefogbcl witbjligbte.

Bute tbe x

Migbte ynowe.

Fikenhild*s castle by the sea has something of the quality of the

castle of the King (or Demon) of Darkness. Correspondingly,

Fikenhild himself has something of the quality of the King (or

Demon) of Darkness, antagonist of the rising or youthful Sun.

Surely this Is what the poetry directly suggests.

Fikenbild, 0r tbe daigan spring,

Al beferde to tbe King,

After tbt

TQ bin M
tugjbtt.

He ladde bun U th

Us

Tbeff^te hi

Er that m tbe

Er Horn bit

T&fore the

His st&l tare

At
1 siirr0oiKW % the sea.

* In the darkness.
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Whether or not poetry (as some think) originated in myths and

rites, the imagery here is certainly such as could have been kindled

by the reflection still of some ancient myth of the sunrise, of the

young son crossing the sea and dispelling the power ofdarkness.
Horn has learned ofwhat was happening by a dream and, for a

second time, the pattern of Horn's return in the nick of time to

rescue his bride from a forced wedding to another is repeated. On
this occasion, after sailing to land under Fikenhild's tower, it is as

a harper (Hke Orfeo) that Horn makes his entrance into his

antagonist's castle.

Harpc be gan schme,

And tokfelawcsfcwe,

Ofkmgbtes suitbc snelk1

That sihruM^ bem at willc.

Hi U the gravel*

Toward the castel;

Higvnnc murie singe

And here gltowingc.*

RymmUU bit gan ibcrc,

And axede what hi were.

Hi sedfj hi meren Imrpurs,

And sttme were jigowrs?

He fade Horn in lab*

He sette Mm m the

Hif bsrpefor to clench.7

He RymenUlde lay,

And h@ wdam^y.

RymcntiUfcol yswo$e*
He mas ACT nm tbat louche.

Hit to

S that bit smcrte.

He on Ac

AM m
Hi yelk np to

*
active,

a
Lc. * ic. die kadi.

s
$}ie Hwn to be kc in. 7

pluck.
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jpwfe

Tiff

Hi <fo&

Then Horn sails away to his with the bride he

has finally won. The talc, in Its form a kind ofchant, has

clearly something of the character of myth as have many folk/

only partially and humanized. This Is the

ofhalfIts appeal

2

'HAVELOK DANE*

It natural for modern to tbe Dane
with Horn, the on a unique
MS of the of the appears to be the

of two thirteenth'century romances. The
discussion on the at Indicates, once

again, how become, even if It

as to the of the tale. IE the French YCT/

Havelok is Ctiaran; and Cuaran (we ire told) Is a

Celtic word *a or a of or

skin* and is the ofa Viking, OlafSlctricson no

in or in the popular mind with

Olafs. (we arc also told) is a form of the Celtic

Abloe is for the name Ola

Is no the of

and of Olaf Sictiicson. Certainly the English version Is

full of Norse words* as be ofa poem which is sub^

in the of the whore there

It has a charat/

tor as a tale has with the

ofGrimsby and Lincoln. It to be

1 * in a row.
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of the historical relationship between England and Denmark in

pre/Norman times; but as a whole and
basically this tale is

again mythical rather than historical.

The English version has no direct connexion with the extant
French version, and is almost entirely lacking in courtliness; it has,

rather, the character of a tale intended for a 'popular' audience.
The opening lines seem to imply not only minstrel recital but also

the necessity of first attracting and holding an audience out of a

fluctuating crowd, perhaps, in some public place a
village green,

market, or ale/house.

Herknet to me, goltmen,

Wives, maydnes, and alle men,

Of a tale that icb you wile idle,

Wo'so mile here and thereto duelk1
. . .

At the banning of me tale,

Fil me a cuppt offulgod ale.

It is to be a tale ofHavelok, unfortunate as a child and strong and
tree as a man just such a character as would make a popular
appeal, the typical popular hero.

^

The tale begins with the portrayal ofa good king (Athelwold),
his kingdom ofEngland well governed and at peace, followed by
an impressive and moving description ofthe death and obsequies
of this good king. Funerals have always been popular occasions.
He leaves behind him an only child, an infant daughter, Golde/
bora, in the power of a foster/father, Godrich, the first ofthe two
Jodas/like villains in the tale. Godrich's soliloquy one ofseveral
effective soliloquies in this poem establishes understandable

aad creates a character the movement of whose thought
and is made audible and embodied.

Tbo Godricb to

And 'Wc&tr she It

end wer me?

sh al Enffhnd,
And me, ml in hire

1 2
sigh.
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Datbeit hut it bin

Sbd sb0 it bwe.

k yet/e tfol, a

En^elond^ sbo it . .

Sbd it bm ds sbo

Hope mm ofte

Icb have a sone, afulfayr
He sbd iff

He sbd be be sbd ben sire,

S@ i were mi /*

He imprisons the maiden princess in a by the sea (Dover

Castle).

This situation in the Kingdom of England is paralleled* with

sufficient variation to continue the by that which is des^

cribed as existing in Denmark a in the pattern rather

like those in King Horn. In Denmark the King (Birkabcyn) dies

and leaves two young daughters and a son, Havelok, in the keep/

ing of the second Jiida$4ike villain in the pocmf Godard, a

deeper/dyed villain still than Godrick Such are clearly

among the stuff" out ofwhich some of the Elizabethan plays wore

made. Godard imprisons the three children in a tower where they
suffer hunger. The episode has much the character as that of

the children in the Tower in III which so captured the

popular imaginaiion of later times, and may have been influenced

by Herod's Massacre of the Imwccnts* The two are brutally

murdered by Godard; but the boyf miraculously, is spared.

The crime, in its naked horror and pathos, is with the

grim directness that one occasionally in the ballads.

tbat m$
To the tber be

Tkr be ml
Tbt ib&t w

1 Cetsod be he tip it
s a

8 Le. Hope a
4 So I to the UK ofmy
*

they IE*
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Km Mm ageyn, on knes him sette,

And Godardfulfeyre he ther grette.

And Godard seyde, 'Wat is you?
1

Hwi grete ye and goulen
2 nou?'

'For us bungretb switbe sore'

Seyden be,
eWe wolden more . . .

Wo is us that we weren born!

Wtilawti! nis it no korn

That men mibte maken of bred?

Us bungretb: wt arm ney ded!*

Godard berde here wa,

Theroffe yafbe noubt a stra,

But tok the maydnes botbe samen*

Also it were up'on Us gamen*

Also he wolde with hem leykef

That weren for hunger gnnt and Meike*

Ofbothn be karfon two here tbrotes,

And sitben bem al to grotes.

Tbir was sorwt, wo'so it sawe,

Hwan the children hi the wawf

Leyen and spraukdm in the blod:

Hanlok it saw> and tber hi stod.

Fnl son was that seUB knave;

Mikel dred be moubti have,

For at Use berte be saw a knif

For to men Mm Use
lyf.

Two ofthe principal characters In the poem are then introduced

They arc Grim, the fisherman, and his wife (Leve) who are to be

the good fostesypaTcnts ofthe boy. Grim is the legendary founder of

Grimsby. This Grim may well be not simply a namesake but a

humanized emon of the giant god Grim of Norse mythology.
Godarcl (Eke Horod) fears that the boy Havelok may grow up to

be King in Ms place, and he therefore commands the poor fisher/

to drown the boy in the sea at night*

1 What is the fwi?
*
ay.

*
together,

4 as if . . , in sport.

*pkf.
f wm 7 waE f

innocent.
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As they are described, Grim and his wife originally perhaps

the giant god and his wife may surely be regarded as predecessors
ofsuch types in the Cycle Plays as Mak and his wife or Noah and
his wife. Grim arrives at his hut with the child in a bag on his

back, much as Mak arrives at his hot with the stolen sheep.

In a poke,ful and Mac,

Sone be caste him on Ms he,

Ant bar Mm bm to bise clcve,
1

And Utaucti Levc,

And seydf, *Wi& tbou tins knave,

Also tbou with me lifbave:

I sbal Mm in tbe se . . /

Grim's wife, as she appears at first, is a savage creature. She

. . . caste tbe $@

That be tbcr bis crotme

Aj?eyn a fftt ston, tber it
lay.

In the middle ofthe night Grim rises to do the deed. He bids his

wife to blow the fire and light a candle. At this moment a light
like a sunbeam issues from the child's mouth.

Als she Use

Onforto dm,W tlawe tbefr,

She saw a libtful stir,*

Also so it day*

tbe tbcr be lay.

Of Use it stod a

Als it a

Hie mysterious light brings about the recognition by Grim and
his wife of Havdok's royal no doubt originally divine origin.
The recognition is confirmed by the Hag/mark which they di*"

cover on the chiefs shoulder. They have indeed found a rich

treasure in the forlorn child brought home in a bag. They hasten

to provide the famished boy with *bred an chese, betcrc and milk,

and flauncs*. Godard, when told by Grim that Ms
1 hut *

gave him in dhaigc.
a

keep,
4 * a xaj.
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instructions have been (as of course they have not been) carried

out, breaks his promises like a true villain and treats the instru/

ment ofhis crime with contempt and menaces.

Grim prepares to flee across the sea with his wife, children and

HaveloL In making ready his fishing^smack for this voyage

across the North Sea he is doing something more; he is (like

Noah) making ready a vessel for the preservation of precious life

in a new world,

Hist ship be ffeytbe&e wtl inow:

He Me it tort? anful ml pike?

That it ne doutede sond ne krike?

Tber'inne Ufa afulgod mast,

Strong hAIes, andful fast,

Qm gode, an fnl god scyl;

Tberinne wanttie noubt a nayl

Once again the pattern of this tale is to be that ofthe boy born to

be king who crosses the sea to another country, is brought up there

in a poor man's hut, wins his bride, returns to his own country,

is recognized as king and finally (in this poem) wins his bride's

kingdom also.

A wind carries the ship 'fraught with precious souls* to the

Humbor. There Grim lands and builds a hut of earth; thus

Grimsby is founded. At first Grim the fisherman prospers; 'the

mackael-crowded seas* yield their abundance. The fisherman's

life is described with the particularity ofone familiarly acquainted

with it.

Mantpdji& tberinne be tok,

net, and with bok.

He t&k the and the qual
4

And the turbut ami Itfx
5

withal;

He t&k the sele and the hvel* . . .

JKe%7 be tok, and tumkrd,

Hiring md the mtkerel,

Th the the tbornetike*
1

G^ep-mmrs Sede be make,
I c- 'pitth. 'otdu 4 wik 'salxnoo. f edL 7 oodL 8

porpoise*

ptk*.
M db
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On til bimj, and other tbrinm1

Til Use sonesf to kermjisb inm

Up o4onde, to stile andfoqge;*

Forbar be tun m ffong*
That be nt to jele bis ware;

Kam be nevere bandslwre*

Tbat be ne btoncte bred and

In bis sbirte, or in bis couel;

In Ms poke and

Hise ne bt nowtforlorn.
And bmn be tok the

Ful wel be the wti

To Hncohe, low;

Ofte be jede it m$
Til be al wel sold,

And the Ull.

Tbanm be com be

For bm be brwbtefele

Wasted,
7 the

Hise pokesfolk m
Netesjlesb, and

And t0

And t& bise

Thai in the sc be ofte

This romance is an combinatioii ofthe die

legendary. Havclok is a true hero ofthe who grows up in a

poor man*s hut and willingly the toil ofhis and

fosterxbrothers.

y mile with hm
For to sum god t@

icb mi

It is no . . .

On the it mas day*

He stirt np and ne %;
1 Lc. one (m tk for km mm* * n3

7 iec bccad. 10 fte a
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And cast a panier on his bac,

Withjisb givekd
1
als a stac.

The cycle ofthe years ofplenty twelve years ofabundant harvests

of the land and sea is succeeded by a dearth both of corn and

fish. Young Havelok has to go to Lincoln to find work an in^

teresdng variation of the young hero setting forth into the tough
world to prove his manhood, to bring back plenty, or to win his

kingdom. Grim clothes him in a sail.

He tok the sberes of the nayI

And mail him a couel of the sayl,

And Havelok Hide it $om on.

Havede be neytber bosen ne shon,

Ne mm kines other mde;
To Uncolne barfot be yede . . .

Two dayes tberfastinde be yede,

That nonfor bis werk wolde bimfede;

Tbf tbridde day berde be calk:

'Bermm, hrmen^ Mderforth alle!'

Pome that onfote yede

Sprongen forth so sparke ofglede.*

Havclck sbofdune nyne or ten

Rstb amidemrde thefat,

And stirteforth to the kok,

Tber the erks mete be tok

That be twbte at the brine:

Th bermen let be alle ligge,

And bar the mete to the castel.

The scene has again the stamp of authenticity, is done from the

daily life of the people. The episode is repeated; another day the

esui's cooks having bought fish at the market beside the bridge,
for a porter, and Havelok again pushes over all who stand in

his way.

And to Mppe.*

He Siir if ml a carte'ldk

1
ka|iiiF.

2
fwtos, ^IfvecoaL 4

seize.
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taxes, ofphyces hob,

Offfete taumpreeSf and of ties;

Spande be tos ne

He bears this burden on his head to the castle. The cook recognizes
the young man's merits and employs him as a kitchen boy. Thus

Havelok, a king's son, has to pass through a testing phase, like

other heroes, and perform menial tasks such as fetching water and

wood, washing dishes, kindling fire, skinning eels; he does It

willingly. Havelok Is a great favourite with children. Gradually It

begins to appear that he Is no ordinary man; he turns out to be

outstandingly strong and handsome.

One ofthe most vivid episodes In the poem is that ofthe games.

They are the typical games of the village green, though the strong
men of all England, of all ranks and conditions, both barons and

ploughmen, have assembled. At putting the weight Havelok per'
forms prodigies of strength, and the king's son unrecognized Is

the unrivalled champion of the village green. The ability to cast

huge stones has often been attributed to gods and heroes, as well as

to devils and giants, and perhaps something of Havelok's divine

original shows again In this; but strong muscular men have always
been the darlings ofthe people.

The fame ofHavelok's feats ofstrength reaches the ears ofGod/
rich who determines to wed him to Goldboru. His motives are

cunningly wicked In an elementary way. He will fulfil his

promise to the late king by wedding Goldboru to the strongest

man in England, and at the same time he will effectively exclude

ha from the crown by her marriage to a *cherlcs sone*. The villain

thus unintentionally fulfils Havelok's and Goldbora*s destiny.

On the wedding night, In Grim*s hut, the mysterious light again
Issues from Have!ok*s mouth, and thus his royal origin and

destiny are revealed to Goldbora.

Shortly after this episode there Is a leafmissing from the MS; but

we may understand, when the text is resumed, that Havelok has

sailed back to Denmark with Goldboru and with Grinds three

sons as companions. Havelok has evidently assumed the disguise
2
Ic, he so
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ofa pedlar (as Horn, Orfeo and Odysseus returning assumed dis/

guises). After a variety ofcomplications, Havelok is recognized by
means ofthe mysterious light which again issues from his mouth,
and by the king/mark. The lords ofDenmark acknowledge him
as king, and the villain Godard is slain. Finally Havelok returns

to England, which in its turn acknowledges him and Goldboru
as King and Queen. Godrich, the other villain, is also slain to

make the tale complete.
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TWO GAWAIN KOMANCES
FKOM THE PEKCY FOLIO MS

'THE TURK AND GAWAIN 9

In the Percy Folio MS (about 1650) are versions of one or two

Gawaio romances* The Turk and Gawain, Tbe Carle ofCarlile, The

Wedding of Sir Gawain md Dame Ragnell, The Green (in

addition to several ballads and romances. King ml
Cornwall LiMm Discotdus and Eger and Grimef all ofwhich may be

associated in one respect or another with the Gawain romances).

The Turk and Gawain and The Carle of Carlile are, like in

the Percy Folio MS, in a very battered aod broken-down condi/

don, whatever thay may have like at an of the

oral tradition in which they evidently belong. But be

interesting to a reader of literature may be

in them, as in the versions of the Folk Plays, the

remains of something that may have greater, and

embody even in their traditional

material that has an affinity with that out ofwhich Sir and

the Graff Kjiigbt and of the romances earlier

shaped. (The Green is a very ofthe

tale as that of Sir and tbe Tbe

of is a of the traditional talc which, as Tbe of

Tale* was into one ofthe triumphs ofChaucerian art.)

One is tempted to arc at as much

as Celtic in character* The of

Gawain the of the Isle as in Tk
Turk and a to Thoi

f

s

the in as in the The

Carle in Tbf Carle if is a not so

remote original may well a god; the
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and spirit ofthe episode are again reminiscent ofthe episodes In the

EMas between Thor and the giants. There must have been con^

stant coming and going across the Irish Sea between the Norse

settlements there were In Ireland and those in the nortlvwest of

England; to a seafaring race the sea would not divide but would
facilitate communication. It Is not difficult to conceive the imporx
tance which the Isle of Man would have had In such circum/

stances an Island (holy in Itself) situated midway between the

Irish, English and Scottish shores. The comings and goings
across the Irish Sea, and the mixture of peoples and cultures

around Its shores, might help to account for the apparent mixture

of Norse and Celtic elements In some of those traditional tales

that wore made Into the English romances ofthe nordvwest.

Tk Twrk and Gamin, though a very late and very garbled vet-'

sion of a tale that may well have been told for centuries, is still

expressly intended for recital. It tells of Gawain's adventures with

the giants In the Me ofMan. 1

While King Arthur sits in his hall feasting there enters a *turke
f

meaning, evidently, a dwarf. The Turk proposes an exchange of

buffets. Gawaln, we may surmise (half a page Is missing here),

must have obliged the Turk by dealing him the blow he asked for,

and so started a train of events; the dwarf seems to be, as a con-'

sequence, bound to Gawaln as the laiter's supernatural servant

and guide to the Othorworld, and Gawaln seems equally to be

bound to go with the dwarf. At any rate, Gawaln rides away with

the Turk who promises Gawaln that he will thoroughly scare him
before he gets back.

Hie two ride northward through what Is evidently a version of
the Waste Land or Utgard where Gawaln suffers hunger and

by the Turk 'Where Is all thy plenty?' Because he

1
in Ac island about a race ofgiants who had

the had been enchanted by Media, and
now KG in Ibi^gc sobtcnaaGaii caws.
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had given the Turk a buffet instead offood (so the Turk now
he shall have

c

mickle care*. They a hill In which arc

thunder and winter.

The and

Then was

The was ml the is

and . , .

Within this hill, it (again half a Is is a

castle where as Is IE the

Thor
f

s experience nd a and

although no one appears to be there. The Gawain would

have helped himself had not the dwarf not to.

Gawain marvels out of such can be

spared; but thca the Turk Gawain- When Gawain

has satisfied his hunger and he for his return/buffo:

then to be allowed to go his way.

Again half a page Is But when the Is

GawaiE and the Turk to a by the

leaving his on the Gawain the As the

has a conveyance the so the

is now a conveyance the to the Other/

world Isle of In this tale to of

that character). Gawaln and the Turk the so to a

where dwells the King of

Mis If Jbrff * mil

. .

These spend as the of a

village do, the It

that in or the talc the had

more ofa purpose and IE the ofthuiv

dor. In particular they roll a ball (as In the

theatres thunder was produced by

#f Ml
m Ml

j> ifc to
jfiVf

it a
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The Turk enters into a bargain to help Gawain to be in fact

Gawain's familiar spirit in the tasks he must perform.

After another gap in the MS, it appears to be the King ofMan
who is speaking. As is in the character ofone whose original may
have been a pagan god, he has a hatred of 'Bishop Bodwin* and

indeed all the clergy whom he threatens to burn because they *will

not let his goods alone*. However, he invites Gawain to sit down

at his board. But Gawain first wants to witness some 'adventure*.

The King calls for his tennis ball He will play; in other words (or

so it might have been in the original of the tale) the thunder/god

will make thunder, and the ball is a thunderstone. It is brought in

by a 'hideous rout of giants*, each ofwhom is halfas tall again as

Gawain.

All thought Gamine but little good.

The 'tennis ball* is a ball of brass made for a giant's hand

There was not man in all England

Weri abk to carry it . . .

We gather, after another gap in the MS, that Gawain has to perx

form a scries of tasks in the giants* hold in the original myth

perhaps in order to find out whether the young hero was capable
of being a thunder/god tasks which the Turk, evidently iv

visible, is performing for him. There is in the King's hall a big

fire of coal and wood burning in a huge brazier. Gawain is com^

mandcd to lift it *Gawaine, begin the play!* Gawain's *boy*, the

invisible Turk, seizes it and swings it thrice round his head so

that *thc coals and red brands . . / But we cannot tell how exactly

the whkEjig coals and brands behave, because halfa page is again
When the poem is resumed, the King ofMan appears to

be to sky Gawain but is overheard by the latter's iiv

guardian, the Turk ("he was cladd in such a wcede*).
Gawain Is lei to a bosHng cauldron in front of which stands a

an iron fork in Ms hand. This is ofcourse the cauldron

has fiom that which appears in various myths,

Gxtek, and ch has had many diverse significances

and as, for Ac cauldron ofplenty, ofdestruction, of
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creation, ofthunder^brewing, of prophesying. The giant with the

fork has his counterpart also in the Devil in Hell The King says

to the giant, 'Here is none but wee tow*. But, in addition to their

victim, there is an unexpected third in the room (though the effect

ofdramatic surprise is largely missed in this version); the Turk has

also entered, invisible (again, *he was cladd in such a weede*); he

throws the giant into the cauldron and holds him down with his

own fork. Gawain then requires the King ofMan to agree *unto

our law*, otherwise he will have eaten his last meal. The King
spits on Gawain, at which the Turk pitches him headlong into the

fire and declares to Gawain

Noe force, master, all the perill is past.

When the tale is resumed after another gap of half a paget the

Turk has evidently produced a basin of gold and a sword-

objects which figure as two ofthe symbols in the Grail romances,

He begs Gawain, as a favour and a reward for his services, to

off his (the Turk's) head with the sword. Gawain refuses; he

would not have the Turk slain for all the gold so red. But the

Turk insists and says he has no fear provided Gawam lets him

bleed into the basin. The basin is there, as we have expected,

to catch the blood another resemblance to the Grail Gawain

docs as he is asked. The beheading act has the effect OE the Turk of

disenchantment of renewal.

And the in the

Hf up a

The stalwart knight sings TV Deum and Gawain. Together,

they release many captives, both and women the enchanted

ones ofthe othcrworld castle ofso many romances and (in

context) the imprisoned souls ofthe Harrowing of Hell. They all

sit down to dine; then they all go to King Arthur, who the

former Turk King of Man; and the talc as a minstrel's lay

should, with a on the company
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3

'THE CARLE OF CARLILF

The Carle of Carlik Is another of those traditional tales which

appear to have originated as accounts ofinitiation rites. As such an

account, It is very garbled; as a medieval romance, the version

preserved In the Percy Folio MS is In much the same broken/

down state as Is The Turk and Gamin. Nevertheless it is not with/

out Interest; at least, it assists the understanding of the other

romances to which it may be related. It is again a tale expressly in/

tended for recital.

The tale begins as this type of tale commonly does with a

deer hunt. Arthur and his knights ride with greyhounds in pur/
suit ofthe dear.

For now its grass time of the yeere.

By noon a hundred harts lie on the earth. But Sir Gawaln, Sir

Kay and Bishop Baldwin the same knights who principally

figure in the
fourteenth/century Avowing of Arthur pursue a red

dear which leads them Into a form where a thick mist descends.

They lose both the red deer and their way. The red deer has fid/

filed its function; it has guided them it may originally have been
the form assumed by an otherworid guide towards the place
where an 'awntyr* will happen.
The Bishop says he knows ofa Carle who keeps a castle In thai

waste.

Here a Cark in a Castele,

Tk Cark of Crilile is Ms name . . .

Was there never mn yett $oe bold

That Ms boU.

Hek one of keepers of castles who prove no easy hosts for

their gticsts If his guest escape with his life* he will have done

Kay declares that he will go to the Carle's hold and, true to
Ms character, boasts ofwhat he will do to the Caile.
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F0r and tbe Carle k sot bolfa,

I to lolge within Us boU.

For if be jangle and it stout,

I shall bate tbe Carte all

But Gawain says they will first try fair speech. The traditional

trast between the courteous Gawain and the rode Kay is still here

in this late version.

As Thor has a hammer and the Green Knight an axe, the

Carle of Carlile too has a hammer hanging at his gate.

When they to tbe carles

A they found

The knocking on the gate with this hammer is, perhaps, as much
a challenge to the inmates (though not intended by Gawain, who

'courteously* knocks, to be so) as it is a request for admission. The

porter at the gate of this version of the otherworld castle demands

who is so bold as to knock. Gawain answers courteously that they
axe two ofArthur's knights and a bishop, tired out with hunting
and seeking a night's lodging. Won over by Gawain*s courtesy

and in spite of the rudeness of the crabbed Kay, the porter com"
municates Gawain*s request to the Carle. The Carle expresses

regret that his guests have been kept waiting; their steeds arc taken

to stable, and they enter a hall where the Carle is sitting.

The Carle is an uncouth character* unhuman in appearance,
with the recognizable features both of a primitive giant god and

the Monster Herdsman.

Heere the Carle sate in Us m bye,

Ms cast tbi

His mas and bis was gray,

His m Ms lay;

Ms

It was a

two tyen asfyer,

kx mss syer!

Offer Ms be a

as dSne
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Hisfagars were like to teddar stakes,

And bis bands like breads that wives may bake;

Fifty cubitte be was in height;

Lord, be was a lothesome wight!

He Is the keeper of a kind of menagerie. By the fire there crouch

four angry beasts, a bear, a boar whetting its tusks, a roaring bull,

a Uon that *gapes* and *grens*. If the original of the otherworld

castle was (as Loomis has argued) the abode ofthe sun god (and

thunder^maker), these beasts would perhaps correspond to the

Signs ofthe Zodiac, the 'eyrish bestes*. The Carle surely he has

an affinity with the Monster Herdsman orders the beasts to be

quiet, and they creep under the table.

Despite the Carle's forbidding appearance, Gawain salutes him

courteously; the Carle welcomes them for Arthur's sake, as he

says, though he and Arthur have ever been foes. The board is

spread with the abundance characteristic of the hospitality of the

odherworld castle. There enters the lovely lady ofthe castle whom
we have also come to expect (Ifwe have read other romances). The

abducted or enchanted one or the Queen of the Otherworld of

other talcs is here simply the Carle's wife.

Doivnt came a Ladyfdre andfreey

And sett bet on the carles knee;

One whiles sbee harped, another whiles song,

Both ofparamours and lovings amonge.

That Is an air offree jesting and rough/and/tumble farcical mirth

about this tale, as there Is also about some of the encounters be/

cwecii Thor and the giants In the Eddas. Thus Gawain says ofthe

fair lady, stated on the Carle's knee, that her bedfellow will be a

lucky man; the Carle reproves him.

'Sir,* md Gawmc, 7 sayd nought
9

*No, said the ,carky "more thou thought"

The first ofthe series of events in the castle is the visit to the stable

each ofthe three guests in turn pays in order to see how his

has fared. The first to go there Is Kay who finds that his horse

has corn and hay, but also finds the Carle's palfrey next to
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his, and thrusts it out 'with a clout*. He has not observed that the

Carle himselfis standing near-by.

The carle raugbt Kay such a

That backwards bcfdlfatt.

The second guest to go to the stable is the Bishop, and much the

same performance is repeated He too thrusts the Carle's palfrey
out 'with a clout* and

Sais, 'wcndfortbjfole, in the

Who made tin soe Mi with my palfrey?'

The Carle, who has again been standing by unseen, knocks the

Bishop over,

flip bift the Bisbopp the crownc,

That bis and befell

The Bishop reminds the Carle that he is a holy clerk.

"Mercy!" said At Bisbopp, 7 am a

I can of Cbmtf wtrkc!

Hi "By the C%/f I sett

Nor yett by thy nor by thy . . /

The Carle is clearly a pagan.
Gawain is the third who goes to the stable. With his own

mantle ofgreen he covers the Carle's horse which has been in the

rain, and bids it eat away *thy Master paycth for all that wee

gat*. The Carle himself and thanks Gawain for

Ms courtesy. Gawain alone has passed this test.

The Carle conducts his back into the hall and for a

bowl of wine.

in that

Iff ivas not that Ml itt

The Carle drinks from the bowl at one draught
as Thor among the out of an hora,

the end is in the sea,

Gawain has, it qualified to go on with the or
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games or contest. The Carle bids him take a long spear and mark
his (the Carle's) face with it,

'A long speare see thou take in thy

Alt the luttrye (tore take thou thy race,

And marke me well in middest tbefacef

Gawain charges the Carle with this spear which the latter dodges.

Gawaine raught the wall such a rapp,

Thefyerflew out, and the speare brake,

The spear, however, strikes fire from the wall. Possibly the mean/

ing is (or was) that Gawain has at least proved that he can produce
foe (originally lightnings).

The Carle next conducts Gawain to his wife's bed and bids

him get in and kiss her (she had from the beginning seemed to

Gawain desirable) but 'doe no other villanye*. In this chastity test

-with which we may compare the testing of Gawain by his

host's wife in Sir Gawaym and the Grene Knight and the jealousy
tot on Baldwin in Tbe Avowing ofArthur Gawain is successful.

The Carle has also a daughter, who is there to provide a bride for

Gawaia in the end.

Next day, the Carle conducts Gawain into a chamber in which
he is confronted with the horrors of physical death. There are

many a 'bloody serke* and a heap ofdead men's bones the bones
ofthose who have been slain by the Carle. Ifthe basis ofthis tale

was an account ofinitiation rites, a confrontation with the horrors

of physio! doth is here associated (as, J. L. Weston remarks,
was commonly the case In such ceremonies) with initiation by

erf"the Carle's wife and daughter Into the facts ofgenera/
don.

Gawain prepares to take his leave and thanks the Carle and the

two ladies. But the Carle Insists 'we will first dine* and, after

Gawain into a gay chamber whore swords are hang/
ing. The Carle presents Gawain with a sword evidently a very

for a vary special task and requests him to strike off
h (the Cade's) Gawain refuses, the Carle Insists; he will

offGawaln*s head ifGawain does not do him the favour he
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asks. Finally, Gawain beheads him. It proves to be (as In The

Turk and Gawain and many other talcs) an act of disenchantment,
and therefore indeed a favour. The Carle stands up a proper man,
no longer a monstrous giant. For forty winters he has been en/

chanted, indeed metamorphosed, and he could be disenchanted

and restored only by being beheaded by one ofArthur's kmghts.

Kay and Baldwin, having apparently proved unworthy from the

first, because of their rudeness to the Carle's horse, Gawain alone

proved to be fit for the task.

Bering those forty winters the Carle's whole nature had

apparently been changed. He and his had slain everyone
who lodged In his castle unless he did his bidding. Now he will

leave that lawe* and Is indeed converted Into a good Christian.

The three knights of Arthur ride away with the Cax!e
f

$

daughter, gorgeously arrayed on a white palfrey, as Gawain*s

bride.

Then by the way
With the Ladye that was $ay;

They as glad of that

As ever w^fowle

At the dawn of the following day return with Arthur to the

castle. The tale concludes, In the manner ofsuch tales, with

a wedding feast.

And sate in

And 0n
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IV. ALLITERATIVE
ROMANCES AND POEMS

'SIR GAWAYNE AND THE
GRENE KNIGHT'

Sir and the is a poem. It has

not simply so as it has a

of has its as a

For it would be hard to say in the of the

has ever to. The has not that of

criticism, the that is to a It has

of the that has to to

the itself, a of the tty

wards an of

the and the an ofits

ficance. The has to as in is

uniquely.
The the arc, it be ad/

mittcd, That is not its is a

dialect is am
the that or it is (to out

of the in the has The
at by on arc

(it is the the arc

on) the

of the in the AX
MS. The

the in this (as ia

the

the

and the and so Ac
as if the of a aoc ia
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itself the most difficult thing in the world to grasp without the

deliberate obtrusion and exaggeration of external 'difficulties*.

What little show of criticism of the poem there has been seems

to have been governed by the determination to relate it to the

medieval French romances. But the place of Sir Gawayne and the

Grem Knight and because it is a great poem it is a central place is

in the English tradition. It belongs to the first great creative

moment of (I shall dare to say) modern English literature the

moment ofthe Canterbury Tales and ofPiers Plowman. These three

English poems, though quite independent from each other, are

not accidentally contemporary. Their very unlikeness to each other

is a guarantee ofthe integrity, the individuality, the uniqueness of

each. They are each different, as Ben Jonson is different from

Shakespeare. But they have the same land ofrelation to each other

and indeed to Shakespeare and to Ben Jonson as Ben Jonson
has to Shakespeare. When the important regional differences have

been allowed for, they remain English poems; they have in conv

mon what is, as a whole, the same English community; they are

nourished (allowing folly for their regional differences) by a com/

moil English soil For Sir Gau/aym and the Grene Kni$t is the

crown, the masterpiece ofa whole school ofpoetry the alliterative

poetry of the north-west of England contemporary with

Chaucer and Langland, distinct from either, but equally an

important, though las recognized, element in the English tradi/

tionu I refer not only to the poems which appear in the same MS
with Sir Gawaym ml the Grmi Knight Cleanness, Patience and

Pterl1 but also to such poems as the alliterative Morte

Tie ofAribim, Tbf Destruction of Troy, Wynnere
ml Tbe of the Tbre Ages.
The concern to derive this superb English poem from French

(even ifthe very existence ofthese has to be hypothetical),
that somehow it goes one better than they do, has

as, in effect, to belittle it. By establishing the 'derivative'

1 To as a ofcourse or probability than because these poems appear
in the MS awl are -00 grounds alone by the same aethor is

What can be said is that in thi* particular locality there was a

ofpoory; and that Ac quality of that is such that It impEes a
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given poem, or the 'conditions' within which
it had to be composed, it more to do it down,
to ignore its uniqueness, what it that no other docs.

To attend to an assortment of French romances and Celtic talcs
1

is not at all the same thing as to to Sir and tbe

just as to to Chronicle is not at all the

same thing as to attend to To the *p!o$
f

of
French romances and of Sir and the

to attend to and compare is still less the

thing as to attend to and compare the

There is no need to deny that the of Sir and tbt

may have had a French him, just as

had bis 'sources'. It is that he did not read

(or listen to) French romances. But if we that a

French romance (or group of was the

source, we hie got no the The is

not a courtly romance, and it is a

of thing from a Preach romance. Yet the

English to all the French we has

not the

to the of it to ^French Romance*. It is as of

of in the of the Novel*

to be as the of

The particular French arc not for Sir

and the to be arc

to and to

ire in to the as if

it, had a real

Our task is to set the the as it is, and
that is not, of the

"story*. If the in

the *story

s

in our in the

of their be all that we to It is

is
*story*, it is the

1 Tht talc (MS * noo) a

parallel
3 One and Is a ia

of the tint do noc feat trc

co
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cance it is made to bear, what the poem totally communicates or

does that is our object. Thus to judge from the abstracted 'story*

Morgan le Fay is the cause of all the events. Yet in the poem itself

she is not at all felt to account for these events. To do so she would

have had to be realized as Lady Macbeth is realized. Her envy of

Guinevere would have had to be as real a force, present in the tex/

ture ofthe poem, as the Macbeths* ambition. But it is not. The old

woman ofthe Second Fit ofthe poem is realized, and at the end of

the whole poem Gawain is told that she was Morgan. But where

the old woman occurs the point is not that she is Morgan, but

simply that she is an old woman. What the significance ofthe old

woman is, in contrast to the young woman, will, of course, have

to be considered in any critical analysis of the poem. The *ex/

planatkm* Morgan's envy of Guinevere introduced rather per/

fiiECtorily at the end ofthe poem (from the 'source* or 'authority*,

perhaps) is, in effect, no more than a bone for the rationalizing

mind to play with, and to be kept quiet with.

Yet though we may dismiss the abstracted *story* as ofno value

in itself, we may well ask how it is that this particular rendering of

the *$tory* (or combination of 'stories') has turned out to be a great

unified work of art. For the English poem has the unity of a very

completed, very deliberately constructed and finished work of art.

But the unity is more than a construction; it has the character of

an organic unity, a unity of growth. A conscious and deliberate

artist (bearing, perhaps, the same kind of relation to his subject'

matter as we imagine Homer does) the poet has constructed. But

in so doing he has, as it were, co-operated with some inner

oiganizing, unifying and realizing principle of life and growth.
The result is both a satisfying surface completeness and a full/

bodied, matured completion or fulfilment. We may perhaps

by inquiring generally what this principle oflife

be that has activated the genius of the poet and made the

poem the remarkable Shakespearian unity it is, though only an

of the poem itselfcan more exactly define its nature.

It is a case in which the Htorary critic may appropriately find his

in some ofthe observations ofthe anthropologists, pro/
EC that this not relieve him from his own
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responsibility and function of criticism of the particular poem in

itself. Miss J. L. Weston's From to and Tk Quest

ofthe Holy Grail to a lesser extent the chapters on the Folk Drama
in E. K. Chambers's Staff provide exactly the hint we

may have been looking for. Oor poem is clearly a. midwinter

festival poem. The seasonal theme (as any detailed analysis ofthe

poem will bear out) is the poem's underlying, indeed pervasive

theme.

The Green Knight whose head is chopped off at his own

request and who is yet as miraculously or magically alive as ever,

bears an unmistakable relation to the Green Man the Jack in the

Green1 or the Wild Man of the village festivals of England and

Europe. He can be no other than a recrudescence in poetry ofthe

Green Man. Who is the Gran Man? He is surely a descendant of

the Vegetation or Nature god ofalmost universal and immemorial

tradition (whatever his local name) whose death and resurrection

are the mytlvandkitual counterpart of the annual death and re/

birth of nature in the East the dry and rainy seasons in Europe
winter and spring. The episode (the First Fit of our poem) in

which the Green Knight rides into the hall of Arthur's castle

among the courtly company at the Christmas feast and demands

to have his head chopped off is exactly a Christmas pageant play

or interlude a castle version of the village Folk Pky become

real. The central episode ofthe traditional Folk Pky, SwordDance

and Morris Dance was (as Chambers shows*) a mock beheading

or followed by a revival or to Hfe (often by the

Doctor who administered to the corpse the contests of a bottle

the elixir oflife).

A recent book by C. J. P. Cave* Rjwf in

demonstrates the vitality ofthe Green in medieval

England. Mr. Cave's has carvings on the

of which could previously

1
by rfbe Had in a in the

Pay The by the in

Wood on a

E. KL
R. J. , Tke Pky.
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only be clearly distinguished through field-glasses, or in some cases,

because in shadow, have never been very noticeable till this day.
The photographs reveal a face with leaves sprouting from the corx

nors of its mouth, its eye/lids, eyebrows and ears, the face of the

Green Man, 1

The Sir Gawain of our poem is correspondingly related to a

traditional Gawain who (Miss Weston says
2
) was the hero, the

agent who brought back the spring, restored the frozen life pro*
cesses, revived the god or (in later versions) cured the king.

3

(Though there is no mention of that in our poem, there are other

poems in which Sir Gawain is mysteriously spoken of as having
the skill of a healer or doctor not one of the usual skills of

courtly knighthood.) The subject of our poem is a kind of con-
test not the orthodox kind of knightly contest but a kind of
ritual contest in which the two antagonists are Gawain and the

Green Knight Further, Gawain must engage in a quest and must

pass certain tests; thus the whole has very much the character ofa

story ofan initiation.

The winter landscape through which, in our poem, Sir Gawain
rides on his quest for the Green Chapel, where on New Year's

Day he is to renew his acquaintance with the Green Knight, is

again the northern European Waste Land, the land that has been

(not, as in the East, dried up) frozen up. If it is (implicitly) *en/

chantmmt* which the land suffers from in our poem, it is the

kind it suffers from evoy winter in the north ofEurope.
Sir Gmwynt mi the Grem Knybt is ofcourse a Christian poem.
1

It can
scarcely be accidental thai so many village pubs in England are called

The Green Man.
1 Up

tffifc Hrif Graf and Frm to Rmwnce, notably Chap. II, 'The
Task oftbe Hero', ate Chap. VIII, The Man'.

* There arc tinocpeaed undaground resemblances (which may be glanced
at ktt in between Sir Gawain and Piers. Pirn the Plowman -in one

put poem described as 'the ledie of life* and associated with the

wkfa Chrk, and Ghent is the hero who (in
XVIII) imprisoned KJc restores the dead,

It dhe
apfTOpriately, awakes to the sound ofthe

The kj Itr
couatcipait, too, the Harrowing of Hell of the
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But It is Christiao rather as some ofthe medieval Christmas carols

arc, as Christmas itself is; Christian in harmony with pre/
Christian nature beliefand ritual, a Christian re/interpretation of

these. It is Christian to about the same depth as it is a courtly
romance. The value of 'courtesy* Sir Gawain is among other

things the pattern of courtesy, the most courteous of Arthur's

courtly company is certainly one of the values defined in the

poem and brought out in relation to the other values in their order,

Christian and pre/Christian; and these other values arc pre/

courtly.

The fundamental in the poem, the hidden source

which the poet has tapped, the ultimate source of the poem's

actuality, strength and coherence, is the knowledge, which the age/
old experience of the race has turned into an assured knowledge,
that there is life inexhaustible at the roots ofthe world even in the

dead season, that there is perpetually to be the unexpected

spring re/birth. The whole poem is, in its very texture its imagery
and rhythm an assertion of belief in

life
as opposed to winter

deprivation and death; and it seems finally to discover, within the

antagonism between man and nature, between the human and the

otheMhan/human, a hidden harmony, expressed in the kind of

humorous understanding that develops between the Green Knight
and Gawain.

There might be no great impropriety in describing as Eliza/

bcthan the poem's delighted acceptance and vivid consciousness

of what takes the senses in rich colour and decorative pattern, in

costly magniiceece of costume and tapestry, jewellery and em/

broidery, in elaborate and subtle craismanship in metal, wood
and stone; and of life also as it itselfin ceremonial ban/

queting, pageantry, music and 'carolling* (dancing and singing in

unison) and in the strenuous physical and hazards of

tourneying and hunting; gay, Homeric recurs throughout
the the Homeric in the castles. Yet the rich and

exuberant imagery of the is strictly controlled by the inner

intention; it has its symbolic in to the main, die Wcf

significance. The and embroidery, for example, are

to the underlying theme, contrasted with the
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tity theme, as the feasting and generous hospitality in the castles

contrast with the winter dearth.

The poem depends for its local effects largely upon its wealth of

vocabulary, sheer weight and heaped/up pressure of language &

piling'Up of language that .contrasts with Chaucer's civilized

simplicity masses of bright colours and concatenations of

differentiated sounds. But it is not simply lavishness and excess; it

is all built into an art as firm as Ben Jonson's; it is even Shake/

spearian in the way it is all unfalteringly, unerringly controlled

towards an inclusive significance.

The poem is in four fits. It opens at once on the note of the

HidatracribiHty and perpetual renewal of life. Arthur's castle is

placed in history as one of the phoenixes of Troy, the utterly

destroyed city

Tfr horg brittmed
1 and brent to Frondes and askes

from which the so many new cities and kingdoms ofthe Wes^
ton World haw sprang.

On hnkkesful brode Eretayn be scttes wyih wynne*

Among these there is this kingdom of Britain where joy and

trouble ike winter and spring have many rimes alternated.

Then the poem begins to move with a superb impression ofthe

Christmas and New Year festivals at Arthur's castle,

Tbif % at Camykt upon Krystmasse
WiA mny Urge, fafo* of At best,

Table die tbo rich father,

rich iwrI and mbks mertbcs.

Tter by tymesful monyy

baigbtef,

to the carolct to mike,

Pf tkr mm itytb^fwljiften dayes,

gtk the mete md Ac Ast men ctwtbe avyse;*

& ben,

Dm iyn upm %, on

*
ic. on f

cfevise.
7 iisc.
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Al m$ bap
1

in and

With lories and ladies, as levest Mm
die the wck of the tbay tber

The most kyd
3

Krystes selt/en*

And the ladies that ever lifbafan,

And be the kyn^ that the court

For d mas thisfayrefolk in hrfast age, m silk*

The bapnest
&

bevenf

Kyn^ of wylle;

Hit nye to

S& a on bilk. 7

j\Ffn; Yer was s@ yep
9 that hit was new

Tbat day m the dece was the

Fro tbc mas uritb into the

The of tbc m
L^Mdi aye MIOS tbir kest and

Newel myted
11

oftc;

to

Trjf^
13

ycrcsoyiftes on hem U
tbo

tbay 10st

be tbat mas not that may ye wel

this tbay to the

tbay bad tbay to $etet

Tbe best sy as bit hcst

Guenore,fulffyt ff>ayibc&* in the

m the dcre fas, al

a *
bir over

Oftryed &ft^rs

Tb@t ml the best

1 s 3 * In * most
g

a> 7 oo a hill (Lc.
* f m ll * s |qcw YOI'S
18 u ic. they in
14 SCL "canopy.

l7 ine
18

or
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That mygbt if prcvcd ofptys wyth penyes to lyt, in dayi.
1

The comlokest to discrye

Tber glent with eyen gray,

A semloker that ever be sye

Sotb mogbt no mon say.

Bet Artbure milt not ete til at were

He was sojoly of bis joyfnes? and sumquat cbfldgered:*

His Uf liked bym lygbt, be lovicd the lasse

Autber to longe lye or to longe sitte,

So bisicd Urn Ins yonge tied and Ms brayn

The fullness and vividness of life are there both in the imagery and

in the rhythm. The alliterative lines build op into massive stanzaic

paragraphs each concluding with a quartet of short rhymed lino;

which releases the reader momentarily before he is again caught up
into the rhythmic energy ofthe succeeding paragraph. This superb

poetry docs not merely describe; its strong ringing rhythm com*

mutucates the enjoyment of maximum life in its flowering prime.
The youthfuleess of Arthur and of Arthur's folk4

For al was thisfayrefolk in herfast age

introduces the theme of youth in contrast to age which is an

aspect ofthe spring/winter (or New YeapOld Year) theme. The

poem thus launched is sustained right through as a Christmas^Ncw

Year festival poem. The note offeasting contrasted with the winter

deprivation eacperienccd by Gawain on his journey in the Second

and Fourth Fin keeps recurring. The poem expresses the

jollity, the conident beliefin life ofthe medieval English folk (one
aecd not in this respect differentiate the castle folk from the village

folk).

Ardiar looks for a marvel, Christmas being the season of mar/

vels (what could be more marvellous than a birth in the dead

and indeed the ceremonial banquet has hardly com/

1
Lc. AM ew be 2

youth,
1

in * C The Celoe Land of Youth.
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nicnccd, the first In of trumpes*,

Tber in
1 at the (l&r m

He Is no mummer as a Greco Knight into the

hall; he is the Green Knight.
The Impression, life the Green Knight on

the horse is built op. He is not only but

robustly and a The env

on his glittering array the jcweWIkc ofhis

colour and ofhis horse, the the rich

embroidery of multiplied 'bryddes and Eyghes* Is

significant oflife resurgent. It Is as the has entered.

But more considered recognition ofthis had be

postponed till we come to the counterpart, In the structural

balance, ofthe description ofthe Green Knight* the ofSir

Gawaln In the Second Fit, This for for ex^

ample* Is certainly not simply the of the or an

in what the contemporary and had to

offer.

The 'vegetation* of the Green be

recognized. His Is like a and with

his covers his all round down to his

elbows. He a In one hand-

6

TJwf IT /* nff

and In the a axe (a weapon, Thor's

hammer).
1 He Is as as It would be

not to feel (In one of his at he 1$ a

In ofan old After his has

off he is as as like a pollard

John In the old

'three the West, to try\ and who,
and buried, up And that all/

My own is that the to IKS

1 ix. in*
2 3 C "He like the (the
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an intruder from a pre-Christian, pre^coortly world. Something of

the old untamed, unreclaimed north ofEurope has come back here

(though the Green Knight will be discovered not merely to typify

the destructive, menacing aspects ofwild nature hostile to pioneer

ing humans in their struggle to maintain their clearings in forests

and swamps). He carries no knightly arms but wields a Danish

axe the stress is on the primitive and heathen nature of the

weapon. A 'salvage* intruder, he 'breaks the good feast*, disturbs

the ceremonious courtly order with his presence and his challenge;
the contrast is, at one level, between 'nature* and 'sophistication*.

He evokes a half/amused, half/horrified fascination. Ifhe is life, he

is wild, uncouth, raw life. His demeanour and his behaviour

in this castle ofcourtesy are outrageously discourteous; he behaves,

as if radically a *villcyn', with contemptuous humorous rudeness.

In essence he is the other the other than human.

The rmk1 on bis round1 bym rncbed* in bis said,

And ntmscbly* bis nie yen h reled aboute,

Ms bresefi fooutes ttycanfa* gfem,

Waynd Ms krdefor to myti quo'so woUe
ryse.

When nm mlik kept bym with carp bf coghedful bye,

Jut ricbley, and rygbt bym to speke:

"What, is this Artbum bws,' quoth the batbel tbmw,
'That at the torn of tburgb ryalmts so mony?
Where is your sourquyiryf and your conquest**,

Ywr ppukllayk
19 and your greme,

11 and your grete wordes?'

The challenge, to who will, to chop off his head *For it is Yol
and New Yer* on condition that he who dares to do so will sub-

mit to have his own head chopped offon New Year's Day a year
hence by the survivor (ifthe Green Knight should survive with his

off)
is accepted by Gawain, Arthur's sister's son, the pattern

of courtesy, the Prince fthe glass of fashion and the mould of

form!*).

The dismembering act is gruesome enough. There is blood in

1 man* * 8 mnwi. 4
feredy.

&
bristling? flashing.

7
pafec! himselfout. that all Ac fame is ibouc that spreads.

s
pride.

w ll
anger.
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the Green Man (Tor die red blood reigns In the winters pale*),
1

The courtly company kick away the head as it rolls towards them.

That Is not cruelty or even, perhaps, simply horror; the head ofthe

sacrificed beast in
fertility rituals was believed pregnant with

magical powers.
2

That the bit of the IrowP stel lot on

Tbcfayre Mefro the bake bit to the

Thatfcle* Utfoynd wytb her fete, there

The Hod brayd* fro the My, that on

And nautberfaltered nefel the

Bot stytbly be startforib

And runyscbly be out, there as

Lacbt to bis
Itffty bfd, and lyft bit up

And sytben boges to bis blonk,
1 *

the be

Stippes into stelbaure
11 and strydfs dojte,

And bis bedi by tbe here in bis

The Impacts ofthe axe and of the head on the ground are felt In

the
c

blt . . . bot . . . hit* ofthe first and second lines. This Is

that must be read with the body; It conveys directly a of

physical actions and movements.

The chopping offofhis own head is to this amazing but

a *Crystemas gomcn*. With a savage yell (*a rout*) he

flings out of the hall, fire struck from the flints by his

hooves. The roar and flash ofhis departure one

aspects is that of a thunder/and^Hghtning god; and the

gods (we are told) were often identical with the SEE or sky

Fire, later, Is also struck from the hooves of Gawain's and

the flicker of fire In the otter castle (ofthe Second and Third Fits)

Is too frequent to have an accidental significance.

The opening paragraphs ofthe Second Fit, conveying
an Impression ofthe changing seasons, the revolving year, arc not

1
Autolycus's song in A Winter

9

f Tuff.

1 The andirojwlogiso tdl us that our is die

for possession of the head which, in the earth, the

die crops rich. IE this case, however, die is

3
bright.

4
many,

5
spurted

*
gleamed.

7 die

8 never die for that,
9
seized.

10 horse.
1!
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mere decoration. They are integral to the poem; they rise from the

core ofthe unifying seasonal experience. We are not just told that

a year has passed; we experience the year changing, the
alternating

pattern of the seasons; everything is in movement, and we live

through the year.

Bot the inde be bevy, bafye no wonder;

For mm bm mery in mynde when tbay ban mayn drynk,

A yen yernesjul yeme* and ytides never lyke?

Tkforme to thejynismentfolks ful selten*

F0rtbi tins Yd weryete, ant the ysrc after.

And wch
serlepes* sued aftff tber:

After Crystenmassc com tbi crabbed lentoun,

Tbat'fraystesfttstb myth tkfysch
9
andfode more sympk;

Bot tbi ofth worUe wytb wynter bit
ibrepcs,

7

Colie
uplyften,

the myn in scbowresful mrmes

Fdies uponf&yrejl&t,flowers there scbewen,

md the greveP grate at her weles,

to
tylie, and kmlycb syngen

For sofae of At softe somir tlmt sues
tberaftcr U bonk;

And Mm19
to ttowe

Bi rawes11
rycb md ronk,

Ar in w&l $o wlotik.
1 *

After, &e cfsomer mytb the
soft wyniis,

bymilf0n sides md erbes;

is the mrt that mxes dxroute,

tbe dime of the lews,

To Me * ofth ky&bt sunne.

1 mm away.
s ncm Ac same.

1
the Ac end.

4 in cum. 6

to at) fch. (A pky in die mcanii^s of'floh'-)7

(ic. in Ama^i mhinc?).f
and m " " ' * "

13
(c . . .
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B0t then hyes bcwcst, ml
Warncs hymfor th wynter to waxjul
He drynts wyth the dust for to ryse,

Fro the face of the/Me tofiyefal

WrQthe wynds of the the

The leves lanccnfrom the ml m
And al graycs the grcs that was ere;

Thenm al and that ros

And thus yirnes the yen in

And wynter as the . . .

There Is continual struggle. Summer (*threpes
f

)

Winter and wins, but then again Winter (*wast!c$
f

)

with Summer and wins and the its

The Shakespearian phrases (alVypes and . . . *in

mony
f

)
remind the modern reader that the of the

is radically the same language as Shakespeare's. The

with human life human life has ics seasons an

to us in Shakespeare underlies the

The harmony between man and nature is a in

common fate of transience. Spring and

rejoiced in, are episodes in the The

day approaches when Gawain set off on his for the

Green Chapel to his .tryst
the Greco on

Year's Day and take the return blow. The

is on the waning of the year. The has,

again brought round the Christmas^New Year The

is thus maintained right through as a and Year

festival poem.
The arming of Sir Gawain, (as

cor/

responds, in the structural to the

Knight, is also not it is not the

romancer's, and Ms in

meat, armour and weapons. The

the youthful hero task it is to back life, have

(the anthropologists tell us) been ^/^
some ceremony rather than in what we as
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'battle/dress*. The throng of dancing youths who in the ancient

rituals accompanied the god, the Maruts ofIndia, the Corybantes
and Gourdes of the Greeks, the Salii of the Romans the pre^

decessors ofthe Sword Dancers and Morris Dancers ofmore recent

folk festivalswere glitteringly arrayed; in their dances, designed
to stimulate the reproductive energies of nature, they carried

flashing weapons. In Sir Gawayn's array, and that of his horse,
1

red colour, as distinguished from the gleaming green of his

opposite, and gold

That d glytetd and&knt as glem of the sun

predominate. This aspect suggests that Gawain's original my
(as Loomis thinks) have been the young sun/god. To borrow,

from another context, one of Gilbert Murray's phrases, Gawain,

too, has *a touch ofthe sun in him*. There is again a profusion of

jewels and a silk embroidery of birds 'papiayes* and 'tortors*

As bsd ben set/en wynter.

Perhaps 'There's magic in a web of it/ His array thus associates

Gawain with life resurgent.

Nor is it accidental that Sir Gawain's emblem is the pentangle,
an ancient life/symbol It appears as one ofthe figures on the Tarot

Pack. It was believed (Miss Weston tells us) to 'give power over

the other world*. 1 The Sword Dancers, as they enclose the head in

their beheading, make the figure of the pentangle; as the

'hold up the sign, they cry triumphantly "A nut! a

nut!"
*3 In Sir Gtwytu *n& the Grem Knight, the pentangle has

acquired a Christian significance; but the pre/Christian signifi/

cance unmistakably underlies and is active in the poem.
1
It ii note that Ac name of Gawain's horse, Gnogok, is a name

also to Wack*$ boat The hero's bone is a conveyance to the Otherworld,
the nwiitaiivlwiicr, as the boat is the waicr^banicr.

* Tk of the fxstangle (Faust's 'Diuicfs foot* that kept Mephisto
from the is preserved in the *Fiw COT .the symbol at your door* rf

^^Ei^cooak^ongGfiflwQ^
bop all in giras, O*.

^

f Fim RMul to Chap, YQ, 'The Sword Dance*, p. 93. 'Nut* means
*kitt

f

as in the in May
9

whkh means 'breast/knots or nosegays in

ttisiaidtfatttk
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The winter landscape through which Gawain now on his

quest for the Green Chapel is not mere decorative background to a

romance; it is the northern European Waste Land, the Utgard of

Norse mythology. That is to say, it is actual as it be

experienced among the mountains ofNorth Wales a blizzard.

The geography of Gawain*s search for the Green Chapel is, and

is intended to be, significant. Why else should we be told in such

detail how he left the court in Somerset (Arthur's court

ing the centre of Christian culture and civilization) to

Wales? And right through Wales to Anglesey' the Dreid COEIV^

try,
the home of the pre-Christian culture, the of

Britain, and where Gawain was the favourite

perhaps, the original Gawain legend came and so to the Wirral?

After that the whereabouts of his

a mystery. The point is that Gawain the Gieen

and the Green Man to be where the cult

vived. And this specification of the real

makes Gawain*s subsequent wanderings in the full

sters more blood-chilling: it prevents the he is

merely in the stock fairy/tale world of and can

the horrors Gawain*s waste is felt to be real and

indeed.

The actuality of the of daoktion Gawaia's ex/

pcrience of long a stranger in a

depends upon the actuality of this The ex/

pcrience is distinct the is (in to

the indefinite dream of the It is a

scape from which God the to

have withdrawn, a of by

unhuman creatures, and

must hazard his life. The

undergo has commenced. *The tot and for

initiation into the life* in

into contact with the of death*. (J. L. Weston*

The Qinst Gwit)
The actuality ofthis icc/bouad is

distinctness and accuracy oa the or
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ness ofthe sensory impressions and the subtlety with which these

are distinguished and differentiated.

When the colic der waterfro the clouhs scbadde,

Andfres er bitfolk mygbt to tbefale ertbe;

Ner slayn wytb the slete be sleped in.bis yrnes

Mo nyibtes then inmgbe in naked rokhs,

Tber as clatcrandefro tbe crest the colde borne rtnnts,

And beqged over bis bede in bard iisse^ikkles.

*In his iron on the naked rocks* no acuter impression ofthe

cold endured by Gawain could be conceived or communicated in

words.

But from among these rocks, on the morning ofChristmas Eve,
Sir Gawain enters a forest The trees ofthe Sacred Wood (they are

the traditionally sacred trees) are full ofsuffering, halffrozen birds.

Of bore okesful boge a bundretb togeder;

The basel and tbe hwtborm were barled
1
al samen,

With raged mosse rayled* aywbere,

With mony trydde? untlytbe upon bare twyges,

That pitosly tber pipedfor pyne of tbe colde.

The intimate medieval fellow-feeling for the birds seems to restore

a whole range of human feeling; sympathetic feelings that had
been frozen up un/fieeze*

1 The Christian knight, remembering
that it is Christinas Eve, prays to Christ and Mary for some lodgx

ing where he might hear mass and matins on Christmas morning.

To se ibe sen^se of that syre, that on that selfnygbt

Of a mas wre baret* to quelle;

And sykyni be sayde, 7 kembe the, lorde,

AM that is myldest moder so dere,

1

^

*

s Hie is am%0tts to Ac m*mmt in theAmmt Mariner when*A
0m mj beaut . . .* The albatross which suddenly appeared in

the icj tbe fog it aim, As if it had ken a Christian
wnl ...*) life, and in it the Mariner committed a crime against life,

UK in tbe
process, has come when the Mariner suddenly

rcccwers his low for living otattiies, *The selfsame moment I could pcay . , /
4
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Ofsum berker tber 1 here

Ande thy to'morne, I ask!

As if In answer to his prayer he is confronted the

ofa castle. It is an ancient experience ofthe race. You arc

a desert; you look again and (as by magic) the is a a

paradise as desert land may (often does)

after rainfall So here, unexpectedly, in the Waste Land is a

where the knight, after deprivation* will be

dance of food and drink. The castle is a of

the Grail Castle. (There is no mention of the Grail in our

but always associated with the of the Grail,

the life-giving vessel, are just such windfalls of food

The castle is seen first as like the sun the trees

It ml the

a touch that could have come from its the

abode of the sun-'god.

In contrast to the rocks the as if it

might vanish again in an instant by magic.

Cbalkwbyt , . .

That out bit

But it is multiplex in detail* a of and

signifying again, perhaps, fertility as

upward from the ground in spring and as arc.

It is islanded by water, in Gawain is

than he knows to the hidden of life.

In the structural balance of the this on

the one hand* the Green Chapel of the Fit

Gawain has come first not to a bet a the

hand, Arthur's castle. The lord oAcr (Sir dc

la Hautdeseit the is will, in the

Fourth Fit, turn out to be the Green the

and boisterous lord of the a of mature age, and

the Green Knight, is a that

the colour of his beard is now brown not
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e, trycbt, was bis berde, and al bever'hued.

Felleface as tbefyre . . .

His association with ire has unmistakably the same kind of sig/
nificance thai the fire festivals (really sun/festivals) had; the flicker

of fire fire4ight and torch/light is (as previously remarked)
characteristic of this castle. Gawain and the Green Knight ofthe
First Fit have here in the Second Fit in some respects changed
place. After he has been clothed in fresh garments

1 the youthful
Gawain looks like the spring.

Tbe Ver by bis mage tterayly bit semed

Welnegb to ucbe batbel, die on hues,

Lommde^ and lufy die Ms lymmes under . . .

It is as ifthe spring itselfhas come to the castle and been welcomed.
As a guest, Gawain is restored to the warmth of

hospitality
before die Yule fire.

A byfm tbe tbemne, tber cbarcole brenned.

As the plentiful food and drink with which in this hostelry of
the Grcm Man Gawain is generously refreshed contrasts with
the winter deprivation, so ako the domestic comfort and suinpx
tuoEsncss ofthe interior ofthe castle contrasts widi the inhospitable
rocks. In return, Sir Gawain is to the folk in the castle the pattern
ofcourtesy, 'the fyne fader ofnurture*.

There are in the castle a young woman and an old woman. The
lady hostess. Sir Bercikk's wife, is youthful and lovely.

Thome lyst th My is kke on tbe knygbt,
Tbenm com hz

ofMr doset with many tier burden

H* mas thfayrest infelk* 0/jfescbe and of lyre*
And @f tempos

6 and colour and costes
7
ofdk other,

And tbm Wm&re, as th wygbe tbogbt

J
We nay ammx Ac who Imvc 'suffired a sea/change* In The Tempest

^mibett^ctki^wiii^
n Acj wrc, ID the sea, twM oxwiA^andkig their freshmss and
being other new^yed tlian rtaio^J with sak^water."

Hx ofAc change cfgarmomwiMk familiar m^^
A^

wap.
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She Is accompanied, however, by who in contrast to

her is old and withered.

An My Mr hi U the lyft

That was bo,
1 an bit

And
Bot on to lake ibo

For if the was ytpf mas that

Rich red on that m
Ru^b that on

Kcrcbofa of that on,

Hir brest and Mr

Scbon scbyrcr* then that m
That a was Ac

CbymMed
7 wet Mr

Hirfroantfolden in sylk>

Torct and with

That was ban hi tbc

Tbt cyen and the the

And to se and

The realism of that reminds one of Villon's this

withered ancient is in the *story* is, as we to be at

the very end ofthe poem, the Goddess), the is

immediately the contrast aid agct has id

significance in relation to the is

the season when the has lost its the

recovers its youth; the old in in

spring. The one woman is the age is

youth turns into. But in to the the is

here also reversible; the the old. The old

jear (in this respect is an

with the envy ofMorgan) the the

world simply by old. the old die

young woman arc the Old and the Year.1 *

1 she.
*
fieth.

* ie.
4

* oedbesrlile
g neck. 7

wrapped,
* f

out,

10 Such were fcmiliar folk The !cl

dick MamuriEs Vetunus and his Anna Pcrmnt*
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When the feast of Christmas draws to a close Gawain's host

tells him he knows where the Green Chapel is it is close at hand

and bids him rest in the castle for the three days that remain.

Again there is a bargain. During each ofthese three days the lord

ofthe castle proposes to be abroad hunting. Each evening Gawain
will exchange whatever he may have won during the day in the

castle for whatever his host may have won in the chase.

The events ofthese three days before New Year's Day the day
of Gawain's tryst at the Green Chapel are the subject of the

Third Fit. They are days ofapparent rest for Gawain but really of

most perilous testing. The peril is the greater because Gawain does

not know he is being tested. On his success or failure in these days
oftesting by the gay, youthful lady, his distractingly lovely hostess,

will depend, though he does not guess it, his success or failure,

indeed his life, at the Green Chapel. Though the original, and still

the underlying, purpose ofthe diverse tests to find out whether or

not Gawain is a fit agent to bring back the spring is resolved into

the conception of a testing of fitness for Christian knighthood,

chastity has here nothing very particularly to do with monastic

asceticism. Chastity has immemorially been a requirement in

fertility or nature ceremonies and initiations. The chastity

theme is here complementary to the fertility theme.

The hunts, besides being realistic bunts, are certainly also synv
bolic parallels to the encounters in the castle between the lady and

Gawain* The shy deer, the ferocious (yet courageous) boar, the

cunning fox are the qualities of the natural man which Courtesy
has to vanquish or, at least, civilize. Gawain's first natural reaction

when the lady first steals into his chamber Eke a huntress, 'with

naked fote, stalking in my chamber*1
is to pretend to be asleep

and evade the issue ifhe can (the deer); but he overcomes his shy/
and is victorious by changing it into the exercise ofa beautiful

tact, a sMlfiil and adroit courtesy. At her second visit she seeks

directly to piovoke his 'corage*, the fierceness ofhis instincts

(the boar); he is victorious on this occasion by the moral courage
with which he directly opposes his almost irresistible beautiful

opponent without falling into discourtesy. But on the third

1

Wyatt Tlicyflejffom ine. . /
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sion Gawain in Ignorance partially the

cunning (the fox) ofthe proffer ofthe Green Girdle which

in the poem he recognizes as having a snare by
and concealing it. The arc a ofwhat

Gawain is doing ie the castle, in the way of to

tain the ideal of the Christian knight. The an

audience trained to be on the for a symbolic as as a

literal meaning; it is what the as

sophisticated art and a popular poem. The

sivcly to a climax which is symbolic; the we
would follow the fexs if the

not, as it is, spiritual'symbolic.

Further, the spoils of each day's hunt in the

exchange, to the of the lady and in

the foison, the plenty is consumed at for the

note offeasting continues through the Third Fit. The Gran
Man now appears as a huntsman. The of

vegetable and animal life, of crops and has

recognized. The three hunts ofoor the

ceremonial feasts. Each hunt has its own
to the character ofthe creature hooted; the first day*s is a

the second a boar/hunt, the third a fox/hunt.

The three episodes of the of Gawain by the

each morning into his chamber are the

hunts. Thee slowmotion, gay but

scenes contrast with the activity and

consider only the the we be

reminded ofa tapestry/piece; yet the is

these scenes are not or as the

scenes in the Faerie so io/

tended 'moral* meaning. The and the

people involved in Sir mltk arc

alive and individual; the the the fox-

are real characters.

There is a or in this Fit

composed by the ofeach slow -

in the castle in Gawain*! chamber, in the hunt; day
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opens with its dawn scene and closes with its evening feast after

the day's hunt.

The Third Fit opens with a lively enactment, in strong 'pausing*

rhythm, of the animation, the vital movement of the departing

guests on the first morning ofthe lord's three hunts.

Ful erly Ufore the day thefolk uprysen,

Gestes thatgo wolde borgrotnes thy calden,

And tbay hsken up Inlyve
1
ttorikkes to sadel,

Tyffcn* her tekles, trussen her males,

Rlcbm hem the rycbest,
to ryde die armyde,

Lepm tip tygbtfy, lacben her brydeles.

The startHEg effect produced on the wild creatures and the timid

dear by the first sounds intimating a hunt is sympathetically

apprehended.

At tbejynt quetbe* of the quest? quaked the wylde;*

Der drofin the hit, dotedfor drede.

Yet it is the exhilaration of the chase that is primarily communi/

cated; and sounds, concatenations of sounds, have their full

values.

Th men balden in with bay! and war!

Tbe dms dryurn mtb fret dyn to the depe slades
1

*
. . .

Hunters myth bygbe home basted bent after

Wytb such a kry as klyffes baden brusten.

TTiorc is a great plenty ofdeer (many being *hindes barayne*).

Monwhile the gay kdy steals into Gawain's chamber.

yW r m stmefyn% be slode, skyly be berde

A Utel dyn it Ms d&rf and derfly upon;
9

And be up Ms bed out of the dotbes,

A comer of the cortyn h cast up a
lyttel,

And waytes marly Mdemarde qmt bit be mygbt.

Hit mes Ac M, k/yest to kbolde,

That drow the dor after Urful dimly and stylle,
1

qmMj.
s ma<fc rady.

3
fatpared (themselves), dressed.

4
outcry.

* it the questing knck g Ac wild creatures.
7
gleos.

1 and (Beard it) quickly open.
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And bogtd the W; and the

And kyde lystyly,
1 and let us be

And b0 stepped stilly md stel to bis

Kcst up tbe and

And set birful softly on tbe

And knged to Uh h
Tbe kde lay aful

Cmpast in bis to yiat that CMC

Mem other to mervayk*
Bot yet be in Ml

To my spelle
1
in bo

Then be ml md to bir

And Ms and let m bym
And sttymd as bi bis faye tbe to

Wytb and

Both whit and red in

Ful lufly cm b0 IfIf
7

Wytb

e

G&d Sir Gautayn?
f

Ye ar a sleper that mm msy
N@ut ar ye tan wtyt! B&t true MS

1 scbal yom in that kt ye

Al tbe kdy ibo

'Goud gay* the * . *

The humanity of the scene, the of Gawain
s

s

mcnt and of his at first to be It

from the 'temptation* in the the gay

lady has more affinity with of Chaaccr*s wives.11 She is (it

transpires at the end of the poem) in her to

test the urniBpeedng Gawain. The test is not

only by its being a tat ofloyalty the to bet

1
dyly,

a a marvel. 3
Lc, to to mk *

s so as to be thie by his
* 7

1
unwary.

s we can a lft

11 Tbe *gay wivo* of mi Af arc aim ical

eooogii, bat by arc
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also (much more difficult) a test of courtesy. Gawain lias to resist

the lady while at the same time not being discourteous to hen

There is nothing unreal about this situation. The problem ofhow
to resist different kinds of demands made upon one, without

being discourteous, is a very real problem of civilized social

behaviour In any community In any age. The theme ofthe Inters

play between 'nature* and civilized behaviour Sir Gawain being
the pattern of civilized behaviour or 'courtesy* attains its maxix

mum Insistence In the episode between Sir Gawain and the lady.

Immediately supervening on Gawaln*s first day*s successful

resistance we are present at the 'breaking up' an elaborate ritual

of the finest of the slain deer.
1 Gawain's success each day thus

synchronizes 10 the poem with the death of the hunted beast for

which he faithfully exchanges the lady*s kisses; there are one kiss

to be exchanged on the first day, two on the second, three on the

third.

On the second day's dawn the castle is awakened by the orow>

Ing of a cock (that most medieval of birds) in this Christmas

festival poem. In the richly orchestrated poetry that renders the

strenuous rasWng action of the boajvhunt, our consciousness of

sounds, given substance as they are by imagery of impetuous

physical movement, again plays a large part.

Tbenne a glaver andf glam
1
ofgcdercd rachcbes*

K0s, that the rungen aboutc;

untb borne and with mutbc.

Then al in a sweyid toggtkr*

@Jl$be*> in thatfifth ml afoo cragge.

The boar Is a really formidable antagonist.

On the out there . . .

Fuliiymm hegronydf tbetute jfrewd mony,
F0r Art ct tbtfyrst h tbryst 10 tix ertbe,

sped spyt mm.
1 We may tfw as also the deaths ofthe boar and fox, with the

animal a Ac caw--hc entrance to the uwkrworld In Book VI of the

the Greco Chapel also is a cave.
2 and din. 3 fKxinck *

pool
s
granted,

6 thni$L
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Tbisc and

Haden to

was the mi . . .

The second of the critical bedchamber the

ofthe *inerc wyf*, who on this occasion, she has to pro/

vokc him to constrain her by forcef Gawain to her

the art of courtly love-making in which, as a of Arthur's

court, he Is erudite Is Interposed in this context; the

peril for Gawale Is even on the first

At the moment of our at last of Ms daf*s

success we are present at the of the The
Is not merely told about; Its Is

Bot tbf lorie the

Sues bis mcely
2

that M the

And tbf best of bis the in . . .

He gets the &t bis bak, t&

bis . . .

The lord dismounts and, sword In the

ferocious and maddened In a he as Gawale

doe, hazards Ms life.

The was mar of the in

Ac s0

Thatfelefenk for bym the

The out m the

That the ttfiJ the for

In the tik hit tb*t

For tbe mm ml, m tlmy

Set the in tbf

Hit bym up to the thf the ben . . .

There JPHI in

m with fjbf , . .

1
*tfc that

10 oo the
* IWkedl s *

up Ms
*
fiercely he

* for the
7 at . . .

8
ac Ac rftfae
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The boar's head ofthe traditional yule feast Is brought home to the

castle In triumph.

Andsythn en a stifstangt
1

stoutly hem
bettges.

Nw with tbif ilk swyn tbay swtngm to borne;

The bom hi was borne hi/ore the fames selven.

The *hoge hed* exchanged for the two kisses graces the even/

ksg*s seasonal feast among flickering torchlight and firelight.

, . . dm fygbt tbenne

Wakwd U wowesf waxen torches . . .

Abwte tbefyrc upmjtet, and mfek wyse
At the and

after, mony aibcl songes,

As ofKrystmasse md caroles newe.

There Is quite evidently a cunning relation between the boar's

head and the heads of the Green Knight and of Gawain.
On die frosty dawn of the third day, as the sun rises redly

against drifting clouds, the horns ofthe final hunt sound.

Ferlyfayre was tbefolde.for thefont clenged;

In rafc upon mk rises tbe sunne,

Andfid dm t&stes tbe dowdes of the welkyn.
Huntens U a bolt syde,

rwngm U rys
7
for rurde of her homes.

The strenuous exertions of this day's hunt are evoked by a fox;
that fox Is a character, Reynard, the weMnown rascally character
ofthe Beast Fable, a rascal to his end. Dogs and men

in a rM in bis rygbtfare*

The fox

. . *fyskes km tktyfomden bym sow,
And wbm% segbe bym wi& sy&t% sued bymfart,

1
Lams, OM Bench Hare, soi^s fix Christmas.

*
roWcncd, ml couis, Lc. pomi ckssc by, enkashed hounds.

7
la the woods, 8
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Wreyande
1

bymful weterly* with a

And be trantes^ and

Havilwncs,* and U h^esful ofte.

At th last U a Uttel dicb be mer a

Sides outful stilly U a noufe,*

Went bajwylf of the with wyktjro the

Thnne was be went, er be wyst, to a ftyricr/

Thr tbre thro at a at algraye.

He blenched agtyn Ulem

And start onsrtray,

With die th WG an lyvt

To the w&d be went

Tbmne was bit Ufupm Usf to ^r

Wben die the mute11 met,

Such a sorm at tbet thy sette m Ms Hxit

As Me th m
Here h was

L@ude h was^ayned
1

Thr h was and ofte

And uj the titleres
16

at bk that tary h m
Ofie h was at, h out

And ofte in so mas

And ye h lad th fmi Mf

Gawain*s third and last test the is in

gress. On this, die day he his die

Green Knight at the Green Chapel, she

thai have very gloomy. But she is as gay and as

distracting as even

In a to th . . .

Mr face and Mr d
Hit but md At . . .

Th My cm . .

1 * * *

1
olgc rfa wool. * 7

* date a a
s
joy ("fif MK*

lf
hear. J1

pack.
H IS 14

15 *tklclcis
f

hiffi),
1 wAc 17 1 &k
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Now let Mary be mindful ofher knight, for his fate at the Green

Chapel will depend on how successfully he resists the gay lady here

and now. This is the decisive test, before his venture into the un/

known and unpredictable. He is human. He fails in a minor

respect. He successfully resists the lady for the third time but

though he refuses a rich jewelled ring blazing like the sun she at

the very end slyly induces him to accept from her a simple^seeming

lovelace, hex Green Girdle, which she tells him magically prex

serves life. He accepts it not as a love^gift and not from essential

cowardice, but because he positively wants life in short, all the

poem has made us so vividly apprehend through every nerve and

sense ifhe can honourably have it.

The death of the fox is equivalent to Gawain's partial success,

partial failure.

As be sprent omr a spenne to spye the scbrewe,

Tber as be herds the boundes tbat basted hym swytbe,

Rmoui cm ricbcbanJc tburgb a rogbe gnvt,

And alk tbe rebel in a res rygbt at bis beks.

The wygbe was war of tbe ivyUi, and warly abides,

And braydes
1 out tbe brygbt bronic, and at tbe best castes.

And be scbtmt* for tbe scbarp, and scbulde bafarered;

A TO& rapes bym to, rygbt er be myght,

And rygbt Ufore tbe borsfete tbayfel an bym alle,

And mried me this wyly wytb a wroth noyse.

Tbe krde lygbtes tilyvt, and laches bym sane,

Rased bymful rally out of tbe rack moutbesf

Haldes ouer Us bede, balowesfaste,

And tber bayen bym mony bratb boundes.

A requiem is sounded for Reynard's soul.

Alk tbat mer her bugle bhwed at ones,

And alk tMse balouwl tbat bade no homes;

Hit mas k myriest mute* Art ever men berdef

Tbe rich ronf1
tbat tber was raysedfor Renaude saule.

(TomoCTOw, we may remember, It may be Gawain's turn.)
1 draws. f

flinched.
3
fcrcc. 4

bajk^ offaouuds, s
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Gawain, not to implicate his says her gift of

her Greco Girdle; the lord the

ofthe fox a fox for the

For I al this day, and

Bw

The Third Fit to a the Year's Eve and

some natural preoccupation the

Gawain
f

s journey in

is resumed in the Fourth (and Fit; in the

the Fourth Fit corresponds in this to the Fit, as in

the final encounter Gawaie the Greco if

corresponds to the First Fit. The

spends to the two Fit

the experience of a The is

again conveyed on this the ofOld Year
f

$

into the wintry dawn ofthe New Year it is in par/

ticular terms of the wild the as

listens to it on his with Ms
with the Green Knight is

Now the Tfff, and the

71* <try
to fif tfj

Bet of the

Clowdfs tbc to the

jf
a fif to

Tif flwf fif

Tif ri*

.Airf

Tk iwl ffaf Iff to

ie to if

Bi ciM fto mw if iwrl d*

Gawain then out as it Ix

expaienccd any the

Tltfy if rfwr tff

T% fe' /iff A?

1 Gcxi a 3
tf

* *
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The kven was up bah, hot ugly thereunder;

Mist mugei
1 on the mor, maltz on the mounter,

Ucb bilk bad a batte, a myst'bakeP huge.

Brokts bykd and breke U bonkkes aboute,

Scbyre scbaUwndc on scbores, thr thay doun schowved.

One variation Is that on this occasion Gawain is accompanied

by a guide the guide provided by his host and knows that the

Green Chapel is at hand. As they draw near the place this guide
warns Gawain ofthe peril and proposes a way ofescape. It may be

that the guide is welixmeaning, or it may be that he, too, is in

league with his master. (In a number ofromances the Antagonist
himselfin disguise acts as guide.) But whether or not deliberately

engineered this is certainly yet another test, a test that Gawain at

once shows there is no clanger of his failing in; he will go on,

though courteously he thanks the fellow for his apparently friendly

but dishonourable counsel The guide rides off, leaving Gawain
to go on alone.

Just as no event ever turns out to be exactly as one had expected

it, but comes always with the shock ofa difference, so the Green

Chapel turns out to be quite different. It is not a chapel at all; it is

*nobot an olde cave*.

And overgrown mtb ^resse in glodc? aywberet

And el mas bolm inwitb, nobot an olde cave,

Its being a cave that immemorial symbol and sacred place is

more richly significant than ifit had been a chapel. Gawain is here

at the hidden, secret source oflife. Ifthe cave is the entrance to the

underworld, that entrance is in our poem realized not as the

devouiw of life bet as the source of life, the entrance through
which life returns to the earth. The place it is essentially an ex/

pericnce of a placeis felt as holy, enchanted, taboo; it is saccr.

Possibly in the wilder regions ofBritain (as J. L. Weston thinks4)
such ancient shrines ofan earlier worship wore still places ofwars

ship certainly of veneration or fear as late as the fourteenth

1
drizzled

(< muggy).
2 melted (Ic, dissolved into rain).

s mist^cloaL
4 Fmn K$tml tf Rmimce* XJH, UK Poiioas Chapd, tg. p. 173.
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century. The cave (possibly a tumulus or barrow) is certainly

more appropriate than a Christian chapel to that wild

universe, to unreclaimed, unredeemed nature.

The equivocal attitude ofthe medieval Church to nature

to be reflected in Sir Gawain*s attitude. He feels it is the

feeling that the place is war, but he not he is

not at all sure how to take it, how as a Christian he to

take it. The Church's attempt to outlaw the old (we

know) what turned them into black magic worship;
1 in

Sir Gawain's first reaction to the place we see the of

attitude that by outlawing the surviving of a cult

produced witchcraft. Perhaps (Sir Gawain thinks) the cave is the

Devil's kirk.

Here

The idc Ms

Perhaps the Green Man is after all the Devil is the

Devil!) who has lured him there in order to

"This oritore is
f/j,

2 erbes

Wd th in

Dele here bis m the

Now Ifele hit is in

That bos me* this to me

This is a that bit

Hit is th &*t ever 1 com

Gawain's fears are totally by the The

that immediately follows is of a of

life/enexgics, as of in the

gigantic life beneath the free or as

among the mountains; of

powerfully contribute to the ofthe

1
Recently not at old m not

cbe by the and

inio Tfie of the Ac

Hood is ofthe to the

1 into . . .
4 on me.

5
ctcaroj.

*
(c
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Them herde be of that bygbe Ml, in a barde rocbe

Biyonde the broke, in a bonk, a wonder breme1

noyse.

Quat! hit datered in the dyff, as bit deve schulde,

As one upon a gryndelston bade gwunien a sytbe.

What! bit wbamd and wbette, as water at a mulne;

What! bit ruscbed and ronge, rawtbe to here.

It Is the Green Man sharpening his axe. Presently he comes

Wbyrlande out of a wroz wytb ajtilt weppen,

A Denes ax newe dyght, tbe dynt with to yetde

and leaps hugely across the intervening stream. The chiefactors in

the poem essentially the hero and the god, man and nature now
again, as in the First Fit, confront each other. The final test is

executed by the Green Man with grim humour two feints and a

How that merely grazes the skin, shedding a few symbolic drops
ofblood on the snow. For the Green Man turns out not to be such

a bad fellow after all. He could have destroyed Gawain, but docs

not. In effect, therefore, he gives Gawain his life; he does not, as he

so easily could, take it away, though it remains certain that if

Gawain had failed in the tests with the lady he would have fbi>

fated his life. (The three aims with the axe appear to correspond
to the three encounters with the lady down to some of the details

ofGawain's reactions.) Gawain's life is really in the balance and
there is uncertainty, suspense while he is in the Green Knight's

power. The graze is for his fault in accepting and concealing the

Green Girdle.

Botfor ye kfelymr lyf; tbe lasse I yow blame.

There fellows immediately an impression as of a re/birth.

And the segb tbe Mode bknk on tbe snawe,

Hi spcwu<fo& more than a spere kntbe,

Hmt Ms and on Ms bed cast,

mtb Ms bbftyrc sibelie under,

.
* nook.

ic. he from IMS kneeling position, locking out wkh his feet
* seized vigorously.
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out a and be

syn tbat be ms
be in tbis

What is to be a of

clliation
1

, and the and the

other human. In a the has

been put to the test of As a

his own nature*

The Christian is that

from the whole succession its in

an account of an the of

Christian knighthood as that is For

though he has in

the Green Girdle, he a at the first axe-

he could not humanly be the

he is; he is human, and to

doctrine) is imperfect.
But

is now

fore, not fail in the of

In this the of our to 'the

of the pre/

Christian hero. He the as a of

penitence.

Once we to is the art of the

the is in its is a of

art, it be to the it as

a the of a is the

as aa

and puts it.
2 The in

1 Tn the final story [die Ac ii alia

by Ac and ttie as! a

and to p. 104.)

Tbe Man and fat ft in ion* to

in the last ft. fix is

a . . . "That Is in a

f and' Tk

1949-
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criticism, undo- the influence ofanthropology, to Interpret a work

of art too simply by disinterring its buried myth and leaving it at

that, seems to involve an unhappy confusion between myth and

art. Unless we can see very exactly the relation between the myth
and the art in the case ofeach individual work ofliterary art (where

there is a myth there at all), the 'anthropological approach* to

literature becomes only the latest technique for irrelevance. To disx

cuss a poem as though it were a myth is only another way of

evading the poem.
The same reviewer helpfully sums up what appear to be the

findings at the stage at present reached, of the school of anthro/

pologists who have explored the ritual theory of myth: *Myth is

neither a record ofhistorical fact nor an explanation ofnature. It is

the spoken correlative ofa ritual, the story which the rite enacts or

once enacted/ The poet of Sir Gawayne and the Crenc Knight was

evidently a very conscious artist, conscious ofwhat he wanted to

do and ofwhat he was doing. It seems possible that he had con"

sdously in mind may have himself witnessed the ritual the

story ofwhich underlies the poem. This underlying ritual and the

poet's beliefin its value as myth is what gives the poem its life. But

it is not what has made the poem a complex work of art and not

simply a record ofa ritual. A conscious artist, the poet begins from

a myth; he enis with the poem we have.

The poem the work of a highly conscious and sophisticated

artist implies also a conscious and sophisticated audience. Ifwe

required evidence that there existed in England in the fourteenth

century not only a vivid local life but in what we regard as a re/

mote locality a higher degree ofcivilization than exists anywhere,

perhaps, in the twentieth century we need only point to this poem.

HiorougWy had as the poem is there is nothing provincial in a

limiting sense about it; it is, in the best sense, sophisticated. It inv

plies, as Shakespeare dews, a highly refined and complex literary

art, which cngaga at all levels, thus testifying to the existence ofa

truly integrated pubEc, trained to respond.

The miracle ofthe poem is indeed that it has so consciously held

and made the best ofsuch diverse worlds, composed these without

loss of diversity or substance in the very inclusive harmony of a
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superb work of art a rooted,

but symmetrical northern oak. It be as to us as

Eliot's Waste Land; it to the

Its imagery and symbolism also that arc

certainly not accidental the
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"THEAWNTYKSOF AKTHUKE
AT THETEKNE WATHELYN'-

FIKST EPISODE

The poem which Is in some ways most akin to Sir Gawayne and

the Grene Knight is Tfe Aumtyrs ofArthure at the Term WatMyn*
Not only does it come from the same region ofJEngland at about

the same time, but the texture ofthe poetry is closer to that master/

piece than to any other extant poem ofthe same alliterative school.

The masterly verse the alliterative lines building up into elaborate

rhyming stanza/structures in what seems a splendidly easy and un/

forced art is comparable to that of Sir Gawajne and the Grene

Knight; so also is the exuberant and often vivid imagery and the

generous aeativeness issuing in large-scale massive effects, scenes

and situations, movements and activities in which, as 'wonders*

or 'marvels
9

, the human and the unhuman aspects of life are

spectacularly opposed. The Amntyrs, then, is almost as magnificent

poetry, and poetry of much the same kind, as Sir Gawayne and the

Grim Knight; but because ofits incompleteness as a poem it cannot

be placed so high in the scale as the latter. It remains a remarkable

fragment of the same kind of poetic art, but a fragment only* It

consists, as it stands, of two episodes which have not been made

into an inclusive whole. The first of these episodes is the more

striking ofthe two. It has some noticeable affinities in theme and

charactcrisdcs with the of the Thre Ages, as well as with

Sir Gtwynt tnd the Grme Knight, and even with parts of the

Towneley Cycle Play of the Last Judgment* The Pride of Life is

confronted with its opposite, an image of death and after/death.

The poem opens with a dazzling and massive impression ofthe

Pride of Life* a glowing hunring/scene comparable with those in

Sir ml the Grew Knight and The Parltment of the Tbre

Ages. Arthur and his *crles* ride out from the Court at Carlisle

into the forest to hum
; Dame Gayenour (Guinevere) the Queen
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rides with Gawane at her side like that pair, Dick and

Aeneas, on the great hunting occasion which also is

by a storm. The buoyant rhythmic movement

free, onward sweep of the riders. The is one of

gaiety,
carefree and careless. Visually, Gawane is a gay in

green, and Dame Gayeeour is a

with rubies, sapphires and ribbons.

Tbus to the are thy th in

the Kynge, and the Qwene,

And all the by

Scbir Gawane gayeste

Dame Gayenour be

And thts Scbir Gawane fame fc Wtf,

In a glettcranfc gyse,
. . .

One a ds the

Gaydy scbo glyfo.

(The short lines at the end ofeach op the

and the frequent repetition ofthe final ofa in the first

ofthe following one links them often with some

effect.)

Though Gayenour might have been for the or

Summer Queen, she is (as we her flesh

is frail human flesh, and she is Pride that is to be a

lesson by means ofa and she ride

away by themselves alone she near a

tree.

He leMe fat Wj to tef % Aw fate syip*

so ndr a htm sch km ty

As we haC seen, it is in these talcs, to rest

a tree; one is peculiarly
to the

supernatural there.

At the same time as and arc

the laurel tree, Arthur and his Erics arc the dor ml the

1 most
*
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boar. Ofcourse, they are hunting because they have to be got out

ofthe way; but, further, it is as ifthere were some underlying con/

nexion between the deer and boar slaying and the vision or what/

ever it is that happens to the solitary pair.

Thy gucstys and quellys
1

Byfrythis andfellis,

Th dm in the follys,

Tbei drmptn and dare.
z

Alk darkis the dm in the dim scbowys,

Andfor drede of the dede drowpys the dm,

And by the stremys so strange, that swyttty smgbes*

Tbay mry the witde swyne, and wyrkkis tbam waa;

Tbay bund and balowes, in burstis and bums,*

And till tbaire ristf, racbes^ relyes on tbairc rayi;*

Tbay gafe to no gamm no gryibe? that one grownde growcs,

Gtebundis in tbt ffwcsjiill gladly gan gm*

When the horn blows the recall they all seek the king again all

except Gawane.

Hy leyys with Gaymure in those gnvts grene:

Undlr a lorert $cb layt, that lady so smalls.

Indeed, as far as Gawane and Gaynoure are concerned, the blow/

ing of the horn, unheeded by them, seems to be the signal for the

eaaraDrdinary event, the *awntyr* as, when the horn sounds again

later, it seems to dispel that event.

Paste byfore un&rtmif tbisferly gan falle.

There is a change a change in the key of the poem intro/

duced by a sudden storm. There is darkness in daytime, winter in

summer; and youth and life in their splendour are confronted by

age, death and the terrors ofhell

Tie Jay? woxe als dirke,

Als it mere mirke.

1 ML s
cower. He st3L * fibw swifiy wkh roshii^ soood

4 woods and feitk *Iook s
amy?

7
peace, zqpite.

8
before noon (originally, *md*mommg).
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Gawanc and Gayenoure like and ia the

famous storm) the and that is

so unexpected arc

XZwy to the

For the slete and the that so

The storm Is out of the

(the Tarn Wadliog, the It Is as

itself has out as a to the

ghost, In the 'lyknes of Lucyfere', that like an

from the storm and the The or

otherworld of the is it

would have In the old Is In our a

in torment. Ifthe Is not a it is at an

to Hell or a soul Ac of or

Purgatory now it.

iwiff (Wie lie in feJe* 11 ft

In the in

to

with s

If if iwffr

7 fk fafy fiwf r

./tfltfi"/ IMW my
*

4f

Gawanc the by

has as an

ft if Ik ^/ Ik i 1 i

It is at any rate a as it out,

1 2

* C the iwf and

f iv wai*
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In such ghastly circumstances do mother and daughter meet; so

changed out of recognition is the mother that the effect of the

familiar greeting 'Welcome, Waynoure* (as, at the end of the

interview, *Hafe gude dayef dame Gaynoure*) is one of grim

irony. She who was redder than the rose in the rain now dwells

with Lucifer in the depth ofthe lake.

Jims am I lyke to Lucefere, takis witnes by mee

For dl yourtfmchfavour^

Now meyse
1 one ibis msrrourc,

For both Kynge md Empcrowe,

Thus sail ye ke.

She warns Gayenour perhaps seeking to save her daughter from

becoming as she is and in warning Gayenour she warns every/

man to beware ofpride and to have pity on the poor.

When thm c$ richly arrayed, and rydes in a rotate,

Hafc than pelf,
and mynd mi th poreJOT tb* arts ofpowen.

Beryns and hyrMs are besye the akowte,

When tin My is Iwwmi&i, and trcgbte tppom here,

Than mil fay Itm the lygbtely*
that mm mil Uwte,

Afil ibm tbe no tbynge, fat balye prayere:

Tk pfsym &f the pott, purchases thefrom belle,

Of those that yelUs at Ik gate . . .

The necessity ofcaring for the poor, ifthe soul is to be saved from

Helf is insisted upon in this dialogue (as it is, still more terrify/

ibgly, in Tie Lyh'Wokt Diiy). In King Liar also, it will be

remembeied, there is the same traditional Christian idea, more pro/

fbundly understood; in the midst ofLea/s purgatorial agon on the

heath, one of the first signs of his re/birth or redemption, of his

beginning to know himself, is when he takes thought for others

besides himself, wlben he takes thought for the poor.* At her death

hour, Gayenour too will be deserted by all who now surround

ha as Everyman is, by all except his Good Deed, and as Lear the

s ctkfsgaik
(Btoa).
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King also Is gradually stripped to Then the of

the poor (like Everyman's Good Deed) for her

and alone can save it from Hell The a

touch of the envy the have to feel

for the living compares her own lot her

once her owe; the fawning now* in her

present case, to pursuing

Therefolowes me aferlc
1

Thy m end me om

Gayenour has pity for the soul or 'body* in her

mother, though unrecognizable, is to put the

ofthe Church in motion to her

Gyff 0r iM

Or ay on ttj rf*

Or Wlr Ar to

Or IK fewr Ik

The poem now the form ofa

in which there the that has

die power, by to the of the

rites, to release her mother*! soul Hie

and claims, and may
has performed a to her in

warning to her* the in her a

to hor mother.

Gaycuoer sees the (in the an echo

ofthe pocm
f
s to her

Bot of &&* An* * Ai My
All / W**, i Ma ei-w ftUkr.

The to to the and df

the days hex Ac

s C the He new the to the

pa VI, 257-
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This es it to paramourcs, and lustys, and
litysy

l

Tkatgerse me ly^bte and s0 lawe in this lake.

She explains precisely what Is needful to be done to release her.

Were tbritty
tmtalls^

By anl

My were sained full sonc.

There Is at this point a beautiful appeal to Christ and His Mother

In the traditional English medieval phrasing, and again the rex

minder:

Gyffe fast oftbygudcj

To/0lke ibatfayles tbtfade,

that tbou erte ben.

The question/and/answer dialogue has risen to a more spiritual

plane not unlike that between father and daughter In Pearl.

Gayenour what grieves God; the answer Is: Pride, an

answer which home to the questioner, a proud rider as seen

In the poem's opening. Finally Gayenour asks what Is needful for

salvation; her own personal salvation she now recognizes Is at

as well as her mother's. The ghost answers

and tbo are the moste,

feti on llx tbw Kyn^c.

Having thus answered the question, the ghost refuses to

be questioned more on such spiritual matters; Gayenour now
knows all that it Is needful for her, a mortal woman, to know.

It is then Gawane*s turn again to address the apparition. He
how such as himself, a member of the military class, the class

of these who make conquests and win wealth and honour by
force and often against right, shall be judged.

How sail wfm, md sofygbtc,

infele* landis;

Tlwi the ry$btet

ml by ofbmdis.

1 vkcs, *
for the dead. * man* *

many.
s
strength.
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of the his

by this of

is by the a

troubled, it he is at the the

to the Christian The is as to

II! as to Arthurand is, by the

to be so*

$ to 1 fell tbc,

bafe . . .

The the the

of prophetic the

is of Fortune's the asd the

of Princes, and the that of

she Arthur's last the of the

Table, and the

scl There is the that are

a Just for cs to

j4if nf tbe rial

lye on a fay, the be . . .

In

The If* rf tbe

toll pip *//r,

Full if

cast the

l

1 Iwff IP mo tofe 14

Far 1 mim wr )
f ite . . .

^4l tkts with &

j/yjf;.

It a a mist that had

from the lake. As the a the

1 2 8
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sun shines out, the King blows his horn. Life recovers, after the

warning vision of death in the temporary night, and resumes its

normal round.

Th prynces prowdeste in polk,

Dame Gaynoure, and alle,

Wente to Rcndolfe sett baulk

TQ tbaire sopere.
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'WYNNEKE AND WASTOUR.E'
AND

'THE PAKLEMENT OF
THE THKE AGES'

The indications arc ml in

(or about) 1 352; ifso it at the is

as the allitcrative 'revival* ofthe The
of speaking thus of a 'revival* be a

sideration of this it be its

stirviviEg example. ON? any

any ofthe surviving

tiny, read like the production of a

Far from reading like an effort, to

by that rime was felt to be an the has as

the living core ofits the Ac
concern of the a df

and and The is

and vigour in the

that we fed die poet had no thai this was

still the and one for

himselfand his

Tk u/ fk lift a

il may be

the not two to

on the but

in In bat

in owf we may tbc

in At the we may
in in

Sir ml df and
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Alliterative Komances and Poems

Norths-West Midland alliterative poems that have chanced to be

preserved.

The fact that these poems of the alliterative 'revival* have suiy

vived virtually by accident on unique MSS apart from the

exceptional case of Piers Plowman should make us hesitate to

assume that there had been no such poetry immediately before

them. Because no such poetry has survived we should not assume

that no such poetry was composed.
1

Wynnerc and Wastmre is so maturely accomplished that it cannot

have been an isolated and fortuitous phenomenon. It implies
the existence not only ofa whole social order with an

individuality
of its own, a unique human community, but also a tradition of

poetic art and an audience trained to listen to poetry in that tradix

don. Wynnert and Wastourc is thus itself the evidence and this is

confirmed by each one of these fourteenth/century alliterative

poems that has survived that there had long been, and still was,
a living and flourishing tradition, in the English of the Midland

regions, ofsuch poetry as it is itself. The survival ofeven one such

poem makes nonsense ofmuch ofthe literary and social history of

medieval England as we have too easily accepted it. The poem
ifwe respond to it is sufficient in itself to force us to revise our

conventional ideas ofthe civilization ofmedieval England.
Even when the poet laments (as he does in his prologue) that in

degenerate times the tree poets or makers are being sup-*

planted in the favour ofthe lords by inexperienced and unskilled

minstrels, it is evident that he is proudly conscious ofbelonging to

a of poets who for generations were accustomed to

command the attention of noble audiences.

in Aat in bertis

TD bm that (wtbcfyndc,
that

Ne in no that ever

1
If it had noc been for i few the work of collecting the

fblksbalbdsy we not now of the ofAc majority ofout
best ballads. The vast by now have perished

a trace.
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He be ml and of a
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time, a The feel

he count in the in the he

might to be to by for

the government. He as a a

and the

responsibility of the King The

the to be by the

his If so, the was (in the

of Edward III) as an as

so a (in the of II
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which it the W
and its at that in

a in the

an

that of Chaucer's that in a

from, yet in the
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different parts of the country (and, the MSS suggest, in widely
different forms). It would be unwise, therefore, to assume that

Wynnere and Wastoure was known only in the Midlands.

But it is with Sir Gaw&yne find the Grene Knight (rather than

with Piers which is a special case) that Wynnere and

Wastwre and The Parkmcnt of the Tbre A$$ take their places as the

last English masterpieces of the oral tradition of early northern

European poetry. These poems are not the las characteristically

oral poetry because they have been written down. Very possibly
we have no predecessors of these poems from the thirteenth cen/

tury
1

simply because these predecessors were never written down.

The assumption that there were no such poems seems more un/

reasonable than the assumption that there were, and that either

they not written down or if some at least were the MSS
have not survived (as should not be surprising). There Is ample
evidence not only that In the early communities poetry was oral

bat was a class of men, higHy honoured by nobles and

for and insight, whose whole occupation in life

poetry, who composed and recited long poems which

did not write down and many ofwhich wore never written

Our are In their very nature oral poetry; and oral poetry,

as B. S. (in and has stressed, was a social

function. Oral could not be enjoyed by the individual

alone. He to Join a company ifhe wished to listen to a poem.
The himselfhad to find a company before he could practise

his art by reciting a poem; for the of the poet and the reciter

was, at this one. There was thus an Immediate relationship

indeed collaboration the port and his audience, as

was Shakespeare and his theatre audience. There

was no for the* literary reviews of modern times; the

tell the directly what they thought of the

1 THbe live in Ac century is witnessed by both

L 1225) and At Dme (Norttveast Midland,

1 The may be to Cinciwidk*$ note *On the Heroic

Slavonic in Hr Ap> and to Chap. Ill, Ccltic Story
and in Loomis

9

! mi
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fiife *f &yp, VII, pp. i6i-2,
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influential). War specifically the French campaigns of Edward

III was beginning to be regarded by many as a ruinous dis^

turbance. The new order required peace, the hard work of

all classes and an ideal of thrifty toil Christianity seemed to

sanction this ideal* while the Pagan heroic ideal that was still

in the sanctioned the former. The scene was

further complicated by the Church not practising what it

preached. The old/fashioned poet of ml Wastoure (and

Langland follows him in this respect) falls back on satire and

dramatizes his perplexities, at the same time offering his vision as

guidance in the old high manner.

ml and The cftbe Tbn Ages are not,

of course, what we call plays; are not intended for dramatic

performance by costumed actors; they are recitative (though the

minstrel or the himself in rendering them

an audience, may be assumed to have dramatically

the and monologues in which each poem so

consists). Nevertheless each poem in its structure and in

of its characteristic has unmistakable resemblances

to a ofdrama. It is as ifthe poet were describing a dramatic

performance or pageant play he is in the act of witnessing and

reproducing and monologues as overheard by him
in the act ofbeing spoken by the costumed actors he describes. He

represents himself as having luckilyy or perhaps magically, been

favoured to this performance while in a dream or trance.

The convention of the dream/vision (whether or not it was bor

rowed by the alliterative pocts s as it was by Chaucer, from the

French: and it unlikely that it was) is here used partly as a

device for the detachment of the dramatic pageant
and *thc of disbelief* in it. The 'space* within which

the happen is distinctly marked off from the

audiGnce*s every/day environment A landscape and a pageant of

actors, as by the poet/spectator in his dream/vision,
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pageantry;
1 but that in itself is not sufficient to explain their basic

structure. It seems indeed much more likely that our poet (or

poets) inherited the basic structure ofthat kind ofpoem from the

poetic tradition in which he was working, whatever modifications

he might himselfintroduce.

K M. Cornford in Tfe Origin of Attic Comedy and B. S.

Phillpotts in The Elder and the Ancient Scandinavian Drama,

each working in apparently divergent fields, have shown how

poetryboth in its dramatic and non/dramatic variations

evolved originally from ancient dramatic rituals. Miss Phillpotts's

work is more particularly relevant to the study of poems which

belong, as Wytwtre and Wastaure and The Parkment cftlx Tbre Ages

do, with the alliterative poetry ofnorthern Europe. By a process of

aa exact critical analysis of the Elder or Poetic Edda2 Mss Phillx

potts shows that *the Norwegian Eddie poems bear the unmistak"

able stamp of dramatic origin. . . . Yet these poems are not the

remains of folk/drama in the modern sense of the word. Modern

folk/drama is a degenerate descendant of the ancient religious

drama, whereas these poems are the actual shattered remnants of

drama/ If one turns from reading Miss Phill/

pom's book to examine the structure of Wynnere and Wastoim or

Tif TheAS one cannot fail to be struck with the

correspondences between that structure and certain features of the

ritual drama as she describes it, correspondences too close

to be merely fortuitous.

We willalooceobserve, on the one hand, the pronouncedly cere^

menial or ritualistic aspect of both our poems and, on the other,

dialogic and monologic character; the realistic colics

quial dialogue develops in both poems within a frame ofballet'like

alky. Further, the vividly visualized principal figures

undoubtedly resemble, ifthey are not reminiscent o the costumed

the impersonators ofthe gods of ritual drama. Rich cos/

1 "Tiic oftbe ctnttnie$ loved mot than any other

to on die ofcourt life, bad a real gifi for rejrodbdng inv

and and mowmoiL* (B. S. PMlpotts, The EWw l

the

2 Tbc Coda: Regiias MS on whidb die EH* has been prtserra! has been

dated c. 1250 but to be in a tradition that is much older.
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3

The melancholy meditation on the degeneracy ofthe times with

which Wynncrc and Wastoure opens the sense of the work of

creation undone9 degree overthrown, the approach of Doomsday
Is no doubt itself In accordance with an ancient convention,

thoegh In this specific poem evidently too deeply felt and person^

ally endorsed to be merely 'conventional*.

warns1 scball wlfa, and wattes bene dam,

And burde in Urcfourmt?

And eh of no with boste and P^jde,

in and kde at for wilt,

Time it
ffftir.

It is too simple to regard such meditations as exclusively medieval

Christian; there Is, for example, in Vilusp and Snorri Sturluson's

Prose a sublime Impression of the destruction of the world

evidently In accordance with ancient Scandinavian mythology.

The old Norse vision ofsociety gone to pieces, ofsocial and moral

upheaval and shifting ofthe landmarks which precedes the oniver^

sal disaster, Is Indeed unmistakably what recurs here; as It recurs In

Lear and the other tragic plays ofShakespeare (together with much
else that Is 'medieval' and pre^medieval). The poet here feels that

total ruin will follow on these ominous signs of disturbance of the

order, If he and the king do not do their duty, the poet's

duty to reveal the situation in Its true light to the King who
is the source ofhonour and social concord.

In this prologue, too, the poet Identifies himself with the view/

point of the country gentlemen of the West who distrustfully re/

gard the more fashionable South (where the metropolis is) as

having a baneful Influence on the younger generation; this Is ccr/

talnly In accord with the concluding passage ofthe whole poem In

which we see rich 'passers through* the metropolis become the

companions ofWaster to their cost. The prologue concludes with

the lament that poets are no longer favoured by the lords as they
1 waves, 2 crouch in their lairs.
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and Poenis

These assemblies of birds and (in other poems) beasts may well

have taken their origin, If the ritual theory of myth is corrects in

the assemblies of humans Impersonating birds and beasts In the

fertility rituals.
1

Certainly the birds In Wynnert and Wastoure, re/

ceuing In different settings throughout the dream, are a
diversity

of creatures and an aspect of the wealth of high summer and

the bounty of nature hoarded by Winner and expended by
Waster.

A pageant presents Itselfto the dreamer; two armies oppose each

other In glittering battle array; the scene Is a grassy space between

hills, a natural stage. The Impression certainly is of an Impending
ritual battle or tournament rather than of an actual historical

battle; at a higher elevation, on a cliff suspended over the hostile

armies, the dreamer sees a resplendent royal pavilion* a dazzling
and dominant feature ofthe whole spectacle, decked with blue and

gold garters. Worked in blue on the pavilion Is the motto, in

English, ofthe Order ofthe Gaiter (recently founded by Edward

III). Conspicuous beside the pavilion there stands a 'wild man*.

He my be (as Gollancz suggests
1
) the Garter Herald or the Master

of the Ceremonies. He has himself no active part to play In the

poem. But as a
s

wild man* or a knight impersonating a 'wild

man* he has his place In the symbolism ofthe poem as the birds

have and Is, as such, a significant igure of the pageantry.

Within the pavilion a king sits In formal state, crowned and

enthroned. It is by now quite clear that the poem Is no simple
realistic depiction of a battle about to be joined; for a king to sit

thus. In formal state, between two hostile armies would show no

practical sense. The king is apparently Edward III; but he is hare

conceived In an ritualistic role. The birds reappear as

1
'It says Miss (In He Chap. XVI, "The

Qtti$*)s mat the Eddie drama, too, had some sort ofchorus In animal disguise,

and thai this or music and probably danced in a ring round the

as in the dramatic so widespread in ScaiK&uvia. We
can trace chorus in Ac mocky crowd ofanimals which
arc at Baldur

s

s funeral/ Lord has a chapter in The Hew in which he

thai the oftalking animals and
of from the custom of wearing animal disguises in

rituals.

2 in his
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Alliterative Romances and Poems

and squires members ofthe feudal nobility, the landed gentry of

England.
Each army produces a spokesman. This Winner and this

Waster are the two antagonists In the flyting match which Is to

take the place of an armed combat.

1 bet a file tbatjigbtis tubilsfyttynge may belpe.

Both acknowledge the King who provides them with food and

clothing.

Well we the be us botbe,

And base usfosterde tbkfyve and tmnty wyntm.

The King calls for wine; the poet also (as minstrel) calls upon bis

company to fill up the goblets

Fullfresclxly andfasti, for berc ajitt endes.

It is the conventional ending of each Fitt evidently Indicating
a pause and corresponds to the certain at the end ofan act in the

modem theatre.

But the call to drink In unison at intervals here (as In Sir

Gawiync and elsewhere) also distinguishes the dramatic poem
which had a ritual origin and was Intended for recitation to a con^

vivial but attentive company; It distinguishes it from the 'art' poem
In the modern sense like Pear/, which was not public but private,
and from the homlletic poem, like Cleanness or Patience, which

(thoogh meant as improving literature for an audience) had little

function, This drinking at stated Intervals Is clearly In the

tradition ofthe ritual drinking that had originally been an essential

feature of the old religion of the Scandinavian and Teutonic

and that explains the obstinate practice ofheavy drinking
In northern Europe against which preachers Inveighed through"
out the Middle Ages. These drinking rites were retained by the

medieval of northern Europe, undoubtedly with some

memory oftheir solemnity as binding a company together

(according to degree) and promoting blessing and luck In a house/

hold. The banquet In the hall had a similar significance, and
still has In Shakespeare. Undoubtedly our poet, too, Is here play
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Alliterative Romances ml Poms

Nevertheless, though the flyting between Winner and Waster

springs from a mutual antagonism, the arguments of these well/

matched opponents are as full ofsense as they are lively and sharp.
Sound reasons, evolved from the concrete experience of daily

living, are put forward and tested against each other; the colloquial

English of the duologue is saturated with proverbial wisdom,

crystallized from a people's experience. We listen to English as it

must actually have been spoken; its rhythms are caught up into

the rhythms of the poetry. The contemporary life enters with this

colloquial English and is vividly present in the imagery. A total

wisdom of broad human experience emerges from the poem; the

social and economic problem debated is realized as involving real

human and moral issues.

Both antagonists appeal not only to economic laws but to the

same traditional religious morality; the pattern ofthe Seven Deadly
Sins, familiar from innumerable sermons, underlies their opposing

arguments. Winner accuses Waster not only of disregard for

worldly prudence and of socially irresponsible neglect of his inx

herited but of sinfully wasteful Pride. Waster recklessly
wastes through Pride what Winner prudently labours to win.

Alle that I wit h pryde;
I fflir, I and be lattys goo sme;
I pryke ml I pryne, md tx the purse opynes.

Im this no care bow men sellen?

His die
ley,

1 Ms lomes* aren solde,

kene bis drye bene bis poles;
3

The the wele be weUys at home,

Bot ml and b&wndesfoll kme!

ofwinter, the Nightingale the hird of In the eighth-century Latin Cmfttctm
ms et is a Winner In that EC enjoys the contemplation of the

year, a in that he feasts on IL

mM iwtf rf . , .

ma$
el c&is . , .

Vff hims however, that and summer provide him with the wealth
he enjoys.

1
fallow. 2
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anl Poems

selling his land. Wiener illustrates his argument with a realistic

impression ofWaster and his companions in a tavern. 1

Thou kdis in thy welt attyrede;

ofgolde, that coste

Than alle tbefairefre that ye by^fore faden.

Yefolom tfatfosterde yow alle

A to anl to wynn,

F@r the and the kme with frostcs,

drye in the dede monetbe.*

And tb^u to tbe byfm the touwbede,

Icbe redy a to tbyn f^bnef

tbe* tbon and bert tykes,

Wyfe, Gr that

cs bctt 'file in anl 'fecbefortbc', Florence to scheme,

'Wee'M, mid 'wortbe up', ynewe.

Bot tins wele cs fwaye, tbe mostc be payedeforc:

Than to layef or stilt.

Wastcr^s is set against the prudent traditional way of

life, in and conserving the harvest as one's fathers did*

in cf and fuel for the winter, careful manage/
and improvement ofone

$

s the lord ofthe manor has in

a responsibility towards his people.

Tkfe thy to tilte and tbynftides;
up tin up tbi yerdes,

fafe ^ tbm and aftir went

ofjode, and than tbejire aftir,

T$ tbe alle at a birrc/ for tbi bale

Tbe cs t& ah mi a tolde.

Wa$ter*s seljustificadon is the rather unexpected one that with

his he the poor, which is pleasing to Christ. His argti/

in is that wealth expended benefits everyone, in/

2 We the In Pkrr when Gluttony on Ms way
to church drops the instead (Passes V.)

2 Afterwards the in the months.
3
proffer you or yourself.

* Then you must lay pledges, give bonds.
6
fence.

8 7
at a blast,
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Wjnnerc ml Wastoure

eluding the poor, whereas wealth hoarded hid away from the

sue benefits no one.

With cure fates and cure fare the pore;

It es to the that

When Cristes alk the

Then here ben ml ml in

Tbat it no see

Pope, after describing with the of

Timon's villa, his vain extravagance, can a comment, on a

different note of serious sincerity,

Yet the are the

The Popeian ironic wit clearly Timoo
fulfils the divine will in a he

is doing so and* indeed* by his

. . . Mi

His

What aad

it in

is Winner's Bui in his

to the arc has

doc the Is

a the

oa his

and is a and less

It is of

no of 'mirth', a had a and

in ia

. . ,

f

-4 fW itff rf?f ^

1
II

2
Up,

3

4
(mind*a!e).

5
gifi to
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Than a ligbte lanttm kte appom nygbte,

When it es borne at tU bakke , .
*

Wanhope (according to Waster) is the brother of Winner. The
force ofthat statement will only be realized ifit is remembered that

according to medieval Christian tradition"Wanhope (Despair) is

itself, as implying a failure offaith in the divine grace, a sinful con/

dition* It is Faustus*$ condition at the end ofMarlowe's play; the

Doctor cannot be saved because he does not believe he can be

saved; it is the final, deadliest condition of the lost.
2
Waster, the

goHard, goes recklessly beyond what is ordinate, however, when he

wishes not only Winner and Wanhope drowned in the deep sea

but aH the fast/days ofthe Church as well. His argument (in this

Fit) concludes with a challenge to actual combat and with a

couplet on the proverbial timidity ofproperty owners.

The offtake wtle, the fttbere will iftie:

The mm that be bathe, th more ofbertfebk.

Waster has not, however, the last word in the second Fit. AE
impression by Winner of one of Waster's extravagant and im/

moderate feasts is the grand climax of this Fit. The feast may
surely be regarded as another of the poem's traditional features

rather than simply a reflection of the social life of the time. It is a

recurrent feature of epic poetry both Homeric and Northern

and also ofWest and North Midland alliterative poetry.
8 The chief

difference in Wynnere and Wastoim Is that the feast is disapprovingly

described by Winner who, indeed, weeps for sorrow at such sinful

extravagance. This impression ofWinner weeping at the imagi/
nation ofa feast which might be expected rather to produce a mirth/

ful effect, asofYule, isnot without acomic aspect. It is doubtfulwho

1 C in JPte 'chastky without charity* likened to an unlighted lantern.

I Btttxt.)
s So also the Seven Dcady Sins in Piers Pkmmm, Passus V, sorry for what

arc, are thettsdvei despairing.
1
Possibly it goes back to the feast that celebrated the cred matriage of the

gocUe (or queen) with tihe vkt0r in the ritual cornea. Thus Comford observes

that at the feast with which an Armophanic comedy characteristically concludes a

miit^bdde,
who has not previously appeared among the drametis pcrsmx, almost

invariably turns up to accompany the hero in the comet or triumphal procession.
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gains or loses more in the argument by the evocation of the

Winner or Waster. Winner at the

waste and excess of the gluttonous but, as he his

own frugal meals, there is perhaps an ofenvy in his

It is as ifWinner himselfto be ofa He
his revenge, perhaps, by reminding his of the uncom/

fortable effects ofgluttony; it burns the Gluttony i$
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Winner concludes Hs argument in this Fit, as Waster his, with a

proverbial observation.

Better were than a nygbte.

In the third (and final) Fit, Waster opens the second (and final)

bout of the flyting. Although an abundant harvest is a blessing

from Heaven, Waster observes that it does not at all suit Winner.

It brings down prices and reduces Winner to despair. Winner's

private interests are in this respect counter to the common good; he

is thus represented satirically as a character opposed to nature and

providence.

Then the pure plente of come that tbcpeple sowcsy

That God willgrwntc, of Ins grace, to growe on the eribe,

Ay tG ftppdre
1
the pris, that it passe nott to byey

Scbal the to wodfor in ertbe,

To @ftir &n yere, t@ tbi'selven.*

Waster to show further that Winner is liable to become a

menace to social stability. He himself, it seems, is a staunch up/
holder ofthe established feudal order. 3 In such an order the poor
also should have their share*

Late lyfe als liste, as tbamfalles,

Tb
^

the and faeft, tbay and swannes,*

Thy th of At rye, ttmy the rede utbete,

Tbay tbe grewell ffay, and tbegude scwes;

then may the befe parte in that standes,

Sum gud morsell of mete 10 cbere.

If hunting, hawking and ishing were neglected and birds, beasts

*
impair.

1
GoUaccz, in a in Ms cdioon oftbe poem, aptly cjuoccs the Porter in Mac*

*Hcre*s a that hailed Mn3fon die expectation cp!cnrj/ He explains
ihac 'waoiwpc In erthe* here "despair at . *BrAr is a difforcnt word from

the OTMnaif In h Ac act ofearing or plougMr^, tiliiog; produce of

land; so cwf*
3
Tlioogh the grcaftt merchants *prowde marchando of pris* (in contrast to

"plifcs in rowns*) have now an position in society with

oie and
4

i.e. while lords can live as please, can afford bitterns and swans and

delicacies, Ac common people have to pot up with bacon and beef.
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Ye sdlyn wodd qftir in a wait tyme*

Botbe the oke and tbc and all that tber ffowcs;

The 5pjffi
a mi the sprynge ye spare to your children

Anl God mil grant it bis grace to gmw at the taste,

For to stbadem your sones: bot the es your ownn.

In forma: times landowners took pleasure In showing their guests

round their estates; Winner gives here a charming glimpse of the

human ways ofthe old/fashioned type oflandowner.

Yourforfaiirs werif@yne> any frende tome.

For to to the xbawe,* and the estresf

In kbe bolt that tbay Imd me ban for tofynde,

Bryni to Ae ymm.
To kcbe7 and to late goo, to ligbtten bertis.

Winno: returns to the theme of lordships sold to maintain lady

ships*; estates inherited from one's fathers to pass on to one's chil

dren are now converted into extravagant dresses of women in

fantastic new fashions.

With ddf sieves, to
9

the g?mn&i3

OttrbJc all umltourne19 with b@utef

That as es* I to bmM in the

Als a cdy that silkc

Winner finally reminds Waster that Mary, Queen ofHeaven, was

simply clothed on earth, as an example that one should forsake

pomp and vanity.

Waster has, however, the last word, though I think we are not

therefore to regard his argument as prevailing. As a chivalric

lover (somewhat Eke Chaucer's young Squire) whose lady's part
is to low him loyalty* inspire him to be bold in battle Mid to shun

dishonour, he expresses indignation at Winner's meanness.

1
time. * *

apings,
4
say,

5
go to the woods.

I oyvott. 7
catch. $

tnuting.
f down, w bordered all round.

II The sewing ofsilt cmbroidcrj was die occupation ofhiglvtra kdics.

Aid ye mA
Tte dta tfm if.

Passus VI)
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That &f

that me stft Aat the

It lyes wtUfor a Me Ms

Certain features of this an

Waster and an elderly Winner to be the

old contest between Youth and Age that variant of the

between Summer and Winter. Waster sees Winner, a

moral emphasis, as an old man. The and the

executors will divide Wineco at his he

Hell in return for what he has on Waster a

figure as, once more, the a life

a merry one. In so he at the as he

places Winner* in the

Tid* AP A? ft fie our r

JF0r
/g/ir

ite if to te

tk$M Jiff

Though the as we it 10 it i$
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Waster Is required to dwell in London for the present, there to

keep a look/out for anyone with a purse passing through town
and make him spend his money in riotous waste. The poem as we
have it concludes' or almost so with a satiric impression of

Waster's London life. Thus even in thejudgement the satiric note

persists.

Cbese the
1

forth in'to the Cbepe, a chambre tbou rere;

Loke tbi wjndowe be wyde, and waytt* the aboute,

Where my berande potener tburgb the burgh passe;

Tech to the tonne till be tayte wortbe;*

Doo drynk al that he dry be at morow,

Sytben ken bym to the Crete to comfortb his vayncs,

Brynff hym to Bred Strete, with tbijynger,

Scbew offatt scboldirs ynewe?

Hottefor the hungry, a hen other twayni,

Sett bym sofa one a sete, and sytben send
after,

1

Brjni out of the burgh the best tbou may/ynde,
And luke tbi hiavc hafe a knoke bot he the clothe spred;

B@t late paye or he passe, and pik bym so dene

Tbatfyndapeny
9
in bis purse, and put owte bis egbe.

9

When that es and don, dwell ther no longer,

Bot bym owl of the townn, to trotte aftir more,

The birds make their final appearance, in plentiful waste, in

Waster's larder.

The herons, the bastektczf
1Q

the wele sewed,

The pertrikes* the plovers, the other pulled
11

byrddes,

The dbns, the osulks, the cpetes
1 *

dere;

Tk more tbu mstis tbi wele, the better the wynner lykes.

HIES, on the one hand. Waster's London life promotes a

necessary flow ofwealth; on the other hand, the accumulation of

wealth by Winner provides a reserve for which there may come a

1

go (impcr.).
*
wacdi, wak.

3 pc. 4 become mary, tipsy.
s
afterwards introduce him (to the wine ofCrete or to a tavern ofthai name),

8 beckon. 7 awl 8 a penny.
f
ie. lociwink him.

sf meat on a spk.
ll

pluckccL
11 die buBiiidKS, Ac me boom.
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The Parlmicnt ofthe Tbre A^es
need* It seems at that moment to have been more expedient that

spending rather than saving should be encouraged. Bet the two

antagonists are found to be complementary. The accomukton of
wealth and the dissipators are both necessary in the economy of a

kingdom; the problem is to keep an appropriate balance

them. This economic problem is* however, as it is presented in the

poem, also a moral problem. Winner and Waster could be

ofthe same person. The way ofwisdom in the individual life, as

in the life ofa kingdom, would seem to be to keep a just balance

between the two extremes represented by Winner and Waster.

4

The Three Ages of The Tbn are the

ages ofman, Youth, Middle^Age and Old Age; age is

becoming or has been the yet in the

compose the three Youth is a and

Age a Winner; Old Age, has the

two, shows in himself the of The

templates the three own and
life. As the or or

Summer King ofthe he is still

the fist The lie

and the lie in his a

of his a

to a

ing an

Hie in the and and

in to and his

the *Pridc of Life* this is the

to the of the of and the

of Life in its to and It is

art There is a of

in this as is in Sir and tlx

The in this

is rhc or
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embroidered meadow of the tradition of Le Roman de k

though it is a Maytime scene. There is again by the side of a

stream where fertilizing dews and mists fall God's plenty of

flowers and wild creatures, the birds and beasts of this mounx

tainous forest ofKynd.

There tbegryse
1
wuffenegrowen mtbfloures

The primrose, the fervyifa, andpiliole
1

the riche

The dem appon dayses donkcde fullfaire,

Burtons* ml blossoms and haunchesfull swete,

And the mery mystesfull myldely ganefolk:

The atkkowe, the cowscbote* kene were tbay botben,

And the tbmtillsfull tbroly tbrepetf in the bankes,

And icbefoule in thatfrythefaynere than other

Tb@t the was done and the daye ligbtenede:

Hertys and one billys tbay goven,

Tbcfoxc and tbejilmarte thayjlede to the ertbe,

The bare burkles
7

by bawes, anl harde tbedir dryves,

Andferkesfaste to birfwrnu* andfatills Mr
9

to sitt

The poet represents himself as entering the woods, a lawless hun^

ter, in all the pride of manhood *my werdes to dregheV

Als I stde in that stcdc
11 one stalkyn^e I tbogbte;

Both my My and my bow I buskede with hues;

And to'mrdes a tree and tariede there a while;

And als I lokede to a kunde a littill me be*>syde,

I me bert with one Me?* ane begbefor the nones.

He is "buskede with leves* for camouflage on a realistic deer/

stalking venture, but his being thus decked in green leaves in May
unmistakably suggests, at the same rime, a Jack'in^thexGreen or

May King.
A hunting episode is a recurrent feature of the poems in the

Midland alliterative tradition. Hunting was a frequent and

necessary pursuit in an England which was still largely wild and

1
grass.

* wid thyme.
8 bock 4

wood/pigeon.
s
diarply disputed.

s
polecat.

7
squats.

8
nest, tak.

s
prepare herself.

10
myfatetotty.

11
place.

u bead of horns.
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untamed, in which the human communities were barclj holding

their own against the depredations of the multitudes of wild

creatures, and in which the wild creatures were a much/

needed source offood. Nevertheless, these hunting in the

poetry, though they derive much in the way ofrealism from direct

observation and participation in the craft ofhunting, are

of the traditional features that may go back to the

ancient rituals. If one examines their nature, the on

spectacle and costume in the descriptions, the fie'

quency of their recurrence as a significant in the

poems, one cannot but feel reasonably convinced that

as much as docs the feast- to the traditional The

ofepisode, frequent in the traditional Ago,
in which a hero or knight a or

out to be a person or not

very far removed from the in the of our

The hart in our poem is no a as a or

(the myth derived from the ritual) a

so it was by no means so simply a as it is to us. We
recall its place in Christian Craig in

Tk *thc in the ield

emotional appeal which has our

1ms ofthe for the cat;

owl and snake. The by we

at a and one

in our may well be the (or

naturalism,

The and

ofan is, is a late

cation in a

I fk ly

jff% no to

to tff e

J p *j ff es to

Not only is the bet also of

1 s
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discomfort, the annoyance from the gnats that is aggravated be/

cause the stalker may not make the least movement.

Then I mosti stonde ah I stoh, and stirre no fote fcrtfre,

For bad J myntid
1 or or any synys,

Alk my layke
2 bcne loste that I bade Unge wayttede.

Bot gnattes grctdy me gm/de andgntwn myn egbne.

The cutting'iip of the slain deer is realistically described in

technical detail
3

*the breris and braken blody*. The slaying was

evidently a lawless act; the slayer must conceal the pieces until

nightfall in a hole under fern, heath and *hore mosse* and the

horns and the head in a hollow oak, and most himself lurk near/

by to guard them from wild pigs that
c

wyse bene of nesse*.

Most likely the slaying ofthe deer was the way to secure a vision

or dream/guidance. Alfred Nutt, the folklorist, noted instances

from Grail and Mabinogi legends ofthe hero hunting a stag, slay/

ing it and falling under an 'illusion* in consequence; the stag was a

regular messenger from the faery world and thus passed into Chris/

tian hagiology.
4 The poets of The Parlement of the Tbre Ages and of

Sir Gawayne and the Grcne Knight could rely on their audience's

knowing the Arthurian and folk/lore motifs and being familiar

with the Grail mythology. Further* there seems to be evidence that

a slain stag was then regarded as a trophy proving that the hero had

arrived at manhood. Both these significances appear to be relevant

to our poem. It may be that the hunts here and in Sir Gawayne and

the Grim Knight were introduced to interest the huntin'/and/

shootin
9

section ofthe audience in the great hall, as the descriptions

of costume and lovemaking may have been introduced to please

the ladies. This may explain why the poet should introduce these

subjects, but it does not explain the use he makes of them as an

artist. The initial deer/stalking episode and the later episode of

Youth hawking by a river have clearly the greatest relevance in

conveying the Pride ofLife experience that is contrasted with Age.
The skying of the deer may therefore be assumed to have had

both the meanings I have indicated,

1 aimed. f
sport.

3 As in Sir Cemsym &nl ibe Grate Riijbt, Third Fit.

4 TEe general process is illustrated in great detail in Saintyves's Les Smts
Smessatrs ties Dkux.
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Certainly the slaying ofthe deer is the or to

the dramatic pageant which the to and

overhear in his dreanwision. The Three Ages arc by as

the three of this pageant; the the of

the description on their visual *airay
f

is of

the entrance of three costumed actors.

Youth is a spring-like in gaily and richly

with a profusion of embroidery which, as in Sir

Gawayne and the is He is a

rider; standing op in the he in as do

similar figures in the and

A 0n am . . .

He 0f TO f m hot bit km one,

A me bis the

alle rede

and

5 in ifcr

HP MW flflf & alie ill

ifIff n0J

H/J* JOT/&

iferr f fei

T&f jrlf

tfl iVlr

If rfcr

HIJ* aw /to If Jill i,
Hir flllf tf^ill?

HIJ tt^
ijf

rlnl to Ik

k aw
l |iff,

JO
arui MJ

is in i

He is a Winner, a of

1
hair.

2
i.e. or

3 true

4 or ( Byzantium).
r*

f of 7 w
silk (of ;.

f lfl
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matters. As Youth has the aspect of Pride, Middle/Age with his

money/bags has the aspect ofAvarice. He is seen in a
sitting pos/

ture; he sits pondering on his gold and the management of his

estate, respectable, worldly Middle/Age. His worldly life is repro/
duced in his thoughts.

The secmde se^c in Us sets satti at Us e$i,

A nnke alk in rosette that rou/mly
1 was scbapyn;

In agolyont* ofgray* grit in the myMis,
Aid icbe fogy in bis bosome kettir than Qtbere.

One bis golde ml bis gude grttly be movscdc,

His rmttes and bis mbcs rekemd befull ofte,

Ofmukkyng, of marlelyng, and mendynge of bowses,

Of ienfj
3
of bis londcmen, ofbcncfctis many,

Ofpresanttes ofpohylcf ofpurfili^ ah,

Ofpurcbes ofplovgbc'hnJes, ofparkes fullfairs,

Offwfettis of bis pastours, that Ms purse mendis,

Ofstiewirte, ofstorrours,* stirkes to bye,

Ofckrkes of countours,
7

bis courtes to b^lde^

And alk bis mitt in this werlde was one bis wele one.

Elde (Old Age) is seen as a figore leaning on his side, clad in

black, with beads in his hand. He cries 'kenely one Criste*; yet he
is *envyous and angrye*. IfYouth is proud and Middle^Age avari/

cious, Elde has the aspects of Envy and Wrath among the Sins.

His thoughts are turning to religion* he is sorry for his sins; but so,

in Piers Pkmmm, are the Seven Deadly Sins themselves penitent
and weep for what they know themselves to be. Elde Is, then, the

physical and mental condition of being old visualized as a tableau

%ure but, within that formality, presented with disturbing
realism.

The was a Ityikf kde lenyde owe Ms syde,

A hmnn die in hlakc, mib beMs in Ms bandt;

Croked and owrfafe,
9
mcrampescbett

1
for elde;

Alk was Msface, mdfoMt Ms bem,

1
le. cotpukody.

f
tunk, gown.

3
r^ocm.

4
pwiltry,

c
ttinamk^ c robes, f ttxos. 7

tnaswres. 8
kAiy.

f box. m
cramped.
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His berde and browes were Hancbedtfoil
And the bare one bis bedi of the same,

He was Mkde and blynde and die

Totbeles and tencfull* I tell yomefor
And ever be mmelide and and be

And cried kenely one Criste, and Ms crede

With sawtriesfull sere tymes* to in

Envyws and an^rye^ and Bide was bis

I hide bym be my a f*ff*
And b0t bis cmcbe and bis be caredefor m

Eldc is represented not only as physically repellent; is no

certainty that he is wiser, because of his Youth or

Middle/Age. He is simply there to be with in any com^

plete view of a human life.

The flyting in which the Three oat

ofMiddlexAgc to Youth. Youth ("this alle ingrene
9

),

in hand on his high horse* is a courtly for

vows to wear no hood or hat till he has aid

of arms for his lady*s To Age alle ia

graye*) this is all folly in by
which he property. For all Youth's fine it

anity he has no land. All his and on his

back. With his and he to buy his

jewels boy be a Winner

foly* one

For tbtt

es tk ml the that Aw srte lerit

For alle thy

tbi anl tbi

Jw alle and cm fit

tbw bafe tbi tbm

tbe tU and

1 s fuB 3 *

s fi

7 So as you in for

8
Buy of)
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Tin brydell of brent golde wolde bullokes tbegete;

The pryce of tbi perrye molds purches the Undes.

The values ofYouth may be all Tantome and folf; It remains to be

seen, however, whether the values of Middle/Age, of worldly

prudence, are any more real

There may indeed be justice in Youth's rejoinder that Middle/

Age has no god other than his goods. Youth, who does not fail to

acknowledge God who gave him life, declares that he would
rather be arrayed for battle and see a knight ride at him than possess

all the gold, property and people that Middle/Age possesses; he

would rather ride hawking by a river.

The impression ofYouth hawking by a river is one of the most

vivid things in English medieval poetry. It seems, through the

Pride of Life experience, to relate Youth to the dreamer himself,

who is also a hunter, with the difference that the dreamer is a law/

less hunter, whereas Youth rides hawking with full assurance as

to a knightly sport he is born to. The episode of a company of

gaily clad, glittering personages sometimes the Tayerye* who
ride hawking by a river is yet another ofthose episodes recurrent in

medieval romances and ballads and almost certainly mythological
or ritualistic in origin. The hawking episode in our poem surely

comes from the same source, though we may once again agree that

it derives its realistic aspect from direct observation of the contem/

poirary knightly sport. The hawks in their Pride that *heghe willen

flye ... as it were heven aungelles* are at the same time, however,
as much symbols as the Windhover in Hopkins's poem ('Brute

beauty and valour and act, oh, air, pride, plume . .
.*)

And ryde to a
thre^aftir,

Wiib baukesjull that willenJtye;

And thefeu/Us benefwndcnffawknures byenn
T& lesscbes* and I0wscn sone,

kcppyn of and castenfro bonde,

than the in to tbe towrc,*

1
proud.

2 take out.
3 4

slip off their hoods. *
proudest.

s A cam offalconry meaning "ram, wheel in light* but associated with "tower* in

cue usual sense, Cf. 'A falcon towering in ha pride of place*, MackA, II, iv.
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With tbeirc bellys so bri^bfc thy
And there they hot/en appon a$ it

Then tbcfawkoners fullftrsely tbay

To the ret/ere with to fere up

Sowsscbcs tbaym
1

full to

Than tercclcttes full tayttelf

Lancrs and lanercttis* t& tbcs

Mttyn the and

Fawkons tbay foundin fretly to

With boo ml to the flwy oftt,

Buffetyn bym? and bym to

And saykn^ bym full md

To llwy

For the Utt till be

They on and . . .

Than me md

Cowpks np to

in

be t0 Ms and t& Ms

up* me the hfte als tbt . , .

digges ben

The on a of

the as the eyes of Youth

to to and to

at It Is a of the of

the Rose or* in

as in the of Sir

1
stir, beat pa

a 3 4 and
5

i sc. to
'

8 or lies the fof the feool/,
9

1S
as is Ac 5l

18 are into Ac With dsis

die In aw!
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And than kayre to the courte that I come fro,

With ladys full lovely to lappyn in myn armes,

And clyp thaym and kysse thaym and comforthe myn hert;

And than with damesels dere to daunsen in thaire chambirs;

Riche Romance to rede, and rekken
1
the sothe

Ofkempes* and of conquerours, ofkyngesfull noblee,

How thay wirchipe and welthe wanne in thaire lyves;

With renkes in ryotte
to nvelle in haulle,

With coundythes* and carolles and compaynyes sere,

And chese me to the chesse that chefe es ofgamnes;

And this es life for to lede while I schalle lyfe here.

It is the life of sensuous and imaginative delight as it might have

been lived at a court by a young noble. Youth contrasts such a life

with that ofanxious, worried Middle/Age, preoccupied with per/

haps equally vain things.

And thou with wandrynge and woo schalte wake for thi gudes,

And be thou dolven* and dede> thi dole schall be schortef

And he that thou leste luffes schall layke* hym thereswith,

And spend that thou sparede, the devyll spede hym ells!

Middle/Age, in vexation, refuses to continue his debate with

Youth.

Pole es that withfoles delys:flyte we no lengare!

It is left to Elde to say the last word; from now on the poem
becomes a Gerontion9 a summing/up ofhuman life as looked back

upon by Elde. From his point ofview who has been both Youth
and Middle/Age, the 'wisdom* ofMiddle/Age is as foolish as the

Tolly* of Youth. Elde is the only one of the three who has ex/

perienced all three conditions 'makes youre mirrours bi me,
men*.

1 recount. 2
warriors. 8 O. Br. confats, songs.

4
buried.

6
i.e. your wealth will not last long.

6
play.
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While I was yonge in my youth and yape ofmy dedys,

I was ah everrous1 in armes as outher of youre'selven,
And as styffe in a stourre* one my stede bake,

And as gaye in my gere ah any gome ells,

And as
lelly byluffede with ladyse and maydens.

My likame* was lovely as lothe nowe to schewe,

And as myche wirchip I wane i'wis as the bothen;

And aftir irkede me with this, and ese was me levere,

Ah man in his medill elde his makande* wolde have.

Than I mukkede and marlede and made up my howses,

Andpurcheste me ploughe4ondes and pastures full noble;

Gattegude and goldefull gaynly to honde;

Reches and renttes were ryfe to myselven.
Bot elde undiwyode

5 me are I laste wiste,

And alle disfegurede my face andfadide my hewe,

Bothe my browes and my berde blawnchede full whitte

And when he sotted my syghte, than sowed9 myn hert

Croked me, cowrbed me, encrampeschet myn hondes,

That I ne may hefe tham to my hede, ne noghte helpe myselven,
Ne stale

7
stonden one my fete, hot I my staffe have.

Makes youre mirrours bi me, men, bi youre trouthe;

This schadowe in my schewere
B
schunte* ye no while.

And now es dethe at my dore that I drede moste;

I ne wot wiche daye, ne when, ne whate tyme he come?.

Ne whedirswardes, ne whare, ne whatte to do
aftire.

Elde is the mirror which reflects, in this passage with such

disturbing vividness, what Youth and MiddlexAge will be/

come.10

The disproportionately long account of each of the vanished

1
eager.

2
fight.

3
body.

4 comfort.
5 undermined. 6

it made sore. 7
firmly.

8
mirror. 9

avoid.
10

It is essentially the mirror -'ane poleist glass' in which Cresseid looks in

Henryson's Testament; the leprosy is surely but an added horror, a sense ofpollution,
that intensifies the withering of age that is suddenly there in the awful moment of

recognition. Pandarus speaks to Criseyde ofsuch a mirror in Book II ofChaucer's
Troilus.
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Nine Worthies1 seems to me ofdecidedly less merit than the rest of

the poem, and, even if it is not an interpolation by another hand
than the original author's, it interferes with the symmetry of the

poem. The Nine Worthies seem to have been popular figures in

pageant plays up to Shakespeare's time. Nevertheless, they appear
in our poem as if they had been lifted from one context into

another in which they are not perfectly made to belong.
Elde's concluding note it is not quite the note ofthe poem as a

whole even in its conclusion is the melancholy note of the

preacher, vanitas vanitatum. Life so bright in Youth (and in the

lawless hunter whose dream/vision the poem is), the worldly sub/

stance that Middle/Age so busily accumulates, indeed all earthly
life and its accessories vanish in dust.

Ne dethe wondes* for no witt to wende where hym lykes,

And thereto paramours and pride puttes he full lowe,

Ne there es recbes ne rent may rawnsone your lyves,

Ne noghte es sekire to youre^selfe in certayne hot dethe,

And he es so uncertayne that sodaynly he comes,

Me thynke the welt of this werlde worthes to noghte . . .

Vanitas vanitatum et omnia vanitas . . ,

For'thi amendes youre mysse whills ye are men here,

Quia in inferno nulla est redempcio . . .

Thou man in thi medill elde, hafe mynde whate I saye!
I am thi sire and thou my sone, the sothefor to telle,

And he the sone ofthi'selfe, that sittis one the stede,

For Elde es sire ofMidill Ell*, and Midill^elde of Youthe:

And haves gud daye, for now I go; to grave moste me wende.
1

It is the theme of

Hwer is Paris and Htleyne,
That weren so bryht andfeyre on Hea?*

Amadas and Ideyne;

Tristram, Yseude, and alk theo?

Ector, with his scharpe meynetf
And Caesar, riche of worldesfeo?

Heo leotl) iglyden ut of the reyne^
So the schef is of the

deo.\\

(From A Luve Run; probably early thirteenth century)
* face - t company (strength?). J realm, world (rain?).

s^eaf'
||

hillside? (hook?).
a turns aside.
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There is a deep affinity between Elde here and the old man in

Chaucer's Pardoner's Tale. 1

The dreamer is awakened by the sound ofa horn and finds the

sun has set. But as he makes his way soberly to *town* we are again

reminded that it was May and that it was among the green leaves

that *thies mirthes me tydde*.

Als I schurtted me2
in a scbelfe* in the schawes faire,

And belde* me in the birches with bewesfull swale,

And lugede me in the lens that ligbte were andgrene:

There, dere Drightyne, this daye dele us of thi blysse.

And Marie, that es mylde qwene, amende us ofsynn!

The poem is thus, by its sharp recognition of mortality, a correc^

tion of Pride. The summer leaves with which the dreamer is en>

vironed will wither;
5 autumn and winter will follow: there is no

permanence or trust in earthly things. Yet the total wisdom ofthe

poem cannot be said to be exclusively that of Elde, though Elde

sums up; for we remember that Elde is envious and wrathful,

though rightly sorry for his sins, which include the sins of his

Youth and his Middle/Age. We must continue duly to allow for

the positive values of life in Youth (so unforgettably presented) and

inMiddle/Age. These values surely remain, not entirely invalidated,

in the total inclusive poem co/present with Elde's last words.

1 Cf. Piers Plowman, the opening of Passes XI (B/text), how the dreamer is

warned by Elde. Cf. also how in the final Passus the dreamer is assailed by the ills

of the flesh, old age and death. It is worth comparing these passages in the final

Passus with the Duke's speech in Measurefor Measure in his role of friar confessor

preparing the condemned man for death. They have in common a use of homely

English and a curious depression of tone. The Shakespearian passage is of course

much more complex,
2 amused myself.

3 nook. *
built.

5 Cf. Yeats:

Though leaves are many> the root is one;

Through all the lying days of my youth

I swayed my leaves andflowers in the sun;

Now 1 may wither into the truth.
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5

The neglect ofour medieval non-Chaucerian poetry other than

Langland's must at least partly be accounted for by the cliches

that have reigned for so long in the textbooks and literary his/

tories, in lecture/rooms and examination halls. There seem to be

three main fallacies.

First, there is the dogma that the language of these poems is

essentially inferior to Chaucer's archaic, uncouth, rustic, harsh.

But the vitality and richness ofthe English ofthese poems should

be apparent; it is a live speech, a full-bodied idiom that far from

being a handicap was the sheerest good luck for a skilled poet. It

lent itself particularly to majestic, large-scale and dramatic under

takings. It may well be that Chaucer's innovations and improve
ments in the direction of courtly ease and urbane sophistication,

which imply changes ofattitude as well as differences oflanguage,
versification and verse-form, involved also the loss ofsome things

of value such as the extra-rational and pre-Christian and pro
vincial elements which are implicit in the rich vocabularies ofthe

non-Chaucerian poems. Chaucer was not cut offfrom the country

though he was a townsman, a man of letters and consciously

allying himself to the art-poets of France and Italy; but with his

sceptical politeness he is, by comparison with the northern and

western poets of his century, nearer Pope in some ways than he

is to the fourteenth-century alliterative poets and romance makers.

What his poetry had gained in concision, grace and urbanity
must be set against a loss not so easy to specify.

But the accepted attitude to the non/Chaucerian poems remains

much as it was in this innocent summing-up by Gosse on Sir

Gawayne: 'Unfortunately the language ofthe poem is exceedingly
crabbed and the difficulty offollowing it is increased by the allitera

tive metre/ This seems to be Sisam's assumption too in his

introduction to Fourteenth Century Verse and Prose where he says,

'The author of Sir Gawayne is an artistwho never ceases to struggle
with a harsh medium' as though it could have been that work of

art in any other 'medium'. Even when these poets are praised, it is
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without recognition oftheir essential strength. Thus Sisam praises

the author of Sir Gatvayne for having 'the gift ofthe painter' and

discusses the poem as a matter ofvisual imagery. But the best way
to bring out the virtues ofthis poet would be to compare his poem
with The Faerie Queene. Yeats's criticism ofSpenser in his essay in

The Cutting of an Agate, which ends, 'He seemed always to feel

through the eyes', is very much to the point here. The language of

Sir Gawayne uses all the kinds of imagery tactual, muscular,

kinaesthetic, as well as aural and visual, as Shakespeare's does and

as Spenser's does not. Spenser's smoothness of movement, his

'musical* versification, exposes in the comparison with Sir

Gawayne a loss of this kind of strength. In such observations as

Gosse's and Sisam's we seem to be listening to an echo of the

familiar contrast between 'Tennyson's fine ear' and Donne's

'harshness* and 'crabbed metres'. The value the alliterative metre

can have seems never to have been justly considered, though there

are excellent initial hints in Edda and Saga.

Secondly there is an assumption that these poems are deficient in

'art* and cannot be supposed to have a serious meaning. As the

scientists say, That hypothesis is the soundest which accounts for

the most facts. The hypothesis that these poems are works of art,

and were shaped to communicate a by no means negligible mean/

ing, is borne out at every turn in a critical analysis, once the inten/

tion and method ofsuch poems has been apprehended. Then the

patronizing attitude commonly adopted, with its suggestion that

they are rather childish, naive and irresponsible, valuable only for

their 'freshness', will be felt to be as impertinent as it is unprofit/

able.

And thirdly, there is the general agreement that the non/

Chaucerian poetry ofthe fourteenth century has no essential con/

nexion with the tradition ofmodern English poetry, being either a

dead end, or a series of 'sports', or (what amounts to the same

thing) the products of an unaccountable 'revival*. Thus Mr.

Christopher Dawson in Mediaeval Religion can write: 'Langland
uses the old alliterative accentual measure which was the native

speech of English and Teutonic poetry and which now suddenly

arose, as it were from the dead, as a sign of the renaissance of the
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English spirit. . . . Poetry such as this stands entirely outside con/

temporary literary tradition/ 1 If it does, so much the worse for a

'contemporary literary tradition* that denies so much of its own

past and of its own nature. But these alliterative poets were using
the same language as Shakespeare and in essentially the same way;
and it seems that anyone prepared to deny the connexion of these

poems with the tradition of modern English poetry must be

prepared to deny to modern English poetry itselfthe characteristic

qualities of English.

1 My italics.
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V. THEMYSTEKY CYCLE:
CERTAIN

TOWNELEY PLAYS

Towards the close of her book, The Elder Edda and Ancient

Scandinavian Drama,
1 Miss Phillpotts observes:

'We must not forget that Church drama and folk/drama are but

the two streams into which the ancient Teutonic ritual drama
divided on encountering the medieval Church. They meet again
in Elizabethan times, and through them there passed into the

Shakespearian drama "a wealth of tradition and sentiment elsex

where intercepted by changes oflanguage, religion and education".

In England the common Teutonic stock of ritual drama was
reinforced by the influx ofScandinavian customs. The influence of

the folk/play and the Church drama converged at an auspicious

moment, and the ancient tradition took hold on a surer immor/

tality in Shakespeare/
These observations have the weight of Miss Phillpotts's book

behind them. We cannot do better than take them as our starting'

point and inquire whether the convergence of which she speaks

may not be observed to have taken place earlier in at least a nunv
ber ofthe plays ofthe English Mystery Cycle.
There will be no need to recapitulate here the familiar history of

how drama issued from the liturgy of the medieval Christian

Church; and how from the Latin Liturgical Drama there evolved

gradually, through various stages, the whole vernacular Mystery

Cycle as we have it in the three or four complete versions that have
1
p. 2H,
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survived in English. That history, as it has been reconstructed in

E. K. Chambers's Mediaeval Stage, is now well known. Latin

Nativity and Easter Plays continued to have their places in the

Church services throughout the Middle Ages. The vernacular

Mystery Cycle may not, therefore, be said to have superseded the

Latin Liturgical Drama from which it evolved; it simply became

something separate, different and altogether bigger, the climax of

the year in the community/life ofthe medieval towns. The Mystery

Cycle cannot therefore be explained in terms of the Latin Litur/

gical Drama alone. The earliest vernacular Christian Mystery

Plays were, almost certainly, simple redactions from the Latin

plays (which must have been more like opera than spoken drama).

Indeed, some ofthe plays even in the surviving English versions of

the Mystery Cycle still read like such redactions. But in others,

and perhaps in the Mystery Cycle as a whole, we may distinguish

important elements which do not belong to the Latin Liturgical

Drama, must have come from some other source and may, per/

haps, only be accounted for by such a convergence as that ofwhich

Miss Phillpotts speaks.

The Christian Liturgy itself had its origins in an earlier ritual

that was not Christian, and, as Hocart shows in detail in his book

Kingship, 'The Mass is indeed a mystery play'.
1
But, even if we

grant that the whole English Mystery Cycle had its immediate

origin as distinguished from its remoter origins solely in the

Christian Liturgy, we should still find it impossible to explain
how such a development could have taken place spontaneously
from that Liturgy without relation to external conditions. The

Liturgy has itself a dramatic character and potentialities. But we
have still to discover what force, as it were, drew the new drama
out from the Liturgy and made of it a separate object that ex/

panded to the size and significance of the Mystery Cycle.
We may begin to find the answer by returning to the fact that

dramatic ritual always has been a feature indeed the central and

characteristic feature of religion in all parts of the world, and is

not an invention of Christianity. As Miss Phillpotts and as Gron/
bech (in his book The Culture of the Teutons) show, a religious

1
Chap. VI, p. 65.
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ritual drama had been the centre of life among the Scandinavian

and Teutonic communities. As other scholars have shown (surely

most relevantly for the history of drama in this island), the same

was true of the Celts. It is reasonable to conjecture that people

accustomed to a ritual drama not merely as an accessory ofreligion

but as the essential of religion and indeed of life, would not cease

to feel that it was essential after they had adopted Christianity.

Without a ritual drama there could, for them, be no religion and

no significant life.

Not only was the need for ritual drama still there, but the thing

itself was still there; the pagan rituals were not simply or easily

abolished by the new religion. We know how desperately,

throughout the Middle Ages, people tried to keep up their ancient

ritual dances and ceremonies even in the churchyards and church

buildings themselves for the very reason that these were now re/

garded as the sacred places. There is ample evidence in the records

of ecclesiastical prohibitions and anathemas of the trouble

these practices often regarded as devilish practices caused the

Church. But this negative ecclesiastical policy of repression was

complemented by the positive remedy provided by the emergence
of a Christian ritual drama and its remarkable development, cor/

responding to the size of the popular need, into the large/scale

Mystery Cycle annually performed by the townspeople in their

Craft Guilds at the height of the year (usually as an intrinsic part

of the Corpus Christi ritual procession in June).

The plays of the Mystery Cycle or some ofthem can them/

selves alone provide the conclusive answer to the question of

whether we can properly speak of a convergence already taking

place. We learn from other sources that there was a great deal in

the nature of drama still being practised among the people

outside the churches which the Christian Drama the new drama

which itselfhad roots in the old might not only find propitious

to its growth but with which it might converge. It would be an

error to suppose that the only kind of dramatic performances in

medieval England were the Christian Mysteries (or the Moralities

which, though later in beginning than the Mystery Cycle, did not

supersede it but were for long contemporary with it). On the con/
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trary, there is evidence of a multiplicity of dramatic or near/

dramatic performances ritual dances, games and ceremonies

widespread throughout medieval Britain. There are numerous

contemporary records and allusions, such as the allusions in Sir

Gawayne and the Grene Knight to 'layking of interludes* and

'Christmas gomes'. The fact that the words for these performances
have not been preserved except for a few fragmentary pieces

has the obvious explanation that, when there were words, they
were not written down. Modern literary people have been apt to

neglect to take account of the great fact and importance ofpurely
oral tradition.

Apart from the contemporary allusions to them, there is another

reason why we can feel certain that there must have been such

dramatic rituals: among country folk there have persisted almost

to our own day what are evidently descendants ofdramatic rituals,

and numerous versions ofthem have been recorded. The Mum/
mers* Play, the Wooing (or Plough) Play, the Morris Dance, the

Sword Dance have been considered in detail, notably by R. J. E.

Tiddy and E. K. Chambers,
1 and it is now generally agreed that

they are not the blundering efforts ofthe folk at dramatic creation

but are the degenerate and confused remnants of an ancient, pre/
Christian ritual drama. Ifso, these dramatic rituals must have been

kept up, with no break in continuity, right through the Christian

Middle Ages. The evidence of the contemporary records is that

the performers in the May rites and plays of Robin Hood and in

Christmas games and plays were not only peasant folk but also

nobles and kings and queens. It should be possible for us to

observe in individual Cycle plays whether or not these dramatic

rituals deriving from an ancient Nature religion had an effect on
the Christian Mystery Cycle and may be responsible for certain of

its featuresfeatures which must have been incorporated after the

Christian drama moved outside the church buildings.
As for the view that the Christian drama was invented and de/

vised by ecclesiastics to instruct an ignorant and illiterate populace
in the facts of their religion, that it was intended as visual educa/

tion for those who for the most part could not read, the Vulgate
1 R. J. E. Tiddy, The Mummers Play; E. K. Chambers, The Eqglkb Folk Play.
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made visible as a sequence of tableaux for instructional purposes

the plays themselves do not seem to bear out such a view. The

composition ofthe texts and the making and annual production of

the Cycle as a whole no doubt involved a collaboration between

clerks and the townspeople in their craft guilds. But it is evident

from the nature ofthe drama itselfthat it was a collaboration and

not merely the clerks instructing the people by the device ofdrama.

The historians ofthe drama have made much ofthe degradation
and eclipse of drama in Rome during the decadence and of the

lack of continuity between the ancient Classical Drama and the

medieval Christian Drama. It would perhaps be more to the point

to appreciate the parallel between the ritual origins of Greek

drama and those of English drama. We should remember that

even the Rome of the Empire was never quite the world. The
ultimate origins of specifically English drama are to be sought at

least partly in the customs and ceremonies of the Scandinavian,

Teutonic and Celtic peoples. While the city ofRome was in its

decadence there was still among the Northern peoples a professional
class a kind of priesthood of poets, held in high honour and,

indeed, veneration by kings and nobles. These 'makers' recited

their poems before audiences in the great halls and must have also

been a kind of noble actors. Whether or not the tradition origi"

nated, as the evidence indicates, in ritual drama, the poems which

have survived have some more than others a dramatic charac/

ter. It is scarcely stretching a point to say that the last of the min/

strels (fallen on evil days as they had done by the end ofthe Middle

Ages) are the first of the Tudor actors; that the Elizabethan

dramatists, including Shakespeare himself, are in the succession

from the minstrels of the earlier age. The verse combining
alliteration and rhyme of several of the plays of the extant

Northern versions of the Mystery Cycle itself suggests a relation

between them and the tradition of alliterative poetry. These par>

ticular Cycle plays must be attributed to poets who, whether they

were clerks or not, had close affinities with the makers in the

alliterative tradition.
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The Mystery Cycle is not a didactic drama; as a whole and for

the greater part it is still a ritual drama as we may observe it

in the three or four versions preserved in English. Regarding it in

retrospect from our modern viewpoint, we can see that it was in

process ofbecoming what we should describe as the drama of art.

A few of the Cycle plays indeed stand out from the others, as

having passed beyond the purely ritual stage and become art. The
term 'art* has unfortunately nowadays often a limiting, ifnot mis'

leading, suggestion but it may serve here in making the necessary

elementary distinction between art drama and ritual drama. Jane

Harrison, in her book Ancient Art and Ritual, decides very clearly

the point at which the one may be said to have become the other.

It may be that it is not always possible or desirable in practice to

make an absolutely sharp distinction, but that does not invalidate

the general usefulness of the distinction. At the performance of a

ritual there is no division into actors and audience. All present are,

or are assumed to be, worshippers and therefore more or less active

participants. But when part of the crowd a part considerable

enough to be felt as a distinct presence has become separated

onlookers or detached spectators the ritual drama begins to be/

come art. There is now an audience; and as soon as there is an

audience ofwhom the performers are conscious the performance
itselfwill begin to change its nature in the direction ofbecoming a

spectacle for spectators, a play presented to an audience. As the

more inactive or contemplative among the worshippers have

become spectators, so the active impersonators ofgods or heroes in

the ritual have become actors in a drama of art.

Ifthe Mystery Cycle is a ritual drama we should not try to see it

as ifit were a chronicle play or episodic history ofthe world. Those

concerned had evidently no idea of the kind ofthing we think we
mean by history, or no interest in it. Thus the anachronisms in the

Mystery Cycle as when Christ is spoken of as dead before he is

born have been assumed to be blunders by nineteentlvcentury
scholars and historians and their twentieth/century successors. If
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we are to think of the Mystery Cycle as history at all we have to
think of it as altogether a different kind of history from what we
think history is. In his chapter on the Creative Festival (or blot)
Gronbech assists his readers to glimpse the nature of the ancient
Teutonic ritual, and what he says may assist us also in seeking to
avoid initial

misunderstanding of the nature of the medieval

Mystery Cycle*
'Life and history start from the Hot. Time is not experienced

in the way we feel it, as a stream running along from the origin of
all things to the end of the universe. Time begins over and over

again. The festival forms what we should call a stage above the
flow of hours and years, a sort of condensed eternity. . . And
from this very beginning, time, that is the subsequent year or six

months, will flow out, made pregnant with the power and the
events of blot hours. Thus it is also

literally true that the real deeds
are done in the blot hall, the battles and the harvestings ofthe outer
world being but the external fulfilment of actions done during
feast time or the evolving of ritual acts. The field is actually
ploughed when the priest or chieftain thrusts his ploughshare into
the soil and lets the oxen draw some three ritual furrows with

appropriate formulae and the recitation of the legend of the first

ploughman The gods are present as power in the events and
as persons in the sacrifices This view suggests another type of

history and another kind of poetry than ours. In reality, ancient

history cannot be translated into our terms because it is not a

theory but an experience; by saying that it is the projection of the
actual upon the screen of the past we do nothing but replace fact

with a travesty, setting up our system as an exclusive pattern of

history What we call poetry and myth is nothing but history.
. . . The legends will not tell us what happened some year or other

according to chronology; in our craving for a kernel of historical
truth in the myths, we

naively insinuate that the myth/makers
ought to think in a system unknown to them, for the benefit ofour
annalistic studies/

The texts of the Mystery Cycle themselves show that the

annually performed events of the cycle were not thought of as

having happened once for all at successive times in the past. In the
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annual performance these events were not merely being com/

memorated. They were thought of as being done over again, as

baiting to be done over again; in the course ofthe annual re-doing,

indeed, they were probably experienced not so much even as events

being re/done but as ifthey were being done for the first time there

and then. Thus, even in the twentieth century when in a Greek

Orthodox church the crowd at Easter exclaim 'Christ is risen' at

midnight, they do not feel that Christ rose nearly 2,000 years ago

but that Christ has at that very moment risen; an event of funda/

mental importance in their lives has at that moment happened.

Jane Harrison (Themis, p. 202, 2) reports the gloom and anxiety

in a Greek village the day before Easter in the early years of this

century because, as one old peasant woman expressed it, *If Christ

does not rise tomorrow we shall have no corn this year/

Ifwe are to think of the Mystery Cycle as history, therefore, it

should be as history that had to be annually re/made or renewed

for the well/being ofeach and all ofthe community. The past had

to be re/made in order that the future, for that year, might be made

propitious.
Past and future are mutually present in the Mystery

Cycle; indeed, the Cycle regularly ends with what we regard as a

future event, the Last Judgement. The Cycle must have been ex/

perienced as an annual renewal in which once again, as in past

years and originally, the world is created, Lucifer (the light/

bearer, the sun) is created and falls, man is created and falls,

Christ (the true sun) is born, is put to death but victoriously

'harrows Hell' and rises again; finally, the world is judged; and

the next year again witnesses its creation and again the whole

cycle, a ritual of never/ending life from Creation to Judgement.

The crowd must have been essentially sharers or partakers with the

performers who were themselves not actors in our sense but im/

personators in events which were to them the significant events

ofthe year. We may be sure that these events were more significant

to the participants, who were the whole community, than events

of the same year which we now call history; life itself, as they

understood it, must have been felt by them to originate in the

ritual, to depend upon it and to derive from it all its meaning.

We shall now find it easier to understand what Gronbech tries
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to explain earlier in the same chapter. *In the ritual man assumes

the power ofcreating life. . . . Not only the future needed creation,

the past too had to be renewed in the blot to retain its reality. The

eternity of life lay not in the fact that it had once begun, but solely

in the fact that it was constantly being begun, so that the W^/man's

sacrifice points back as well as forward ... the blot ... not only

condenses and renews the past, but in true earnest creates it over

and over again. This reiteration or renovation, as we should call it,

is not a repetition ofan act primarily and for all times created years

or ages ago. The present redacting is as primary, as original as the

very first acting; and the participants are not witnesses to the deed of

some hero or god, not reproducers who revive the deed, but simply

and literally the original heroes who send fateful deeds into the

world, whether it be battles long ago or the creation of Middle/

garth*.

It is difficult for us to understand creation rites and almost all

rites turn out to be creation rites of one kind or another; thus,

coronation rites make a king, initiation rites make a new man. It

is especially difficult for us to understand how those concerned

could ever have supposed that they were creating the world itself,

and even the gods. But, as Hocart explains,
1 the idea was not of

creating something out of nothing; but rather of treating or reno'

vating the earth, for example, so as to make it fertile, useful and fit

for human habitation, in that sense to inaugurate it, to bring it into

being. Myths ofcreation are simply records ofancient creation rites

if we may believe what now seems the most authoritative and

credible view. The first chapter of Genesis itself, as Hocart ex/

plains it, is a record ofancient Hebrew creation rites that lasted for

six days. (This is not to deny the universal significance which the

chapter has come to possess.) As Hocart further explains,
3 the Old

Norse mythological description of the world is a fairly literal

description of the circular mound surrounded by a ditch which,

for ritual purposes, signified all things; the great ash, Yggdrasil,

whose branches overspread the world, including the abode ofthe

gods, and whose roots penetrate the underworld, is simply (he

1
Kingship, Chap, XVI, 'The Creation*.

2
Ibid., Chap. XV, 'Myths and Mounds', p. 188.
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thinks) the sacred ash which surmounted the sacred mound sig/

nifying all things. Thus when, at the very beginning ofthe Mystery

Cycle, God creates the world Heaven and Hell, the Earth,

angels and man he creates what is visible and substantial before

the worshippers as the 'pageant* stage and all that is on it; he says
in effect to that simple wooden structure, 'Be Heaven and Hell and

Middle/earth', and behold, it is so.

Ifwe agreed that the Mystery Cycle is for the most part not yet

art but is still as a whole in the ritual phase, we shall agree that it

does not present an 'action* so as to be fully intelligible to an

audience unfamiliar with it. The Mystery Cycle is not representa/
tional or fully self-explanatory of an action; it does not unfold or

expose an action as for an audience who expect to be shown, so as

to understand, what happened and how it happened, how it be/

gan, evolved and ended. The reason for this (to our minds)

deficiency is obvious enough ifthere was not, as yet, assumed to be

any audience. The impersonator, indeed, often proclaims who he

is, narrates his past acts or announces his future intentions. If the

purpose of such declarations is merely explanatory, we must ask

who requires such explanations. Those present certainly knew
beforehand all that they came to see, and knew what to expect
without having to be told. It is more likely that the impersonator
is not explaining to an audience but simply establishing his

identity with a ritual personage already well known whose acts are

equally foreknown and prearranged.
The modern reader, who would prefer to see the whole Mystery

Cycle as a drama according to his conception, is naturally baffled

by the gaps in what appears to him an imperfect sequence of
events. He is accustomed no doubt rightly to expect from a

drama the apprehensible detailed unity of structure of a complete
work of art. The Greek tragedies are such; and so are those of

Shakespeare. But we shall continue to misunderstand the Mystery
Cycle ifwe try to regard it as a blundering effort at art instead of
still being, as a whole, at the stage of ritual. We can see from our

historical viewpoint that it is in process of becoming art comedy
or tragedy and we can see that there are individual Cycle plays
which we may claim to have become art, to be genuine dramatic
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poems. It is these few outstanding plays which are properly the

object of literary criticism; and it is one or two of these on which

I propose we should therefore concentrate our attention. But we
should recognize that the Mystery Cycle is not intended to be art

and that it is not, as a whole, art. We should recognize this fact

specifically in relation to those few individual Cycle plays which

we claim to be indeed dramatic poems; because their significance

as dramatic poems may perhaps be shown as still rooted in their

significance as ritual. In having become or been made into

dramatic poems they should not be assumed to have lost or dis/

owned their earlier purely ritual significance; it is, indeed, on their

original ritual significance that the depth and complexity of their

final significance as dramatic poems may be shown partly to

depend.
The abruptness and incoherence ofritual texts, in contrast to the

coherence and completeness of those of art, is remarked on by
Gronbech in the chapter already quoted. 'For the participants

themselves, the story was made up of acts complemented by

formaelis and verses. This means that we shall not be able to gather

the meaning either from the words only or from the action alone;

both must be taken together to bring out the whole/ In a Shake'

spearian dramatic poem it is in and through the words ofthe poetry

that the drama is created; the action springs from and corresponds
to the words, so that the reader involuntarily imagines it even

though he has never seen the play produced in a theatre. The
words of the poetry compel the imagination to realize the de/

veloping action. Words and acts are fused expressions or aspects of

one and the same creative or pattenvmakingenergyoflife. Butinthe

case ofthe Mystery Cycle as a whole there is not this kind ofcom/

pleteness. The explanation seems to be, as Gronbech suggests,

that words have a different function in ritual. They seem to be

added to or to accompany the acts, to complement them, to lend

them additional force or, often, to alternate with them, to replace

acts altogether, themselves to assume the force of acts. In the ritual

flytings the words appear to replace or be equivalent to blows or

missiles hurled against the antagonist; they seem to belong to the

phase when words were conceived as having magic powers. Con'
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sequently, there axe gaps in a characteristic ritual text which, in a

performance, would presumably have been filled with acts, just as

there would have been gaps in the action filled with recited for'

mulae. We can understand, therefore, why such texts are often

awkward in places for a reader and why they sometimes leave him

comparatively unmoved; the feelings and tensions ofthe worship/

pers surely did not arise from these words alone. The crowd of

participants, caught up in the annual cycle ofwell/known signi/

ficant events, had no need of a complete verbal rendering of these

events. Nor should we assume that at the purely ritual stage of

drama the impersonator had as yet any thought ofinterpreting an

action to an audience or ofimpressing an audience. His intention

ofimpressing, ifhe had any, would not have been directed at any/

one outside the ritual there was' no one outside but would have

been directed, with singleness of purpose, at his antagonist or

someone else tvitbin the ritual. Because the action of the Mystery

Cycle is not yet, as a whole, turned outwards towards any

audience, it is not as a whole turned outwards towards the modern

reader. It is halthidden, only intermittently imaginable by a

reader ofthe texts.

3

There must have been numerous local versions of the Mystery

Cycle differing in dialect and in detail from one town to another.

But only four complete or nearly complete versions still exist,

the Chester, the York, the Towneley MS Cycle and the 'N/

towne Cycle'. The last/named has often been known as the *Ludus

Coventriae', though its English seems to be that of East Anglia
and not ofthe Coventry district; it appears to differ from the three

Northern Cycles in not being processional. There are, in addition,

a number of single plays which probably had their places in the

now vanished Cycles ofvarious towns.

The particular plays which I propose to consider have their

places in the version ofthe Mystery Cycle preserved in the Towne/

ley MS. This version ofthe Cycle is thought to have been the one

performed at Wakefield in Yorkshire. There is evidence from the
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three Northern texts preserved that towns borrowed and worked

on one another's texts in producing their local versions of the

Cycle. Several ofthe plays in the Wakefield Cycle appear to have

been borrowed from the York Cycle unless (as has been

suggested) both York and Wakefield derived them from some

parent/cycle. Though the Towneley MS has been dated about

the third quarter of the fifteenth century, it is generally thought

that the version of the Cycle which it preserves had already more

or less assumed the form in which we have it by the end ofthe first

quarter of the century. Many different hands at different times

appear to have worked on the making ofthe Wakefield Cycle, as

in the making ofa cathedral, adding to it and altering it; it appears

to be more heterogeneous in this respect than the Chester and York

Cycles. It is possible to distinguish different layers or strata, most

likely chronological, older and more recent strata, as in a geological

structure. Thus Pollard1

distinguished broadly three different

strata in the Towneley MS. Cycle; it is possible to distinguish

more, as indeed scholars have since done without (I think) dis/

crediting the Tightness of Pollard's broad distinctions.

The plays which I propose chiefly to consider appear to belong
to the latest stratum, which has been dated as early fifteenth cen/

tury. These plays have so many characteristics in common and are

so outstanding in similar ways that they have resulted in the hypo/
thesis ofa single dramatic poet ofgenius who composed them and

who composed also parts of other plays in the Cycle the so/

called Wakefield Master. These short plays are (we may claim)

dramatic poems and the proper objects of literary criticism. But

their significance as dramatic poems as art cannot perhaps be

dissociated from their origin in ritual. Further, it may be possible

to observe in them to what extent their ritual origins may be des/

cribed as pre/Christian, whether there may be already that con/

vergence of traditions ofwhich Miss Phillpotts speaks. If they are

the work of a single poet, then that poet himself as his verse

shows belonged in a tradition or school which may be claimed

as at least related to that ofthe alliterative poetry of the fourteenth

century.
1 The Towneky Pkys (E.E.T.S.), Introduction by A. W. Pollard.
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Each individual play should ofcourse be viewed in its place in

the whole Cycle. I cannot do more here than indicate the place of

each of the plays which I shall consider. The Cycle regularly

begins with the Creation. Thus the Towneley version begins with

a monologue spoken by God (*I am Alpha and Omega*) in

which he announces each act of Creation. The Towneley version

of the Fall of Lucifer follows; it is less complete and impressive

than the formally antiphonal York version (in which, however,

the brief dialogue between the fallen angels has a grim humour

resembling that of the dialogues between devils in the Towneley

Play of the Last Judgment). Twelve pages of the Towneley MS
are missing where we should expect the episode ofthe Fall ofMan.

Instead, we come to the Play of Cain and AM (Towneley MS
No. 2). Parts of this play have been attributed to the Wakefield

Master; but we should be careful not to attribute every racily en/

gaging or lively piece in the Cycle to a single master. We may,

however, claim some of the dialogue (despite the grim theme of

brother slaying brother) as already comedy or farce for an audience.

Cain and his boy are vigorous farcical characters, the perennial pair
of quarrelling clowns. Cain is a surly ill/tempered peasant farmer,

with a grievance against everything, a grouser; he abuses his

horses and his boy, and is familiarly disrespectful to God himself.

Whi, who is that

The reader ofElizabethan plays might well find the series ofasides

in which the boy mocks his master already typically Elizabethan.

It is not, however, this play which I propose first to consider in

detail but the play which immediately follows it, the Play ofNoah

(Towneley MS No. 3).

4

The Play of Noah (one of those attributed to the Wakefield

Master) is a variation on the theme ofthe whole Cycle in which
it is an episode. The Cycle begins with the Creation and ends

with the destruction of what was created except that (in this

Christian cycle) there is a Last Judgement of mankind, who are
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conserved for Salvation or Damnation. The Play of Noah has a

pattern ofdestruction and renewal for its theme, the destruction of

what was created, because it has fallen or declined, and its subset

quent renewal or re-creation. The play moves throughout with a

sure rhythm to the completion ofits ordered and unified structure;

it is a dramatic poem, complete in itself, yet a significant part ofthe

larger whole.

The play begins with a monologue spoken by the ageing Noah
a recapitulation ofthe initial episodes ofthe whole Cycle. Noah

speaks first of God the Creator and of the variety and abundance
ofHis creatures,

Myghtfull god veray Maker of all that is,

Thre persons withoutten nay oone god in endles blis,

Thou maide both nyght and day beest, fowel, and fysh,

All creatures that lif may wroght thou at thi wish . . ,

He recalls the creation ofthe angels, the fall of Lucifer and finally

the creation and fall ofMan. He meditates on man's sinfulness and
reflects that he himselfis growing old. This theme ofNoah grow/

ing old accords with that of the general decline.

And now I wax old,

seke, sory, and cold,

As muk apon mold

I widder away.

But Noah will yet *wax and multiply* after the Flood 'at the

next world, that is at the next spring*.
1

Noah's monologue is succeeded by a monologue spoken by
God in which He meditates on the failure ofHis created work, on
Man's failure. God will therefore destroy his Creation. But He
provides for a renewal of mankind and indeed of all life by the

preservation of Noah and all who are to go with him into the

Ark. The first dialogue in the play is between God and Noah;
God instructs Noah to build a ship, and promises

Ye shall wax and multiply,

And fill the erth agane,

When all thise floodis ar past . . .

1 *A Nocturnal upon St. Lucics Day* (Donne).
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The second dialogue is a farcical contrast a flyting between Noah
and his wife, the forerunner of more flyting to come. She has

some real cause for complaint; as in the winter of the Shepherds'

Plays, there is lack of food. The flyting match precedes an actual

exchange of blows. (The exchange between Alisoun and Clerk

Jankyn in the Wife ofBath's monologue develops this familiar or

stock pattern.)

NOE: We! hold thi tong, ranvskyt or I shall the still.

VXOR: By my thryft, ifthou smyte I shal turne the untill.

NOE: We shall assay as tyte
1 have at the, Gill!

Apon the bone shal it byte.

VXOR: A, so, mary! thou smytis ill!

Surely this buffoonery is an example ofthatjoking *in the presence

of death, real or mystical*,
2 which we shall meet again in the

Shepherds' Plays.

The building of the Ark was evidently an intrinsic part of the

performance, expressing (at one level) pride of craft, the craft of

carpentry or boat/building. But the boat/building episode is not

introduced simply as realism. The ship that is being constructed is

the very special ship that is to weather the Flood between two

worlds with frail humanity, vulnerable life in its keeping; it is

the life'bearing vessel or womb of life. Like the boat in Marina (*I

made this, I have forgotten') it may be regarded as symbolical as

well as realistic. Noah, as he takes offhis gown and labours at the

making ofthe ship, is made very conscious by his aches and pains

that he has grown old.

A! my bak, I traw, will brast! this is a sory note!8

hit is wonder that I last sich an olde dote

All dold,*

To begyn sich a wark!

My bonys ar so stark,
5

No wonder ifthay wark,
6

for I am full old.

As the storm gathers and breaks, increasing in violence, Noah's
1
at once.

2
Hocart, Kfngship, VII, 74.

3
business,

4 dulled.
6

stiff. ache.
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wife has her second outbreak; once again, there is buffoonery in

the presence of death. Impressions of the rising flood halls,

castles and towers falling beneath the force ofthe storm combine

with her rebelliousness. The comedy of this episode of the intran/

sigent wife is the more piquant here as it is at just such a critical

moment that she should choose to be awkward. She appears to be

sublimely careless as the flood rises* She will not go into the Ark
till she has done her spinning. It is as if there were some hidden

fateful relation between her spinning and the brewing^up of the

storm.

VXOR: Sir, for Jak nor for Gill will I turne my face

Till I have on this hill spon a space
on my rok;

1

Well were he myght get me,

Now will I downe set me,

Yit reede2
I no man let

3
me,

for drede of a knok.

NOE: Behold to the heven the cateractes all,

That are open full even grete and small,

And the planettis seven left has thare stall;

Thise thoners and levyn downe gar fall

full stout,

Both halles and bowers,

Castels and towres;

full sharp ar thise showers,

that renys aboute;

Therfor, wife, have done com into ship fast.

VXOR: Yei, Noe, go cloute4 thi shone the better will thai last.

PRIMA MULIER: Good moder, com in sone for all is over cast,

Both the son and the mone.

SECUNDA MULIER: and many wynd blast

full sharp;

Thise floodis so thay ryn,

Therfor moder come in.

1
distaff.

2
counsel.

3
prevent.

4
patch.
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VXOR: In fayth yit will I spyn;
All in vayn ye carp.

1

TERTIA MUJLIER: If ye like ye may spyn Moder, in the ship.

'Ye may spyn, Moder, in the ship' sounds reasonable enough. The
climax of this second flyting is a second exchange between hus/

band and wife as she enters the Ark precipitately, having at last

apparently realized the danger. The children wish for a reconcilia/

tion, and this again has, perhaps, a significance in relation to what
follows.

The final movement ofthe dramatic poem is on the theme ofthe

subsidence of the Flood and the reappearance of the sun and the

green earth. There is a spring impression and a joyful feeling of

wonder and ofreverent gratitude at the miracle surely an annual

miracle of restoration and renewal

Now are the weders cest and cateractes knyt,
Both the most2 and the leest.

VXOR: Me thynk, bi my wit,

The son shynes in the eest lo, is not yond it?

we shuld have a good feest were thise floodis flyt

So spytus.

They have been in the Ark 350 days that is, virtually, a year.

VXOR: Bot, husband,

What grownd may this be?

NOE: The hyllys of armonye.
8

VXOR: Now blissid be he

That thus far us can ordand!

NOE: I see toppys of hyllys he many at a syght,
No thyng to let me4 the wedir is so bright.

VXOR: Thise ar of mercy tokyns full right.

NOE: Dame, thi counsell me what fowll best myght,
And cowth,

6

with flight ofwyng
bryng, without taryying,

Of mercy som tokynyng

Ayther bi north or southe?
1
talk. 2

greatest.
3 'Armenia' has become 'armonye'.

4
prevent me. 5

could.
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Husband and wife are now harmonious: Noah asks his wife

which bird they might release from the Ark to bring a sign or

token. The dove brings back the olive branch.

The dowfe is more gentill her trust I untew,

like unto the turtill for she is ay trew.

VXOR: Hence bot a litill she commys, lew, lew!

she bryngys in her bill some novels1 new;

Behald!

It is of an olif tre

A branch, thynkys me.

Although the Noah Play is based on the Biblical narrative what

has re/animated and re/created it in this version, working in and

through the poetry, enriching its significance, is clearly the seasonal

theme of the Nature rituals, the festivals of the Year. This, then,

is the other source of life which the Christian drama found when

it passed out ofthe church/buildings and among the people.

5

The play which comes after that of Noah in the Cycle is the

Play of Abraham and Isaac (Towneley MS No. 4). The signify

cance, in the Cycle, of the sacrifice of Isaac is as an analogue or

foreshadowing of the sacrifice of Christ, the Son by the Father.

But it happens to be one of the Cycle plays which is especially

interesting to modern readers who are on the look/out for the

emergence of drama in the usual sense tragedy or comedy. The

situation has not only the elements oftragedy in it the tragedy ofa

father under an overriding obligation or doom to slay his own son

but to some extent this situation, the pity, the fear, the irony, the

suspense and the element of unexpectedness, is realized in the play

(as when the son asks, 'Where is the beest that shuld be brend?')-

The situation in itself is as tragic as those situations of a son

doomed to slay his father, or a brother his brother, which are

among the themes of the Greek tragedies. Nearness of kinship

1
news, tidings.
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between the slayer and the slain (though in this case after pro/

longed suspense the slaying is prevented just in time) is peculiarly

tragic, as the Greeks and as Shakespeare knew. Several of the

sagas, too, are family tragedies* Such situations may perhaps be

traced back (as Miss Phillpotts does) to an original ritual situation

in which the king is doomed to be slain by his successor (he may
be his son or brother) who is doomed to marry the queen (she may
be his mother or sister). But the Play of Abraham and Isaac is not

one of the plays I intend to consider here. I intend to pass on to

certain of the plays in the sequence about Christ which forms the

larger part and the climax of the whole Mystery Cycle. The

Christ sequence, to which all the preceding plays of the Cycle
are preliminary, may be said to begin with the lovely Play ofthe

Annunciation (Towneley MS No. 10) and its companion play,

the Salutation of Elizabeth (No. n) both of which Pollard

regarded as belonging to the earliest stratum ofthe Towneley MS
Cycle. It is immediately after them that the two Towneley Shep/
herds* Plays come (Nos. 12 and 13).

6

What has happened in the Noah Play has happened again still

more interestingly in the two Towneley versions ofthe Shepherds'

Play. Both plays are among those attributed to a single Wakefield

Master; and ifwe are to have a Wakefield Master they are indeed

sufficiently similar in texture to each other and to different plays of

the group to justify their both being assigned to him. Though the

second is the better known, the first seems to me almost as interest/

ing; both are significant dramatic poems.
The first play begins with a monologue spoken by a First

Shepherd (Gyb) on the theme ofwinter downfall and poverty
the theme of 'Wynter wakneth al my care*. He envies the dead;

they are free from vicissitudes.

Lord, what thay ar weyll that hens ar past!

for thay noght feyll theym to downe cast.
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here is mekyll unceyll
1 and long has it last,

Now in hart, now in heyll
2 now in weytt, now in blast,

Now in care,

Now in comforth agane,

Now is fayre, now is rane,

Now in hart full fane,

And after full sare.

Thus this Warld, as I say farys on ylk syde,

for after oure play com sorrows unryde;
3

for he that most may
4 when he syttys in pryde,

When it comys on assay
5

is kesten downe wyde,
This is seyn;

When ryches is he,

Then comys poverte,

hors/man lak Cope
Walkys then, I weyn.

All his sheep are gone, and his 'purs is hot wake'. The monologue
is, however, not quite all a complaint; there is a more hopeful note

in its ending. Gyb is on his way to the fair to buy more sheep.

Once again, as in the Noah Play, there is promise ofa new abun/

dance at the next spring.

To the fare will I me,

To by shepe, perde,

And yit may I multyple,

for all this hard case.

On his way to the fair he meets the Second Shepherd (John

Home) who enters addressing the crowd at the play directly in a

second monologue. 'May God save us all from the different kinds

of evil men*, who may have seemed to be multiplying in the con/

temporary England of the play, as it was traditionally believed

they would do towards the end ofthe world and as they appear to

do with the failure of life energies in winter and as darkness mul/

tiplies. Degree is overthrown in the increasing confusion that

seems to attend the winter overthrow.

1
unhappiness.

2
health. 3

bitter.
4 can do. 5

to the test,
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Benste, benste1 be us emang,
And save all that I se here in this thrang,

he save you and me ouertwhart and endlang,
2

That hang on a tre I say you no wrang;

Cryst save us

from all myschefys,

from robers and thefys,

from those mens grefys,

That oft ar agans us.

Both bosters and bragers god kepe us fro,

That with thare long dagers dos inekyll wo;
from all byll hagers

3 with colknyfys
4 that go;

Sich wryers and wragers
5

gose to and fro

for to crak.

Who so says hym agane,

were better be slane;

Both ploghe and wane

Amendys will not make.

He will make it as prowde a lord as he were,

With a hede lyke a clowde felterd
8 his here;

he spekys on lowde with a grym bere,
7

I wold not have trowde so galy in gere

As he glydys.

I wote not the better,

Nor wheder is gretter,

The lad or the master,

So stowtly he strydys.

John Home hails Gyb, who is apparently straying over the corn,

and the two shepherds greet each other.

SECUNDUS PASTOR: How, Gyb, goode morne wheder

goys thou?

Thou goys over the corne Gyb, I say, how!

1 benedicite.
2
crosswise and lengthwise.

3
bill'hackers.

4
cabbage/knives.

5
twisters and wranglers.

6
tangled.

7
noise,
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PRIMUS PASTOR: Who is that? John Home I make god a

vowe!

They agree that
c

poore men ar in the dyke'.

The strange buffoonery ofthe dialogue that follows is surely no

more accidental than is that ofthe mock/nativity the sheep in the

cradle in the Second Towneley Shepherds' Play. It is in the un/

broken tradition in which, all over the world almost, joking and

buffoonery have been associated with death; ceremonial joking

(as Hocart explains
1

) often indicates *the presence ofdeath, real or

mystical'. What gives rise to this buffoonery appears to be the

association of death and re/birth, the one presupposing the other

and setting up an endless cycle. We may recall, as one classic

example, the episode of the drunken Herakles in the Alcestis of

Euripides the buffoonery which precedes the hero's wrestling/

match with Death and his restoration of Alcestis.

In our present play, Gyb tells John Home he is going to the fair

to buy sheep (his sheep, as he supposes, have all died in the

winter). Thereupon the two shepherds quarrel about where he

shall feed them, since there is evidently not grass enough to go
round. Suddenly Gyb starts shouting like a madman at imaginary

sheep, the sheep he has not yet bought at the fair. Thus we have

a farcical fantasy. In the midst of the winter dearth when the

shepherds have no real sheep left, or only a few, there is suddenly

all round them an illusion ofabundance, a multiplicity ofphantas/
mal sheep. This make/believe abundance their own make/

believe, it seems is not there as a mockery ofthem in the season of

deprivation. The tone is rather one ofjollity as ifwhat is seen is a

promise of the abundance of spring. The buffoonery of the shep/

herds is, it seems, a significant Christmas game in this Christmas

play a game intended perhaps magically to help to induce the

abundance it pre/figures. Gyb and John Home shout contradic/

tory orders at the (as yet) purely imaginary sheep and involve them/

selves in a wildly farcical medley.

PRIMUS PASTOR: I go to by shepe.

SECUNDUS PASTOR; nay, not so;

1
Kingship, VII, 74.
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What, dreme ye or slepe? where shuld thay go?

here shall thou none kepe.

PRIMUS PASTOR: A, good sir, ho!

Who am I?

I wyll pasture my fe
1

where so ever lykys me,

here shall thou theym se.

SECUNDUS PASTOR: Not so hardy!

Not oone shepe tayll shall thou bryng hedyr.

PRIMUS PASTOR: I shall bryng, no fayll a hundreth togedyr.

SECUNDUS PASTOR: What, art thou in ayll longys thou oght
whedir?

PRIMUS PASTOR: Thay shall go, saunce fayll
2

go now,
Bell Weder!

SECUNDUS PASTOR: I say, Tyr!

PRIMUS PASTOR: I say, Tyr, now agane!

I say skyp over the plane.

SECUNDUS PASTOR: Wold thou never so fane,

Tup, I say, whyr!
PRIMUS PASTOR: What, wyll thou not yit I say, let the

shepe go?

In the midst of the confusion the Third Shepherd, appropriately

named Slawpace, arrives late as the New Year itselfseems to do

in winter.

SECUNDUS PASTOR: Here comys Slaw/pase
fro the myln whele.

TERTIUS PASTOR: What a do, what a do is this you betweyn?

Like a chorus, he comments that here are two old knaves, fighting

about nothing, and he compares them proverbially with Moll.

Ye brayde of3 Mowll that went by the way
Many shepe can she poll

4 bot oone had she ay
Bot she happynyd full fowll hyr pycher, I say,

Was broken;

1
flock.

2 without fail.
3
are like.

4 count.
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*Ho, god,' she sayde,

hot oone shepe yit she hade,

The mylk pycher was layde,

The skarthis1 was the tokyn,

Gyb and Home are old in this play for the same symbolic reason,

perhaps, as Noah.

Slaw/pace carries a bag on his back; but it is empty. He shakes

it out in front of everyone so that it can be seen to be quite

empty as a conjurer might do, because later out of the same

(surely it is the same) empty sack will come food and drink in

never/ending abundance. Meanwhile he compares the bag, empty
ofmeal, to the wits ofthe old shepherds; but surely the empty sack

is at the same time symbolical ofthe whole winter dearth.

Hold ye my mare this sek thou thrawe

On my bak,

Whylst I, with my hand,

lawse the sek band;

Com nar and by stand

Both Gyb and Jak,

Is not all shakyn owte and no meyll is therin?

PRIMUS PASTOR: Yey, that is no dowte.

A boy appears (Jak garcio) and the contrast ofYouth and Age
must have been visible. He reveals that Gyb's sheep are not,

apparently, lost after all. On the contrary they are in grass to the

knee. "The wonder is whence comes this abundance of grass, this

miracle offertility on a midwinter night. We may associate it with

such legends as that ofthe cherry tree that bore fruit on Christmas

Eve (for it is, of course, Christmas Eve).
2

Immediately following the good news that the sheep are found

there is yet another apparent miracle. Although the shepherds have

complained of winter and starvation they unexpectedly produce

between them and even out ofSlaw/pace's empty bag a sudden

abundance offood and drink, a more than substantial Yule feast.

This miraculous feast immediately preceding the birth of Christ

1 broken fragments.
2
Sec, for example, the medieval romance Sir Ckges.
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reminds one of those windfalls of food and drink that regularly

accompany the appearances ofthe Grail. Appropriately for Yule,
it is a boar feast; Gronbech shows how the boar was the sacred

animal, indeed a divinity, among the ancient Scandinavian and
Teutonic peoples and how at the sacred boar feast the life and

strength ofthe boar entered into those who feasted upon it. Gronx
bech shows in the same context how the ale also was, among these

peoples, a divinity whose life they drank. In our present play,
Christian though it is, the ale of the shepherds* Yule feast is still

spoken of as holy and as 'boyte of oure baylF, a phrase commonly
used of Christ.

SECUNDUS PASTOR: Lay furth of oure store,

lo, here! browne of a bore,

PRIMUS PASTOR: Set mustard afore,

oure mete now begyns;
here a foote of a cowe well sawsed, I wene,
The pestell of a sowe that powderd has bene,

Two blodyngis,
1
1 trow A leveryng

2
betwene;

Do gladly, syrs, now my breder bedene,
3

With more.

Both befe, and moton
Of an ewe that was roton,

Good mete for a gloton;

Etc of this store.

SECUNDUS PASTOR: I have here in my mayll
4 sothen5

and rost,

Even of an ox tayll that wold not be lost;

ha, ha, goderhayll! I let for no cost,

A good py or we fayll this is good for the frost

In a mornyng;
And two swyne gronys,

6

All a hare bot the lonys,
7

we myster
8 no sponys

here, at oure mangyng.
9

1
blood-puddings?

2

liver-pudding?
3
my two brothers.

4
bag.

5
boiled. 6

snouts. 7
loins.

8
need. 9

feasting.
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TERTIUS PASTOR: Here is to recorde the leg of a goys,

with chekyns endorde1
pork, partryk, to roys;

a tart for a lorde how thynk ye this doys?

A calf lyver skorde with the verjose;

Good sawse,

This is a restorete

To make a good appete.

PRIMUS PASTOR: Yee speke all by clergete,

I here by your clause;

Cowth ye by youre gramery
2 reche us a drynk,

I shuld be more mery ye wote what I thynk.

SECUNDUS PASTOR: Have good ayll of hely
3 bewar now,

I wynk,
for and thou drynk drely* in thy poll wyll it synk.

PRIMUS PASTOR: A, so;

This is boyte of oure bayll,

good holsom ayll

TERTIUS PASTOR: Ye hold long the skayll,

Now lett me go to.

Yet another bottle is found *yit
a botell here is*.

Can we mistake that what has once again taken possession of

the Christian cycle here, and re/created it, is the tradition of the

pre-Christian diramatic rituals as they still flourished among the

people? Shakespeare later is still drawing on the same source, as in

the sheep-shearing festival in A Winter's Tale.
5 There is no loss of

the new Christian significance by this enrichment from an older

tradition; thus the shepherds agree, with Christian charity, that

the food and drink left over from the abundance ofthe unexpected
feast should be distributed among the poor.

1
gilded with egg/yolk,

2
learning.

3
*hely* is usually explained as 'Ely'. But surely the word is to be at least associated

with 'hele* (Anglo/Saxon 'haelu'), 'healing, health* and also with 'haiy' (Anglo^
Saxon 'hah'g'), 'holy'.

4
deeply.

5
It seems perfectly possible that even if Shakespeare as a child did not see the

Mystery Cycle himselfhe would have been told about the old performances by those

who had seen them. This might help to account for the sheep/shearing scene in A
Winter's Tale and indeed the whole symbolism and some of the details being

traditional.
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For oure saules lett us do

Poore men gyf it to.

Having first asked Christ's blessing, the shepherds sleep after

the feast and are wakened by the angel *hc spake of a barne*.

There is the same feeling ofwonder again inA Winter's Tale when,
after the tempest and the shipwreck and the man eaten by the bear1

(images of death), the old shepherd (again a shepherd} finds on the

seashore a newborn child 'Mercy on's a barne; a very pretty

barne/ The star looks like the lightning to Slawpace as he leans

on a stone an image that may well date back to the association of

the sun/god with the lightning; it is in the midwinter night that

the new sun is born.

The dramatic poem ends with the Adoration ofthe Shepherds.
2

Each of the Three Shepherds, as he recites or sings (probably

sings) his part in what is in effect a dramatic Christmas carol,

presents a gift a spruce coffer, a ball and a bottle to the new
born divine child. It is perhaps not too fanciful to suppose that the

bottle is the very same as that out ofwhich earlier in the play the
c

holy ale' 'boyte ofoure bayll' was drunk by the shepherds. The

gifts of the Three Shepherds (as of the Three Kings) have surely

some relation to the magical or otherwise rich
gifts which are

bestowed on a newborn child or found beside an exposed child

in so many folk/tales and which often have to do with the ultimate

recognition of his supernatural or royal origin and status.

1
"Exit pursued by a bear/ There is in this Shakespearian scene again the strange

mixture of buffoonery and horror of death. Cf. also the Porter ofHell'gate scene in

Macbeth and the element of the grotesque in Lear, and the 'rural fellow* with the

basket of
figs in Antony and Cleopatra.

2 The shepherds criticize, with evident knowledge ofwhat they are talking about,
the technique and quality of the angels* singing. This accords with the evidence

(cf. the references throughout the Canterbury Tales) that music and singing were

accomplishments widespread among the people in the fourteenth century. But
when Gyb, the shepherd, quotes the Latin of Virgil's fourth Eclogue, John Home
protests

Tell us no clerge I hold you of the freres,

ye preche;
It semys by youre laton

ye have lerd youre Caton.
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7

Because the Second Towneley Shepherds* Play includes the

episode of the sheep/stealing, involving the characters Mak and

his wife Gyll, it has been acclaimed the first English comedy; we
should have to add 'the first that has chanced to be preserved*. The

excellently stage-managed farce ofthe concealment and discovery

of the stolen sheep in the cradle certainly implies an audience an

audience who are in the know that the sheep is in the cradle and

who may be counted on to hold their breath in suspense when the

shepherds unexpectedly turn back to Mak's cottage (having in/

opportunely recollected that they have given no gift to the new/

born child) and so make the discovery that the supposed child is

the sheep. Since in this way it assumes an audience to appreciate it,

the episode is already (if we apply Jane Harrison's distinction

between art and ritual) art drama; it is comedy presented to, and

for, an audience.

But it is the more significant as art drama because it has so

immediately grown out of ritual drama; and because it is a

dramatic poem in which the Christian Mystery Cycle has, once

again, been crossed and enriched by the other tradition, the tradi/

tion of all that has been grouped under the heading of the Folk

Play. Less than justice has been done to it as significant art even by
those who have praised it; they have praised it too simply as farce,

light comic relief intruded into the old solemn Nativity Play.

Instead, it needs to be insisted that the play is a poem. The ancient

association in dramatic ritual between dance and drama is still

immediate in the vigorous, dancing rhythm that carries right

through to the play's end. The deliberately broken, realistic

dialogue, diversifying without breaking the strict stanzaic and

metrical form, is carried along like eddies within a steadily

flowing larger current within the unbroken dance/like metrical

movement.

The progression or whole movement of the play is again, as in

the First Towneley Shepherds' Play, from winter sorrow and

death to the joyful birth. The play is again realism and something
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more, or other, than realism; if we regard it simply as realism

emerging, as a dissociated element, from convention we shall miss

a large and essential part of the meaning. The shepherds (as in

the first play) certainly strike one as realistic reproductions of the

folk, English peasant folk, like those who appear occasionally in

Shakespeare's plays and quite unlike the shepherds of the Eliza/

bethan pastoral convention. But (as in Shakespeare) they have

their significant parts to play in a total poem.

The opening monologue spoken by the First Shepherd is a

vigorous protest no mere sorrowful musical complaint against

the winter distresses and oppressions suffered by the poor. The

poor are oppressed not only by winter, which is bad enough, but

in winter by the rich. Social grievances and vexations increase,

once again not only because the social order seemed to be breaking

up in the England contemporary with the play, but because it is

winter, the season when the life energies that hold all things to/

gether begin to fail; the winter world (it
was traditionally be/

lieved) prefigures
the final end of all things when the world will

fall into wrack and ruin. This note ofvigorous protest against the

oppression of powerful, rich and evil men is the more readily

absorbed because it is vigorous in the jollity that strangely

develops in the play; it seems, indeed, to reinforce the jollity which

it is finally absorbed into. *So feeling comes in aid of feeling.'
1

PRIMUS PASTOR: Lord, what these weders ar cold! and I

am yll happyd;

I am nere/hande dold 2 so long have I nappyd;

My legys thay fold my fyngers ar chappyd,

It is not as I wold for I am all lappyd

In sorow.

In stormes and tempest,

Now in the eest, now in the west,

wo is hym has never rest

Myd day nor morow!

Bot we sely shepardes that walkys on the rnoore,

1 Wordsworth's PreMe, Book XL 2
dulled, numbed.
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In fayth we are nere/handys outt of the doore;

No wonder as it standys if we be poore,

for the tylthe of oure landys lyys falow as the floore,

As ye ken.

We ar so hamyd,
1

for/taxed and ramyd,
2

We ar mayde hand tamyd,
with thyse gentlery men.

The Second Shepherd protests in his turn, as he enters, against

the winter.

Lord, thyse weders ar spytus and the weders full kene.

And the frostys so hydus thay water myn eeyne,

Noly.
Now in dry, now in wete,

Now in snaw, now in slete,

When my shone freys to my fete,

It is not all esy.

His monologue as a whole is the protest of a husband against

wives, a variation on the theme of the antagonism between Noah

and his wife as the Flood rises.

For, as ever red I pystyll I have oone to my fere,
3

As sharp as a thystyll as rugh as a brere;

She is browyd lykc a brystyll with a sowre loten chere;
4

Had she oones wett hyr whystyll she couth syng full clere

Hyr pater noster.

She is as greatt as a whall,

She has a galon of gall:

By hym that dyed for us all,

I wald I had ryn to 5
I had lost hir.

The Third Shepherd (Daw) enters, just as the first two are ask/

ing what could have happened to him, and he compares the winter

1
hamstrung, crippled.

2
oppressed.

3
mate.

4
sour/looking face.

5
till.
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floods with Noah's; they evidently have a corresponding signifi/

cance in this play.

Was never syn Noe floode sich floodys seyn;

Wyndys and ranys so rude and stormes so keyn;
Som stamerd, som stod in dowte, as I weyn;
Now God turne all to good I say as I mene,

for ponder.
These floodys so thay drowne,

Both in feldys and in towne,

And berys all downe,

And that is a wonder.

The note ofseeing wonders, or at least ofthe unexpected, is present
in Daw's monologue, and prepares for the miraculous events ofthe

night of Christ's birth.

We that walk on the nyghtys oure catell to kepe,

We se sodan syghtys when othere men slcpe.

Yit me thynk my hart lyghtys I se shrewys pepe,

Daw appears to be the servant of the other two shepherds; if they
are poor, he, it seems, is still poorer. Yet they themselves enact in

some measure the inhumanity which they have just complained
of; for when he begs for food and drink he, too, is hungry in the

winter they upbraid him, as his masters, for being late. Daw
then protests against the hard lot ofservants.

Sich servandys as I that swettys and swynkys,

Etys oure brede full dry and that me forthynkys;
1

We ar oft weytt and wery when masteiymen wynkys,
Yit commys full lately both dyners and drynkys.
Bot nately

2

Both oure dame and oure syre,

When we have ryn in the myre,

Thay can nyp at oure hyre,

And pay us full lately.

1
grieves me. 2

to some purpose.
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When the first two shepherds ask him where their sheep are, Daw
answers that he has left them in the corn; though everything is

topsy-turvy, the beginning of the reversal to better fortune is inx

dicated by Daw's news that the sheep have 'pasture good*.

SECUNDUS PASTOR: Wher ar oure shepe, boy, we skornej

TERTIUS PASTOR: Sir, this same day at morne

I thaym left in the corne,

When thay rang lawdys;

Thay have pasture good thay can not go wrong.

The Three Shepherds join in a mirthful part-song because their

sheep appear to be well provided for after all; Mak enters to the

accompaniment of their singing, and the Mak farce commences.

The central episode ofthe farce, the Three Shepherds' discovery

of the stolen sheep in the cradle, is clearly a kind of parody of the

serious subject ofthe whole Nativity Play, a mock/nativity. In the

final episode ofthe whole play the newborn Christ, Agnus Dei,

in the cradle probably, in the performance, the same cradle is

adored by the same shepherds. In the farcical episode (the spirit of

which is similar to that ofthe popular beast fables) a beast is found

in the cradle.

What the dewill is this? he has a long snowte . . ,

Sagh I never in a credyll

A hornyd lad or now.

Finally, the infant God is found in the cradle between two beasts.

In a cryb full poorely,

Betwyx two bestys.

The phrase 'little day starne' is first used by one ofthe shepherds of

what he supposes to be Mak's child and the audience knows to be

the sheep; the same phrase is later in the play used of the Christ

child (as, indeed, it is commonly used in the carols of the Christ

child).

The 'hornyd lad' in the cradle has perhaps a still more particular

significance. He may be none other than the 'horned god* the

God incarnated as goat or sheep, bull or stag whose worship
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continued throughout medieval Britain as the evidence assembled

in Margaret Murray's God of the Witches seems to show. To quote
but one instance, together with her own comments, from her chap'

ter, 'The Horned God': 'In 1303, the Bishop of Coventry was

accused before the Pope ofdoing homage to the Devil in the form

of a sheep. The fact that a man in so high a position as a bishop
could be accused of practising the Old Religion shows that the

cult ofthe Horned God was far from being dead, and that it was

in all probability still the chiefworship of the bulk of the people.
It should be also noticed that this is one ofthe first British records

in which the old God is called the Devil by the Christian writers

ofthe Middle Ages/ Ifso, the point about the *hornyd lad* in the

Christ/child's cradle could not have been missed by the crowd at

the Mystery Cycle; though whether the joke was at the expense of

the New Religion or the Old might depend on whether one

chose to regard the 'hornyd lad* as displacing the Christ/child in

the cradle or the other way round. It is difficult to suppose that the

joke could have been much relished by clerics. The attempts of

the Church authorities to suppress the Mystery Cycle can be

accounted for if it seemed to them that within the Christian Cycle
itselfthe Old Religion was rearing its head as a dangerous rival.

*So frequently is joking and buffoonery associated in various

parts ofthe world with death that when we come across ceremonial

joking it is advisable to consider whether we are not in the presence
ofdeath, real or mystical/

1 The buffoonery in this play once again

(as in the First Towneley Shepherds' Play) indicates the presence
of death and birth in their age/old association. The mock/nativity
does not appear to be introduced in the mocking spirit of scepti/

cism. There is probably no irreverence to the Christian religion

intended. The boisterousness ofthe Mak farce as a whole, culmin/

ating in the tossing ofMak in a blanket, may rather be interpreted
as an expression ofthe jollity ofthe folk as the re/birth significance
ofthe midwinter festival overcomes the death significance. As the

consciousness ofthe distress ofwinter is absorbed into the boister/

ousness ofthe farce, so the latter in its turn is finally absorbed into

the joyous wonder ofthe Adoration ofthe Shepherds. The move/
1 See before (Hocart, KfysUp, VII, 74).
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ment of the dramatic poem is from the winter sorrow of the

opening monologue, through the jollity ofthe Mak farce, into this

final reverent joy and wonder. The Mak farce, including the

mock/nativity, is thus not finally incongruous with the whole play

as a Nativity Play, but indeed contributes to a total complex har^

mony. The boisterous jollity is resolved or transmuted into more

complete joy as the Gloria in excdsis is sung. We who read are apt

not to allow for what would have been the effect ofthe singing.

Though Mak
1

first enters to the accompaniment of the mirthful

singing ofthe shepherds, the farce commences, on the part ofMak

himself, on a note of distress that corresponds with that of the

opening of the play. He enters as a cloaked figure.
2

1 Who is Mak, the sheep/stealer? Was he invented for this play, or did he have a

previous existence in tradition? Is he more than he seems? There is a resemblance

between Mak and that other rogue, Autolycus, in A Winter's Tale (allowing, of

course, that the Shakespearian character is much more various). We can, perhaps,

find a clue to the underlying significance ofthe one by pondering the significance of

the other in his context. Autolycus (like Mak) is a thief. At his first entrance he

alludes to Mercury; 'My father named me Autolycus; who being, as I am, litter'd

under Mercury, was likewise a snapper/up of unconsider'd trifles.' But Mercury,

besides being the patron of thieves, was also the go-between to and from the

lower and upper worlds. As such, he conducts Proserpina, the spring/goddess,

back to the upper world. Now it is precisely Autolycus who introduces the spring

note into A Winter's Tale in the song which he enters singingand he snatches

away the linen bleaching on the hedges (surely the snow). He heralds or prepares the

way for Perdita whose role in the shepherds' spring festival is that ofthe flower/girl

or spring'goddess (it
is no accident that she alludes to Proserpina). He is also, we

may note, a shape/shifter; at least he is continually disguising himself or assuming

deceptive appearances for his professional purposes. If we agree that this Shake'

spearian character has a tradition behind him, he is likely as an English character to

have descended from a tradition other than the Greek or Roman, most probably the

Celtic or Norse. Among the Norse gods, Loki was not only a shapexshifter (like

the Celtic sun^god Curoi) but dishonest, a ne*er/do/well and a thief. It is a fair

guess that the grand original ofMak and of his wonderful Shakespearian counter/

part, Autolycus, is none other than Loki. Loki is believed to have been fire and an

associate (perhaps aspect) of the sun^god. But whoever was their original (or

originals) it is improbable that either Mak or Autolycus was invented to meet the

exigency of providing light comic relief; they have every appearance of being

traditional figures which, in the case of Autolycus at least, a great poet has known

how to make the most of in a specific dramatic'poetic context. 'The poets', says

Hocart again, *do not invent half so much as they are supposed to do, but rather

turn ancient facts to poetic uses* (Ktngship, Chap. VIII, p. 101).
2 MS: Tune intrat Mak, in clamide se super togam vestitus.
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MAK: Now wold God I were in heven for there wepe no Barnes

So
styll.

PRIMUS PASTOR: Who is that pypys so poore?

MAK: Wold God ye wyst how I foore!

Lo, a man that walkys on the moore.

Then he pretends not to be Mak and breaks into a fit of boasting

and flyting, like the antagonists in the Mummers* Play or likeHerod

or Pilate elsewhere in the Mystery Cycle; he declares that he is a

yeoman ofthe king and 'sond from a greatt lordyng'; but the shep'

herds recognize him and suspect him of being a thief. He is the

wild man of the moor
c

a man that walkys on the moore*. He
would cheat his neighbours for the sake of a dinner for himself,

his wife and his too numerous progeny. But he also suffers the

common lot of poor men in winter, he also is hungry; he is as

much the oppressed as he is the oppressor. Though he is a rogue, he

is (like Autolycus) a merry rogue. He risks hanging; yet, perhaps
because he provides merriment, the worst that actually happens in

the end, when he is exposed, is that he is tossed in a blanket, as if

it were a Christmas game as indeed it is. Thus there is no tragedy

to mar the good/humoured mirth ofChristmas, and the element of

jollity achieves a boisterous victory in the play. At the same time,

though Mak is not actually hanged he is essentially the 'hanged

man'; for Mak in being tossed in the air undergoes what is

essentially a mock death.

What drives Mak to sheep/stealing is, then, the hunger which

he and his family suffer in the winter in common with the shep/
herds.

Bot a sekenes I feyll that haldys me full haytt,
1

My belly farys not weyll it is out of astate.

He has more children than he can feed though it seems that there

is a fire in his hut.

PRIMUS PASTOR: How farys thi wyfF? by my hoode how farys

sho?

MAK: Lyys walteryng,
2

by the roode by the fyere, lo!

1
hot. 2

wallowing.
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And a howse full of brude she drynkys well to ...

And ilk yere that comys to man
She bryngys furth a lakan,

1

And som yeres two.

The shepherds are ill>clad and without a fire

I am cold and nakyd and wold have a fyere.

Mak is something of a magician, for he pronounces a spell over

them, when they lie down to sleep, in order to put them into a

deeper sleep. There is an element of comic melodrama in his

monologue as he draws a circle round them a circle *as rownde

as a moyn* and, while they are snoring, steals a fat sheep. There

is a suggestion of Mak as the wolf stealing into the fold; later,

indeed, it appears that one ofthe shepherds has dreamt that he saw

him clad in wolf/skin. 2 There is rather more action and move/-

ment in this play than is usual in a Cycle play.

The monologue is followed by a dialogue between Mak and

his wife, Gyll, as he arrives at the hut where (like Noah's wife

and like the fairy women) she sits spinning. She is glad to see him

but she fears that he will be hanged for the sheep.

1 child.
2 "The strange kinship between sun and wolf*, union and conflict, association

and opposition, is examined by H. Flanders Dunbar in Symbolism in Mediaeval

Thought, in which she provides proof of Dante's use of ancient symbolism and

imagery. 'Although there have been many guesses, no one knows exactly when or

how there was established the strange kinship between sun and wolf, yet in regard to

Zeus himself it has been argued as to whether in reality he was wol&god or light'

god. The very words arc related etymologically, the word "wolf" with "light", and

the word "wolfskin" with "darkness". Firmly established as are the light associa>

tions of Zeus, Sir J. G. Frazer has said: "The connexion of Lycaean Zeus with

wolves is too firmly established to allow us seriously to doubt that he is the woh>

god." Moreover, Zeus is not the only "Shining One" with whom there exists this

close association with the wolf. Osiris, god of the sun, whose sign was Sirius the

dogstar, was represented clad in a wolf/skin. It is unnecessary to give more examples,
since the symbolisms of these two were fundamental in the forming of Dantc*s

tradition; and whether or not he was aware of the facts, they had shaped the

symbolisms that he found at hand. The wolffor Dante was in manifold association

with the sun.
1

One may have less hesitation in connecting Mak with Loki and the wolfwhen
one reflects that Loki appears in the myths as a mischiefrnaking servant, that the

Norse end ofthe world begins with a wolfdevouring the Sun, and that the monster

Fends/wolfwho is then to vanquish Odin was conceived by Loki.
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MAK: Good wyff, open the held 1

seys thou not what I bryng?
VXOR: I may thole the dray the snek2 A, com in, my swetyng!
MAK: Yee, thou that not rek of my long standyng.

VXOR: By the nakyd nek art thou lyke for to hyng.
MAK: Do way:

I am worthy my mete,

For in a strate can I gett

More then thay that swynke and swette

All the long day.

VXOR: It were a fowll blott to be hanged for the case.

MAK: I have skapyd, Jelott oft as hard a glase.
3

VXOR: Bot so long goys the pott to the water, men says,

At last

Comys it home broken.

Com thay or he be slayn and here the shepe blete!

MAK: Then myght I be tane, that were a cold swette!

Go spar

The gaytt doore.

It is she who devises the ruse of swaddling the stolen sheep and

putting it in the cradle. Mak has already returned to his place
between the sleepers when they wake (Resumx a mortuis!' ex/

claims the First Shepherd awaking). Almost their first concern is

as to the whereabouts ofMak whom, it is clear, they do not trust.

Mak pretends to waken after having dreamt that his wife has

given birth to yet another boy.

Wo is hym has many barnes,

And thereto lytyll brede!

On Mak's second return to his hut there is first a brief flyting

outbreak between him and his wife.

VXOR: Why, who wanders, who wakys who commys, who

gose?

Who brewys, who bakys? What makys me thus hose?4

And than,

1 door.
2 draw the latch.

3 blow' slippery place?
4 hose? hoarse?
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It is rewthe to beholde,

Now in hote, now in colde,

Full wofull is the householde

That wantys a woman.

They anticipate an awkward visit from the shepherds, who are

meanwhile counting their sheep. Gyll swaddles the sheep and

hides it in the cradle. In the subsequent developments ofthe farce

there are two 'discoveries* made by the shepherds, first the loss ofa

sheep, then the sheep in the cradle. The buffoonery of the sheep

lost and found found in a cradle corresponds, at the farcical

level, to the deatlvand'birth theme ofthe play as a whole. 1

To the accompaniment of Mak singing a lullaby and Gyll

groaning, the Three Shepherds arrive to seek their lost sheep.

TERTIUS PASTOR: Will ye here how thay hak? oure syre lyst

croyne.
2

PRIMUS PASTOR: Hard I never none crak so clere out oftoyne;

Call on hym.
SECUNDUS PASTOR: Mak! undo youre doore soyne.

MAK: Who is that spak, as it were noyne,

On loft?

Who is that I say?

TERTIUS PASTOR: Goode felowse, were it day.

MAK: As far as ye may,

Good, spekys soft,

Over a seke woman's heede that is at mayll easse.

Mak welcomes them.

MAK: Ye have run in the myre and ar weytt yit:

I shall make you a fyre if ye will syt . . .

I have barnes, if ye knew,

Well mo then enewe,

Bot we must drynk as we brew,

And that is bot reson. . . .

TERTIUS PASTOR: Yee, oure shepe that we gett,

Ar stollyn as thay yode oure los is grette.

1 At the highest and most serious level, the daughter lost and found in A
Winter's Tak, Pericles and Lear has a corresponding symbolical meaning.

a
feels Like crooning.
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MAK: Syrs, drynkys!

Had I bene thore,

Som shuld have boght it full sore.

PRIMUS PASTOR: Mary, sorn men trowes that ye wore

And that us forthynkys.

The irony throughout this scene Gyll accusing the shepherds

themselves of being thieves and protesting she will eat the child in

the cradle if ever she cheated them clearly assumes an audience

to appreciate it.

VXOR: Iswelt! 1

Outt, thefys, fro my wonys!
Ye com to rob us for the nonys.

MAK: Here ye not how she gronys?

Youre hartys shuld melt.

VXOR: Outt, thefys, fro my barne!

All that the shepherds can find in Mak's cottage are *bot two tome

platers' that plainly signify the winter lack of food as, in the First

Towneley Shepherds' Play, Slaw/pace's empty bag at first does.

Just when, at the departure of the shepherds, the suspense has

relaxed and the audience has begun to draw breath again the

shepherds return a welkmanaged dramatic surprise and make

the discovery of the sheep in the cradle.

PRIMUS PASTOR: Gaf ye the chyld any thyng?

SECUNDUS PASTOR: I trow not oone farthyng,

TERTIUS PASTOR: Fast agane will I flyng,

Abyde ye me there.

Mak, take it to no grefe if I com to thi barne.

MAK: Nay, thou dos me greatt rcprefe
2 and fowll has thou

fame.

TERTIUS PASTOR: The child will it not grefe that lytyll day
starne.

Mak, with youre leyfe let me gyf youre barne,

Bot sex pence.

MAK: Nay, do way: he slepys.
1
faint.

2
reproach,
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TERTIUS PASTOR: Me thynk he pepys.

MAK: When he wakyns he wepys.
I pray you go hence.

TERTIUS PASTOR: Gyfme lefe hym to kys and lyft up the

clowtt.

What the dewill is this? He has a long snowte.

Yet Gyll persists in maintaining that the sheep is not a sheep but

her child *A pratty child is he as syttys on a woman's knef. In

this mock nativity in which Gyll comically corresponds to, or pre^

figures, Mary there is the suggestion, if not of a miraculous birth,

at least of a supernatural occurrence; her child (Gyll claims) has

been metamorphosed by an elf.

He was takyn with an elfe,

I saw it myself.

When the clok stroke twelf

Was he forshapyn.

The farce attains its climax with the tossing ofMak in the air

buffoonery instead of a death. 1 The change or transformation in

the play thereupon happens with the Angels* singing ofthe Gloria

in excehis and the Shepherds* wondering recognition that *He

spake of a barne*. They marvel that the newborn Saviour is

'poorly arayd* and comes 'to so poore as we ar*. He is the Saviour

of all mankind of the poor above all. Thus the note of the dis'

tresses of the poor in the opening of the play finds its response

towards the close. The play concludes, as does the First Play, with

the Adoration of the Shepherds. The natural human tenderness

towards a child is expressed and is at the same time hallowed by
the recognition that this child is God. The Three Shepherds

approach each with a gift a 'bob of cherys', a bird and a ball.

Lo, he merys;

Lo, he laghys, my swetyng,

A welfare metyng,

1 TERTIUS PASTOR: Syn thay mantcyn thare theft let do thaym to dede.

MAK: If I trespas eft gyrd of my heede.
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I have holden my hetyng;
1

Have a bob of cherys. . . .

Hayll! I kneyll and I cowre. A byrd have I broght
To my barne.

Hayll, lytyll tyne mop!
Of oure crede thou art crop:
I wold drynk on thy cop,

Lytyll day starne. . . .

Hayll! put forth thy dall!
2

I bryng the bot a ball:

Have and play the with all,

And go to the tenys.

We should not jump to the conclusion that *go to the tenys' is

naivety on the part ofthe shepherd, that he is unconscious ofsuch

a remark being incongruous to a newborn infant. On the con/

trary, it is surely intended as this shepherd's conscious humour. It

is too easily assumed that everything in these plays is naive.

8

Between the Creation and the Judgement the central events of
the Mystery Cycle as of the Christian year are the birth, death

and resurrection of Christ; in relation to these events the Old
Testament episodes in the early part of the Cycle are in the nature

of a prologue. In the sequences of the Nativity, Passion and
Resurrection Christ has to contend with a succession of antago'
nists who are yet essentially one and the same. Thus the principal

antagonist ofthe newborn god in the Nativity sequence is Herod.
He is succeeded as principal antagonist by Pilate in the Passion

sequence. Yet the Herod and the Pilate of the Mystery Cycle are

both much of a piece, boasters and ranters, half villains and half

clowns. In these respects we may note that they bear a resemblance

not only to each other but also (for example) to the Turkish

Knight ofthe Mummers' Play. This would not be surprising ifall

1
promise.

2
hand, fist.
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three represent a character type which has a common origin an

origin as one of the combatants in the ritual flyting and combat
between the old god (or king) and the new. The consistency of

the character of the Towneley Pilate through the various plays of

the Passion sequence has recently been demonstrated by an Ameri'
can scholar, Arnold Williams, in a detailed study.

1 But it is less

certain whether or not this consistency was produced by the texts

having been worked over by the Wakefield Master or by any
individual dramatist. Herod exhibits in different plays a similar

consistency which cannot, in his case, be attributed to a single

dramatist. Ifwe ask why the Pilate of the Mystery Cycle should

have developed, or been developed, into a character type different

from the Pilate of the New Testament and very like the type to

which the Herod ofthe Mystery Cycle and the Turkish Knight of

the Mummers' Play also belong, the explanation may well be that

a ritual dramatic antagonist of the Christ in the Mystery Cycle
was needed who would fit the old traditional pattern. Ifthe Herod
and the Pilate are in this way a traditional ritual type, we meet

once again in the new Christian drama a feature that belonged

originally to the old pre-Christian ritual drama.

In the Towneley Plays of the Magi (No. 14) and of Herod the

Great (No. 16) plays in which the Nativity sequence continues

after the Shepherds' Plays Herod is the old king who, as in so

many folktales, is afraid of the newborn child and tries to do

away with him because ofprophecies and rumours that the child

will grow up to challenge and overthrow him as king. Though
menacing and dangerous, the Herod ofthe Mystery Cycle is at the

same time a kind ofclown, a sinister clowp. Perhaps the imagina/
tion has here distorted him into a grotesque caricature because

he is really feared, as a type of the powerful oppressor such as the

Shepherds complain ofin the Shepherds' Plays and who exists in

fact in the world; but if he was originally the impersonator of the

old god he could never have been quite human and may always

have been more or less grotesque. The Towneley Play in which

the ranting Herod is most given his head in masterly dramatic

verse is the play of Herod the Great (the only play of the Nativity
1 The Characterisation of Pilate in the Towneley Plays,
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sequence other than the Shepherds* Plays which has been found

attributable to the Wakefield Master). But though the Herod rant

is more developed in this play than in the Magi, he is essentially

the same Herod in both, a character type that had not needed to be

specially invented.

The Play ofthe Magi is not the equal ofthe Shepherds
1

Plays in

variety and complexity as a dramatic poem, though it is good

workmanship in stanzaic verse, a self/consistent and worthy ren^

dering of its traditional subject. It appears to be more directly and

simply in the line ofdescent from a Latin original in the Liturgical

Drama. In the Towneley Play ofthe Magi the star
1
is described as

brighter than sun and moon, and clearly signifies the newly risen

sol verus who is Christ. The play combines in a well-knit unity of

opposites the Journey and Adoration of the Magi set over against

the hostile rages and menaces of the Herod. The gifts of gold,

incense and myrrh betoken the kingship, godhead and destined

death ofthe infant whose birth has wonderfully happened.
The subject of the Play of Herod the Great is the forbidding and

indeed revolting one of the Massacre of the Innocents. Strangely

enough, this theme ofthe persecution ofthe innocent (who may be

a being about whom there is at least the suggestion ofsupernatural

origin) runs through a number of the old traditional tales that in

various versions continued to be popular throughout the Middle

Ages -the tales, for example, of Patient Griselda, Constance and

Emare. In this Towneley Play of Herod the abhorrent episode is

presented in so stylized a manner as to suggest, at once, that the

art here has not departed far from its ritual origin, and is here more

complete art for that very reason. Only as ritual rather than life

could such an episode have been made into dramatic art. Had the

play been more naturalistic than it is, the balance between realism

and ritual would have been upset, and the play would surely have

been merely revolting. An element of humour a kind of cerex

monial clowning as an aspect even of the slayings is again

strangely present.

The play begins with a ranting monologue spoken by Herod's

1 In the performances of the Latin Nativity plays the Stella suspended in the

church appears to have been, like the cradle itself, a central sacred object or symbol
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Messenger and ends with a ranting monologue spoken by Herod

himself. They evidently address the crowd at the performance

directly (as still in some Elizabethan plays). In the opening mono/

logue Herod's Messenger, who boasts and rants only less than his

master himself, declares Herod to be sole king ofall the kingdoms
of the world and demands the undivided allegiance of everyone
to him. Such violence of assertion, however, itself suggests that

Herod's kingship has been seriously shaken by the birth.

Thay carp of a kyng,

Thay seasse not sich chateryng.

The Messenger's monologue heralds the entrance ofHerod himself

raging and, like the ogre of folk/tales, threatening to break every
one's bones. Herod is angry more particularly because the Three

Kings have not returned. His Three Soldiers or Knights (milites)

announce that the Three Kings have gone home by another way;
and this announcement starts off a flyting between Herod and his

Knights as a consequence of which the latter temporarily retire.

Herod then calls for his Counsellors or Clerks who consult their

books and quote the prophecies about Christ, thus aggravating the

storm ofHerod's ragings.

Fy, dotty>pols, with youre bookys!

Go kast thaym in the brookys!

They appease him by suggesting a Massacre of the Innocents.

Herod's Messenger instructs the Three Knights to execute this

plan and to array themselves for the purpose in bright armour (as

for some ceremony).

In all the hast that ye may in armowre full bright,

In youre best aray looke that ye be dight.

(The bright armour fits in well with the view that the originals of

Herod's Three Knights were the attendants and supporters of the

old sun god in his ritual contest with the young sun god.) Each of

the Three Knights is in turn opposed by a woman and her child;

each mother in turn calls for vengeance for the innocent whose

blood is shed. This pattern is accordingly repeated three times; and
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is characteristic of the formal patterning of the play as a whole.

The Three Knights boast to Herod ofwhat they have done, and

claim a reward. In the ranting monologue which rounds off the

play Herod again boasts and triumphs and promises extrava"

gant rewards to his Three Knights next time ('when I com

agayn).
In these plays Herod and Pilate are thus served by lesser Herods

and Pilates who evoke (in Yeats's phrase) the 'emotion of multi/

tude'. Though often rebellious and continually brawling, they do

their master's bidding, cowed by his more powerful rant. Thenv
selves oppressed they are themselves oppressors and even when

only three in number seem to be a multitude. The recurrence of

three figures, Three Shepherds, Three Kings, Three Marys and

(ofthe opposite party) Three Soldiers, Three Devils, is characteris/

tic of the Mystery Cycle as of mythology.

9

What happens in Christ's life in between the two great events,

his birth and his death, is somewhat sketchily represented in the

Mystery Cycle and is indeed mostly not there. As Raglan remarks

(in The Hero 1

) there is characteristically something of a gap
between the birth ofthe hero (or god) and his agon and death; and

this would not be surprising ifthe gap corresponds to the interval

between two ritual ceremonies. We must, of course, distinguish

between the Christ ofthe Mystery Cycle, a ritual dramatic figure,

and Christ (of the New Testament).

In the Towneley plays of the Passion the opening rant of Pilate

in the Conspiracy (No. 20), the whole of the Buffeting (No. 21)
and ofthe Scourging (No. 22) and the greater part ofthe Play ofthe

Talents (No. 24) have been attributed to the Wakefield Master and

are ofsuch a texture as to justify the attribution. On the other hand,
the Crucifixion (No. 23), which shows signs of various revisions,

appears to belong on the whole to an earlier stratum.

In this great sequence of the Passion we are close to the origins
1
Chap. XVII.
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of Tragedy in ritual drama in the dethronement and sacrificial

death ofthe king or god. The role ofChrist here is that ofthe dying

or sacrificed god preliminary to his resurrection and final victory

over the demons of darkness, Pilate presides over Christ's death

and is, as Herod is, something of a terrible clown who at his first

entrance (in the Conspiracy*) brandishes a sword, rages and rants.

But he is a rather more multifold villain than Herod, a fearsome

oppressor and at the same time, as he describes himself, a politic

double/dealer (in both respects a prototype ofsome of the villains

of the Elizabethan stage).

For I am he that may make or mar a man;

My self if I it say as men of cowrte now can;

Supporte a man to day to/morn agans hym than,

On both parties thus I play and fenys me to ordan

The right.

Pilate's instruments and in the Play of the Buffeting the instru'

ments of Cayphas and Anna are the knights or soldiers, grunv

bling, brawling ruffians, humorous savages like the devils of the

LastJudgment, Christ speaks only once, and only a line or two, in

the Play of the Buffeting and similarly in the Play of the Scourging.

His silence is of course in the New Testament account morally

most impressive. But in these episodes ofthe Mystery Cycle Christ

has something ofthe mysterious impersonal or non/human quality

of the sacrificial victim, something even of the passivity or immo/

bility of a masked figure or of a sacred doll or puppet, image of a

god. Thus the Buffeting is, it seems, essentially a rite. Christ is

placed on a stool blindfold and mockingly required to say who

struck him last.

We shall teche hym, I wote a new play of Yoyll.

The resemblance to those rough medieval games, Hot/cockles and

Hoodman/blind, is surely not accidental. (In Hot/cockles the

blindfolded man had to guess the name of his buffeter; in Hood/

man/blind from which our Blind Man's Buff is derived the

victim who wore his hood over his face had to try to catch one of

his unseen buffeters.) We may remember also the farcical episode
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in the Frogs of Aristophanes in which Dionysos and his servant

are beaten in order to establish which is the true god.

This sequence ofepisodes must seem painfully brutal and primi^

tive to us. There may have been a grim recognition that the

savagely humorous, mocking soldiers do not know whom thay are

maltreating. But this sense of irony may be a modern interpreta^

tion; the crowd at the Mystery Cycle are unlikely to have been so

detached. The likelihood is that the soldiers know well enough
as well as do all the participants. The underlying dilemma was

perhaps that the god had to be sacrificed, and at the same time

those who actively sacrificed him had to be condemned. Never'

the less, there seems at this point to be at least a partial identification

ofthe worshippers with the soldiers rather than with the god. This

savage clowning becomes more understandable once we recognize

some connexion between it and the ancient frenzied or orgiastic

rites of mutilating or tearing to pieces the god,
1

preparatory to his

triumphant reappearance or resurrection in renewed power and

glory like the sun scattering his enemies, the demons of darkness.

For after this shall thou se when that I do com downe
In brightnes on he in clowdys from abone.

The strange savagery strange because humorous, and again buf

foonery in the presence of death that breaks out again in the

Passion sequence ofthe Christian Mystery Cycle only becomes iiv

telligible by means ofsome such explanation.

So Mary, too, by her lament at the foot ofthe Cross (in the Play
ofthe Crucifixion) takes her place in the succession of the wailing
women ofthe ancient rituals weeping for Adonis or for Baldur.

In the Play ofthe Talents (the immediate sequel to the Crucifixion

in the Towneley Cycle) Pilate and the Three Soldiers cast dice

to decide who shall have Christ's coat. There is again New
Testament authority for this episode in the mention ofthe drawing
oflots for Christ's garments. But it is clear from what is said about

the coat that in the play it is regarded as in itselfa very special coat

1 We need scarcely remind ourselves that in some primitive rites the sacrificed

god often an animal was of course also devoured, not in order to destroy him
but to possess him completely, that his life and power might enter into his people.
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coveted for very special reasons; it is supposed to possess magical

properties. (This is as we might expect if we remember that the

kingship or godhead was regarded as itself inhering magically in

the robe donned or doffed in ceremonial rites by a king or human

representative
of a god.

1
) It is his own title to the kingship that

Pilate is concerned to establish or usurp immediately upon Christ's

death, as is shown by his rant at the opening of the Play of the

Talents. Of course, the game between Pilate and the Three Sol'

diers is quite irregular a mere buffoonery of a solemn rite.

Though Pilate walks offwith the coat, he has not in fact won it.

He proves himself once again a double-dealer and a bully, the

arch/rogue; although he loses in the dice throwing he insists on

keeping the coat. The scene is, at the same time, a realistic

representation
of a scene in a contemporary ale/house where dice

were cast or games played for someone's hood as prize. As such it

is excellent farce. At first Pilate, having thrown a high figure,

thinks he is winning; but when he unexpectedly loses to the Third

Soldier, he first asks the winner for the coat as a gift, and, when he

is not given it, he impudently takes it. Then the Three Soldiers

forswear dice and (surprisingly as coming from them) express

vigorous moralist sentiments that seem to have flowered out from

the medieval vernacular sermons.

FIRST SOLDIER: Now thise dyse that ar undughty
2 for los

of this good,

Here I forswere hertely by Mahownes blood;

For was I never so happy
3

by mayn nor by mode,

To wyn with sich sotelty to my lyfys fode,

As ye ken;

1 In Hocart's Kmgship, Chap. VII, p. 79t we read, for example: 'The garments

with which the Indian king is invested . . . represent the various membranes ofthe

womb into which the king is supposed to enter in order to be born again. They are

termed the cauls and the womb of dominion or sovereignty. After putting on the

womb the priest
hands to the king five dice, saying, "Thou art the master; may these

five regions of thine (i.e.
the four points of the compass and the zenith) fall to thy

lot." Sovereignty is thus acquired by decision ofthe dice, and this reminds us ofthe

game played for supremacy between the Dalai Lama and the King ofthe Demons

in Tibet; this leads us back to the idea of victory.'

2
unprofitable.

3
lucky.
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Thise dysars and thise hullars,
1

Thise cokkers2 and thise hollars,
3

And all purs^cuttars,

Bese well war of thise men,

SECOND SOLDIER: Fy, fy, on thise dyse the devill I theym
take! 4

Unwytty, unwyse with thaym that wold lake;
s

As fortune assyse
6 men wyll she make;

Hir manners ar nyse
7 she can downe and uptake;

And rych

She turnes up/so/downe,
And under abone,

Most chefe of renowne

She castys in the dychc.

By hir meanes she makys dysers to sell,

As thay sytt and lakys,
8 thare corne and thare catell

10

We might well ask why the episode of the Harrowing of Hell

(from the Apocryphal Gospel ofNicodemus) should haveassumed
such significance for medieval people that it forms one of the out"

standing and apparently indispensable episodes in the Mystery

Cycle. If a text of it was lacking locally it had at least to be bor^

rowed, as the Towneley play (No. 25) appears to have been

borrowed from the York Cycle. Surely the answer may have to do
with the fact that in the mythologies the descent of the hero or god
into the underworld is one ofthe regular, ifnot essential, episodes
in his career. More specifically what we find enacted once again in

the Play of the Harrowing of Hell, in a new form and with a new
significance, is the age-old contest between light and darkness, the

triumph ofthe sun/god over the demons ofdarkness. The associa/

tion ofChrist with the sun and with light is unmistakable even in

the sequence of the Passion. Thus the soldiers remark of Christ's

1
lechers, 2

fighters.
3 drunkards. 4

give to.
5
play.6

appoints.
7
foolish,

8
play.
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face that it is Tare shynyng* and that, on the cross, 'it shoyn as any

glas';
and Mary exclaims at the moment of his death:

Alas! thyn een as cristall clere that shoyn as son in sight,

That lufly were in lyere
1

lost thay have thare light,

And wax all faed in fere2 all dym then ar thay dight!

The Play of the Harrowing of Hell enacts the victory that follows

this temporary eclipse. The approach of Christ is experienced by
the imprisoned souls as the approach of light dispelling the dark/'

ness in which they sit. It is one more proof of the accuracy of

Hocart's observation: 'Thus the old beliefs which began before

our earliest written records continue to supply Christianity with

its imagery*.
3 The identification ofChrist as the true sun/god (Sol

Verui) appears to have been deliberately made by St. Patrick and

other early missionaries as a means of appealing to the pagans.

Thus, having been given a new spiritual'symbolic meaning, this

important centre of the pagan mythology could be incorporated
into Christianity. The episode of the Play appears to correspond
to the ceremony of re/lighting the candles in the night before

Easter, and, perhaps more fundamentally, to the first breaking of

light on Easter morning. The plays of the Passion and the

Resurrection correspond, in general, to the ceremonies of Holy
Week.

Christ himself, in the opening monologue or prologue of the

play, proclaims *A light I will thay have.' There follows a

dialogue between the souls in which their mounting excitement is

felt, and it is on the theme ofthe dawning oflight. Adams begins:

Fower thowsand and sex hundreth yere

Have we bene here in darknes stad;
4

Now se I tokyns of solace sere,
5

A gloryous gleme to make us glad.

Eve responds:

This menys solace certain;

Sich light can on us leynd
6

In paradyse full playn.
1
face.

2
power? (Icelandic,/*).

3 See also Kingship, XVIII, 'The Gods*.
4
placed.

5 manifold.
G

fall.
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Isaiah recognizes that his prophecy is about to be fulfilled:

I spake of folke in darknes walkand

I said a light shuld on theym lende. 1

John the Baptist joins his testimony to theirs:

His light is on us layde,

And commys oure karys to kele,
2

Moses describes the nature ofthe light as he experienced it on the

occasion ofthe Transfiguration, (*Ofthat same light lernyng have

T, as it is in the York I^lay, has been altered here in the Towneley

Play to 'Now this same nyght lernyng had I*.)

As whyte as snaw was his body.

His face was like the son for bright,

No man on mold was so myghty

Grathly
3 durst loke agans that light;

And that same light here se I now

Shynyng on us, certayn . . ,

The triumph of light over darkness, and generally of life over

death, which is the sublime theme of the Harrowing ofHdl* is thus

the climax of the contest on the Cross in which Christ had only

appeared to be the loser. The First Soldier in the Play of the

Crucifixion had said, 'Ye just in tournament*. Christ is thus con^

ceived, on the analogy ofthe romances, as the knightly champion
whose opponent in the first joust in the Play of the Harrowing of

Hell is Satan. He lays siege to his opponent's castle, symbolically
breaks open the gates they burst open at his command and

liberates the imprisoned souls within, releases imprisoned life, as

victor over death.

JESUS: Attollite portas, principes . . .

RYBALD: Out, harro, out! what devill is he

That callys hym kyng over us all*

BELZABUB: Go, spar the yates, yll mot thou the!
4

And set the waches on the wall . , .

1
fall.

2
cool, i.e. assuage.

3
directly.

4 fare.
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DAVID: Nay, with hym may ye not fyght,

For he is kyng and conqueroure.
And of so mekill myght
And styf in every stoure;

1

Ofhym commys all this light

That shynys in this bowre . . .

The play preludes the triumphant Easter morning theme of the

Play ofthe Resurrection (No. 26).
2

The Towneley Play ofthe Harrowing of Hell may be compared

(as may also the Play ofthe Fall ofLucifer) with what appears to be

its earlier and more complete form in the York Cycle. The

elaborate, formal stanzaic verse ofthe York Play alliterative and

rhymed and not unlike the stanzas of Pearl has not been very

successfully kept up in the Towneley Play. The balanced, formal

structure of the play, as it is in the York version, has correspond/

ingly been disturbed by displacements and by some expansion and

diffusion as well as simplification. Nevertheless the general

arrangement, and much of the detail, remains substantially the

same in both versions. A prologue spoken by Jesus is followed by
a dialogue between the souls who sit in darkness. This dialogue is

formal, antiphonal, yet expresses an excited sense of light ap/

proaching, an expectancy of deliverance at hand. The devils or

demons notice the commotion, and it communicates itselfto them;

they themselves in turn become disturbed there is an element of

farce here.

RYBALD: How, Belzabub! bynde thise boyes, sich harow was

never hard in hell.

BELZABUB: Out, Rybald! thou rores; what is betyd? Can
thou oght telb

RYBALD: Whi, herys thou not this ugly noyse?

Thise lurdans3 that in lymbo dwell . . .

1
battle.

2 The inspiration ofPassus XVIII ofthe B^text ofPiers Plowman could well have

come from the witnessing ofthe Plays ofthe Crucifixion and ofthe Harrowing ofHell.

Certain passages in this Passus, notably 11. 57-67, 259-69, 304-5, 313-23, 362-70

and 409 to the end, witness how sublimity of effect may be attained in homely

phrases and diction.
3
lazy louts.
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BELZABUB: They shall never pas out of this place.

Call up Astarot and Anaball

To gyb us counsell in this case;

Bell, Berith, and Bellyall . . .

The devils are only less sturdy than those of the Play of the Last

Judgment and certainly appear to have come from the same mytho-"

logical source, the demons of darkness whom light quells. It is at

this point in the play that the voice of Jesus is heard for the first

time commanding:

Attollite portas, principes . . .

The Latin words are those heard during the services ofHoly Week
and used also in such ceremonies as the consecration of churches,

the opening of the barred door and the expulsion of the demons

from the building (they must have accumulated solemnity

through the centuries from such uses). The devils make ready to

defend the castle of darkness; Belzabub calls up Satan himself,

who appears grumbling and demanding what is the matter.

SATAN: The devill you all to har! 1

What ales the so to showte?

For the second time in the play, the voice ofJesus is heard:

Attollite portas, principes . . .

Ye prynces of hell open yowre yate

And let my folk furth gone . . .

The final stage ofthe contest is then entered upon, a dialogue exx

change (or flyting) between Jesus and Satan at the end ofwhich

Satan sinks vanquished into the pit a second fall of Lucifer.

"

The Play of the Harrowing of Hell thus seems to correspond to

the restoring of light in the night of vigil before Easter in the

Holy Week services the re/lighting of the candles that had been

1
harry.
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put out and the first breaking of light on Easter morning. It is

therefore immediately followed by the Easter play, the Play of the

Resurrection (No. 26). This Towneley Resurrection play appears
to be based, like the Harrowing of Hell, on the York version. We
may regard it as, in a sense, the oldest play in the Cycle, if we

regard the Liturgical Resurrection play as having been the earliest

of the Liturgical plays and these plays as the ancestors of all the

plays that were gradually put together to form the Mystery Cycle.
In the course of about two centuries, even after the change/over
from Latin to English, the pattern ofthe Resurrection play appears
to have been little altered. The soldiers on watch sleep, Christ

rises, the Three Marys advance towards the vacant sepulchre, the

Angel asks whom they seek, they answer, and so on, much as the

New Testament episode had been performed by priestly actors in

the church services. But though the pattern of the play itself has

been little changed, the triumph of the occasion must have been

somewhat anticipated in the Cycle, by the triumph/of/light theme

in the preceding Harrowing of Hell The pattern of the Cycle as a

whole must necessarily have been altered by the introduction of

the Harrowing of Hell episode, which now receives stronger

emphasis than the Resurrection; the Harrowing ofHell, as it were,

steals the thunder from the Resurrection.

The reappearances of Christ after his Resurrection are shown in

a play called the Peregrini (No. 27) which represents the events on

the road to Emmaus, and a play first entitled Resurreccio Domini on

the MS and later altered to Thomas Indie (No. 28). These re/

appearances are typical of the slain hero or god in that (as is

emphasized in the plays) it is not a mere ghost who appears but

Christ himself in the body. No one in the plays denies the

appearances. But the sceptics such as Thomas (Doubting Thomas)
insist that it was a mere ghost who was reputed to have appeared.

Ye segh hym not bodily his gost it myght well be.

Jesus himselfthen reappears to Thomas and convinces him and

no doubt the crowd at the play that he is no ghost but actually

himself again in the body. He can be touched, and he sits down
and eats with his Apostles once more as at the Last Supper; there
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could be no stronger proofs of his substantiality. The Play of the

Ascension (No. 29) a patchwork ofvarious metres that may indv

cate the work ofvarious hands over a number ofyears is far from

a triumphant episode, because Christ, ofwhose bodily substance

and actual restoration we have become convinced, is rapt away

again through the clouds, and his people on earth are left mourn/

ing his absence from sight and touch. In the next and final play of

the Cycle, however, the Play of the Last Judgment (No. 30), he

comes again in power and majesty to judge the world.

12

The greater part ofthe Towneley Play ofthe LastJudgment (No.

30) consists, as it now stands, oftwo dialogues between devils. It is

not surprising that these two dialogues have been attributed to the

Wakefield Master; they are dramatic poetry of a higher order than

the rest ofthe play and indeed than most of the Towneley Cycle,

and are similar in texture allowing for the difference of their

grim theme with the two Shepherds' Plays* The devils (or

demons) are again traditional types in the sense that they have

almost certainly not been invented for the Mystery Cycle but have

descended from some ancient or pre/Christian mythology; they

appear to be of the nature more particularly of earth/demons who
live underground and are antagonists of the light, the ancient

demons ofdarkness. They are typical ofthe devils ofother episodes

ofthe Towneley and other versions of the Mystery Cycle, grimly
humorous savages. The difference is simply that, as re-created in

these two dialogues by a master poet, they are more alive and real

than they commonly are. When the uncommon energy they here

have as dramatic characters is analysed, it will be found once

again to be identical with the uncommon satiric verve and raciness

of the language in which they talk and flyte and in which a poet
has re/created them. The colloquial language of the dialogue is

heightened into remarkable alliterative/and/rhyming verse; and

the traditional satiric flyting mode has here achieved perhaps its

most vigorous renewal in the whole Towneley Cycle.
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At the beginning of the first dialogue two demons have heard

the trumpet of the Judgement. They express amazed bewilder/-

ment; they are badly shaken and cannot make out what has

happened. They, too, have suffered a resurrection. The chains that

had bound them have been shattered by the blast. It may have

been that in the original mythology these chains were of ice ice

shackles and the type of experience here expressed is of the sud'

den thaw in which the ice world breaks up, as happens with

violence in the Scandinavian North (after all, the earlier home

ofsuch at least ofthe British people as were of Norse descent). At

any rate, whether or not it was originally the hard, ice-bound earth

in which the demons were fettered, the effect here is not only of

their having been rudely wakened and shaken up but of their

being benumbed and aware throughout their bodies of aches,

pains and cramps. There are noticeable parallels between this

episode and (as described in the Eddie vision^poem Voluspa) the

Old Norse end ofthe world when the dreadful Gjalla^horn makes

a roaring sound through all the worlds and the dwarfs are groaning.

(It may not be fanciful to see in these traditional demons, earth

spirits, ofthe Mystery Cycle, at least as much as in the Salvages' of

the newly discovered lands, the ancestry of Caliban). The con/

dition of the demons, as described by themselves, is principally a

state of body, and the trumpet blast has also had a physical effect,

as of an earthquake, upon their habitat, the region ofdarkness, in

which they appear to have been hibernating.

PRIMUS DEMON: Oute, haro, out, out! harkyn to this

home . . .

I was bonde full fast

In yrens for to last,

Bot my bandys thai brast

And shoke all in sender.

SECUNDUS DEMON: I shoterd1 and shoke I herd sich a rerd,
2

When I harde it I qwoke for all that I lerd,

Bot to swere on a boke I durst not aperd;
3

I durst not loke for all medill/erd,

Full payll;
1 shuddered.

2
roar.

3 show myself.
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Bot gyraed and gnast,
1

My force did I frast,
2

Bot I wroght all wast,
3

It myght not avaylL

PRIMUS DEMON: It was like to a trumpe it had sich a sowned;
I fell on a lunipe for ferd that I swonde.

SECUNDUS DEMON: There I stode on my stumpe I stakerd

that stownde,
4

There cachid I the crumpe yet held I my grounde
Halfe nome.

PRIMUS DEMON: Make redy oure gere,

We ar like to have were,

For now dar I swere

That domysday is comme.

It has slowly penetrated to them that it is Doomsday and that

*we are like to have war'. 5 Hell is by then vacant because the souls

whom they regard as their property have already answered the

dreadful summons. The demons recognize that their interests and

their property are at stake. They must prepare to defend their legal

rights and claims. It is necessary that, although they are afraid of

the great Judge, they should themselves attend the Judgement
conceived as a great parliament and make their way there up

Watling Street (a familiar name for the Milky Way); these

demons have a local habitation. Like the dwarfs offolktales, who

carry bags on their backs, the demons of this play also have bags.

These they declare to be stuffed full ofsins and sinners or of rolls

which are the records of sins and sinners.

Here is a bag full, lokys,

Of pride and of lust,

Of wraggers and wrears 6 a bag full of brefes,

Of carpars and cryars of mychers
7 and thefes,

Of lurdans 8 and lyars that no man lefys,

1
gnashed (teeth).

2
try.

3
in vain, A instant (pang?).

6 As described in
Voluspa, too, there is a last universal war in which the gods

perish.
6
twisters and wranglers.

7

pilferers.
8
lazy louts.
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Of flytars, of flyars
1 and renderars of reffys;

2

This can I,

Of alkyn astates

That go bi the gatys.

Of poore pride,
3 that god hatys,

Twenty so many.

Here the first demon laughs till (as he says) he ties himself in a

knot, and he offers his companion a drink. The demons with their

rolls have now assumed the aspect of lawyers or of clowns burx

lesquing lawyers and the episode thus evolves into a parody of

the Judgement. We do not know we can only guess what

clowning there may have been in the performances in addition to

that explicitly suggested in the text. Their rolls, judging from the

multitudinous recordings referred to, were surely too big and too

many for them; we have probably here something of that type of

clowning in which little fellows are overwhelmed by objects too

large and too many for them, and continually dropped. But the

demons are gleeful because they have accumulated such a superfluity

of evidence in favour of their claims; it is an ill wind that blows

nobody good, and Doomsday is likely to increase their wealth.

But had Doomsday been delayed much longer they would have

had (the Second Demon says) to build Hell bigger; with the

approach of Doomsday, evil has been multiplying in the world

as darkness in winter. 4

As in the Shepherds' plays a Third Shepherd appears on the

scene later than the other two, here a Third Demon (named

Tutivillus) makes his appearance late. All three demons are, of

course, late for the Judgement itself, and now and then express

dread of the consequences. Tutivillus is recognized as his servant

by the First Demon again the figure ofthe mischievous servant

and is even more of a clown than the other two; he acts the clever

and learned lawyer, quoting bits of Latin, and is complimented
for his cleverness and learning by the other two. He boasts that he

has sometimes fetched more than ten thousand souls in an hour to

Hell, something of a conjuring feat.

1
fugitives from justice?

2
plunder?

3
i.e. penniless pride.

4 In Voluspa, too, there is brother against brother as the world nears its end.
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Mo than ten thowsand in an howre of a day;
Som at ayll/howse I fande and som of ferray.

1

The resemblance between Tutivillus's 'ranting rhyming* and

that of Burns and the other Scots satiric and comic verse^makers

may not be accidental, since both belong to the province of

Northern verse.

Here a roll of ragman
2 of the rownde tabill,

Of breffes in my bag, man of synnes dampnabill;
Unethes3

may I wag,
4 man for wery in youre stabill

Whils I set my stag, man.

Tutivillus's rant occasionally passes into resounding Latin

gibberish, like Herod's and Pilate's.

Mi name is Tutivillus,

My home is blawen;

Fragmina verborum Tutivillus colligit horum,
Belzabub algorum Belial belium doliorum.

He, too, has a horn which surely parodies the terrible horn of the

Judgement. Thus the whole solemn and terrible occasion is to

some extent parodied.

Tutivillus proceeds to enumerate the wealth of sins and sinners

who have been accumulated for the aggrandisement of Hell. In

particular he has collected records of the proud and vain sinners

who dress extravagantly while their children go without bread.

Gay gere and witles his hode set on koket,
5

As prowde as pennyles his slefe has no poket,
Full redles;

6

With thare hemmyd shoyn,
All this must be done,

Bot syre is out at hye noyn
And his barnes bredeles.

The Otherworld and its multitude of faery women has been

annexed to the Devil's kingdom, its nature hideously changed and

1
plundering.

2 document with seals* 3
scarcely.

4 move? 5 cocked. 6 without counsel,
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distorted. Among the multitude ofwomen consigned to Hell are

sinful hags whose ugliness is disguised by finery.

So joly

Ilka las in a lande

Like a lady nerehande,

So fresh and so plesande,

Makys men to foly.

If she be never so fowl a dowde with hir kelles
1 and hir

pynnes,
The shrew hir self can shrowde both hir chekys and hir

chynnes;
She can make it full prowde with japes and with gynnes,

2

Hir hede as hy as a clowde bot no shame of hir synnes
Thai fele;

When she is thus paynt,
3

She makys it so quaynte,

She lookys like a saynt,

And wars then the Deyle.

She is hornyd like a kowe . . .

The cuker4

hyngys so side now furrid with a cat skyn.

Though 'hornyd like a kowe* describes head-dresses actually

fashionable and Turrid with a cat skyn' actual footwear, the

phrases introduce also suggestions of animal characteristics and

affinities, if not of animal disguises actually worn in festival

ceremonies and dances. Satiric mockery of fantastic new fashions

in dress keeps recurring.
5

Yit a poynte of the new gett
6 to tell will I not blyn,

7

Of prankyd gownes and shulders up set mos and flokkys

sewyd wyth in. 8

An impression ofan immense diversity ofsins and sinners is built

1
cauls, ornamental hairnets.

2
jests and tricks.

3
painted.

4 a kind of halkboot or gaiter.
5 There is a vety similar poem on the Follies of Fashion in the Harley 225 3

manuscript of the beginning of the fourteenth century.
6
fashion. 7

stop.
8

i.e. for padding.
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up a diversity of perverted life that corresponds, perhaps, to the

original diversity of created life.

Yit of thise kyrkychaterars here ar a menee,
1

Of barganars and okerars2 and lufars of symonee,
Of runkers3 and rowners god castys thaym out, trulee.

But the proudest of all in this phantasmagoria ofperverted life are

the Seven Deadly Sins.

Thise laddys thai leven as lordys riall.
4

It may be that it was through the vernacular sermons that the

Seven Deadly Sins passed into the poetry and drama ofthe Middle

Ages. But we must ask exactly how these monstrous caricatures

could have been created out of abstract moral classifications. The

possible explanation is that they are at least in part moralized

reincarnations of older mythical or ritual beings as these had per'

sisted in the traditions and imagination and perhaps actual cere^

monies5 of the people. They appear to have lived on as a power
in the vernacular itself; for, if we examine the passages in which

they occur we see that it is a tendency in the vernacular itself that

seems to create or re/create them. It is a tendency to magnify or

distort certain elementary aspects ofhuman nature and, occasion^

ally, also to metamorphose the human form into the likeness of

some animal. Tutivillus's descriptions of Drunkenness and Sloth

are realistic enough; but, as a whole, the Deadly Sins here as else^

where are caricatures of isolated aspects or elements ofhuman life.

They certainly seem no less real than the ordinary human life they

spectacularly illustrate; they are imbued with a terrible farcical

intensity as if, indeed, they moved in some primitive ritual dance.

The Seven Deadly Sins may, therefore, again be regarded as essen^

tially traditional figures, not invented for this or for any other play
of the Mystery Cycle but incorporated into it. Moreover they

represent an important element as in the comedy ofBen Jonson

1
company.

2
usurers, 3

whisperers.
4
royal,

5 Dunbar*s Dance of the Seven Dtidly Sins and the scene in Alloway Kirk in

Burns's Tarn o'Shanter could almost be eyewitness descriptions of actual assemblies

and dances of the witch cult.
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and of Dickens of what became the English comic tradition.

The description ofthe Deadly Sins in the final flyting monologue

spoken by Tutivillus forms the grand climax of the first dialogue

of demons, (The passage, as it has survived, is unfortunately very

corrupt.)

His luddokkys
1 thai lowke like walLrnylne cloggys,

His hede is like a stowke hurlyd
2 as hoggys,

A woll blawen bowkea thise fryggys
4 as froggys,

This Jelian Jowke dryfys he no doggys

To felter;
5

Bot with youre yolow lokkys,

For all youre many mokkys,
Ye shall clym on hell crokkys

With a halpeny heltere.

And Nell with hir nyfyls
6 of crisp and of sylke,

Tent well youre twyfyls
7

youre nek abowte as mylke;

With youre bendys and youre bridyls of Sathan,
8 the

whilke

Sir Sathanas Idyls you for tha ilke

This Gill knaue;
9

It is open behynde,

Before is it pynde,
Bewar of the West wynde
Youre smok lest it wafe.

Of Ire and of Enuy fynde I herto,

Of Covetyse and Glotony and many other mo;

Thai call and thai cry 'go we now, go!

1 dy nere for dry' and ther syt thai so

All nyght;

With hawvell and jawvell,

Syngyng of lawvell,
10

Buttocks. 2 covered with bristles.
3
belly.

4
creatures.

^

5
tangle?

6
trifles, frills.

7
twirls, curls*

8 a play on 'satin* and "Satan'?

9 knave? knows?
10

'hawveir, "jawveli* (cf. 'jawing'), 'lawvell'; i.e. gabbling and jabbering and

blasphemous singing.
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Thise ar howndys of hell,

That is thare right*

In Slewthe then thai syn goddys warkys thai not wyrke;
To belke1 thai begyn and spew that is irke;

His hede must be holdyn ther in the myrke,
Then deffys hym with dyn the bellys of the kyrke,

When thai clatter;

He wishys the clerke hanged
For that he rang it,

Bot thar hym
2 not lang

3
it,

What commys ther after.

And ye Janettys of the stewys and lychoures on lofte,

Youre baill now brewys avowtrees* full ofte,

Youre gam now grewys
5

1 shall you set softe,

Youre sorow enewes 6 com to my crofte7

All ye;

All harlottys and horres,

And bawdys that procures,

To bryng thaym to lures,

Welcom to my see!

Ye lurdans and lyars mychers and thefes,
s

Flytars and flyars that all men reprefes,

Spolars, extorcyonars welcom, my lefes!
9

Fals jurars and usurars to symony that clevys,

To tell;

Hasardars and dysars,

Fals dedys forgars,

Slanderars, bakbytars,

All unto hell.

Such multitudes of souls are now crowding into Hell that the

Porter at the gate like the Porter in Macbeth is overworked.

Saules cam so thyk now late unto hell

As ever;

1 belch. 2 he need. 3 wish, 4
adulteries.

5
turns to horror,

6 renews. 7
enclosure. a C p. 3<H (notes 7 and 8). dears.
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Oure porter at hell yate

Is haldyn so strate,

Up erly and downe late,

He rystys never.

Obviously the author of Act II, Sc. 3 of Macbeth knew of the

Mystery Cycle and moreover expected his audience to take the

reference to the 'porter at hell yate
1

in the sacred drama, with all its

implications for the Shakespearian tragedy.

The second ofthe two dialogues between demons in the Play of

the Last Judgment may be regarded as the sequel to the first; it is

spoken between the demons as they are driving the flocks of the

damned into Hell. Their attitude towards the damned souls is, of

course, quite unsympathetic. The latter should have known better.

Where are now their gold, their retinues and their finery? They
were once sturdy and proud, finding fault with others. The view/

point is the opposite of that of the final monologue spoken by
Doctor Faustus.

'3

Two additional pieces follow the Play ofthe LastJudgment in the

Towneley MS, a Play of Lazarus (No. 31) and of the Hanging of

Judus (No. 32). It may be assumed that they have been displaced
from earlier in the Cycle. But one can well see how the episode of

Lazarus might have gravitated towards the Last Judgement the

occasion of the general Resurrection of the Dead. In the play,

Lazarus newly risen from the dead (to say 'I am Lazarus come

from the dead') speaks a grim monologue and, ifit really did in

some performance come at the end of the play of the Judgement,
an epilogue on the theme of vanity and death.

Ilkon in sich aray with dede thai shall be dight,

And closid colde in clay wheder he be kyng or knyght
For all his garmentes gay that semely were in sight,

His flesh shall frete
1
away with many a wofull wight.

Then wofully sich wightys
2

1
cat.

2
creatures.
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Shall gnawe thise gay knyghtys,

Thare lunges and thare lightys,
1

Thare harte shall frete in sender;

Thise masters most of myghtys
Thus shall thai be broght under.

Under the erthe ye shall thus carefully then cowche;
The royfe of youre hall youre nakyd nose shall towche;

Nawther great ne small to you will knele ne crowche;

A shete shall be youre pall sich todys shall be youre

nowche;
2

Todys shall you dere,
3

Feyndys will you fere,

Youre flesh that fare was here

Thus rufully shall rote;

In stede of fare colore

Sich bandys shall bynde youre throte.

Youre rud4 that was so red youre lyre
8 the lylly lyke,

Then shall be wan as led and stynke as dog in dyke;
Wormes shall in you brede as bees dos in the bykc,

6

And ees out of your hede thus^gate shall paddokys pyke;
To pike you ar preste

7

Many uncomly beest,

Thus thai shall make a feste

Of youre flesh and of youre blode.

Even here, macabre as it is, the poetry is perhaps to some extent

lifted out of morbidity or mere horror by the element of vigorous
farce. The references to the activities oftoads, dogs, bees and frogs,

and the incongruities and indignities-

Shall gnawe thise gay knyghtys . , .

The royfe ofyoure hall youre nakyd nose shall towche . . .

render the horrors of physical death vigorously and produce an

effect of grim farce.

1
eyes

2 brooch. 3
hurt. 4

complexion,
5
face.

6
bees/nest, hive. 7

ready, quick.
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It may now be evident, from certain ofthe Towneley plays we
have considered, that the Mystery Cycle is by no means a straight

development or expansion from the Liturgical plays. There are

things in the Cycle plays about which it is not surprising that the

Church was more than doubtful; indeed, it is not surprising that

the whole Cycle came to be regarded, from the Church's official

point of view, as something which had got out of hand. Was it

merely the tendency in unregenerate human nature to turn sacred

things to buffoonery and farce which was responsible for the

transformation? There is surely a profounder explanation. The

Mystery Cycle was for the people, organized in their medieval

town/communities, deeply important and not merely an oppor/

tunity for irresponsible releases of rowdiness. The new Christian

drama was adopted by the townspeople and kept up by them for

the same kinds of reason that old pagan ceremonies and dances

continued to be kept up, in some cases almost desperately, in

defiance of the prohibitions of the Church because they were

still, though perhaps obscurely, felt to be sacred and fundamental

to life. How long such a feeling, once sanctioned by religion, can

persist after the religion has been lost is suggested by what Dr.

Marett (as quoted by E. K. Chambers in The English Folk'Play)

reports of an Oxfordshire participant in the now degraded and

ludicrous Mummers* Play who, at a suggestion of his, protested:

*Oh, you wouldn't have women in that; its more like being in

church:1

The classic Greek drama was evolved, we know, out of earlier

dramatic rituals. The evolution ofthe English drama the drama
of Shakespeare was perhaps in some respects more complex. In

its case it is necessary to take account, for example, ofthe influence

of Classical models at the time of the Renaissance. Nevertheless,

the only truly national (and communal) English drama before the

Shakespearian is the Mystery Cycle; and it is already the outcome

1 In the Cycle plays, Noah's wife and MaFs wife, Gyll, would have been played

by men/actors.
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ofa union, a unique combination ofthe dramatic rituals ofthe old

religion and the new, such as the priestly class could not by itself

have accomplished even supposing it had wanted to do so. Thus

we have noted that the Herod and the Pilate ofthe Mystery Cycle
bear an unmistakable resemblance to the Turkish Knight of the

Mummers' Play. But do we not see them again also on the Eliza/

bethan stage itself as the prototypes ofsome of the villains and of

the clowns or farcical characters? Do we not see them as an element

occasionally even in certain of the Elizabethan 'tragic heroes* in

Lear or Macbeth in certain of the phases of their moral pro/

gressions? The Elizabethan dramatists did not need to borrow the

stage type of the ranter or boaster from the Latin comedy or die

Senecan tragedy though, of course, the more scholarly of them

were quick to find a Classical sanction for their own creations or

re/creations. These types (they exist of course in life) were there

already in the native English dramatic tradition as Herod and

Pilate and generally as the antagonists in the flytings that are a

regular feature ofthe pattern ofthe Cycle plays. The association of

buffoonery with death, which is another characteristic feature of

the plays of the Mystery Cycle, has again its counterpart kter in

that mixture of comedy and tragedy which is so characteristic of

Elizabethan English drama and which so distressed neo/classic

critics. Furthermore, certain themes and symbolisms in the Shake/

spearian drama (such as some of the symbolical significances of

storms and disorders both social and natural, ofwinter and spring,

youth and age, death and birth, the lost and the found one, dis/

guises and metamorphoses, recognitions and restorations) are

there already in the Mystery Cycle; as they were there, perhaps, in

the dramatic rituals with which the Mystery Cycle appears to have

had connexions.

Thus, from his own point ofview, Frazer in his FolkAore of the

OU Testament perhaps hints at what should be our approach to

this drama when he says, 'Far/fetched as this idea may appear to us,

it may seem natural enough to the folk and to their best interpreters
the poets In investigating every branch offolk/lore, the student

may learn much from the poets, who perceive by intuition what
most of us have to learn by a laborious collection of facts. Indeed,
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without some touch of poetic fancy, it is hardly possible to enter

into the heart of the people. A frigid rationalist will knock in

vain. . . . The porter will not open to Mr. Gradgrind.' The best

of the Cycle plays yield their fuller meaning when they are

recognized as poetic drama rooted in ritual drama. They have to

be responded to fully as poems. The formula that drama is 'charac/

ter in action* will only tend to inhibit this complete response, just

as it does our response to Shakespeare. It will not be of use always

to be looking in these plays for something in the character ofany of

the dramatis personae to explain what happens. The dramatispersonae

are often vivid enough as presences created out of the poetry of the

dialogues and monologues; but what happens can never in these

plays be explained simply in terms ofcharacterization. Impersonal

forces, forces outside personality, have as much or more to do with

the shaping of events; and these impersonal elements and condi/

tions are what the poetry makes us apprehend at least as much as it

makes us apprehend persons.

The traditional art which shows itself successfully at intervals

throughout the Mystery Cycle has perhaps had less acknowledge/

ment as being an element in the Elizabethan drama than has

Morality art (at any rate recently). The latter appears now to be

recognized as at least as important an element as the more famous

Senecan influence, important though the latter was stylistically and

in other ways. Yet, when taken together with the dramatic games,

ceremonies and dances widespread among the people and which

Shakespeare may have had opportunities ofbeing familiar with in

his youth at Stratford the traditional art of the Mystery Cycle

may prove to be even more deeply implanted in the Elizabethan

dramatic tradition, subtler in its shaping influence and certainly

not less important. The drama ofthe Elizabethan London theatres

was rooted in the traditional civilization of England as a whole,

though in touch with the new Renaissance culture ofthe scholars

and courtly poets; it was conscious ofClassical and Italian models,

but not subservient to them.
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VI. THE RELATION BETWEEN
THE LITER.ATUKE AND THE
PAINTING AND SCULPTURE
IN MEDIEVAL ENGLAND

Little has been done to correlate the imagery and symbolism of

medieval art with those of the poetry and drama, though there is

clearly the closest, most intimate relation between them. A great

deal that is obscure in the literature might be made less so ifliterary

students were to pay more attention to the art. What concerns us

here is not how these images originated but what was there, par/

ticularly in the churches and cathedrals, to be seen by the people

and the poets. We may conclude that what was there to be seen by
them almost daily must have secured a permanent lodgement in

their minds, whenever or however these images originated. What
was there to be seen would not, ofcourse, consist only ofthe work

of the sculptors and painters who were contemporary with the

poets of any one generation. There were also the sculptures and

paintings from the previous century and still earlier. (Indeed, we
have the evidence before us that the sculptors of the fourteenth

century did not invent the greater part of these images, because

most ofthese images are there also in what remains ofthe sculpture

of the preceding centuries.) We may dispute about what we sup/

pose was in the conscious minds of medieval people. But we can

at least still see with our eyes some ofthe same things that they saw

with their eyes, the things that their artists made and that they

daily looked upon. Although we are told1 that 90 per cent of the

1
According to Lawrence Stone in his Sculpture in Britain in the Middle Ages

Introduction, p. 2.
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sculpture there was in the medieval English cathedrals and

churches was destroyed, we may well be astonished by the wealth

of what still remains.

The wall/paintings and sculptures in the cathedrals and

churches, the drama, the sermons, the religious poetry (notably

Piers Plowman and the religious lyrics) render the same great

religious subjects, the Annunciation, the Nativity, the Passion,

the Resurrection, the Judgement or Doom. In the churches we

find the pictorial and sculptural equivalents of the scenes and

episodes of the religious literature. Itinerant craftsmen and artists
1

had more than a mode of life in common with itinerant minstrels

and makers. They had minds stored with the same images, and

they were certainly aware of each other's work. The audiences for

the poems and the Miracle Plays must also have been taught to sec

and, by way of the symbolism, to think and feel largely by means

of the paintings and sculptures in the churches. These images in

colour, stone and wood were an essential part of their visible and

imaginative world, and are mostly allegorical or symbolical,

multiplex in meaning. The symbols are often highly sophisticated

and elaborate, some in forms (such as the Tree and the Wheel) of

ancient types, having a long and involved cultural history. By
means of these symbols, and with the aid of the preachers who

expounded them, the audiences ofthe poets must have been made

accustomed to symbolism and expert at symbolical, not merely

literal, interpretation. The medieval mind must have been filled

by these images and symbols, and shaped by them; and therefore

the conclusions for the poetry should be ofinterest. The symbolism
of the one art may provide the modern reader with a clue to that

ofthe other. It seems we cannot be on the wrong track ifwe expect
to find symbolical meanings in medieval poetry.

It may be that at some stage in the evolution of sculptural art or

painting linear designs sprouted into leaves or burst into animal or

human shapes. But such a theory does not really account for the

origins ofthese images. We would have to ask why the lines burst

1 E. W. Tristram quotes records which show that craftsmen were brought from

fourteen different counties for work on St. Stephen's Chapel from 1350 onwards.

English Wall'Paintingofibe Fourteenth Century, II, pp.
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into these particular shapes and not others. Further perhaps a

more pertinent question why do certain images persists Why do

certain images possess more vitality than others? The images of

medieval art do not simply correspond to 'ideas' as the rationalists

of the seventeenth/ and eighteenth/century enlightenment under/

stood the word. They are not simply formulations ofthe rationalise

tic mind, each image neatly equated to an idea. On the other hand,

they are not simply linear patterns having no meaning, not 'pure

art* as understood by nineteenth/ and twentieth/century aesthetes.

The most likely conclusion is that certain images persisted because

successive generations felt that, for some reason, these images exerted

some kind of power over them. It must be supposed that those

images in particular which persisted for centuries responded to

some continuing need or demand of the mind or nature of man.

2

The enthusiasm of the late eighteenth and the nineteenth cen/

tury for Gothic may sometimes strike us as an enthusiasm for ruins

and melancholy darkness. We ourselves, however, can form but a

poor idea from the medieval cathedrals and churches as they now
are of the splendour, indeed gaiety of colour, they once displayed.

It is surely not fanciful to recognize what corresponds to it, a feel/

ing for distinct shapes and clear colours, not only in the passages

in the Komamt of the Rose, the Book of the Duchess and wherever

Chaucer is describing decorated and painted walls and chambers

but throughout his poetry and throughout medieval poetry. In

Pearl, for example, we find a splendour of colour including the

non/natural colours that distinguish the paradisaical garden from

a garden in nature associated with jewel/imagery and a quality

of light; and in this respect the poem seems to correspond to the

cathedrals and churches in their original glory of wall/paintings,

painted sculptures and stained glass (with its unique combination

of colour and light).

The wall/paintings and the sculptures in the churches are, of

course, more especially relevant to the religious literature, the plays
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and carols, the sermons, Piers Plowman (aptly described by Dr.

Owst1 as the 'quintessence* ofthe vernacular sermons). But much

of the detail, particularly of the sculptures and wood/carvings,

may be found to have some relevance also to the alliterative poetry

as a whole and to the romances.

Castles and manor houses, too, appear to have been decorated

with wall/painting. While much of it also was probably on

religious subjects, such remnants as have survived, if put together

with the descriptions ofdecorated chambers in Chaucer and else'

where, indicate that some of it illustrated subjects from the

romances. Other illustrations of the romances have survived

throughout Europe, in France, Germany and elsewhere, illu^

minated books, tapestries, embroideries, ivories. The archivolt

of Modena Cathedral, which shows the sculptured figures of

Arthur, Gawain and other knights rescuing
*

Winlogee* (Arthur's

Queen) from the castle ofher abductor, has been dated as being of

the early twelfth century. This is very early indeed if one remenv

bers that Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historic* was composed about

1137. Another of the earliest pictorial records of Arthur is also

Italian. The mosaic pavement (dated c. 1165) of Otranto

Cathredal shows Arthur *Rex Arturus* riding a goat. The

popularity with sculptors and painters of the image of Tristram

and Iseult under the tree, among whose branches King Mark is

perched, is another indication ofthe fascination ofthe tree/symbol

for the medieval mind and ofthe tree/subject for the artists.

Certain ofthe illustrations in the wonderful French illuminated

books might surely have relevance to our appreciation of Sir

Gawayne and the Grene Knight and of the other English alliterative

poems and romances which we may associate with it. There is the

picture of Mai in the fifteentlvcentuiy Calendrier cte Charles

D'Angouttme which seems to show that the story of the Gawain

and the Green Knight contest was based on some kind of ritual

contest; for here is evidently an episode from the regular French

Mayday rites in which two Green Knights, dressed in leaves and

with tree lances and saplings for clubs, engage in a ritual jousting.

The Green Knight's green horse may also be explained by the

1
Preaching in Mediaeval England, VII, 295.
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horses in the picture being decked, indeed draped and masked, in

greenery. This is surely evidence to support the view that the story

of the poem was founded on ritual and myth which were so

generally known that the knowledge of them could be taken for

granted by the poet. The evidence is not invalidated by the fact

that, in the poem, the May rite has become associated with the

Christmas or New Year play or ritual game.
Another French fifteenth/century illuminated book, Les Classes

a Chantilly, provides the modern reader of Sir Gawayne and the

Grene Knight, The Awntyrs of Arthure and other romances with

splendid pictorial equivalents of the hunting episodes which are

such a spectacular feature ofthese poems. The gay picture of a cart

decked in greenery for camouflage, in Les Chasses, may appro/

priately come to the mind ofthe reader ofthe initial episode of The

Partement of the Thre Ages in which the youthful deer/stalker's

camouflage ofgreenery makes him look like what he feels, a sum/

mer king. The illustration ofthe month ofMay in Les Trls Riches

Heures du due de Berry shows a May/day cavalcade of knights and

ladies and their horses all decked in green garlands, three ladies

entirely in green being especially prominent. This is a type of

theme that is frequently represented also in the English poetry, no

doubt taken by the poets directly from the life, but perhaps also

from pictures illustrating the life, ofcourtly folk. In the same book

the illustration for the month of December shows a subject that

appears also in that midwinter poem, Sir Gawayne and the Grene

Knight a boar hunt.

The boar's head of the Christmas or Yule feast is, ofcourse, as

prominent throughout the art as it is throughout the poetry of the

Middle Ages. Lawrence Stone1 draws attention to 'the dramatic

and powerful head of a boar set over the tower doorway in the

little Saxon church of Deerhurst in Gloucestershire*. Five cen/

turies later (in the fifteenth) our versions ofthe Boar's Head Carol

were written down. In the sculptures and wall/paintings that

illustrate the seasons or the Labours of the Months, December is

regularly represented by a peasant killing a pig with an axe, the

domestic or farmyard equivalent of the midwinter boar hunt.

1
Op. cit., Chap. Ill, p. 34-
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There is a fifteentlvcentury Swiss tapestry
1

picture of'wild men*

and animals in a wood. The humans are unmistakably wearing
animal skins which terminate at the ankles, wrists and necks; the

'wild man* is distinguished by a shaggy beard and a club. 2

Whether they are simply intended to represent savage inhabitants

of the forest or, as seems more likely, performers in some ritual,

they help the modern reader ofthe alliterative poems and romances

to visualize, if not to understand, this strange subject of the 'wild

man".

3

The medieval English sculptors and painters were, like the

poets, working very largely with imagery and themes inherited

from the pre/Christian past even when dedicated and devoted to

the rendering, through the same imagery, of Christian religious

subjects and symbolism. One of the ever>recurring and most pro'
nounced features ofthe art, particularly of the sculpture, through'
out several centuries, is a decorative wealth of flora and fauna,

animal and hal&animal, halfrhurnan forms, bipeds and quad/-

rupeds, entwined and interlocked, their own tails or limbs often

forming the interlacing pattern, heads frequently peering from

among interlacing foliage, twisting, turning, struggling, *up/

coiling and inveterately convolved'. 3 This feature can be traced

right back through the sculpture of several centuries, without a

break in continuity, to pre/Christian Scandinavian, Teutonic and

Celtic art. These sometimes fantastic, sometimes realistic figures

are frequently conceived as locked in deadly combat, human forms

in combat with animal or bird forms or enveloped by coiling

vegetation, animals in combat with animals, birds with birds, the

biting beak, the gripping claw. Even the foliage interfacings are

hardly restful but seem one continual movement. In the work of

the sculptors in particular (to a lesser extent the painters) these

1 Victoria and Albert Museum.
2 Cf. the annual procession of masks and wild men in certain Swiss valleys to

his day.
3
Wordsworth, Ycwtrecf.
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images are, in effect, disciplined, controlled, firmly held in place
in highly decorative formal patterns which yet powerfully suggest
a concentrated dynamic energy and movement. They are both

highly stylized bodies and limbs often elongated to form or to

conform to the overruling pattern and at the same time often

astonishingly realistic as well as forceful.

Whatever the symbolic meanings such as the struggle between

Good and Evil which in the later centuries were imposed on
these often fantastic shapes, the power rising from beneath the

level of consciousness remains. It does not help us much to say
that images of coiling foliage or struggling or agonized bodies

provided at a certain early 'baroque* stage in a developing

sculptural art a rewarding subject, opportunities for displaying

sculptural skill. We should once again still be confronted with

the unanswered, perhaps unanswerable, question where these

images came from in the first instance. But whether these images
of combats were memories of the forest life and struggle of earlier

pioneering men, or whether they were representations of the

experiences of contemporary huntsmen or representations ofritual

combats, they are for some reason peculiarly persistent. There

is, for example, the recurrent image of the backward'turning

stag involved with the clawing, biting dragon or ofhero engaged
with monster or, simply, knight with knight. As Stone remarks,

the popularity of *the theme of the human being struggling amid

enveloping coils offoliage containing monstrous beasts is surely of

more than purely stylistic significance*. This theme of contest and

ofphysical combat, often ofan unorthodox kind, is as pronounced
in the alliterative poems and romances as it is in the art.

The English art of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the

sculpture, the wood^carvings (notably those on the misericords),

the illuminated margins of MSS, the stained glass and the wall'

painting is particularly rich in *babewyns* or grotesques: jesters,

jugglers, contortionists, beasts, birds and fishes, animals behaving
like humans or riding on the backs ofother animals, goats playing
musical instruments, composite monsters, the Signs ofthe Zodiac,

the Seven Deadly Sins, satiric caricatures ofhumans each distorted

to resemble the particular sin he indulges, faces that look like
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grotesque actors* masks (reproduced perhaps from those of the

demons or Herods and Palates ofthe Mystery Plays), and, frequently,

the face among the oak/leaves with leaves sprouting from its

mouth. By no means all ofthe 'babewyns* are hideous grotesques;

many, on the contrary, seem to express a loveliness and gaiety of

fancy, though the craftsman's fancy may be playing on a traditional

subject, and though there may be an overruling intention of sym
bolism. Many of the subjects appear to come directly from the

bestiaries and fables. But, as one traces the sculptures and paint/

Ings back to early Scandinavian, Anglo-Saxon and Celtic art,

one can see in these natural or fantastic creatures, monsters and

caricatures essentially a persistence, in the mind and visual

imagination, ofthe imagery ofthe pre-Christian art long after the

images have been given Christian moral and religious meanings
and have even been incorporated into an elaborate Christian

symbolic system or iconography. The marginal things, such as the

*babewyns*, are most likely to have been, and most apparently are,

survivals from the earlier art. A revealing paragraph in Lawrence's

chapter about the cathedral in The Rainbow describes Anna as

feeling that the grotesques suggest the *many things that had been

left out ofthe great concept ofthe church*. This element in the art

is present also in the poetry as the 'wild men', monsters and re/

lated figures who, together with frequent congregations of forest

beasts and birds, feature in the alliterative poems and romances,

the demons ofthe Mystery Cycle, the Seven Deadly Sins and the

satiric moral caricatures. Though themes and images in art may be

'explained' in terms ofthe evolution oftechnique- lines sprouting
into foliage or bursting into animal shapes they do come, the

foliage and the animals, from human experience, from observation,

and still relate to observed facts, otherwise they could have no

meaning. Why otherwise did the lines assume these particular

shapes and why did these shapes persist in the art of successive

centuries? The ancient forest is still present in modern literature,

though it may have become an interior one ofthe mind.

. . . how entangled he was,

with eversextending tendrils of inner event
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interlaced to patterns already, to strangling growth,

to forms that were chasing like beasts. How he gave himself.
Loved.

Lovel his innermost
being,

its wilderness, this

primeval forest within him on whose silent downfall

his heart stood, light^green.
1

In his consideration of the sculpture throughout several

turies, Stone remarks on the persistence of pagan elements in an

art which is Christian, in which Christian meanings have be'

come the predominant ones. He remarks, for example, of an

eleventh/century sculpture in Dorset: 'There is no surviving piece

of sculpture extant which better typifies the demonic element that

was still a latent influence in eleventh/century England than this

sinister totem image. Taken together with the dozens of
fertility

carvings built into village churches, particularly in the West Mid/

lands, in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries (ofwhich one

even represents a grotesque phallic parody ofthe Deerhurst angel)

it is not unreasonable to suggest that this carving is an expression

of a paganism that lingered on below the outward Christianity

of eleventlvcentury England/
2
Speaking of some post/Conquest

subjects, he says: 'Commoner still are combats of animals or of

animals and men. Sometimes the scene can be explained as

representing the triumph of Christianity over the forces of evil,

but . . . many ofthe uncouth animals seem more like propitiatory

representations of pagan demons, a reversion both to the old

religion and to a persistent barbaric taste for savage dragons.*
3

Passing to twelfth/century sculpture and referring particularly to

Canterbury Cathedral, he has this to say: "Not a single one ofthe

themes chosen for illustration on the capitals bears the slightest

relation to any religious or moral purpose. Jugglers and contor/

tionists, fabulous animals playing musical instruments, combat

scenes of monsters and dragons, such are the themes, pagaxi or

secular, that are illustrated. This is a feature that was to persist

throughout the twelfth century, forEngland never succumbed to the

1
Rilkc, Duineser Eleven, III, translated by Ruth Speirs,

2
Swtptm in Britain in the MiJlh Ages* III, 37-

3
Ibid., IV, 54.
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orthodoxy of Christian iconography which imposed itselfin such

a large measure upon Continental art. A very high proportion

of rural tympanum carvings in England continued to display

scenes of fierce human and dragon combat rather than incidents

from the Bible. Didactic, strictly Christian sculpture is in fact

not very common in twelftlvcentury England, the bulk being

purely decorative in purpose, and much of the rest concerned

with scenes such as would find favour among a still latently

pagan population/
1 He quotes the famous protest of St. Bernard

ofClairvaux (as translated by Coulton):
2 'What profit is there in

those ridiculous monsters, in that marvellous and deformed come/

liness, that comely deformity? To what purpose are those unclean

apes, those fierce lions, those monstrous centaurs, those halfrmen,

those striped tigers, those fighting knights, those hunters winding

their horns? Many bodies are there seen under one head, or again,

many heads to a single body. Here is a four/footed beast with a

serpent's tail; there a fish with a beast's head, . . . We are more

tempted to read in the marble than in our service books and to

spend the whole day in wondering at these things than in medita/

ting the law of God. For God's sake, if men are not ashamed of

these follies, why at least do they not shrink from the expense?
1

There could indeed be no clearer testimony that the inherited pagan

imagery could by no means easily or completely be assimilated, as

symbolism, into Christian conceptions and that there were

Christian ascetics who felt it must be rejected altogether.

4

The greater part ofthe sculptural and pictorial art ofthe Middle

Ages is symbolical and not, or not simply, representation; it

should therefore not surprise us ifwe have to take account ofsym/

bolism, sometimes more concealed than allegory, throughout the

poetry. Stone speaks of the Northern peoples having been *un/

accustomed to representational art*. In the service of Christian

religious and moral meanings, symbolism and allegory were the

1
Sculpture in Britain in the MiUk A&es, V, 57.

2
Ibid., VII, 77.
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peculiarly appropriate expressions. The combat, for example,

readily became symbolical ofthe conflict between moral good and

evil Thus not only are the great religious subjects, the Annuncia/

tion, the Nativity, die Passion, the Resurrection, the Doom the

events celebrated in the feasts and ceremonies ofthe Christian year

and in the Mystery Cycle- represented in paintings and sculp/

tures, but also many religious allegories and moralities such as

those of Les Trois Vif$ f/ ks Troh Mort$9 The Seven Works of

Mercy and the Seven Deadly Sins, Readers of The Prkm$nt ofthe

Thre A$$ or the first episode of The Awntyrs of Arthur may well

feel that there is a close relation between these poems and the

Morality of Lei Trois Vif$9 as correctives of pride. For, as Tristram

remarks ofthis Morality (the popularity ofwhich in the fourteenth

century may have been partly an effect of the Black Death), it is

4

not, primarily, a warning that all must die, as it has often been

interpreted, but one against Pride, the head and fountain of the

Deadly Sins; it therefore includes by inference an insistence upon
the virtue of Humility, Pride's opposite or remedy*.

1 The three

living men who are confronted by the three corpses are usually

hunting kings. The Seven Deadly Sins and their opposite, the

Seven Works of Mercy, often appear as the fruit of a Tree or

within a Wheel But these ancient symbols mean very different

things in the various wall/paintings and sculptures, There is the

Wheel ofFortune, the Wheel ofHeaven and its music, the Wheel

of Life or ofthe Seven Ages ofMan t the Wheel ofthe Senses, and

so on. The Tree is a symbol even more rich and multifarious in

meaning; and it, too, figures both in the art and in the poetry,

notably in Pirn Plowman (B/text, Passus XVI)" and in the

religious lyrics. After noting that in certain wall/paintings the

Tree ofthe Virtues is Christ and that the boughs are, in one sense,

the virtues and, in another, all the elect; that it is also in one of its

aspects the Tree of Life and again an obvious association the

Tree ofJesse; that the boughs also symbolize the Seven Beatitudes,
1

EH$tb Wtll'Pdnthtx </ tlx Fourtttntb Century, V, The Allegories and

Moralities'.

s In this Passus grave religious and moral mornings arc closely associated with

familiar experience of English orchards, the troubles that afflict apple/trees and the

struggles involved in the care ofthem.
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Tristram concludes; 1 *In fact,, every part of the Tree, even the

leaves and fruit, incorporates a double or triple symbolism. The

fruit, by contrast with the Tree of Evil, consists in The Seven

Corporal Works of Mercy/ Tristram goes on to consider *the

Tree ofthe Sins, the contrasted counterpart ofthe Tree of Virtue* ;

he says: 'Some features ofthe Tree of Evil, just as those ofthe Tree

of Jesse, seem to have been inspired by Seth's vision of a Tree of

Paradise in the Legend of the Cross; for the roots of she last were

in Hell, entwined with the body of Cain, and the Tree of Evil

usually rises from the gaping jaws of Leviathan. . . . The figure of

Satan often forms the trunk/ It need hardly be added that the Tree

of Evil is a frequent feature also in the sculptures and wood-'

carvings, sometimes with animals or bird? pecking at the fruit.

Evidence that the holly and the ivy ofthe Holly and the Ivy Carols

were sometimes regarded as evil (presumably because associated

with what had been pagan rites) is provided by a fact which Trisx

tram notes: *As well as the fruit, there are leaves, often so conven/

tionalized in treatment as to be unrecognizable but now and then

identifiable as those ofthe holly and the ivy/
It is clearly unwise for us to be dogmatic as to what any one

symbol means, whether in the painting, the sculpture or the poetry.
The same image may mean different things in different contexts,

and it may mean several things at one and the same time in the

same context. Our interpretation must take account always ofthe

particular context, for its particular meaning at any one time must

finally depend upon that. An image was evidently always a

potential symbol to the medieval mind. What the modern reader

can expect, therefore, is often to find that an image in the poetry,
as in the art, is principally a symbol rather than simply a reprcsen/
tation or copy. Further, as Stone notes,

2

'comprehension has been

made yet more difficult by the habit of the English romanesque
artist

3 of reverting to his barbaric traditions and mixing with

his esoteric Christian symbolism a range ofsubjects ofanimal com/
bat or pure fantasy*. The creative energy, the fertile inventiveness

particularly ofthe sculptors and wood/carvers, has not been entirely

1

Op, cit.
V.^

2

Sculpture in Britain in the Miilt Ag$> VII, 92,
3
And, we might add, many of his fourteentlvcentury successors.
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absorbed by the conscious religions intention and the same may
be said of the potts*

5

'A strong sense of dynamism and of movement, poses and ges/

cures abrupt and often distorted
8

is s according to Stone, more

characteristic of English medieval sculpture than of Continental.

Whether this is so or not, the same characteristic is to some extent

to be observed in the English wall-paintings. The many lovely

and gay ftnmecmlvccntury wall/paintings of dancing angels,

whether or not modelled on or at least reminiscent of actual

*carollers* wonderfully suggest the movement of the dance and

may well seem to the modern reader of the carols their linear

equivalents* One of the features which the alliterative poetry, in

its different medium, has in common with the sculpture and wall/

painting is a strong suggestion of physical movement and action,

conveyed in the case of* the poetry by means of its rhythm and

imagery. Related to this power of expressing movement and

suggesting actions that are frequently violent there is, in the

sculpture particularly, a tendency to distortion and caricature and

occasionally to satire and burlesque in the work of these medieval

English predecessors of Hogarth and Rowlandson, The paintings

of Brucgel and Bosch, too, may well strike one as pictorial

equivalents for some of the characters and episodes in Pirn Plow

mtn. Hell with its scowling, grimacing devils and the Sins or types

of wicked men and women (the glutton with his protuberant

belly, the drunkard vomiting into the bowl, the wrestlers who

signify anger), bulk large in English medieval art, perhaps because

these subjects afforded greater opportunity for the kind of thing

that it could do well In the literature and the drama the same

tendency shows itself in the character types and caricatures, the

devils, the Herods and Pilates, the Seven Deadly Sins and types

related (as are Winner and Waster) to the Sins. But in the art this

dynamism is disciplined, concentrated or reorganized into formal

patterns. A corresponding tendency, occasionally triumphant,

shows itself in the poetry in the stylization and formal arrange-'
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ment of Winnere and Wastoure and The Parkmmt of the Thrc Ages
and in the structural balance of Sir Gawayne and the Grem Knight

and, generally, throughout the alliterative poetry in the com/

bination of clarity with vigour and in the bold handling of large

masses.
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VII. CONCLUSION

'

If we take the whole of this medieval English poetry together,

what does its meaning amount to? What does it all mean? The

only answer is that it means nothing less than all that it docs or is

in every detail; its meaning in the fullest sense is being given only

in the actual process of reading the poetry. But we may, perhaps,

legitimately ask what image of human life the poetry leaves most

persistently with the mind of one who has been perusing it.

Among the images which haunted the medieval mind, ifwe may

judge from the literature, two of the most persistent were the

image ofhuman life in its earthly state as a castle besieged and that

other, perhaps still more persistent image of it as a journey or

pilgrimage.
It is not difficult to see a correspondence between the monk

behind the walls of his monastery, outside of which was *the

wilderness of this world* full of hostile powers, and the knight

besieged in his castle. The religious and moral allegorists saw a

further correspondence, that of the soul besieged by its enemies,

the World, the Flesh and the Devil 1

But more frequent, at least in the poetry with which this book

has been concerned, is the image of life as a journey or pilgrimage

in the romances frequently a quest. Sometimes the image is ofa

procession of folk, more often the journey is a solitary one. The

idea of having lost the way in a wilderness, waste or wood is

frequent, and is common to the romances and to the allegories of

the soul's progress, as in the opening of the Dime Comedy itself.

In romance after romance a knight rides on a solitary journey
1 Cf. Pier* Plwmm, Passus IX (B/text).
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through a forest or waste, engaged in a quest, seeking to find

someone or something that is lost. In the wilderness which he

traverses the knight is surrounded by perils, many of which are

not at the time to be understood, and has to contend with hostile

powers, antagonists who appear unexpectedly, who assume

various shapes and disguises and are often monstrous or magical.

The romances are not themselves allegories. But the audiences for

the medieval allegories and the romances were contemporaneous
and must often have consisted of the same persons. In any case,

these journeys and quests ofthe romances may reasonably be taken

by the reader as essentially, though not ostensibly, a kind of

allegory ofhuman life. There is surely a correspondence between

them and the religious and moral allegories in which the soul

journeys through the world its earthly condition a region of

deceiving appearances, in which things and people are often not

what they seem, in which it is hard to distinguish the true from the

false, a region of perils and enchantments.

In the middle, not only in the middle of the way
But all the way, in a dark wood, in a bramble,

On the edge ofagrimpen, where is no secure foothold*

And menaced by monsters, fancy lights,

Risking enchantment. 1

This, or something like this, appears not to be an uncommon

experience and such as may be expressed in the poetry ofany age.

It may suddenly flash upon one that this apparently so familiar,

accustomed world is a strange, unexplained place. One is liable

at any moment to be subject to

Fallingsfrom us, vanishings;

Blank misgivings of a Creature

Moving about in worlds not realised,*

In the poet's recollection, the boy in Book I ofthe Prelude has such

an experience,

. , . for many days, my brain

Worked with a dim and undetermined sense

1 T. S. Eliot, East Coker* 2
Wordsworth, O<fc on Intimations of Immortality.
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Of of being; o'er tny thoughts

There i darkness, call it

Of Maiife desertion. No familiar shapes

Remained, no pleasant images of trees9

Of sea or sky, mi colours ofgreen fields;

But and mighty forms, that do not live

living men, moved slowly through the mind

By d*ty,
and were a treble to my dreams.

But this sense of being a stranger is counterbalanced, in Words^
worth's poetry* by its opposite a sense of belonging, of being

connected, of being planted in the universe*

Nn outcast he, bewildered and depressed:

Along his infant veins are interfused

The gravitation and tlxjiiial bond

Of nature that connect him with the

I think we find the equivalent of this latter feeling also, the

medieval equivalent of it, deeply present in medieval English

poetry,

It may not have been accidental that the friars and the Arthurian

romances the earliest Arthurian romances we have being those

ofChretien dc Troycs made their appearance in history at about

the same time
(r. 1200). The itinerant knight ofthe romances and

the itinerant friar represent a not dissimilar ideal of life in the

world an ideal which, if not entirely new, seems at any rate to

have gathered renewed power about this time. This is one among
the many interesting suggestions in R. W. Southern's The Making

of the Middle Ajjps* where the changes in the outlook of Europe are

described. The change from the static life of the monk, in a state

ofsiege behind his monastery walls, to the war ofmovement ofdie

friars, a change from the defensive to the offensive and from a local

life, life in one place, to a journeying through the world still,

1
JFVrfwfe, Book 11.

a
Chap. V, 'From Epic to Romance*,
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however, conceived as largely a hostile and perilous place for the

soul was indeed a spectacular one. The emergence of the orders

of friars may be regarded as one of the signs (along with the

crusades and pilgrimages, often to far/distant shrines) of that in/

creasing restlessness ofspirit which has been noted as characteristic

ofthe Middle Ages as they ran their course. It may not be fanciful

to see a connexion between the wanderings and journeyings ofthe

crusading knights, the friars and the pilgrims and those of the

knights in the romances. The latter may well be significant of

more than a taste for tales of adventure. The makers of the

romances and the alliterative poems no doubt inherited their tales

of journeyings and voyagings from earlier times. But the new

emphasis on journeyings, the renewed popularity of such talcs

associates them perhaps with a changed attitude to life. These

medieval poets have inherited also from the heroic poetry a con/

ception ofthe world as a battleground, a place of contention and

testing, ofcombats and flytings, strife and debate. This conception
also assumed a new, more inward meaning in the moral allegories

which represent a war in the soul, as well as throughout the world,
between good and evil.

3

But, side by side with this melancholy, or bracing, conception
ofearthly life as ajourneying and a contending, there is in medieval

English poetry a gladder or (shall we say) a merrier conception of
life on earth this 'merry middle/earth*. In Sir Gtwtynt md the

Grene Knight both attitudes or visions are present and to some ex/

tent reconciled. But, throughout a great part of medieval English

poetry as well as in this poem,
1
there is expressed a glad sense of

man as not altogether forlorn in this earth and as having a place in

the scheme of the universe. At least, it is alternately a sad and a

merry thing that man's earthly life forms part ofthe natural pattern
or rhythm, shares in the alternation of day and night, in the

revolution ofthe year, winter and spring, sowing/time and harvest,

1 Cf. also the passages on Nature and its wonders in Passus XI and XI! ofPirn
Plowman (B/text).
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in the cycle of youth and age, death and birth, destruction and

renewal At the basis of much of the poetry there is a sense of the

unity, the indivisibility of the whole diversity of things and

creatures, and of an intimate connexion between them and man,

The nearest and the farthest things from the influences and

potencies of the stars, the sun and moon, rainfall, to the properties

and qualities ofthe plants at his feet are felt to bear directly on his

life. At his happiest, if not also perhaps his clearest, the medieval

poet* as medieval man, feels this. He is sustained by a sense of the

universe the king of which if his friend and of a relation be^

tween each particular in the divinely made whole* Earth and

water and fire, birds, beasts and fishes, trees, flowers, crops and

fruits are conceived to be a single divine creation, interfused and

interconnected* Yet there are times when it seems that all earthly

things are appearance only and that reality is not here but some/

where behind and beyond this shadowy realm of temporal

appearance. There are other moments, however, when it seems

that appearance itself is the closest we can come to reality, is itself

a fafftt of reality or a stage towards it continuous with an

ultimate or divine reality and that the natural is after all planted

in the supernatural! the temporal in the eternal, that the here and

now blossoms out of ultimate reality or divinity,
4

The old Church knew that life is here our portion, to be lived,

to be lived in fulfilment. The stern rule of Benedict, the wild

flights of Francis of Assisi, these were coruscations in the steady

heaven of the Church* The rhythm of life itselfwas preserved by

the Church hour by hour* day by day, season by season, year by

year, epoch by epoch, down among the people, and the wild

coruscations were accommodated to this permanent rhythm. We
feel it, in the south* in the country, when we hear the jangle ofthe

bells at dawn* at noon, at sunset, marking the hours with the

sound ofmass or prayers. It is the rhythm ofthe daily sun* We feel

it in the festivals, the processions, Christmas, the Three Kings,

Easter, Pentecost, St. John's Day, All Saints, All Souls, This is

the wheeling ofthe year, the movement ofthe sun through solstice

and equinox, the coming of the seasons, the going of the seasons.

And it is the inward rhythm ofman and woman, too, the sadness
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of Lent, the delight of Easter, the wonder ofPentecost, the fires of

St. John, the candles on the graves ofAll Souls, the Iit/up tree of

Christmas . . .

'The Early Christians tried to kill the old pagan rhythm of

cosmic ritual, and to some extent succeeded. They killed the

planets and the zodiac, perhaps because astrology had already
become debased to fortune/telling. They wanted to kill the festivals

ofthe year. But the Church, which knows that man doth not live

by man alone, but by the sun and moon and earth in their

revolutions, restored the sacred days and feasts almost as the pagans
had them, and the Christian peasants went on very much as the

pagan peasants had gone, with the sunrise pause for worship, and

the sunset, and noon, the three great daily moments of the sun:

then the new holyday, one in the ancient seven/cycle: then Easter

and the dying and rising ofGod, Pentecost, Midsummer Fire, the

November dead and the spirits ofthe grave, then Christmas, then

Three Kings. For centuries the mass of people lived in this

rhythm, under the Church. . . . Now you have a poor, blind,

disconnected people with nothing but politics and bank^holidays
to satisfy the eternal human need of living in ritual adjustment to

the cosmos in its revolutions, in eternal submission to the greater

laws. . . Vitally, the human race is dying. It is like a great up/
rooted tree, with its roots in the air. We must plant ourselves again
in the universe/1

1 D. H, Lawrence, Apropos of Lady Ckatterky's Lover.
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